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Introductio n n 

Nowadays,, Renaissance and Baroque oil paintings usually look different from die way die painters 
intendedd them. Past restorations, such as cleaning paintings with strong abrasives and solvents, have 
oftenn contributed to the occurrence of optical changes. However, optical changes can also be due to 
thee ageing of the materials used by the painter. This 'natural' ageing of the binding medium and the 
pigmentss is substantially accelerated by climate conditions, including (bright) sunlight, moisture and 
atmosphericc pollution. In old paintings, die deterioration of the paint has resulted in varied colour and 
tonall  changes. Areas may have become dark, or have faded. In certain instances, the colour of aged 
paintt has even changed entirely. Because the alterations in the individual areas of the representation are 
anythingg but proportional, the present colour range can deviate gready from what the painter intended. 
Thiss also frequendy affects the original modelling. For example, an even brown or red drapery could 
havee initially displayed a rich play of folds. Obviously, this can also seriously disrupt die painter's 
intendedd suggestion of three-dimensionality. 

Presendy,, die problem of die degradation of old oil paints is the research domain of conservation 
science,, namely the science investigating die cause of ageing processes in works of art and developing 
methodss of retarding or countering them. Researchers focus on uncovering the chemical and physical 
characteristicss of oil binding media and pigments. The composition of paints in old paintings is 
painstakinglyy analysed to this effect. On the basis of the results, paint systems are made that 
approximatee as closely as possible the original composition of the old paints in the aspects deemed 
relevantt by the researchers. By exposing these reconstructions to artificial ageing, an attempt is made to 
acceleratee the natural ageing processes. When chemical and optical changes are charted, useful 
informationn can be acquired about the degradation processes diat have occurred in die old paints. 

Ageingg processes in the paint sometimes have far-reaching consequences for our interpretation 
off  an artist's pictorial, illusionistic and aesthetic intentions.1 It is crucial diat conservators are acutely 
awaree of the optical changes that have occurred in die old paints. Obviously, insight in this field is 
equallyy important for art historians concerned with aspects of colour in old master paintings. The 
impactt of the discoloration of paint on our interpretation of old paintings, however, has not received 
muchh attention either in the field of conservation or in art history. Within conservation science, 
researchh on ageing is conducted primarily by chemists and physicists, scientists whose own fields 
devotee littl e or no attention to the visual consequences of chemical and physical changes in the painted 
image.. Similarly, art historical research into colour, even in recent studies, usually takes litde or no 
accountt of the fact that the paintings' appearance has changed in the course of time. This may be due 
too the fact diat art historians resist consulting the — for them rather impenetrable - scientific literature. 
Ass Leslie Carlyle (1998) has shown, there is a long-standing tradition of a discrepancy in the art 
literaturee between stylistic and technical aspects of painting.2 While style and technique were still treated 
inn connection with one another in the first half of die 19th century, in die course of the 19th and 20th 

centuryy these approaches to works of art developed into two separate fields of study: each with specific 
questionss and methods and a literature that is barely accessible to die other field. Only lately have a 
growingg number of art historians begun to make use of the results obtained from the scientific 
investigationn of painting techniques. Examples of düs are the studies by Marcia Hall (1992) and John 

1.. Wctenng (1999) and (2001). 

2.. Carlyle (1998). 
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Gagee (1999) on old master painters' use of colour. Knowledge gathered by conservation science on the 
ageingg of old works of art, however, is hardly reflected in the art historical literature. This may be 
becausee answers to questions essential to research on colour, such as its original intensity and tonality, 
orr the nature of the modelling applied by the painter are not found in the conservation literature, which 
iss dominated by chemists and physicists. 

Thiss dissertation is the first extensive art historical study focusing on the phenomenon of the 
discolorationn of paintings. Five independent studies present research on the original composition of the 
paintt and die original appearance of the paint in Renaissance and Baroque oil paintings. The point of 
departuree for this research are contemporary writings on die technique of oil painting and on the use of 
colourr and chiaroscuro in paintings. By means of a broad approach and a multifaceted analysis of these 
historicall  art technical and art theoretical writings, a demonstration is given of this material's potential 
forr both scientific and art historical research. 

Thee texts examined vary gready. They were written by both professional and amateur painters, art 
loverss or connoisseurs, and range from succinct practical instructions, which have usually come down 
too us in manuscript form, to early published scholarly treatises which expound in detail the myriad 
aspectss of the art of painting. 

Thesee varied writings enjoyed a widely diverging readership, though it must be noted that the 
specificc target groups and the dissemination of these texts are usually not known. Concise, handwritten 
manualss appear to have circulated within painters' workshops.3 Published scholarly treatises, in addition 
too a select group of professional painters, were probably chiefly read by art lovers who did not always 
paintt themselves.4 Personal notes by painters and connoisseurs were intended primarily for their own 
use,, though they may also sometimes have been collected with a view to publication.5 The material-
technicall  information in printed 'recipe books' seems to have been read by both professional painters 
andd art lovers.6 Furdiermore, a large number of printed treatises obviously written for amateur painters 
weree also published in the 17th century.7 

Indeed,, the diversity of the sources leads one to question just how much the information in the 
variouss texts is representative for actual studio practise and workshop teaching. In order to evaluate 
this,, it is essential to become acquainted with the background of the author and his reading public. 
This,, however, must be done with caution. One might, for example, suppose that the artist Wilhelm 
Beurss adjusted the information in his De groote waereld in 't kleen geschildert (1697) - an instruction book, 
thatt according to die introduction was intended for amateur painters - in such a way for his reading 
public,, that the information had littl e in common with the way a professional artist worked. 
Comparisonn of die advice in Beurs' treatise with that in odier 17th-century accounts however, proves 
thatt Beurs' information is not at variance but in accordance with the texts of his contemporaries. 

3.. Many of these instructions books, including those by Paulus van Somer {c. 1576-1621) and Abraham Latombé, were collated by De Mayerne 
(1620-46);; see Graaf (1958). 

4.. About art lovers in the 17,h century; see Wetering (1999-2000), esp. pp. 20-31. 

5.. In his (unpublished) manuscript Aantekeningen orer schilderkunst (1679-1704), the Dutch painter Simon Eikelenberg sometimes addresses the 
readerr such that it appears that he intended to edit his notes for publication. See his comment on p. 7, for example. 

6.. See for example the introduction to the reader in Pierre LeBrun's Kecueuil des essaiscs des merveilks de lapeinture or Brussels manuscript (1635). The 
objectt of LeBrun writing his treatise, which was intended for publication, was to inform art lovers about the material-technical aspects of the 
artt of painting; see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, pp. 795, 767-69. 

7.. Brugghen (1616) and Beurs (1692) are examples of writings on painting techniques intended especially for amateur painters. 
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Concretee examples hereof will be addressed in this dissertation. That Beurs gives a representative 
accountt if the actual working methods used by his contemporaries was confirmed by recent technical 
researchh on still-lifes from the Northern Netherlands.8 

Thee nature of the technical information differs in the various sources. The texts from the early 15th 

centuryy are mosdy manuscripts with collections of instructions dealing with the making of oil media 
andd concerning the pigments applied in oil painting. Information on the properties, or characteristics, 
off  the oil paints are found only sporadically in these early texts. Not until the early 17th century do 
sourcess generally examine the drying time, colour-fastness, tinting strength, hiding power and 
applicationn technique of the various paint compositions. This development was related to the increasing 
numberr of amateur painters and art lovers interested in the technical aspects of painting.9 This group 
requiredd more detailed technical instructions than the professional painter, who learned his craft in the 
workshop.. In the 17th century, authors gradually provide more indications as to how to render various 
objectss true to life. Early instructions in this area describe solely which pigments should be used for the 
light,, middle and dark tones. As of the middle of the 17th century, greater attention is given to the 
sequencee in which the paint-layers should be applied and how specific textural effects can be realised.11' 
Thee additional technical information included in contemporary theoretical treatises also seems to be 
relatedd to the increasing number of connoisseurs and amateur painters. The extent to which theoretical 
writingss comprise technical information varies gready. 17th century Dutch treatises, including works by 
Philipp Angel (1642), Samuel van Hoogstraten (1678) and Gerard de Lairesse (1707), devote only 
sporadicc attention to pure material and technical aspects. Some French authors, such as Charles 
Alphonsee Dufresnoy (1668) and Henri Testelin (1680), are completely devoted to theory. In other 
Frenchh treatises of the period, and often in English and Spanish treatises, theory and practice are 
treatedd in relation to one another. Not only does the nature of the material-technical information in the 
sourcess change in the course of the centuries, but a shift can also be observed with respect to the 
theoreticall  information on colour and chiaroscuro. Early Renaissance treatises, such as Alberti's Delia 
PitturaPittura (1436), cover aspects such as mathematical perspective and the rules of proportions.11 And, the 
applicationn of chiaroscuro in the various discrete entities of a painting is also discussed. This aspect 
receivess particular attention in the writings of Leonardo da Vinci.12 In theoretical disquisitions from the 
endd of the 16th century, a painting is increasingly considered as a compositional unity radier than a 
constellationn of separate parts.13 Ensuing from this is that authors began to take notice of the 
organisationn of colour and the chiaroscuro in the painting as a whole and how these pictorial means 
couldd be deployed to create a convincing suggestion of three-dimensionality on the flat surface. 

8.. Eikema Hommes el al. (1999)1, and various entries in Wallert (1999). 

9.. This period witnessed the publication of all sorts of manuals for amateur painters, see note 7, and many art lovers kept notebooks with all 
mannerr of information they had received from painters. Possibly the most famous connoisseur who recorded painting technical information is 
thee English court physician Theodore Turquet de Mayerne (1573-1655); see Graaf (1958). Another well-known example is the English 
philologistt Dr. Thomas Marshall (1621-85) who recorded observations of Anthony van Dyck's painting technique in his so-called 
commonplace-book;; see Vey (I960). 

10.. Eikema Hommes el aL (1999)1. 

11.. See Grayson (1972). 

12.. For the writing of Leonardo; see Richter (1883; 1970); McMahon (1956); Pedretn' (1965) and (1977). 

13.. Puttfarken (2(KK)). 
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Inn the late 19th and early 20th century, when the technical aspects of painting were steadily disjoined 
fromm art criticism and art history in the art literature, a division was also made with respect to interest in 
thee source material. While art historians concentrated on the biographical and art theoretical 
information,, painters and conservators became increasingly concerned with the historical techniques. 
Thee extremely rapid deterioration of 19th-century paintings caused by the inferior materials delivered by 
thee paint manufacturers and the painters' ignorance of the proper application of the paints, stimulated 
painters,, conservators and chemists to rediscover the techniques of the old masters.14 The age-old 
paintingss often proved to be better preserved than ^^-century works that were but a few years old. 
Thee 19th-century source publications and interpretations of Medieval, 15th-, 16th-, and 17th-century 
technicall  writings by authors such as Sir Charles Easdake, Mrs M.P. Merrifield and Ernst Berger are 
nowadayss still much consulted, although usually no longer to learn how to paint better. In past decades 
thee interest in the technical information has grown significantly. Ever more books and manuscripts are 
beingg discovered in libraries and are being (republished or otherwise disclosed.15 Other technical 
sourcess are also disclosed by, among others, the Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage (ICN) in 
Amsterdam,, via databases, microfilms scans, Xerox copies and photographs. 

Whilee the technical writings are readily available, the information they contain is still relatively 
unusedd in research on old painting techniques.16 Only recently, expanding interest in this area is 
evidencedd by research conducted, for example, in the National Gallery in London on early northern 
Europeann easel paintings (1997) and paintings by Van Dyck (1999), and in the Rijksmuseum in 
Amsterdamm on 17th-century Dutch still-lif e paintings (1999)." Especially in the research on symptoms 
off  ageing in paintings there is a limited interest in the technical sources. Various reasons for this may be 
noted.. First, the extremely fragmentary character of the historical information. The instructions consist 
off  independent comments, which at times seem to lack any cohesion. Consulting one of these sources 
inn which only mention is made that indigo must be stored underground for a few years because this 
improvess the colour, or that smalt is best mixed quickly with varnish, the modern researcher will be 
unablee to interpret these disparate bits of information adequately. An additional problem with the 
interpretationn is that the authors of historic texts did not always provide a 'neutral' account of the 
techniquess they and their colleagues used. For instance, in an attempt to elevate the status of painting, 
somee 17th-century authors described precisely rare or highly complicated working methods or 
techniquess that required expensive materials. And, they not infrequendy adopted the formulas of older 
'authoritative'' writers, even though these techniques had become obsolete in their own time.18 These 
andd other problems of interpretation related to making die source material accessible, have resulted in 
thee old instructions not being taken seriously enough and technical painting investigation relying 
squarelyy on the supremacy of scientific research. Accordingly, when data obtained from scientific 

14.. That this is the rationale behind the study of historical painting techniques in the second half of the 19,h century is evident from numerous 
articless in the 1880's and 1890's in the German periodical Tcdmiscix MitkilungcnJiirMakni. 

15.. Johannes van de GraaPs edition of the De Muycrnc Manuscript (1958), the studies on English sources by Rosamund Harley (1970; 1982), 
Zahiraa Veliz' translation of five 17'h-century Spanish treatises (1986), Ann Massing's study on French-language sources (1998) and Ulrich 
SchieBl'ss survey of German-language art technical literature (1989), are but a few of the many publications that have contributed to making the 
sourcee material accessible. 

16.. The few early studies combining research on source material with the scientific investigation of paintings include the study by Talley & 
Groenn (1975) on the painting technique of the 18,h-century painter Thomas Bardwell, and McKim Smith (1988) on Velazquez' painting 
technique. . 

177 Respectively: Bülinge et al. (1997); Kirby (1999); Wallert et at (1999). 

18.. This problem clearly emerged in a study of Velazquez' painting technique, in which technical information in Spanish painters' treatises was 
comparedd with results acquired through actual research on Velazquez' paintings; see McKim-Smith etai (1988). 
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researchh on paintings conflicts with information in the sources, the information ultimately considered 
thee most reliable is not usually that in the old writings. In many studies, the sources serve solely to 
illustratee the results of the scientific investigation of paintings: when the instructions contradict the 
analysiss results, the old formulas are either ignored or dismissed as unreliable. Subsequently, art 
historianss adopt the - in their view - 'solid' analytical results. Various examples of this practice are 
addressedd in this dissertation. 

Inn this dissertation, the historical data and the results obtained from the chemical analysis of 
paintings,, however, are considered as complimentary in an attempt to determine the relevance of the 
informationn obtained through both of these research methods. Naturally, using this approach means 
thatt a significant quantity of data has to be obtained from both research domains. With respect to the 
sourcee research, a substantial group of writings must be investigated, including texts unrelated both 
chronologicallyy and geographically. Only with such a broad comparative base can insight be gained into 
thee significance of a formulated method for contemporary painting technique. As outlined in the 
chapterr on verdigris, this prevents an instruction describing a litde used technique from receiving undue 
attentionn at the expense of instructions reflecting prevailing painting techniques. It also allows 
chronologicall  and regional differences in working methods to come to light. 

AA great amount of data culled from the chemical analysis of paintings is necessary to evaluate the 
currencyy of a technique. There are coundess examples of instructions in the sources that initially 
seemedd to contradict the contemporary working method of painters, but which when the number of 
analysiss results increased, nevertheless, proved to reflect the customary technique. The chapter on 
indigoo discusses how the ample attention in the sources on the use of this pigment in oil paint and the 
problemm of the fading of these paints seemed unrealistic. After all, indigo was only sporadically 
encounteredd in oil paintings. Moreover, research in the textile industry had determined that indigo had 
excellentt colourfastness. Only recendy has a growing number of analyses demonstrated that indigo was, 
inn fact, regularly used in oil - primarily by Dutch 17th-century painters - and that, quite to the contrary, 
suchh paint almost always has seriously faded. 

TheThe original composition of the paint 

Ann aged painting is not always an unequivocal source of information for gaining insight into the 
degradationn processes of oil paints, certainly when its history is unknown. The materials used by the 
painterr may have radically altered, or been partly removed, while other substances may have been added 
too the paint-layer. The original composition of the paint is often difficult to reconstruct from the often 
seeminglyy incoherent information obtained from chemical analysis. More difficult still is determining 
howw a passage must have been built up on the basis of a single analysed paint sample. Obviously, 
reconstructionss founded on incorrect basic materials yield a distorted image of the degradation 
processess that have occurred in the paint-layer. 

Ancientt painting instructions afford extremely valuable information about the original 
compositionn of the aged paints. From these texts we can determine which pigments and which of their 
qualitiess were customary for the type of paint under investigation. The instructions indicate how -
dependingg on the pigments used - various (oil) media were employed and that the choice of binding 
mediumm also hinged on the desired painterly effect - translucent or opaque, fluid or impasted etc. The 
recipess also explain when and for what reasons solvents, siccatives and fillers were added to paints. The 
oldd instructions mention which paint composition and build up of paint-layers was customary for 
suggestingg the light, middle and shaded tones of the various coloured objects. The sources always 
evincee how in their choice of material and technique, the painters weighed the advantages and 
disadvantagess between the desired painterly effect on the one hand and aspects such as price, 
processabilityy and colour-fastness of the materials on the other. Time and again, the sources provide an 
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understandingg not only of the traditional procedures as such, but also die function of these working 
methods.. This knowledge is crucial for the correct interpretation of die data obtained from the 
scientificc analysis of paintings and contributes to a responsible formulation of paint reconstructions. 

TheThe paint's original appearance and the artist's original intention. 

Recentiy,, Ernst van de Wetering demonstrated how a 'mental reconstruction' can be made of the 
originall  appearance of a representation on the basis of contemporary art-tfieoretical writings and old 
drawnn and painted copies.,<J In fashioning a 'mental reconstruction' of the original colours and tones 
andd of the modelling of die aged areas, equally valuable insights are afforded by the instructions for 
paintt mixtures and the instructions for the build up of the paint-layers. For example, from the formulas 
wee learn whether the lighter tones were painted with bright colours and whether black or otherwise 
mutedd pigments were added to the shadows, or whether intensely coloured pigments were used for 
shadowss and lighter tints were achieved by the addition of a white pigment. From the sources can also 
bee deduced whether for a specific passage a uniform layer of gla2e was applied over die underpainting 
withoutt differentiation, or whetiier die transparent paint was applied only on die shaded areas or the 
reflections.. The theoretical instructions on the application of colour and chiaroscuro yield information 
onn the desired strength and transition of the tonal contrast between the lit and shaded areas and the 
intensityy of the colours there applied. Aspects such as the rendering of reflections or the atmospheric 
perspectivee are also often treated in detail in the old writings. 

AA substantial number of texts on oil paint techniques from various European countries was analysed 
forr this research. The earliest sources date from the late 14th and early 15th century; the period in which 
oill  became commonly used for easel painting. A wide selection was made from 15th through 18th 

centuryy sources. That both geographically and chronologically divergent texts could be cohesively 
analysedd is defensible on the grounds that despite chronological and local differences in painting 
techniques,, one can speak of a certain international uniformity in die period investigated. Research on 
paintingss has proven that, although the local availability of materials was a determining factor, painters 
inn Europe were working with a very limited number of virtually the same pigments until the beginning 
off  the 18th century. The characteristic features of the pigments required specific processing.20 The great 
mobilityy of painters in the period under investigation, certainly during the years of their training, also 
facilitatedd the rapid exchange of technical information.21 A comprehensive selection was made of 
publishedd writings and manuscripts with respect to the Dutch material. In addition, Spanish, German, 
Italian,, French and English texts were chosen from different periods. This resulted in an analysis of 
paintingg instructions and other data from approximately 200 written sources. 

Inn the five studies constituting tiiis dissertation, the possibilities of the old texts for research into the 
discolorationn of oil paintings are illuminated from different angles. 

Thee first chapter elucidates how a system of organisation can be introduced in the rather 
impenetrablee technical source material on painting that contributes to the disclosure and interpretation 
off  this information. By understanding die function of the recipes in the painting process, the 
fragmentaryy instructions can be connected to one another, complementing and elucidating one another. 

19.. I hid., note 1. 

20.. Only when Prussian blue became available (introduced in the early 17()()s) and the use of Naples yellow increased in the early 18th century 
didd drastic changes take place in the handling of materials and painting technique. They were followed in the 19,h century by the discovery of 
zinc,, chrome, cadmium and cobalt pigments and aniline paints, as well as the industrial production of paint in tubes. 

21.. On the mobility of painters: Brulez (1986), pp. 40-45. 
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Withh the method developed in chapter one, die references in the sources on discoloration are 
broughtt together in die second chapter. This gives rise to a coherent survey of the traditional 
knowledgee on the ageing of oil paint and the painters' attitude toward to this phenomenon. The sources 
reveall  that numerous painters considered the changing of their colours a great problem and that many 
exercisedd constant care to guarantee the greatest possible colour-fastness of their paintings. The pursuit 
off  permanence appears to have been an important criterion in the painters' choice of pigments and 
bindingg media. At the same time, they created a large number of often refined painting techniques that 
benefitedd the colour-fastness of their works. 

Thee third chapter addresses the problems of interpretation concerning the use of colour in aged 
paintings.. The complex historiography of Raphael's Transfiguration serves to demonstrate how 
throughoutt the centuries anachronistic notions played a crucial role in the interpretation of the use of 
colourr in this influential painting. Also addressed is how the study of written technical and theoretical 
sourcess combined with the knowledge of the materials used by Raphael and how they age, as well as the 
examinationn of contemporary copies and preparatory studies afford understanding of the original 
appearancee of the Transfiguration and Raphael's intentions with respect to colour and chiaroscuro. 

Finally,, the fourth and fifth chapters each concentrate on an important problem of discoloration 
inn oil paintings in the period under investigation: the brown discoloration of verdigris gla2es in 15th -
throughh 17th-century paintings, and the fading of indigo paint in primarily 17th-century Northern 
Netherlandishh paintings. The choice of these topics is associated with the areas of interest of the 
projectt Molecular Aspects of Ageing of Painted Art (MOLART), and allowed my analyses of the sources and 
off  the painting surface to be combined with (chemical-analytical) paint research. It also made it possible 
too make paint reconstructions based on historical instructions and to subject these paints to artificially 
ageingg systems. This integrated approach reveals that the degree and the nature of the discoloration of 
verdigriss and indigo paints depend on a large number of material and technical variables, including the 
qualityy and purity of the pigments, die type of binding medium, the presence of additives and the 
paintingg technique (such as the thickness of the layers, pigment volume concentration, type of 
underpainting).. The old instructions also appear to yield valuable insights into the original colour of the 
agedd paints and the modelling they must have had. Old master painters had knowledge in die area of 
thee ageing of their paints from which present-day researchers could learn much. For example, it is the 
sourcess that inform us that the light fastness of indigo varies enormously in different binding media. 
Finally,, from the sources we can gather how the limitations and possibilities of the pigments (verdigris 
wass extremely difficult to process while indigo was very easy) had impact on the use of colour, 
brushworkk and the rendering of the modelling by painters from different centuries. 

Exceptt for the chapter on indigo, all of these studies have appeared earlier as articles in publications in 
thee fields of conservation science and art history. The second chapter on the painters' knowledge of the 
ageingg of their paints was rewritten for this dissertation. The other articles are mosdy unaltered, though 
expandedd in places and including recent literature. In the first two introductory chapters, several typical 
exampless of the various recipe groups are given. In the last three chapters the referencing of the source 
materiall  is more comprehensive. 
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AA Proposal for  the Classification of Painting Methods and Recipes * 

AA great number of studies into 15th to 17<h-century oil paintings have revealed that painters at that time 
appliedd their paint in a methodical manner. Although many such 'recipes' are known, the question of 
theirr exact function has received littl e previous attention. Contemporaneous workshop handbooks and 
treatisess contain a great number of instructions regarding the build up of the paint-layer and often 
mentionn die motive for a specific working method. The information regarding painting techniques in 
historicall  texts is mosdy fragmentary and unsystematic. It is therefore difficult to obtain a complete 
overvieww of the knowledge and techniques that painters formerly had at their disposal. By studying die 
functionn of instructions regarding painting techniques, however, it is possible to structure this 
information.. It also facilitates the interpretation of divergent instructions and recipes. By assembling 
fragmentedd instructions with a similar function from divergent sources, diis fragmentary information 
cann be linked, completed and explained. As explained in the introduction, the use of information 
obtainedd from chronologically and geographically divergent sources may be justified. 

Thiss chapter presents a survey of the various functions for painting according to a fixed order. The 
followingg main categories of instructions can be distinguished: 
11 Instructions for preserving the original appearance of die painting. 
2.. Instructions for taking into account the limited compatibility of pigments. 
3.. Instructions for using differences in hiding power and tinting strength of the pigments. 
4.. Instructions to compensate for differences in drying time. 
5.. Instructions for fast and easy painting. 
6.. Instructions for taking price differences into account. 
7.. Instructions for indicating light and shade and the rendering of objects. 
8.. Instructions for simplifying the organisation of the representation. 
9.. Instructions concerning the sequence of painting. 
10.. Instructions concerning the division of labour within the workshop. 
Basedd on 17th and early 18th-century source material, the following demonstrates how focussing on the 
functionn contributes to the interpretation of technical formulas. Although the reader might be familiar 
withh some of the examples given, from the literature it emerges that until now no attempt has been 
madee to develop a system like the following for this aim. 

InstructionsInstructions for preserving the original appearance of the painting. 

Itt is generally known that an oil paint-layer can change so much that in time it may deviate strongly 
fromm its original appearance. Discoloration of the paint can be the consequence of the discoloration of 
certainn pigments or the yellowing of die oil medium; changes may occur as a result of bleeding, a too 
fastt or too slow drying process of the paint and too much or too litde sinking in of the medium. 
Furthermore,, some paint-layers become more transparent over time. From the historical texts 
examinedd it emerges that painters were conscious of such problems and took them into account when 
applyingg the pigments and media. An example is the handling of the blue pigment indigo. Owing to the 
pigment'ss limited light fastness in oil media, indigo paint may fade rapidly obtaining a pale greyish or 
greenishh hue. Painters were well acquainted with this discoloration and diey also knew that this 
phenomenonn especially occurred under the influence of light.1 Because of its limited colour-fastness, 

**  This chapter is an adjusted version of an article with the same title published in: Bridgland (1996). 

1.. For example, the remark by the Parisian painter Pierre LeBrun (1635); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 817. 
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sourcess regularly recommend restricting the use of the pigment to the underpaint-layer. In The art of 
paintingpainting (1692), the English art lover Marshall Smith warned: 'Indigo turns green in time and should be chiefly 
us'dinus'din dead-colouring [- underpainting].'2 The Dutch painter Wilhelm Beurs, whose book Degroote waereld 
inin 't kleen geschildert (Fig. 1) was published in the same year as Smith's, also advised painting a second 
layerr on top of the indigo. Beurs, however, gave an explanation for this: discoloration of indigo was 
preventedd by this second paint-layer: Notice, that if one wants to make indigo and its colour permanent, it is 
necessarynecessary togla^e or finish with ultramarine, as it appears lighter or darker in nature} Indeed, a paint-layer of 
colourfastt ultramarine will function as a filter, reducing the intensity of the light transmitted and 
consequendyy protecting the indigo from fading. 

Thiss is just one example of the numerous formulas, which take into account the changing 
appearancee of a painting that wil l be considered in greater detail in the following chapters. 

InstructionsInstructions for taking into account the limited compatibility of pigments. 
Whenn mixed in paint, certain historical pigments can cause a chemical reaction that could cause the 
paintt to change colour. Sulphide-containing pigments can, for example, react with pigments consisting 
off  either lead or copper compounds. However, study of paintings has shown that whilst these reactions 
mayy occur in an aqueous medium they rarely arise in oil paint.4 Hence, it is interesting to note in the 
sourcess that for several pigments great caution was considered necessary in oil painting. The 
instructionss especially warn against mixtures containing orpiment and authors regularly recommend 
thatt this pigment be applied in a separate paint-layer. In the so-called De Mayerne manuscript (1620-46), a 
collectionn of notes by the English court physician Theodore Turquet De Mayerne that focuses on 
technicall  aspects of painting, the painter Cornells Janssens van Keulen (1593-1661) is quoted as 
warningg that the orpiment paint-layer should absolutely not be overpainted: 'Orpiment will ly faire en any 
cullerculler [colour], except verdigres, but no culler can ly faire on him, he kills them all.'5 This warning may explain 
whyy in contemporary instructions orpiment is usually restricted for the last highlights, only to be 
appliedd when the other paint-layers are dry. An example is the advice, which De Mayerne noted down 
fromm Anthony van Dyck (1599-1641): 

Paintingyellow.Paintingyellow. One uses orpiment, which is the most beautiful yellow colour one can have... but mixed with any other 
colourscolours it spoils them. ..And in order to use it, it must be used unmixed, after the drapery (for which, used unmixed, it is 
veryvery suitable) has been made with other yellow colours. A.nd on this [paint] when thoroughly dry, one must indicate the 
lightlight [part of the drapery] with orpiment on the lit  side. In this way the result will be very beautiful.*1 

InstructionsInstructions f or using differences in hiding power and tinting strength of the pigments. 
Painterss recognized that pigments had different hiding powers, providing opaque or transparent oil 
paint-layers,, and that the tinting strength varied considerably for any one pigment. Sources frequendy 

2.. Smith (1692), p. 69. 

3.. Beurs (1692), p. 4<>: 'Waarscitouwende, (tat, indigo en men yjn kokur wit doen bestendig sjjn, lief noodwendig is da! men /jet ^eltt met ultramarijn moet 
mtndntilennmtndntilenn of laxeeren naar dat liet leitn ~eifc tig/er of donkenier beivnden word.' According to Pauw de Veen (1969), pp. 306-08, the term 
'overschilderen''overschilderen' is generally used as a synonym for finishing the representation. 

4.. See chapter II section III . 

5.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 174. 

6.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 175: 'Labeur de jaune. Use serf tie 1'orpiment qui est le plus beau jaune que 1'on scauroit auoir, mais... mesléauec 
timtestimtes aullres couleurs it lex lue.,. E f pour s 'en seruir ilyjaut appliauer seul ayant Jaict la drapperie (pour laquelk seule il  est trtsbon) auec aultres couleurs jaulnes, 
&&  sus ice lie bien seic/ie fault rebausser sur le jour auec 1'orpiment. Ainsi ivsfrt laber sera beau par excellence.' 
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recommendd employing the vanous pigments such that their specific qualities are used completely. The 
usuall  advice is to apply pigments with litde hiding power in the upper paint-layer while using pigments 
withh strong hiding power and/or tinting strength in the underpainting. For example, the De May erne 
manuscriptmanuscript gives an instructions that recommends applying the pigment ivory black, mentioning that it 
possessess no body, as a translucent paint-layer or a glaze, over opaque undercolours:Tfo deepest black is 
mademade of ivory... This black does not have body [n 'a point de corps] and serves to paint over another black, [such as] 
lampblacklampblack as agla^e and then it makes the darkest black? 

Historicall  texts recommend glazes for various purposes. They advise glazing an opaque paint-
layerr because of the beauty of the colour obtained8 or so as to obtain a great number of different 
colours.99 In addition, a glaze is recommended for obtaining unity in a specific area of the painting or to 
tonee down a passage when painted too distincdy. Wilhelm Beurs advises, for example, for the 
renderingg of a red flower: when it is painted in the described way and it is dry, gla^e or paint it over lightly with only 
FlorentineFlorentine lake to tone down the strength of the lights and shadows}" 

AA glaze is also recommended locally to indicate the shadow of an object. The workshop 
handbookk entided lus petit peintre de Mr. de St. Jehan, part of the De Mayerne manuscript, mentions the 
followingg formula for rendering a black drapery: 'Lampblack, a little umber, a bit ojwhite. Shadow with ivory 
blackblack mixed with a little verdigris. For the lights, lampblack mixed with white and a little umber?" Since the 
aforementionedd instruction quoted from the De Mayerne manuscript recommends the pigment ivory 
blackk for glazing, one may assume that according to the Mr. de St. Jehan the ivory black had to be 
appliedd as a glaze. 

InstructionsInstructions to compensate for differences in drying time. 
Thee drying time of oil paint is significandy influenced by the pigments employed. For example, paint 
madee of black pigments or red lake hardly dries, while pigments that contain copper, lead or 
manganesee compounds accelerate the drying process of the oil considerably.12 The extremely long 
dryingg time of certain paints can substantially delay the painting process, though a very swift drying 
timee is usually no less desirable. A great number of instructions are therefore intended to regulate the 
dryingg time of the various oil paints. It is frequendy advised that slow drying paints be mixed with a 
smalll  quantity of pigments or metal salts, which accelerated the drying of this paint. Depending on the 
pigmentt used, one could choose different siccatives. In the workshop handbook of he petit peintre 
differentt siccatives are advised for die various black pigments: 'Ivory black [dries] with verdigris, smoke 
blackblack with umber.'l*  This remark explains why in instruction from Le petit peintre quoted in the previous 
paragraphh verdigris had to be added to a glaze paint made of ivory black. 

7.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 143: 'Le plus fort noir \c juuf avecyuoire, bruslé dans vn vaiueau ckfer bienjermi, avec Lut [urn sapientiaej
sei.sei. Ce noir n 'a point tie corps, e>*  est pour met Ire sur vn aultrt noir tie lompe comme en giacant, & alors est noir en extremtté' 

8.. For example the instruction given by J.M. Cröker (1719); see SchieBl (1982), p. 97. 

9.. See for example the recipes for drapery given by Marshall Smith, (1692), p. 84. These instructions show that a range of drapery colours 
weree obtained by varying the undercolours of a glaze paint or vice versa. 

10.. Beurs (1692), p. 38: 'Als~e tlus geschilder!, droog g/n laxeert oj overs!rij kt men^e om de iemgt tier Imgsch en diepseh mat le verflwuven dun met enkel 
fhrenlijnscljefhrenlijnsclje Ink' 

11.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 153: 'Drappene noire. Noire de lampe, peu d'mhre, vnpeu de blanc. Enjoncts avec noir d'yuoire, mesle atvc 
verciet.verciet. Rebaussis avec noir de lampe atlie de blanc  d'vnpeu d'ombre.' 

12.. Le petit peintre mentions how the vanous oil paints could take vast differences in time to dry; Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 147. 

13.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 153: 'Le noir d'yuoire am It vert de gris. Le noirdejumée avec la tem d'ombre? 
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Thee use of extremely slow drying paints was usually restricted to the upper paint-layer. De 
Mayernee recorded for example: Asphaltfor the rendering of the darkest shadows of the flesh colour, when everything 
isis dryM According to this instruction asphalt will be applied as a glaze since this use is advised in a 
similarr formula in Arte poëtica e dapintura e symetria com principos daperspectiva (1615) by the Spanish author 
Felipee Nunes: 'This [asphalt] is to be used for shadowing the flesh colours in the manner ofagla^e after the figure has 
dried.^dried.^55 It is interesting that both De Mayerne and Nunes emphasise that the glaze may only be applied 
afterr complete drying of the other paint-layers. Consequendy die glaze can be applied more easily, but 
moreoverr more thinly, and will therefore dry more quickly. 

InstructionsInstructions for fast and easy painting. 

Thee choice of a specific use of material or a specific painting technique could further depend on 
whetherr one could paint faster and more easily. In the sources one regularly finds instructions that 
recommendd a particular method for this very reason. In El' museo pictorico'y la escala optica (1715-24), the 
Spanishh painter Antonio Palomino Y Velasco offered two different methods for finishing a blue 
drapery,, which had been underpainted with smalt, white pigment and indigo. He mentioned that the 
secondd method is easier: 

WhenWhen the underpaying is dry, go over it with only fine smalt and white tempered only with walnut oil,.. But the easiest 
wayway to work the finishing touches is to apply agla^e of smalt alone over the entire underpainting of the drapery, diluting it 
withwith the walnut oil and turpentine spirit. Then work over the gla^e, and darken the darks with indigo alone.16 

Notee that only for the 'easier' method Palomino applied indigo in the upper paint-layer. The effect of 
deepp intense shadows is far easier to achieve with indigo, due to its high tinting strength, than with 
smalt,, which only has a limited tinting strength and hiding power. The advantage of a facile and swift 
techniquee can explain why indigo was nevertheless recommended in many recipes for the upper paint-
layerr even though painters knew it faded. 

InstructionsInstructions for taking price differences into account. 

Theree used to be vast differences in price between the various pigments. Ochres and other earth 
pigmentss were rather inexpensive, but the price of bright yellow, red and blue pigments could be 
considerable.177 Differences in price not only existed between the various pigments, but also between 
differentt qualities of one type of pigment. The painter would try to minimise his use of these cosdy 
pigments.. By means of a systematic method of working he could, for example, restrict expensive 
pigmentss to the upper paint-layer. The next advice concerns an economical utilisation of a relative 
expensivee pigment: vermilion. In Der wohl anfuhrende Mahler (1719), the German painter Joan Melchior 
Crökerr advised: 

14.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 146: 'Spate pour enjoncer la ciwncurt au plus prajond, quand tout est sec' 

15.. Nunes (1615); see the translation by Veliz (1986), p. 4. 

16.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 67: 'Y en estanilo stat, se labra solo con esmalteJino y bianco, uno y o/rrt templatlo con aceyle de nueces, ypara 
me/orme/or se le me^cla a el aceyle un poquito de aguarras para que se nbeba ... pen el, modo mat Jodide labrarle a el acabar, es bahandn lock elpano bosquexadu con 
elel esmalte sob, desatandole con el aceyte de nueces y aguarrds,y depues labrar sobn el bano,y apretar bs obscuros cvn (1 anil sob: The English translation of 
thee Spanish sources, emended where appropriate, is from Veliz (1986), p. 166. 

17.. Kirby (2(XX)); Henny (1994). 
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IfIf  you want to paint with vermilion, and employ it economically, first, apply on the passage aground colour with red earth 
mixedmixed with enough lead white, such that it becomes light red or skin colour. Then, let it dry, and repaint this with the 
vermilion.vermilion. In this way the vermilion will  be brighter, and one does not need so much of this.1K 

Thee Spanish painter José Hidalgo recommended the same procedure in Principospara estudiar el 
noblilisimoynoblilisimoy real arte de lapintura (1693), but without mentioning the function of this working method: 'If 
itit  is to be red, then the first coat is put on with almagra [= red earth] and red lead, and the last with vermilion and 
carmine.carmine.>V)>V) In the light of Cröker's advice, it is likely that Hidalgo's instruction was also intended to 
reducee the costs. 

InstructionsInstructions for indicating light and shade and the rendering of objects. 
Inn the period examined, one of the most important ambitions in painting was the lifelike representation 
off  objects. In the course of time, systems had been developed to render the modelling of the objects 
andd their textural characteristics in the quickest, best and easiest way. In the sources examined many of 
thesee procedures may be found. These instructions show that painters believed that for a convincing 
depictionn of an object, specific pigments had to be used for its passages of light and shade. In addition, 
thee painting process was split up in various stages, with a definite layered structure being used for the 
light,, middle and shadow tones. For example, in Den grondt der edel vry schilder-const (1604; Fig. 2) the 
Dutchh painter and art theoretician Karel van Mander warned that for rendering velvet, light and shade 
hadd to be applied in a way that was different from the one used to depict other drapery: In contrast to 

youryour other textile, where you render with light paint all the relief in the folds, this is completely different with velvet 
[drapery],, as you make these entirely dark and paint flat highlights only on the reflecting sides.20 This advice shows 
similarityy to an instruction for depicting red velvet from Lepetitpeintre. Red velvet. Red lake with couperose 21 

ShadowShadow with the same colour and a little lampblack. On the lit  side [paint with] vermilion only by means of linesP-
Bothh instructions recommend applying a dark paint-layer first and emphasise rendering the lights flat, 
withoutt relief. Furthermore, the instructions appear to complement each other. The recipe of Le petit 
peintrepeintre provides information about the rendering of shadows and tells us that the highlights had to be 
depictedd as lines, while Van Mander informs us about the exact place where these highlights should be 
painted. . 

Thee great advantage of following these and other instructions was that the rendering of effects 
didd not continually have to be reinvented. Instead, the painter was certain of his results in advance so 
thatt he could build up his painting accurately. This way of working had several advantages. The painter 
couldd estimate the quantity of materials required for his work and the time he needed for rendering the 
variouss elements in the representation. As a result, the costs could be closely controlled. 

18.. Cröker (1719); see SchieBl (1982), p. 97: 'Will man was mil Zinnober anstreiclxn, umi damit sparsam umgelxn, so gründe man erst die Stücke mi! 
Braunrvfh,Braunrvfh, (las mit Bleyweis genugsam irrmischei, damit es tine belle rat lie utler Ltib-Farbe werde; lafi es (Una truikenen, und überstrtidie es mil clem Zinmeer, so 
stelxtstelxt der Zinnober beller, und man braudit audi desselben nicht so riel.' 

19.. Hidalgo (1693; 1965), p. 9: 'y luego con este a^eyle si ha de ser Colorado, se da Liprimera mam con almagra, y accrcon, y la ultima (k bermellon, y carmin.' 
Translationn by VeHz (1986), p. 137. 

20.. Mander (1604)1, f. 44r: 'In ptaets dal glry u laken met gMxelen Imogbsch. de ployen pleegbt Ie doen itrlxjjen, daergaet lief ganfs anders met de fluwcelen, 
wantwant glry makel al hruyn, cngaet slechs deelen, de canten weerscl.it/nich, u l.mogbsels ejfen.' 

21.. Presumably this is iron sulphate used as a dryer. In French sources, zinc sulphate is usually referred to as couperose blanche. 

22.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 154: 'Velours Rouge. Lacaue arte couperose. Enjoncés a/cc la mesme couleur iLT vn peu ik notr de lompe. Sur le 
jourjour du fcrmillun seulpar traits? 
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InstructionsInstructions for simplifying the organisation of the representation. 

Thee primary reason for a layered painting technique is that the paint-layers that had been set up need to 
bee dry enough to be overpainted. Based on this working procedure, which was dictated by the 
constraintss of the materials themselves, the painting process was divided in different, often clearly 
defined,, phases. In the 17th century it was common practice to render the composition, the main 
divisionn of light and shade and, according to several painting procedures, also the first lay in of the 
colourss in the underpainting: the dead-colour. After the dead-colour had dried, the painting process 
wass usually divided into two further steps: first, the working up or painting up wherein the painter 
elaboratedd colour, modelling and textural effects of the elements of the representation and secondly the 
phasee of finishing or retouching, in which the strongest highlights and the deepest shadows as well as 
alll  sorts of details were painted. A large number of instructions refers to this working sequence. In the 
GrootGroot schilderboek (1707) the Dutch painter Gerard de Lairesse mentioned that during the dead-
colouringg the painter should organise the following parts of the representation: 

Now,Now, so as not to work in vain, one must bear in mind before all else that the overall harmony and illusion [houding be 
wellwell observed: that the tints and colours be arranged in such a way that, from the requirements of the recession and 
distance,distance, when the eye glances at the painting, everything has an appearance of plausible three-dimensional construction 
[welstand\[welstand\ and its appropriate qualities: then for the painting up not much effort is required?* 

Dee Lairesse also went into the function of the layered working sequence. He believed that when the 
painterr painted up a well dead-coloured painting, this had the advantage that he no longer needed to 
occupyy himself with the organisation of the representation as a whole, but could concentrate 
completelyy on the precise elaboration of the separate components of the painting.24 De Lairesse's 
advicee may contribute to the interpretation of instructions regarding the layered working sequence 
foundd in other sources. For example, it becomes apparent why the contemporary Dutch painter Beurs 
recommendedd to paint up the details of the representation only after everything [of the representation] 
hadhad been reproduced with an appearance of solidity [in een goede welstand gevonden word].'25 

InstructionsInstructions concerning the sequence of painting. 

Manyy instructions refer to the working sequence the painter had to keep to during his dead-colouring 
andd painting-up. During the underpainting, it is recommended that the painter proceeds, depending on 
thee subject to be painted, either from the foreground to the background or precisely in reverse 
sequence.. Beurs warned for example: 

TheThe figures (to begin with) the painter must apply first. Both in a room, a landscape or in another meeting place of people. 
InIn a room it is not indelicate to paint the rear at last. But in a landscape after the figures (if they are painted herein 

23.. Lairesse (1707), vol. 1, p. 12-13: 'Om nu niet pergeep te arbeiden, y moetmen momamelyk in ach! neemen, dal de algemeene Imuding, we1waargenomen 
word:word: da! de tinten en irrwen ^idanig gescUkl yn, dat na penis der wyking en upland, en Itet stuk uit der Imnd gezien werde/ule, alia een polkomen welstand Ixejt, 
enen yn bcljoortykc eigenschappen beyl: dan ~at 'er weinig moeiten tot /jet opmaahen penis! warden: For the concept of Imuding and the meaning of the word 
wehtandwehtand which regularly appears in company of Imucling. Taylor (1992). 

24.. Lairesse (1707), vol. 1, p. 13. 

25.. Beurs (1692), p. 53, on the painting of a seascape: '...en dee^e ulxepen kan men daar na, al< alles in een goede welstand gemnden word, met mast en 
louwenlouwen oprrtaaken.' 
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becausebecause of the history or [just] as ornament) [one has to paint] the sky, the mountains and the ground from the 
backgroundbackground to the foreground.2^ 

Beurss did not mention the motive for the sequence he suggested. However, an advice of De Lairesse, 
whoo recommended a comparable working sequence, may provide some insight. De Lairesse wrote: 

AboutAbout dead-colouring and how one should do this surely and skilfully. It is my opinion that it is the best and surest way 
toto begin from the background, especially when the landscape is most distinct. Since all objects should be subordinated to 
thethe brightness or gloominess of the sky and the tints of the objects must be found, the light on the foreground, and the 
strengthstrength of the figures, must be adapted to this; if begun otherwise, these aspects will  be difficult to determine. However, 
whenwhen figures of other large objects are the most pronounced [in the painting], it is better to begin where one will  see the 
greatestgreatest strength, on the first or second ground and in this way proceed in the opposite direction.11 

InstructionsInstructions concerning the division of labour within the workshop. 

Thee different phases in the painting process allowed a division of labour in the painter's workshop, 
resultingg in a quick and efficient production of paintings. Occasionally, sources go into this division of 
labourr in the workshop, as in the treatise Dialogos de lapintura (1633) by the Spanish painter and art 
theoreticistt Vicente Carducho: 

TheThe expert painter's tasks are to make sketches, to study every part of a composition separately, and then to join all the 
partsparts in a finished cartoon or drawing, arriving at the composition according to the precepts of good art. He gives this and 
thethe other drawings to the oficial,2  ̂who transfers or draws them onto the canvas or wall by the squaring system; he then 
paintspaints the underpainting, and applies the colours, which is called finishing or impasting. The master is present to watch 
withwith care, to advise with words, and to correct with the brush when the oftdal errs or when the work doesn't agree with the 
drawingdrawing (this is called corrupting the contours). When the oficial leaves the painting as finished, the master comes back to 
retouchretouch and perfect it, which is the ultimate step.20 

AA similar procedure emerges from a notebook of the Flemish painter Pieter van Lint (1609-93), in 
whichh he describes his duties as an apprentice in the workshop of the Antwerp painter Artus Wolf fort 
(1581-1641),, from 1624 to 1631. Van Lint gives a detailed account of the paintings he made, and 
distinguishess in this work the phases: dotverven [to dead-colour], overdoen or vort te doen [to paint up] and 
orr rectoceren [to retouch]. Several times, Van Lint mentions he started to overdoen or vort te doen a painting, 

26.. Beurs (1692), pp. 51-52: 'De Bee/tie» (om (laar mede aan te rangen) moet een schilder eerst aanleggen, 't ̂ y in een kamer, landscljap of ancien vergaderplaats 
tantan menschen. In een kamer maakt men niet oniitcgclijk, 7 agente, dat rerst afwijkt, op fjet laatste: dog in een land\chap na de beelden (ah 'er in kimmen door de 
geschiedenisgeschiedenis oj om remaak) de logt, bergen en gronden ran agtertn na de worgrvnd toe.' 

27.. Lairesse (1707), vol. 1, p. 12: 'Van bet doodnenvtn, om aast en i aanlig ytlks te doen. Hierin komt my tvor, de altennste en ^tkerste wy~c te :yn, liet van 
achtenachten Ie beginnen, in^onderl.ieid wanneer hel tamlscljap mest te yegxen J>eeft. Dtwyl na de fielder oj somberlxid des luchts ^icli alk dingen schikken moeten, en de 
fin/enfin/en der tvorwetpen getvnden; want het licht op de ivorgrond, en de kracht der beelden, moet daar na gepast worden, Ixtgien, anders begonnen tyndc, ~eer onwts 
uitlullenuitlullen yiude. Maarzo het ivornaamste in heelden of anden grrwte roora-erpen bestaat, is het beter te beginnen doormen de meeste kracht by een yet, het y dan op 
dede eerste of tweede grond, en tip dien met na acbtcrwaanlt.' 

28.. An oficial is a painter who has completed tht initial apprenticeship, probably having passed examination by guild or academy in various 
areass of his profession: Veliz (1988), p. xviii . 

29.. Carducho (1633); see Serraller (1979), p. 384: 'El perito pintor bay los rasgunos, 6 esauicios, y estudia cada parte de par st, que despucs to junta lodo en 
dibujo,dibujo, o carton acabail», y aimpuesto cientijicamente. Este, y las demas dtbujos entnga al oficial, y ilpasa los perfiles, i tlibu/a con quatricula, sobn el lienor), <> 
pand,pand, y le bosqueja, y mete de colons, que llaman acabar, 6 empastar, acudiendo el maestro cuidadoso a ttr, y comgir, y adirrtir  depalabra, y con lospin~cles la que 
yerra,yerra, quando no se ajusta con lit  dibujado (que tsto llaman commper losperjiles): y despues que doficial lo tlexapor acabado, el maestro li>  bueln a ntocar, y 
perficionar,perficionar, que es lo ultima... '. Translation by Veliz. (1986), p. 27. 
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butt he does not mention whether he painted the dead-colour. For example: and by the 17"' of 
November,..November,.... [I]begun to overdoen a Hercules, [which I] finished, 21 November}" In the light of Carducho's 
description,, it is plausible that these paintings had been dead-coloured by another apprentice in Artus 
Wolffort'ss workshop. 

Conclusion n 

Byy studying instructions concerning painting techniques in historical sources and considering their 
functionn within the painting process, their divergent and fragmented information, can be structured to 
simplifyy the interpretation. A survey has been presented of the most important groups of functions. 
Onn this basis it is possible to examine each painting instruction for its - one or more - technical aims. 
Inn this way various aspects of a recipe can be separately examined and compared with other recipes 
thatt refer to the same aspect of painting technique. This categorisation is only possible if one 
collectivelyy considers all European sources over a 15th to 18th century period. Once this is done, gradual 
changess and possible local variations emerge from the mass of data. 

30.. Lint (1624-31), f. 7: 'en lot tien xertntienflcn ran nmtmber... begosl cloen een berkeies te oivr eken mleijnt XXI ran nmtmber! 
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Painters''  Methods to Prevent Colour  Changes Described in 16th to Early 
18thh Century Sources on Oil Painting Techniques * 

'When'When colours change at all it must be somewhat in the manner following, for as they are made some of metal, some of 
earth,earth, some of stone, and others of more perishable materials, time cannot operate on them otherwise than as by daily 
experienceexperience we find it doth, which is, that one changes darker, another lighter, one quite to a different colour, whilst another, 
asas ultramarine, will  keep its natural brightness even in the fire. Therefore how it is possible that such different materials, 
everever variously changing (visibly after a certain time) should accidentally coincide with the artist's intention' 

Williamm Hogarth, The analysis of beauty, 1753.1 

Hogarth'ss description of the discoloration of pigments, a problem that concerned him as a professional 
painter,, was intended as a critical note to those painters and connoisseurs who maintained that an 
artwork'ss beauty increases with age. However, there are many historical texts in which artists do express 
theirr concern about colour changes and where they explain how this influences their choice of materials 
andd methods. In this chapter, historical documentary sources will be used to create an impression of the 
knowledgee concerning colour changes in oil painting. That in the 15th century painters knew already that 
theirr oil paints could discolour, can be inferred from guild regulations prescribing a specific long-lasting 
materiall  or technique. There are also letters by artists taking notice of the need for durable colours. 
Discussionss concerning the proper or poor preservation of (oil) paintings are an important part of 
Giorgioo Vasari's Vite (1568), from which it appears that at the time - in any case in Italy - this was an 
importantt aspect in their consideration. The painters' instructions in this period often transmitted in 
manuscriptss rarely address the discoloration of oil paint. Rather these sources concentrate on the 
preparationn of materials and pay less attention to these materials' characteristics and methods of use. As 
describedd in the introduction, from the 17th century the properties of the various paint compositions are 
discussedd in greater detail. Correspondingly, instructions on optaining durable colours are now much 
moree regularly mentioned. Therefore, with respect to the source material, the emphasis in this chapter 
wil ll  He in the 17th century. In addition, research will be carried out into 18th century texts containing 
informationn that is clearly linked to 17th century techniques.2 

HistoricalHistorical terminology on discoloration 

Documentaryy sources employ a range of terms and descriptions to define the various changes of colour 
inn paintings. Often, these are the same ones we use today. For instance, authors speak of the fading, 
lightening,, or yellowing of paints. At other times, the meaning of an old description may be deduced 
fromm the context and our present knowledge of the changes of colour. For example, an author noting 
thatt the colour of a paint consisting of light-sensitive pigment will disappear, must mean that this paint 
fades.33 Sources regularly refer to the dying of paints (French: meurer, Dutch: versterven, German: versterben). 

**  This chapter is an adjusted version of an article with the same title published in: Hermens (1998), pp. 91-132. 

1.. Hogarth (1753), pp. 118-19. 

2.. Information about discoloration in 18th and 19*  British sources has been compiled by Carlyle (1990) and (2(X)1)1. 

3.. See note 93. 
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Thee term was used in a very general way to signify the loss of original colour. This change could imply a 
lighteningg or darkening of the colour, as well as refer to a change of hue.4 

I .. Instruction s to prevent discoloration caused by the oil binding medium 

TheThe oil binding medium's tendency to turn yellow 

Inn the course of time, the oil medium has a tendency to turn yellow. Degradation products are formed 
ass the oil dries and ages; these include chromophores that impart colour. This process, which in 
particularr occurs in the dark, lowers the tone of the paint-layer and also adds a yellow tinge.5 Light, and 
nott just sunlight, can partially bleach a discoloured paint-layer.6 As they dry and age, not all oils wil l 
discolourr to the same extent. Linseed oil is particularly susceptible to discoloration while walnut oil and 
especiallyy poppy oil are less so.7 Painters manipulated the properties of their oils, such as the oil's colour, 
viscosity,, and drying time. They exposed their oils to sunlight (sun-thickened) or heated the oil (boiled 
oil),, often in conjunction with siccatives.8 The way in which the oil is prepared greatly determines the 
degreee to which it turns yellow.9 Paints that contain a high proportion of oil to pigment are particularly 
liablee to discoloration. The amount of oil needed to make a paste varies from pigment to pigment. 
Exampless of pigments with high oil absorption include red lake, raw and burnt umber, all black 
pigments,, some yellow ochres and the coarse-grained blue pigments azurite and smalt.10 In addition, 
withh certain pigments the oil processing method appears to dictate how much oil is needed to make a 
givenn paint.11 The oil's discoloration does not always result in the same optical change in colour. 
Generally,, 'warm' yellow and red paints do not discolour noticeably whereas the effect on blue and 
whitee paints is quite disturbing. The yellowed binding medium spoils the clarity of the white and the 
colourr blue wil l acquire a hint of green. 

Painters'Painters' knowledge about the discoloration of oil 

Historicall  texts reveal that painters were well informed about the discoloration of oil and that they 
regardedd this as an important problem. In the De Mayerne manuscript (1620-46), the painter Paulus van 
Somerr (£-.1576—1621) is quoted as saying: It's the oil that kills the colours (Fig; l).12 It was known that 
exposingg discoloured paintings to sunlight would reduce their discoloration. In one of his letters, 
Rubenss (1577-1640) suggested that his paintings should be treated in this way if they discoloured during 
longg journeys. 

4.. In an instruction noted down by De Mayerne, the term meurcrh used as a synonym for darkening; see note 15. Eikelenbergg mentioned that 
indigoo oil paint is subject to dye pale {bkekagtig ft rtrtferreii);  see note 77. 

5.. Mill s & White (1987; 1994), p. 40. 

6.. Ibid. This is a familiar phenomenon in relatively fresh paint-layers. However, even paint on works more than a century old can still react to 
cycless of light and darkness; Carlyle (2001)2. 

7.. Wehlte (1967; 2000), pp. 241-43. 

8.. Historical recipes on the preparation of oil media have been compiled and reconstructed by Keller (1973) and Carlyle (2000), (2001)1, 
(2(X)1)2. . 

9.. This was evident from experiments carried out by Dr Leslie Carlyie, Canadian Conservation Institute (CCI), Ottawa, Carlyle (2(X)0) and 
personall  communication. 

10.. On factors influencing a pigments oil absorbtion: Wehlte (1967; 2000), p. 118. 

11.. Carlyle (2000)2. 

12.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 185: 'Ce qui Ine fa couleur* c'esl /'/wik' 
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TheThe solution is, however, that if this (darkening) occurs, it should be repeatedly exposed to sunlight so that the rays can 
suppresssuppress the surplus oil that causes this change, and as soon as it starts to darken, one must expose it to the sun once 
more.more. Warmth, this is the only remedy for this serious deterioration.^ 

Apparentlyy Rubens knew that it was possible to bleach both fresh and older layers of paint. Rubens' 
suggestionn must have been the standard method of that time; it is repeatedly recommended in painters' 
treatises.. For instance, the Spanish painter and art theoretician Antonio Palomino y Velasco wrote in his 
treatisee Elmuseo pictoricoy la escala optica (1715-24; Fig. 2): It is always important for an oil painting to be in the 
openopen air and the sun for a while, so that it loses the swollenness {abutagado) that tends to mortify the colours, especially the 
bluesblues and the whites, and even more if the painting has stood some time turned to the wall.u 

ProblemsProblems with coarsely ground blue pigments 

Thee discoloration of the oil can lead to disturbing results primarily in several blue pigments. Smalt and 
azuritee can only be used coarsely ground because, if they are ground too finely, they will begin to lose 
theirr already limited intensity of colour. These pigments require a relatively large amount of oil to 
processs them into paint. Although the painter may obtain a workable paint when he grinds the coarse 
particless long enough with the medium, the coarse pigment particles do not retain the oil effectively, so 
thatt this soon oozes out of the paste. It is still fairly easy to deal with the blue pigments when they are 
mixedd with finely ground lead-white because this pigment requires littl e oil and also retains oil well. 
Howeverr using the blue unmixed, as is necessary, for example, for rendering the shadows of blue 
drapery,, can create difficulties in the paint application that can lead to discoloration. De Mayerne 
describedd the problem as follows: 

ColoursColours die when the oil floating on the surface dries and forms a skin which turns dark in the air. There are pigments, 
suchsuch as the smalts, that do not mix easily with oil, and therefore sink to the bottom and therefore die easily, i.e. darken}'^ 

Paintt reconstructions indicate that when smalt is mixed with (un-treated) linseed oil, because of the 
floatingg oil layer, the wet paint acquires a striking surface that looks like glass or enamel. As the paint 
dries,, the layer of oil forms a skin that turns yellow and darkens. In a cross-section from such a paint the 
smaltt particles that have sunk to the bottom are clearly visible (Fig. 3). 

Palominoo warned against another problem likely relating to smalt's large particle size: When 
paintingpainting with smalt, the oil can easily drip, particularly when the painter tries to apply a thick layer of paint or when the 
oiloil  is faOk By fat oil Palomino was referring to an oil that had been thickened by exposure to either 

13.. Ruelens & Rooses (1887-1909), vol. 5, p. 156: 'Le remiikpaurlunt, si ctla est arritv, ce sera de tesposer a plusieurs repmes au suleil, dunt les rayons went 
réprtmerréprtmer cel te superfmité ik 1'huik qui cause ce cljangement, et si par moment it ttmrne encore brun, iljaudra de nouveau iexposer an sokiL La cixikur, roila k remede 
uniqueunique a celt e grave matadie.' 

14.. Palomino y Velasco (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 57: 'y siempre es importante a una pintma a el olio que goce a el descubierto de los aym, y del sol algnn 
tantotanto para que se k quite k abutagado, que suek mortificar its colons, especialmcnte en ar^tks y blancos, y mas si Ija estailo algun tiempo vueka a la pared? The 
Englishh translation is from Veliz (1986), p. 157. The term abutagado, which literally means swollen and puffy, will refer here to the process of oil 
turningg yellow. Palomino also used this term to describe a discoloration that occurred indoors when a fresco painting is coated with a layer of 
unseedd oil. The explanation by Veliz (1986), p. 215, that the term could describe the turbidity of colours that could result from an unsatisfactory 
mixturee of pigments and oil seems less likely to me. See also the advice in the Dc Mayerne manuscript; note 94. Smith (1676), p. 77, recommended 
exposingg pictures each year in May or June a couple of hours to sunlight. 

15.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), pp. 190-91: 'La mort des amkurs est quand 1'ljuyk nagantc an ikssus, se seiclie &/aüt une peau, qui notrcit a fair. 
IIII  y a quelques amkurs, & ks esmauix entre au/tres qui ne se mesten! pas casement attc t'/iuyk, cans mnf tousjonrs a fonds se lier, <Ó" ainsi meurenl fatikment, i.e. 
noiirissent.' noiirissent.' 

16.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 67: '...con lo qualse aegura, ypara que no se carra, y clwrrec, que la suek liacer con mucin»gratia, y mat si estd 
cargackt,cargackt, y el aceayte algo grata, y entonces es menester ponerlo tendido boca abaxti, porque no reciba pobni, Imsta que se seque; y otms k panen en Lis orilkis unos 
papebtospapebtos ck estra~a, mujandoks la orillapara quepequen, y se vayan clmpanck el aceyte, y suek res esto bastante y no es menesterponesto boca abaxo.' Translation by 
Velizz (1986), p. 166. 
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sunlightt or heat.17 Also De la Fontaine in his L'Academie de la peinture (1679), warned for dripping of 
smaltt paint.18 The difficulties described in treatises are regularly reflected in the actual paintings. One 
examplee is Mary's mantle in Maarten van Heemskerck's (1498-1574), Drapers' altar (1546) in the Frans 
Halsmuseum,, Haarlem (Fig. 4a-c).19 This is one of the earliest known Netherlandish paintings in which 
smaltt is used. In the shadow areas of the cloth the coarsely ground pigment has obviously been applied 
withh plenty of binding medium. These passages have yellowed dramatically into their present brown and 
greasyy appearance. Here, Van Heemskerck encountered precisely the problem mentioned by Palomino: 
wheree a thick layer of paint has been applied, the paint has dripped. 

UsingUsing a binding medium that is less liable to discolour 
Painterss were well aware of the necessity to remove the mucilage in the oil in order to combat its 
discoloration.. Almost every painters' manual describes one or several recipes for this process. Usually, 
thee oil was washed with water wherein water soluble components dissolved. In order to absorb 
mucilaginouss material painters used to add sawdust, snow, powdered chalk, breadcrumbs or alum to the 
water.. Painters also tried to obtain more permanent colours by bleaching the oil in sunlight.20 The result 
wass an oil with a much lighter colour.21 

Instructionss suggest that blue and white paints that were particularly susceptible to yellowing 
shouldd not be made with linseed oil but with a medium that did not discolour to the same extent. In the 
DeDe Mayerne manuscript, the Amsterdam painter Abraham Latombé proposed: Walnut oil is the best [oil] for 
white,white, smalt and a^urite, and Paulus Van Somer believed: Poppy oil is good for painting white, and for blue-
Bindingg medium analyses of 15th to 17 ,h-century oil paintings have revealed that white and blue areas 
weree indeed regularly painted with walnut oil. Poppy oil was only seldomly found.23 However, the 
analysess show that blue and white passages were also often painted with linseed oil. The advantage of 
linseedd oil is that is dries faster than nut or poppy oil and produces a more tough and flexible paint-
layer.. 24 Sources indicate that some painters also considered the 'adjusting' of the linseed oil medium to 
bee unnecessary for a durable blue. The Spanish painter and art theoretician Francesco Pacheco 
describedd in great detail his ideas concerning the right painting technique for the colour blue in his 
treatisee Arte de lapintura (written before 1638; published in 1649). Pacheco used Santo Domingo blue as 
hiss pigment, by which he was probably referring to a naturally occurring blue copper pigment from the 
Spanishh southern-American colonies.25 Pacheco applied the pigment with a purified linseed oil that had 

17.. This is evident from contemporaneous recipes for the preparation of 'fat' oils. These recipes will be considered in chapter IV, section III , 
OilOil  media. 

18.. Fontaine (1679), vol. 2, p. 16. 

19.. On the use of smalt by Van Heemskerck: Hendriks & Levy-van Halm (1993). 

20.. Many recipes on the purification and bleaching of oils were recorded by De Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), pp. 68-72, 179-186. These 
andd contemporary formulas have been compiled and reconstructed by Keller (1973). 

21.. Verbal communication: Leslie Carlyle (CCI) and Hayo de Boer (ICN). 

22.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 178: 'L'inalc de mix est le mcilleur potir bianc , email, & eendree' and p. 180: 'L'buile de paimt eslbon pour le 
blanc,blanc, tfrpour le bleu.' 

23.. For examples of white or blue paints from 15*  to early lS^-century paintings, wherein walnut oil has been detected: 'Analyses of Paint 
Media'' National Gallery Tcdmical Bulletin, 13 (1989), pp. 70-71; 14 (1993), pp. 86-89; 15 (1994), p. 78; 16 (1995), pp. 86-91; 17 (1996), pp. 96-99; 
188 (1997), pp. 53-54; 19 (1998), pp. 87-91; 20 (1999), pp. 85-86. In addition to white and blue pigments, walnut oil was regularly used for other 
colours.. For examples of paint-layers wherein poppy oil was found: 13 (1989), p. 70; 17 (1996), pp. 98-99. 

24.. On the tjualities of poppy oil: Gettens & Stout (1942; 1966), pp. 50-51, for walnut oil p. 77. 

25.. Veliz(1986),p. 207. 
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beenn bleached for fifteen days in the sun. According to him, with this oil blue colours were equally, or 
evenn better, preserved as when nut oil were used. 

A.tA.t least the blues that I, as well as other painters, have executed in this way... remained brilliant and kept their colour. 
InIn the hands of other painters the bluts die. Even when they use walnut oil and lavender oil, the blues die on them. 
BecauseBecause oj'this, some Italians who have seen my blues have been persuaded that they were ultramarine, trying to see what 
secretsecret I used. What is marvelled at most is that neither my blues nor my whites are mixed with the walnut oil so revered 
byby all. But I never use walnut oil, or only a very jew times. I have nothing against linseed oil, although there are those who 
saysay that blue and white must not have anything to do with it.26 

Pachecoo added, and that may have been his secret, that the blue paint should be applied thinly and that 
itt should be allowed to dry slowly in a cool place.27 

Sourcess suggest that some painters tried a gum or glue medium for their blue and green colours. 
AA gum or glue solution not overly diluted with water, has a viscous consistency in which coarse smalt or 
azuritee particles remain well distributed. In the De Mayerne manuscript Anthony van Dyck (1599-1641) is 
quoted:: and he [Anthony Van Dyck] told me [De Mayeme] that on his paintings he very frequently applied these 
[greenn and blue] colours with gum water and that he covered them with his varnish once they had dried.2*  Van Dyck 
wouldd have used the varnish in order to imbue the colours that had been applied with gum water with 
thee same gloss as the areas that had been painted in oil paint. To ensure that the paint with gum water 
wouldd adhere, Van Dyck said that he first applied onion or garlic juice to the oil ground. During his visit 
too Italy from 1649 to 1651, the English antiquary Richard Symonds recorded in his notebook that in 
theirr oil paintings painters in Venice regularly applied the areas with smalt 'in gua^o;' that is mixed with 
gumm water (gouache).29 Writing in the late 17th century, both Boschini in his Ricche minere della pittura 
(1674)) and Baldinucci in his Notice de'professori del disegno (1681) stated in their description of the life of 
Paoloo Veronese (1528-88) that this painter used to temper his blue pigments with glue made from 
leatherr clippings.30 To date, the repeated mention of aqueous media in sources has hardly been 
supportedd by analytical results. In paintings by Veronese and Van Dyck in the coHection of the National 
Galleryy in London no evidence was found for the presence of gum or other aqueous media.31 In 

26.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, pp. 85-86: 'Documents importante... a Jo menos ks que yu lie gastado a par tie olm\ pinions se nbeben 
yy querulan tucidos y canscrvar su Undo color,mHrientio a manos tie las otros: aun con oüo de nuecesy espècg o se ks muens. Y en esta parte algunos itakanos que Imn tt'sto 
mismis a^tks se lian persuadidt) que son ultramarinos, procurando rer con qui secnto los gastaba y, lit  que mas admira que no ren mis acties n: mis blancos el aceite de 
nueces,nueces, tan nn-renciadn de todos, porque nunca lit  uso, o muy pocas reces; el de Una^a no me güek mal, antique /jay quien tliga que no lia de rer el a^ul ni el bianco este 
aceite.'aceite.' The preparation of the sun-bleached oil is decribed p. 88. Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 74. 

27.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, p. 86. 

28.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 178: 7/m'a dit que bien sounent il  couch en ses tableaux lesdittes coukurs am eaugommée, <&  puis estant seiclxs 
passepasse son remix par dessus. Mais que k secret consiste ajuin que ksdicfes coukurs a d'estnmpe prene/tt <Ó" s'aftac/ient sur 1'imprimeure qui est a Imik. Ce qui se jcra 
certainementcertainement <£~ jiiklkment .«' on passepartkssus t'imprimeun k sue d'oignon (on d'ail), kquel extant sec ncoit,  quarde ks coukurs. a eau é~c' De Mayerne 
recordedd the same method in the margin of Abraham Latombé's recipe, which is mentioned in note 22. 

29.. Symonds (1650-52); see Beal (1984), pp. 229-30. Real, p. 327, interpreted the term guazzo as 'A way oj painting in cohurs made by tempering 
pigmentspigments with gum water; gouaclx.' 

30.. Baldinucci (1681)1, vol. 2, p. 58, Boschini (1674), life of Paolo Veronese, unnumbered pages. 

31.. Beal (1984), p. 99, mentions that Joyce Plesters has not detected a glue medium in Veronese's paintings in the National Gallery, London. In 
recentt studies by Penny & Spring (1995), and Penny tt al. (1996), on Veronese's painting technique no reference is made to his use of binding 
media.. For binding medium analysis of paintings by Van Dyck in the National Gallery London; White (1999), pp. 84-88. In two of the three 
Vann Dyck's Italian-period paintings examined in the National Gallery Washington, the blues apparendy were bound with egg yolk. Also traces 
off  glue were found. However, it is not clear whether the glue was added by Van Dyck or migrated into the paint during the heated glue lining 
appliedd probably during the early part of the 20th century: Chnstensen tt al (1991), p. 50. 
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paintingss by other artists, these binding media have only occasionally been identified in blue paint areas 
andd than always as an addition to the oil medium.32 The discrepancy between die sources and the 
analyticall  results could be due to the fact that pure water-based areas may often have been repainted as a 
resultt of the original paint falling off. Even when the oil underpaint is rubbed in with garlic juice, it is 
unlikelyy that a pure gum or glue layer would have adhered permanendy. Van Dyck and Veronese may 
alsoo have soon discovered that their experiments were less than successful. Although the gum or glue 
solutionn itself will not turn yellow, when such a paint is varnished to make the gloss even yellowing of 
thee end result will differ littl e from the end result should oil have been used. 

InstructionsInstructions to regulate the amount of oil in the paint-layer 

Anotherr important method to combat the discoloration caused by the oil medium, consisted of limiting 
ass much as possible the amount of oil in the paint. Sources often advise against the excessive use of oil 
andd suggest that the paint should be applied rich in pigment The Parisian painter Pierre Lebrun asserted 
inn his Recueuil des essaies des merveilles de lapeinture (1635): Thick paints remain beautiful for a longer period of time 
andd in Des principes de F architecture de la sculpture de la peinture (1676), the French art theoretician André 
Felibienn asserted: Those who wish their paintings to maintain their [colours'] freshness, use as little oil as they can 
andand keep their colours as firm as possible?1. 

Forr durable colours, sources regularly advise diluting the paint with a solvent, usually turpentine, 
lavenderr oil or spike oil. This makes it easier for the ground or underlying paint-layers to absorb the oil 
medium;; as a result the upper paint-layer will be less liable to discolour because it will 'sink in' more. 
Thee Dutch painter Simon Eikelenberg (1663-1738) included the advice of the painter W. Wittinga in his 
AantekeningenAantekeningen over schilderkunst (1679-1704; Fig. 5): Moreover he says... that the painted areas that will  sink in 
willwill  discolour the least, and that therefore, after they have been ground with linseed oil, one should blend them with 
turpentineturpentine so that they will  sink in more effectively?* Of course, the paint must not be allowed to sink in too 
muchh or it wil l become very mat and powdery because there is not enough binding medium to keep the 
pigmentt particles in place. For this reason, it was suggested that no more than a few drops or the tip of the 
brushbrush of a solvent should be added.35 Especially late 17th century and 18th century authors warn against 
thee excessive dilution with solvents. An example is the French painter, mathematician and art theorist 
Philippee de la Hire. In his Traite de la pratique de lapeinture (published 1730) that originates from a lecture 
hee gave at the Académie des Sciences in 1709, he warned: 

ThereforeTherefore one absolutely does not approve the practice of several painters, who have finished their paintings on the dead-
colours,colours, by applying little pigment and a lot of oil, just as if they were glaring, and sometimes even with oil of turpentine in 
orderorder to make the paint flow more easily. This really severely spoils the work, for as a result these paintings are afterwards 
nono more than a coloured mist without any liveliness, since too much oil and especially oil of turpentine kills the colours.^ 

32.. An addition of animal glue to the oil medium has been identified in an area containing smalt in Rembrandt's Tlx syndics: tlx sampling officials 
(wardens)(wardens) of tlx Amsterdam drapers' guild. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam: Groen (1997). Godfried Schalken used a mixture of oil and egg for paint 
containingg smalt and indigo in his Self-Porlrait. Fitzwilliam museum, Cambridge: Massing & Groen (1988), p. 106. 

33.. Respectively: LeBrun (1635); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 815: 'Les couleurs grasses demcHrtnt plus kngtemps belles... il  les fan! cmpluier 
grasse,grasse, et ne point espargner les couleurs en traraille/if.'  Felibien (1676; 1966), p. 297: 'Ccslpourquoy cms qui ivulent que leurs tableaux demeurent frais empkjyent 
lele mains d'imile qu 'il(  peuivnt, <ê~ teinnent leurs couleurs plus femes.' 

34.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 694: 'Voorts $tgt In;... dat de rerf™ek die insclncten minst verscineten -^tllen, en dut men daarom, define na dat ^e met Ujnolij 
genrretvngenrretvn ^jjit, met terhintijnofy tempert om datse dan meer insclneten' 

35.. For instance Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 178: 'Pour le bleu fault ad/ouster un peu d'lmik d'axpic, deux on trois gauttcs, ainsi la couleur 
penetrc.penetrc. ne rehtit point, <Ó~ n 'ayant point de peau Imikuse a la superficie, ne meurt jamais, ainsi demture belle.' 

36.. Hire (1730), p. 713: 'C'estpourqoui on n 'approure point 1'usage de quelaues peintres, qui onl fini leurs tableaux sur ks cbaucixs, en y mettantpen de couleur <Ó" 
beaucoupbeaucoup d'lmik, comme s'iltglacoienl, & mime quelquejois am I'lmik ek terehentinepour ksjaire amkrpksjadkmcnl, ce quia la vérilc expediejort 1'outrage; car ces 
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Paintss that are amply diluted with oil or a solvent flow more easily and therefore can be applied quickly 
andd in very thin layers. The painter can thus complete his work swiftly and, moreover, economise on 
materials.. After all, if he meticulously renders the modelling in an underpainting with inexpensive paints, 
hee can complete his work, just as De La Hire described, with a thin 'glazed' colour layer that hardly 
containss any (expensive) pigment. This fast technique and the modest material costs would allow the 
cheapp production of paintings. Presumably, this was more important to some painters than the 
durabilityy of the colours they used. 

Thee grounding also plays a crucial role in the proper regulation of the binding medium in the 
paintt layer. The ground layer of a painting primarily serves to conceal irregularities in the support such 
ass pores, holes and wood grain. In addition, the ground must adhere well to both the support and the 
paint-layerr to prevent the latter from flaking in the course of time. Finally, the ground can have an 
opticall  function.37 A good adherence of the paint-layer is achieved only if the ground is sufficiendy 
capablee of absorbing some of the paint-layer's binding medium. Sources suggest that painters were 
awaree that a ground's capacity to make the upper paint-layers sink in contributed to the preservation of 
thee colours. According to old instructions, the ground of a colourfast painting should certainly not 
containn too much oil.38 Naturally, the absorption of the ground should not be too strong. Possibly for 
thiss reason, Le Brun warned against using a ground with (much) umber: Umber is of no use in the primings, 

forfor it absorbs the colours, which are laid on it, and this produces a bad effect?* Indeed, due to its enormeous high 
oill  absorbtion, umber can even lap up' the oil from a paint-layer applied on top. Furthermore, umber 
paintt contains a lot of oil so that it may darken severely. Eventually, this darker 'undertone' can have a 
disturbingg effect on a painting, an effect amplified by oil paint-layers becoming more transparent in the 
coursee of time.4*1 To prevent a too strong sinking in of paint-layers, sources repeatedly warn to allow the 
groundd layer enough time to dry before starting to paint. Richard Symonds described what had 
happenedd when the Roman painter Giovanni Canini (1617-62) was in a hurry to begin a portrait: 

'' When the next day after this face was done... The face & field were proshiugated [=  dried out]... w\hi] ch is a dryness 
thatthat the colour is lost... and the next night more. He [Canini] s[ai]d. that [this problem had occured because] the 
teletele [= canvas] was not so thoroughly dry as it ought, clothes should bep[tt\fectly dry.'-" 

InstructionsInstructions for using intermediary medium layers 
Sourcess reveal that between the various painting sessions it was usual practise to 'oil out' or to 'wet out' 
thee dried paint surface. Media of varying composition were suggested; linseed oil, nut oil and poppy oil 

tableauxtableaux nc ion!puts dans la suite que comme un hromltard colore <&  sans aucune nvacité, a cause que ie Imp d'bnik, &principakment d'liuik lie lerebenline, fait 
mourirmourir ks coukurs? 

37.. These qualities are decnbed in historical sources. See for example Mayeme (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), pp. 24-28, 153-42, and Volpato 
(17,hh or 18th C); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, pp. 728-32. For late 18th and 19*  century British instructions; see Carlyle (2001)1, pp. 165-

38.. See for example Dupuy du Grez' (1699; 1972), p. 248-49, discussion of priming layers for oil painting. In order to obtain a colourfast result, 
hee obviously prefered a tempera [a la cklrtmpe] priming layer 'Parceque 1'imprimeure a dilrtmpt afire  boil j'ljtalc  qui estparmi ks coukurs, & fait quelks 
restentplusrestentplus belks: L'/mik kur titant beauamp ik kur nvacité, brs qu'elksyjont trap ttoyées.' 

39.. LeBrun (1635); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. HI 3: 'La terre d'ombre dans Fimprimm ny vaut rien, car elk jail  imbiber ks aulfres coukurs qu'on 
metsmets dessus, et cela fait un manvais effets.' 

40.. See section IV. 

41.. Symonds (1650-52); see Real (1984), pp. 88, 242. According to Real p. 327, the term 'pnsiAugated''is a corruption of prosciugare, which 
meanss to dry out. Symonds uses the adjective to describe areas of oil paintings, which have dried dull and matt. 
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ass well as resin containing media or turpentine.42 These oiling out or wetting out layers were used to re-
saturatee paint areas, which had become matt after drying, or to prevent a too strong sinking in of paint-
layerss applied on top. Another function frequendy described in treatises was to provide a smooth 
surfacee for easy spreading of the paint using a fast technique. Sometimes painters worked into the wet 
mediumm layer but other times they waited until this layer had sufficiendy dried. In either case, treatises 
recommendd spreading the oil or varnish layer as tiiin as possible since any excess of medium caused the 
paintt to discolour. The art of painting (1692) by the English art lover Marshall Smith provides a typical 
remark:: When a picture is dead coloured, we must avoid smeering it to much with oyle, for the more speedy and easy 
finishingfinishing theron, which soon causeth the work to changed Paint cross-sections of 17th century paintings exhibit 
inn between paint-layers regularly layers of medium. Examples include the blue sashes in Frans Hals' 
(1581/85-1666)) St. Adrian miliciapiece (1627) in the Frans Halsmuseum, Haarlem (See chapter Indigo; Fig. 
16c,, d) and an orange in the Festoon of fruits and flowers, by Jan Davidsz de Heem (1606-83/84), 
Rijksmuseumm in Amsterdam (Fig. óa-c).44 In both paintings these medium layers are very thin (less than 
11 urn measured in samples). Presumably, when applying their wetting out layers, these masters took into 
accountt the same precautions as described by Smith a few decades later. 

InstructionsInstructions f or mixing colours to a lighter shade 

Anotherr method to overcome the effect of the oil's tendency to darken consisted of mixing the colours 
too a lighter shade. In odier words: by adding extra lead-white. Sources mainly given this advice for 
pigmentss where the paint can darken dramatically because of the high percentage of binding medium, 
andd for colours where a particular disturbing change occurs as the oil turns yellow. These problems are 
alleviatedd by adding lead-white because aside from lightening the colour, this pigment requires relatively 
litdee oil to be ground into paint.45 The Spanish artist Pacheco argued mat painting in a lighter shade was 
necessaryy in order to create a durable blue out of his Santo Domingo blue pigment. 

TheThe reason I wish to counsel that the blues be light is that the blue darkens with time and turns black. This is seen in 
landscapes;landscapes; and in my experience I have seen many draperies that were blue turn into a black blotch, so that the folds of 
thethe cloth no longer can be distinguished. But if the blue is painted light, it stays blue always and its highlights and shadows 
cancan be seen.46 

Pachecoo repeated his advice when discussing a blue consisting of smalt and lead-white.47 When mixed 
withh a lot of lead-white, smalt is also much easier to process. Pacheco also suggested that the colours 
usedd for portraits should be mixed to a shade that was lighter than the natural one so as to achieve 

42.. Examples of instructions on the use of wetting out layers include: Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 195, Smith (1692), p. 80, 
Lairessee (1707), vol. 1, p. 14, Palomino (1715-24,1795-97), vol. 2, p. 39. See also Carlyle (2001)1, pp. 213-17. 

43.. Smith (1692), p. 83. 

44.. Described by respectively Eikema Hommes et al (1999)2; Hendriks et al (1998). Frans Hals' use of intermediary varnish layers in indigo 
paintt areas is considered in chapter V. 

45.. KM) grams of lead-white requires only 9-13 ml oil in order to be ground into a workable paste: Gettens ct aL, (1993), p. 70. This observation 
concernss machine ground paint. Hand grinding takes a littl e more oil. 

46.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956 ), vol. 2, p. 85: 'Nueiu opinion. Yo soy tie opinion que lux amities se tabnn (tans... La cuasa que me muen a 
aamsejaraamsejar que scan clans his aytks es, porquc el a^ul con el liempu oscunce y lira a negv, como muestran los poises, y no por experiencia mochas nipas que fueron 
aytlesaytles tnelfas en una manclxi neura sin que se (klemmen los trains tie! patio, y sin/la clam, siempre es a^ul y se ivn sus clans y oscuns.' Translation by Veliz 
(1986),, p 73-74. 

47.. Ibid., p. 128: 'Ponientk baslante bianco, se Ijara una iempla alegre, no oscura antes se incline mas a clara, porque el tiempo k oscunce.' 
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paintss that were more durable. Indeed, when the paint darkens, it detracts from the likeness.48 Other 
painterss recommended mixing a lighter shade for the colour green. 4'J Some painters also applied the 
mixingg of lighter and cooler shades to a wider range of pigments and colours. The Italian writer Carlo 
Cesaree Malvasia noted in his Felsinapittrice, vite de'pittori Bolognesi (1678) in the description of the lif e of 
Gu idoo Reni (1575-1642), that Rem in his later works preferred to mix his paints with large quantities of 
whitee because he expected that the colours would be preserved more effectively: 

A.ndA.nd certainly one observes more and more clearly the truth of his prediction. While the paintings of others lose a great deal 
withwith time, his improve, the white becomes yellow and acquires a certain patina that reduces the colour so that it looks true 
andand natural, whereas the other [paintings] are darkening too much, and equalise in this smoky obscurity, so that no 
longerlonger the gradations, the halftones and the main light can be recognised nor to be distinguished?" 

Reni'ss working method was not unanimously accepted at that time. It was rejected in 11 microcosmo delta 
pitturapittura (1657), which was written by Francesco Scanelli. Scanelli argued that painters should depict the 
presentt reality as effectively as possible instead of concerning themselves with the future.51 In the 17th 

andd 18th centuries, painting in a lighter shade seems also to have been applied to the copying of 
paintings.. According to the notebook of Richard Symonds, Canini warned his assistant Antonio Maria 
whenn the latter was copying a landscape painting in which apparendy mainly black and green earth 
pigmentss were used: Keep all colours lighter than those of the original because all blacks <&  terra verde turn blacker 
&°&°  darker afterwards.^1 Palomino gave the painter the following advice: 

ImportantImportant advice about tints for copies. Also be advised that in all cases the tints should be somewhat cooler or fairer than 
theythey appear in the original because the original colours have already degenerated with time, and because your colours will  be 
subduedsubdued when they are blended and mixed. In addition, the colours will  stem softer when they dry. especially in blue or 
carminecarmine cloths, the deterioration wrought by time must not be imitated, because if these are made sombre from the start, 
andand then time does its work, the colours will  turn out far inferior to the original?7' 

DevelopmentsDevelopments in methods to combat the discoloration of smalt oil paint 

I nn the second half of the 16th century smalt began to be widely used in painting as a cheap substitute for 
azuritee and ultramarine.54 Although smalt could not easily be used in oil, painters nevertheless continued 

4H.4H. Ibid., p. 150: 'Temptark el ptnttir sus cokres algo mas clams que el natural, porque casi siempre osamcen' 

49.. This was advised by the Roman pamttr Ganini; Symonds (1650-52); see Beal (1984), pp. 5, 242, and Bardwell (1756), p. 40. 

50.. Malvasia (1678); see Zanotti (1841), vol. 2, p. 59: 'Egli alia per fine Ixt mluta jar co.a, ed al am/rari» tie' buoni maestri passati, se arrisdnato oprar 
smoderatamentesmoderatamente la biacca a porre giu una sola penuellata delta quale, solera anisar Lndorico sua maestro, bisognare pensani un'anno intent; e certo cix si osserva ovni 
dipiudipiu antrum il sua presagio, die don le pit lure degli altri  periiono tanto ml tempo, It sue acqmstermm, ingiallendosi quella biacca, e pigkando una certa patina, die 
rid/teerid/tee il  colore ad un rcrv, e bnnn naturale; ore 1'altnt annerendosi troppo, ed in quella affumtcata osmrita ugnaghandosi, nun losdam conoscers e distinguere ilpüt e 'I 
meao,meao, le me^c tinte, e i kmi principalis Although the extra lead-white would have overcome the effect of the oil's darkening, it would have been to 
thee detriment of the colour-fastness of various paints. In fact, the degree to which light-sensitive paints, such as yellow and red lakes, discolour 
iss connected to the amount of lead-white that has been added: Saunders & Kirby (1994)1, pp. 90-91. 

51.. Scanelli (1657), p. 114: 'Ma ksciomo una tal ragtone per insufficiënte, perclie tlert chi opera ihpo la dtbita preparation sodisjare con ognipotere in online alia 
presentepresente prima valuta, e px>i tralasaare alia prima causa del tutto gl'incerti effetti deljutum.' 

52.. Symonds (1650-52); see Beal (1984), pp. 5, 242. 

53.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 59: 'Aditrtencia importante para las tintos en las coptas. Tambien se adtierte, que en tado caso lad tintas sean algo 
masmas frescos, a liermosos tie h que parecem en el original, asipor k que en este IMIH degenerado y a con el tiempo, coma por A que estas se apagan a el unirlas y me~ darks 
unasunas con o/ras demos de lt>  que aslujan a el secarse;y tspeciabnente en ksponos acties, y carmines no Ijciy que dexarse llevarde la ileterioradu del tiempo porque si estas 
desdedesde luego se matan, despots el tiempo lioce su »fida,y quedan muy infertores a el original' Translation by VeÜ2 (1986), p. 160. 

54.. Mühlethaler & Thissen (1993), p. 114. 
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too seek ways to use this inexpensive and easily available blue pigment in oil paint. De veri precetti della 
pitturapittura (1587), by the Italian painter and art theoretician Armenini, gives the first discussion of painting 
withh the pigment in oil. 

ThenThen there is smalt, which even if the colour is very fine requires adroit handling and that its mixtures be well ordered. 
SinceSince if what is worked does not come out at first painting [alia prima], to correct by repainting is laborious. Because the 
oiloil  is seen to ootgfrom every spot that is daubed with the brush, this covers the brightness [of the colour] and blurring it 
soso that, in short, it turns outyellowish.55 

Armeninii  believed that the formation of the oil skin could only be prevented by very careful handling of 
thee smalt paint. De Mayerne noted down advice by Rubens that is in fact almost a repetition of 
Armenini'ss instructions. 

ToTo make smalt beautiful and bright, one should mix it quickly with the vernice and apply it carefully and don't tire 
yourselfyourself by stirring too much while the paint is wet, because this movement ruins the colour. But when dry, you can work 
onon top just as you like.56 

Otherr texts suggest that 17,h-century painters developed all kinds of techniques that facilitated painting 
withh the pigment. The previously quoted instructions for applying smalt with water-based media or a lot 
off  lead-white are examples of this. Painters also tried to ensure that for smalt (and other coarsely ground 
bluee colours) the excess oil was effectively absorbed by the ground or underlying paint-layers. At the 
beginningg of the 17th-century, painter and art-theoretician Karel van Mander described several tricks for 
encouragingg the oil to 'sink in' when painting with smalt, in his Den grondt der edelvry schilder-const (1604; 
Fig.. 7).57 He mentioned the use of poppy oil; this is a more fluid oil than linseed oil so it can penetrate 
thee ground layer more effectively. He also mentioned pricking the priming layer with pins to create a 
porouss surface that can be penetrated by the surplus binding medium. Paint reconstructions show that 
thee paint's sinking in can indeed be facilitated by sticking pins into a chalk and glue ground on panel. 
Howeverr the trick only works when a thin fluid oil is used; the pin pricks have no effect with a tough, 
thickenedd oil. According to Van Mander, some painters also absorbed the surplus oil by carefully 
coveringg the paint with blotting paper.58 Finally he stated that others used an oil that was prepared 
accordingaccording to experience. Van Mander did not reveal this oil's composition. It is quite possible he was 
referingg to an oil diluted with a solvent since this medium was repeatedly recommended in later 
instructionss for smalt.59 According to the De Mayerne manuscript, the painter Abraham Latombé added a 

55.. Armenini (1587; 1971), p. 128: 'ci c poi il  smalto, il  qnal colon se henjara sotilissimo, cgB rok essen maneggiato can una assoluta destret^a, e con le site 
mesticlxmesticlx bene ordinale percioclx se quelh clx si larora nan riesce alia prima jinito bene in quel modo clx devejian, e molto jaticoso pot a accomodarb ml ritornarui sopra, 
perciopercio clx ognipoco clx su ri sipexti con ipenelli, si rede clx 1'oglio k soptravan^a, h ricopn la sua vht^a, la appanna di modo clx in bnre ditttcn giali^a' 

56.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 191: 'Perjar la smulta helia e clmra, bisogna temperarla con rerniu fosto, & metier la piano «*" non affaticarsi, a 
mescolarmescolar troppo mtnln il  colon è Immidu, per clx questa aggitatione quasi a il  colon: Ma cssentk secco si pun lauorar di sopra come ti place.' In the 17,h century, the 
termm varnish (tvrnice) was used not only in its present sense but also to indicate an oil binding medium, which did not necessarily have to contain 
resin. . 

57.. Mander (1604)1, f. 50r: 'Smullen willen ingesc/joten wesen, om minder Ie ïerstenen. De smalten be/jocnn wel in Ie seinden. Hierom eeniglx pnckcUn met naelden 
dicfj/dicfj/ Imn penneelen om SHICX te glxmeten. Sommiglx bliesen cladtpapier en lie/en ilie doer op ligglxn waer mede sy Ijaelden it'ofy tiaer iryl. En eenigh''ander moeiden met 
IxuhaedsIxuhaeds oly, ander ranglxltjckenglxhrifycken olygltemaeckt metpractijeken.' 

58.. Various 17lh-century writers mention charta bibula as an equivalent for cladtpapier, which means blotting paper, Miedema (1973), vol. 1, p. 
607. . 

59.. It is conceivable that in Van Mander's day painters would have come up with the idea of adding a solvent to the smalt paint. Indeed, in the 
16**  century, many references show that solvents were frequendy used in the binding medium and were often added to varnishes. For instance, 
inn his Idea del Tempto della Pittura (1590), the Italian painter and art theoretician Lomazzo (1590; 1965), p. 71 mentioned that in oil painting one 
used:: ' . . ./ colori macinati con ogho di mice, <ó" di spica, Ó" d'ahre cose.' 
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feww drops of lavender oil because: the paint penetrates, it absolutely does not shine and it absolutely does not acquire 
anan oily skin on the surface and never dies, so it remains beautiful.™ The studio handbook entided Victoria, au nom 
dede dieu. anno 1622, part of a relatively unknown manuscript by De Mayerne, recommends a similar 
proceduree and continues that for the deepest shadow areas: your may add there some drops of water. This 
makesmakes it [the colour] even brighter. 61 When some water is stirred into linseed oil, the viscosity of the 
bindingg medium increases considerably. This would assist coarse pigment particles to remain in place. 

Vann Mander's advice to cover the wet smalt paint with blotting paper is decribed later in the 17th 

centuryy by De la Fontaine in his L'Academie de lapeinture (1679).62 Very small pieces of paper had to be 
thrownn on the wet paint surface. After these papers had absorbed the oil, they could easily be removed 
byy placing the painting upright when the paint was almost dry. About half a century later, Palomino 
mentionedd that it was useful to apply absorbing paper to the edges of the areas where smalt was used.63 

Vann Mander's method of treating the priming layer with pinpricks is not mentioned in any other text. 
Thuss far, analyses of paintings have also not yielded evidence of this working method. Here, Van 
Mander'ss information may reflect a rarely used painters' technique. Possibly he merely recorded the 
extremelyy time-consuming pinprick method so as to emphasise the craftsmanship that was needed to 
deall  with smalt. The quest for better application techniques for smalt appears to have continued 
throughoutt the 17th century. It was De La Fontaine who in 1679 first advised allowing a painting to dry 
horizontallyy to prevent the disturbing dripping of the blue paint.64 Palomino also suggested that a 
paintingg with wet smalt paint should be left to dry horizontally. Surpnsingly, he noted that the painting 
hadd to be turned face down. This was clever, for the grains of smalt would move to the surface of the 
paintingg thereby preventing the formation of an oil skin. Thus, the instructions show how the most 
effectivee methods for painting with smalt took shape during the 17th and early 18th centuries. Yet this 
didd not mean that painting with smalt became ever easy. This is demonstrated by the tricks that 
Palominoo was forced to resort to so as to apply the pigment to his painting in a satisfactory manner! 

II .. Methods to combat the paint' s discolouring as caused by the pigment's discoloration 

DiscolorationDiscoloration of pigments 
Mostt inorganic pigments have a good colour-fastness. However, a number can still cause problems. 
Underr the influence of light, red lead can turn dark or even grow lighter.65 Vermilion, a red mercury 
sulphide,, is generally durable. However, when the paint is lean and the pigment particles are poorly 

60.. Sec note 35. A similar method for working with smak is mentioned on pp. 180, 191. 

61.. Mayerne (1623-44), f. 108r: 'Pourpeindre du sc/malf. Desmesles arec fjuyle imstre sclmalt bien tspais <Ó" avec dupetrolin Ie remies comme il(hit es/re. De eek 
avtcavtc vastre blanc en tins n/s coukurs. au plus brun tipsely pame~ meltre ét loc en tvstn scbmalt, y pomts meltre quelques goultes d'eau. Cela Ie rend tun! plus frais' 
Inn almost similar terms, this procedure is recommended in a recipe for painting with azurite (f. 108v) although the advice to add some drops of 
waterr is here omitted. De Mayerne sometimes recommends spirit of petroleum for diluting blue and green paints; Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf 
(1958),, pp. 150, 156 and more commonly for diluting varnishes and dissolving resins: p. 74. 

62.. Fontaine (1679), vol. 2, pp. 16-17: 'Pour empesclxr quelle ne mult. Qmnd mus nuns jail  tvstre draperie, triuspastercs wstre tableau sur tem, on bien sur 
untunt table, apres nus prendrés du papier mamé, comme papier gris de marcljand, Ie romperis par petifs morceaux, <è" k hisserés Iomber par dessus mstre draperie, 
principaUementprincipaUement sur ks ombrages aprés Ie papier tirera tout f/milk, & quand tont Ie bleu sera comme stick, que nous appellons imbue OH enbus, encore que la couleur ne 
serasera seiclie, Ie papier empécfxra que la couleur ne coulera pas. Pour oster Ie papier, il  Jout faire tomber Je tableau sur un com, tout Ie papier tomhera. Note's qu 'il  ne fay 
fautfaut laisser seiclxr parce que mus ne l'en pourriis plus oster. 11 ne faut point mettre de gros morceaux, pane qu'tlmarqnermt la draperie.' 

63.. See note 16. 

64.. See note 62. 

65.. West Fitzhugh (1986), pp. 115-18. 
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bound,, paint can blacken if exposed to atmospheric pollutants.66 Orpiment, a semi-opaque bright yellow, 
andd realgar, an orange yellow, are both arsenic sulphides and are known to be affected by the action of 
light.. It makes them change into arsenic oxides that have a transparent white colour.67 In many 16th and 
17thh century oil paintings, smalt particles have partially or completely discoloured. It is now proven that 
thiss is because the potassium in the potash glass of which smalt is made, has migrated into the oil 
medium.. This process lowers the basicity of the glass to such a level that smalt's colouring component 
cobaltt looses its blue colour.68 In many paintings, the surfaces of verdigris glazes have turned an opaque 
brown.. The precise cause of this discoloration has still not been established.6y Another group of 
pigments,, including umber, lampblack and asphalt contain coloured components (i.e. tar and other 
hydrocarbonn compounds) that can penetrate to both the top and the lower layers of paint. Optically, 
thiss iDleeding' can be extremely disturbing.7" 

Discolorationn is most likely to occur with pigments that are made from organic colorants. So that 
theyy can be used in oil painting, most organic colorants are first made into lake pigments. This process 
involvess allowing the colorant to form a precipitate onto a white substrate, commonly aluminium 
hydroxide.711 Other white substance such as chalk and other natural white earths were also used. The 
colour-fastnesss of the lake colours is extremely varied. Good carmine or madder lakes reasonably light 
resistant,, while other red lakes, such as brazil wood lake, can fade rapidly.72 All yellow lakes have a 
mediocree to extremely poor colour-fastness; this includes scbietgeel [in British sources also denoted as the 
pinks],pinks], which can have yellow, yellow-brown and yellow-green nuances.73 Also the blue colorant indigo 
cann rapidly fade in an oil medium when exposed to light.74 

Thee degree of colour-fastness gready depends on the pigment's quality. For instance, depending 
onn the origin of the colorant, the colour-fastness of the various red lakes can vary tremendously. The 
wayy in which the pigment is manufactured plays a role too.75 In the past expensive pigments were 
regularlyy adulterated with cheaper but visually compatible pigments. This kind of tampering could 
greadyy reduce a pigment's durability. 

HistoricalHistorical knowledge about the durability of pigments 

Literaturee sources reveal that painters were knowledgeable about durability of the various pigments. 
Hence,, in De teeckenkonst (1636), the Dutch writer and poet Cornelis Biens praised the durability of 

66.. Spring & Grout (2001). Feller (1967) has studied the darkening of vermilion by light. See also Gettens et al. (1993)1. 

67.. Wallert et al (forthcoming); Dubois et al. (2001). 

68.. Boon ctaL (2001). On the composition of smalt: Riederer (1968). 

69.. The chemistry accompanying the colour changes of verdigris glazes has been discussed by Kühn (1993)1, and others but information from 
thee literature is conflicting. Berg et al (2000), p. 19 suggest that this chemistry involves three important processes which are accelerated by 
dissolutionn of copper pigments in the medium. These processes are: initial partial formation of (reduced) copper (I) complexes in the drying 
process,, hydrolysis of the ester bonds of the polymerised triglycerides to form a copper-based ionomer and, in the possible case of 
discolorationn to brown, formation of finely dispersed CuO. 

70.. Kittel (1960), p. 303. 

71.. Hermens & Wallert (1998), pp. 274, 292.. 

72.. Saunders & Kirby (1994)1, p. 86; Schweppe & Roosen-Runge (1986). 

73.. Saunders & Kirby (1994)1, p. 86. On the terminology of .rdnr/-yellow or .ir/^-yellow: Goedings & Groen (1994)1. 

74.. The fading of indigo in oil paintings will be considered in chapter V. 

75.. For example, the colour-fastness of red and yellow lake pigments is strongly influenced by the kind of metal salt onto which the dye has 
beenn precipitated: Saunders & Kirby (1994)1, pp. 86-87. 
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ultramarine,, writing that it can above all others be used beautifully and undying for skies, distant landscape and 
clothing.clothing.1616 Red lead, verdigris, asphalt, lampblack, indigo, schietgeel and red lake were almost always 
regardedd as problematic. The Dutch painter Eikelenberg stated that: Indigo, once it is used by the painters, is 
subjectsubject to decline, to die pale?1 Palomino commented on verdigris: When it begins to decline, however, it ends being 
anan infamous dark brown.7H 

Usuallyy painters are unanimous in their description of the type of discoloration mat can occur 
whenn particular materials are used. Occasionally there are remarkable differences. For example, sources 
describee a variety of phenomena, which would occur during ageing of paint containing lampblack. This 
blackk pigment, which consists mainly of soot (carbon), is made by incomplete combustion of oil, tar, 
pitchh or resin.7'J In his Vite (1568) Giorgio Vasari notes various times that lampblack always darkened 
severely.. De Mayerne stated that paint made of this pigment could turn yellow and an English 
manuscriptt on portrait painting entitled The art of painting in qyle by the life (1664) mentioned: some will  use 
nono lampe blacke in there pictures in oyle... for say they it will  fade in time. Eikelenberg observed that passages 
whereinn lampblack had been mixed with lead-white, in time obtained a whitish appearance as though 
weather-stained.800 Since at the time the combustion process could not be precisely controlled, 
lampblackk contained a high proportion of tar and other hydrocarbon compounds.81 Depending on the 
bindingg media and pigments used with the black, these impurities could possibly have resulted in 
differentt types of discoloration. 

Sourcess frequently remark that a pigment's colour will last for a long time if it is a high-quality 
pigmentt and that it wil l soon disappear if the pigment is of poor or mediocre quality. Painters detected 
majorr differences in the colour-fastness of the red lakes especially. For instance, as the Spanish painter 
Pachecoo said: For painting in oil, carmine [a cochineal lake] from Florence is better than that from the Indies, and it 
isis more sure and durable, although the one from Honduras is not badP-

Becausee painters knew that a good pigment was needed to ensure a durable colour, their manuals 
describee many methods of determining whether one was dealing with a good and unadulterated 
pigment.. Hence, in De groote waereld in 't kleen geschilden (1692) the Dutch painter Wilhelm Beurs gave the 
followingg advice to the amateur painter: The best yellow schietgeel is [an] intense yellow; it dies the least after being 
hunghung in private or in other stinking places. ̂ Beurs stated that the quality of red lake could be determined in 
thee same way. However, painters will by far not always have been in a position to adequately evaluate 
thee durability of their pigments when they purchased them, and will have generally bought their 
materialss on good faith. Typical of this is the above-quoted comment by Pacheco, who mentioned the 
placee of origin as the only selection criteria for evaluating good carmine. 

76.. Biens (1636); see Klerk (1989), p. 56: 'Uk. verswijglx /tier bet hosllijik ultcrmarijnblacH, dat tot hicbt, lerre landtscbap en clcederen baren alle andere sdmon en 
onbesttrfclijckonbesttrfclijck gltelundell kan werden' 

77.. Eikelenberg, (1679-1704), p. 741: 'De indigo na dat yj van de sdnldersgebruijkt ivmalonderworpen it bleckagtig tt T-ersferren.' 

78.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 70: 'pen en comen^ando a declinar, ticne a pararen un parch ohscnn infame.' 

79.. Kittel (1960), pp. 370-89, Winter (1983), Hess (1965), Stijnman (1998). 

80.. Respectively: Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, pp. 185, 378, vol. 5, p. 533, Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 48, Art of 
PaintingPainting (MS Harley 6376) p. 100, Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 687: 'Lamport met kodml in off werd gcbnfykt rersterft. Imwgen de plaatsen daar mee 
bestrekenbestreken wilagtig uitslaan als was er 't weder in.' 

81.. Stijnman (1998). 

82.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, p. 83: 'El carminparapintar a oh es mejar de Ftarencia que de India, y es mas seguro y durable, 
annqueannque mi es mah el de Honduras.' Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 73. 

83.. Beurs (1692), pp. 14-15: 'De beste geek sdnjtgeel i<  die lxmg~geel it, en dan minst besterft, wanneer ̂in privaten, of andre stinckende plaateen geliangen keft... 
Lak...Lak... Men kan ~e ook. beproeivn ettn als tie ligte sdnjtgeel' 
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Painterss did not only distinguish the different qualities of each pigment, they also separated the 
variouss pigments into better or poorer kinds. To them, a good pigment meant one with an intense 
colourr that was also durable. A clear example of this is to be found in a survey of the various red 
pigmentss in Der Wohl anfuhrende Mahler (1719; Fig. 8), by the German painter Joan Melchior Crocker The 
redred colours are very different, and the one is better than the other both in terms of beauty and durability. In fact, vermilion 
isis almost the most beautiful and durable of all the red colours.** 

DifferencesDifferences of opinion about pigments' colour-fastness 

Sometimess the opinion of the old masters with regard to the colour-fastness of a particular pigment 
differss with what is presentiy known. For example, nothing in the sources indicates that anyone had 
noticedd that paints with orpiment and realgar could fade and become transparent.85 We know now that 
thee discoloration of smalt paint can be caused by both by a yellowed oil binding medium and by the 
diminuationn of the blue colour in the pigment particles. The colour change in the smalt particles will 
presumablyy become visible within 25 and 50 years.86 However, in the sources consulted, painters did not 
seemm to have been aware of this type of discoloration. Only yellowing and turning black (i.e. the 
darkening)) of smalt oil paint is mentioned in connection with a discoloration caused by the oil 
medium.877 As suggested in the previous paragraph, remarks that smalt discoloured or could die were 
alsoo associated with this kind of discoloration. Possibly, the effect of the diminuation of the blue colour 
wentt unnoticed because it was masked by the oil's yellowing and darkening. 

Occasionallyy in sources we find very different opinions about a pigment's colour-fastness. 
Sometimess this is connected with the fact that the sources did not have a fixed terminology for the 
pigments'' names. Hence, the term ash {eendree, as, ashen) was regularly used for azurite, for lesser qualities 
off  ultramarine, as well as for blue verditer, an artificial blue copper pigment.88 Apparent differences of 
opinionn of the various painters about the durability of ash may well have been due to this unclear 
terminology.. In addition, differences in quality or due to adulteration can be responsible for the 
contradictoryy judgements concerning durability. Painters almost always considered vermilion to be one 
off  the better pigments for oil painting and valued it for its colour-fastness. However, De Mayerne 
recordedd two remarks by the painter Van Somer where he warned that vermilion could die.Hy Van 
Somerr may have had this negative experience due to having mixed his vermilion paint so leanly that the 
pigmentt was left vulnerable to react with atmospheric pollutants. Another explanation may be that the 
vermilionn he was dealing with was either of an extremely poor quality or was adulterated. Particularly the 
pre-groundd and ready-made variety would have often been mixed with the non-durable red lead. 
Marshalll  Smith mentioned this fraudulent practice in The art of painting (1692): 'Vermilion if it have glittering 
specsspecs in it; or of very light colour, it is not good as being mixt with red lead.,w In Van Somer's days, vermilion was 

84.. Cröker (t 719); see SchieBl (1982), p. 94: 'Die rotlxn Ftirben simt SCIJT untersclMedScb, unci an LiebUcbkal umi Bcstündigkeit cine der antlern iiberkgen, wie 
eienneienn tier Zinnober seiner die scimnste unci bestiindigste unter (leu rotljen Farben int.' 

85.. Painters had only noticed that these yellow pigments, when mixed with other colours, spoiled fix paint. Sec section III . Palomino (1715-24; 
1795-97),, vol. 2, p. 52, mentions the darkening of orpiment in oil. 

86.. According to Boon el aL (2001), p. 960, the onset ot smalt's discoloration process would be a relatively rapid phenomenon, which would 
takee 25-50 years to be noticeable to the viewer. 

87.. Smith (1692), p. 69: 'Smalt turns black in time: See note 15, 35, 55. 

88.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), pp. 41, 169. See note 100. 

89.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 149: 'Ces couloirs omtrent {sclntgeel, lacque, notr d'yuoire, mine, rcrmillon, masticot, eendree, esmail' ami 
'Vermilbn'Vermilbn meurt <Ó*  tue lex aultres couloirs.' Van de Graaf (1958), p. 55 suggests that these remarks referred to watercolour painting where vermilion 
hass a less effective colour-fastness. However, this is not likely because all of Van Somer's other instructions refer to oil painting. 

90.. Smith (1692), p. 71. This fraudulent practice is also mentioned by Cröker (1719); see SchieGl (1982), p. 94. 
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onee of the most expensive pigments. De Mayerne included a price list of pigments that shows that 
vermilionn was six times as expensive as red lead, which suggests that mixing with red lead must have 
beenn an extremely profitable business!91 

Sometimess we see in die sources that a particular discoloration of a pigment is initially unknown, 
whilee it is noted by later generations of painters. In other instances, the colour-fastness of a certain 
pigmentt is initially considered insufficient, while later, because painters had learned to process the 
materiall  more effectively, a more positive opinion emerged. Examples of both developments are given 
inn the chapters on verdigris and indigo. 

HistoricalHistorical knowledge about the conditions that caused pigments to discolour 

Itt was well known that sunlight accelerated the discoloration of specific pigments. Sources regularly 
containn warnings about not exposing light-sensitive pigments, such as red lead, indigo, schietgeel and red 
lake,, to the sun. For instance, Cröker remarked in 1719: Indigo is not durable [when applied] to objects that 
mustmust stand in the sun, then it loses its colour?2 Therefore, advices about bleaching yellowed paintings in the 
sunn sometimes include a warning about light-sensitive paints. Palomino warned to approach the parts of 
thee painting that were painted with indigo with caution: because if it is much in the sun, it will  disappear'* 
Areass that had been painted with light-sensitive pigments could be covered with paper to protect them 
againstt sunlight. De Mayerne recorded a method for cleaning an oil painting where the colours have been 
ruined.ruined. It includes the following recommendation: 

[Thee painting is first cleaned with soap and water or just with water]. // must then be left for an hour or two in 
thethe sun. This will  lighten the sky and the landscapes in the distance that have been made with smalt, a^urite, masticot and 
lead-white.lead-white. However, the places with schietgroen and lake will  be ruined by the sun and the water. For this reason, these 
partsparts of the painting are covered with glued paper. The same applies to the trees and other kinds of green that are made 
withwith [a mixture of] schitgeel and masticot.94 

Thiss remark also demonstrates that painters were aware that water could ruin paints made from 
particularr pigments. According to the sources, red lake, schietgeel 2nd schietgroen were especially vulnerable. 
Dee Mayerne recorded the following from the studio book of Abraham Latombé: Schietgeel... This colour is 
eveneven less resistant to the air and rain than [red] lake; it fades, bleaches and decays?'* 

TheThe choice between permanent and discolouring pigments 

Cröker'ss warning about indigo shows that painters sometimes avoided certain pigments because of their 
limitedd permanence. In the De Mayerne manuscript we find the following advice against red lead: Red lead 
diesdies and is not good for oil [painting]; in order to make orange you must mix vermilion with schietgeel! ̂ Apparendy, 

91.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 146:''Vermilion. piüéen eau. [sign for ounce]/ 6(L... Mine. Red Jed. [sign for ounce]/ hi.' 

92.. Cröker (1719); see Schiefil (1982), p. 112: 'I/ulig id keine bes/dndige Farbc aufSaclien, so in der .manen Mien sollen, denn er rvrüere/ seine Farbe.' 

93.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 57: 'pen con cuidado si tiene anil, porquc .» es muck el sol, se In kt'ard.' Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 157. 
Caninii  criticised the practice of placing fresh paintings in the sun in order to speed up the drying of the paint, since this caused the fading of 
certainn paint areas: Symonds (1650-52); see Beal (1984), p. 233. 

94.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Berger, (1901; 1973), p. 126: ':.. .puis soil mis an sokil'pour me lieure OH deux. Le del' & lespaïsages esloignésjakts uw Esmail, 
Cendre,Cendre, Masticot, tó" Blanc depiomb, par cc moyen s'esclaircissent. Muis la OH il  ya de Scudegrün, & ilt  la lacque, k sokil <Ó" l'eau y nuisent equakment;par fan/ ces 
partiesparties dn tableau doibuent estrv courcr/es de papier tolk desstts. Les arbres <ö" autres ivrdures qui se font aivc k Sclntgeel & k Masticot sons tie se nombre' 

95.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 145: 'Sclntgeel... 'Sclntgeel... Ceste couleur, non plus que la lacque n'emltire ny 1'air ny Lt phtyc; se passé, se blanclnt, sen ra.' 

96.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 143: 'La mine meurt <fr  n'estpas bonne è Imik, /w[ur] faire unrangéjault meskr rermiliin s(clnt)teeele/isembk,
sehtnsehtn que besoing sera du bl(eit) Ó* de la lacque' 
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thee painter who gave De Mayerne this information believed that even light sensitive yellow lake 
pigmentss made more durable orange oil colours than red lead. In his Groot schilderboeck (1707), the Dutch 
painterr and art theoretician Gerard de Lairesse advised against non-durable verdigris: 

NotNot that one should use the verdigris in order to acquire a fine green: because, although it is the most beautiful, it is 
neitherneither the most pleasant nor the most lovely to the eye especially as it dies dreadfully and changes colour?1 

Manyy organic colorants that were extremely sensitive to light were considered to be completely 
unsuitablee for paintings in oils. These included juices of flowers and berries which painters frequently 
usedd for watercolours.98 These colorants were avoided because oil paintings were generally exposed to 
farr more light than watercolours, which were used for book illustrations and for coloured prints. 

Yet,, pigments were frequently used that could easily discolour. Schietgeel, indigo, red lake, smalt, 
andd verdigris were often used in 16th and 17th century paintings. If a painter had decided only to use 
permanentt pigments, he would have been left with a range that was far too restricted. Painters first and 
foremostt wanted to achieve a certain colour or a particular illusionistic effect and would therefore opt 
forr the materials that were the most suited for achieving this aim, even if this meant choosing materials 
thatt were not durable. For instance, it was important that painters had a yellow glazing pigment at their 
disposal.. Because a colourfast version of this pigment did not exist, they were forced to resort to light-
sensitivee yellow lakes such as schietgeel. The price also played a role. Earth pigments, which are very 
durable,, were generally cheap. But various stable intense coloured red, green and blue pigments were 
veryy expensive." When it became too expensive to use exclusively permanent pigments, the painter 
optedd for cheaper and less durable substitutes. For that reason, ultramarine, which was by far the most 
durablee blue pigment, was by some painters rarely applied while they used the problematic smalt to a 
veryy large extent. Similarly, as will be discussed later, painters used not only durable and extremely 
expensivee red lakes but also other, less effective ones. Along with the price, the painting's function also 
influencedd the use of materials. For instance, Palomino states superfine Italian or French carmine, ultramarine 
andand its ashes - these are not commonly used except for very exquisite things>m Another important factor in the 
selectionn of materials was whether the pigments were easy to work with. For example, indigo that was 
well-knownn to fade rapidly, was nonetheless regarded by painters as a serviceable pigment in oil 
painting,, since it had good colour strength, it covered well and, because of its fine-grained consistency, it 
wass easy to work with.im Orpiment, in sources often praised for its beautiful bright yellow colour, was 
ratherr cheap and was at the time generally considered to be durable. Nonetheless, the pigment was only 
usedd on a modest scale because it was extremely difficult to grind and its use required many precautions 
becausee of its extreme toxicity and limited compatibility with other pigments.1"2 In choosing their 

97.. Lairesse (1707), vol. 1, p. 359: 'Niet dat men ook, om een scJjoon groen te hebben, het spaanscljgroen moet gebruiken: want hoewel dit hef sdjimnsle %y, is htt 
nochtansnochtans Ixt aangenaamste en aeffetyefate in 't /mg niet, te meer doordien lief ^rj geweldig itmterft en van kolatr itranderf.' 

98.. Examples of light sensitive colorants used in book illuminations include: dragons blood, cornflowers, saffron. For these and other examples: 
Roosen-Rungee (1984), pp. 75-98. 

99.. Kirby (2000); Henny (1994). 

1(K).. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 52: 'A estos se anoden por extraordinarios el carmin superfine de Ilahu, uFrancia, y el ultramaro y sus ceni~as, 
pmqutpmqut estos no segaslan communmentc sin» en cosas especialprimor' Translation by Veliz (1986), pp. 153-54. The French and Italian prefixes refer to the 
placee where the carmine was manufactured: Veliz (1986), p. 214. Scientific research into Velazcjues' paintings has shown that dearer pigments 
weree used for the more important paintings: McKim Smith (1989), pp. 51-69. 

101.. For instance Croker (1719); see Schiefil (1982), p. I l l : 'Indig... Es is! in den Oel-Farbcn cine sehr nüsHche Farbc,. 

102.. About orpiment's characteristics: West Fitzhugh (1997)2; Wallert (1984). Many sources state that orpiment was only seldomly used due to 
itss poisonous nature. For example Hire (1730), p. 667: 'On ne sen serf guerts dans la peinture, a cause aue e'est une mattere arsenicale <Ó~dangereuse' On the 
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materials,, painters wil l have continuously weighed up various aspects. Different considerations wil l have 
beenn decisive for each painter and even each painting. 

Thee 17th-century regulations of the Utrecht painters' guild includes an example of how painters 
selectedd pigments based on the destination of their work. In the 1630s the guild council decided that a 
schilderkamerschilderkamer or toonkamer would be established in Utrecht.103 This was an exhibition space for paintings, 
forr which the members of the guild had to provide a work every six months. Should the painting sell, 
partt of the proceeds were destined for the guild. Apparendy, not all of die painters recognised the 
usefulnesss of this schilderkamer, for the required paintings were not always faithfully delivered. In 1644, 
thee council found it necessary to impose a severe penalty on every member who did not comply and 
deliverdeliver a work made by himself to the above-mentioned chamber ̂ From this may be deduced that sometimes the 
workk of a pupil was handed in rather man a painting by the master himself. When after 1644, the 
painterss could no longer avoid their half-yearly obligation, they attempted to produce the requisite 
paintingg as inexpensively as possible. In the decree of 1664, the earlier warning was expanded with the 
injunctionn that the painting had to be an original, entirely painted up with its usual colours, in an appropriate 
formateformate Painters probably had made a habit of sending copies to the schilderkamer and executing these 
workss in an especially small size. In the painting up of this work painters did not use their normal colours, 
butt pigments of inferior quality. 

MethodsMethods for improving pigments in order to counter discoloration 
Painterss nevertheless attempted to give pigments that could discolour rapidly but which had great 
advantages,, acceptable durability by pretreating them. In 1642, De Mayeme recorded an excellent remedy to 
consolidateconsolidate indigo, schietgeel and [red] lake in oil from the painter Fettz. An addition of burned alum stone 
wouldd make the colours more intense and they never die when exposed to sun, rain or wind, which they normally 
dodo after a few hours in the sun,h)6 From die beginning of die 17th century, texts on painting techniques draw 
aa link between the purity of lampblack and the durability of die paint. From that time onwards, there are 
variouss recipes for 'burning' lampblack to ensure a long-lasting result. The manuscript The art of painting 
inin qyle by the life (1664) advised leaving lampblack glowing in an open pan on hot coals until it stopped 
smokingg then it will  continue well in qyle painting otherwise it will  not.X{)1 This process eliminated organic 
impuritiess resulting in a purer carbon.1"8 

otherr hand, orpiment is recommended by the Netherlandish painter Wilhelm Beurs for the rendering of yellow fruits and flowers in still-lif e 
paintings.. Study of Netherlandish 1 7rt,-century still-lif e paintings has revealed that in this aspect Beurs accurately described techniques used by 
hiss contemporaries: Wallert et aL (1999). 

103.. Muller (1888), pp. 29-33. 

104.. Ibid., p. 73: '. ..in de imrs^. Kamer te kirren een stuk werks, by Item gemaakt,..' 

105.. Ibid, p. 81: '... in de rmrsdirett Kamer te kieren een stuk werk\, by Ixm qcjfsgedaan, principaalgtlxelyk opgemaakt, met syn genmonetyeke koleuren, op een 
aangewtsenaangewtsen jormaat...' 

106.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958) p. 173: 'Excellent moyen pour fixer l'indko, It saudegriin <èr la lacque a Mie... Les cemkurs tont beaucoup plus 
orientates,orientates, & ayant esté exposées, au soleil, a laptuye & au rent, ne sontpoint mortes. Ct qu 'elks sont ordinairement, & tlanspeu d 'Ijeures au soldi.' 

107.. Art ojlpainting (1664), p. 108. Many instructions for burning of lampblack have been compiled by De Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958) 
pp.. 143, 148, 152,164,176-77. 

108.. It is striking that contemporary texts on (book) printing -the technique where lampblack found its main use- never mention these 
instructions.. Recipes for 'burning' lampblack are only found in sources dating from the 18*  century. Possibly, in printing technique a pure 
lampblackk was considered less important. NX/hen using the deep black printing ink that contained an extremly quick drying varnish, the 
problemss encountered by painters, will most probably not have taken place; Stijnman (1998); Verbal communication: Ad Stijnman (ICN). 
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MethodsMethods for constructing the paint-layer in order to counter discoloration 

Sourcess show that painters expected that the discoloration of binding media and pigments could be 
combattedd by composing the paint-layers systematically. As indicated in chapter one, the general 
practicee was to divide the painting process into three phases: the underpainting or dead-colouring, then 
thee painting up and finally the stage of retouching.109 By deploying a particular system for the 
constructionn of the paint-layers, which involved applying the pigments in the right way to the right layer, 
thee painter could exploit the advantages of the less colourfast pigments while reducing the risk of 
discoloration. . 

InstructionsInstructions for limiting discolouring pigments to the underpainting 
Onee method, which the sources frequendy recommend, consisted of limiting the pigments that were 
liablee to discolour to the underpainting. This advice concerns pigments, which because of their low 
price,, great colour strenght, or easy processibility, were useful for modelling or for the first layout before 
thee final application of colour. In this case, a thin top layer of a colourfast yet expensive pigment 
affordedd a durable result. Any discoloration of an underpaint-layer wil l not be particularly disturbing 
becausee its colour is more or less covered by another layer. By using them for underpainting, light 
sensitivee paints are also protected from discoloration to a certain degree, since the top paint-layer 
functionss as a filter so that the intensity of light to which the underlayer is exposed is reduced. As 
discussedd in chapter one, Wilhelm Beurs (1692) and Marshall Smith (1692), advised restricting indigo to 
ann undercolour for paints made of ultramarine or other permanent but expensive pigments. Paintings in 
whichh this technique has been identified will be discussed in chapter five. Some painters applied the 
'underpaintingg method' to the pigment umber. In the manuscript entitled Secrets in the noble arte of 
miniaturaminiatura of limning {c. 1653-57), the English graphic artist Daniel King wrote that, in his oil paintings, the 
painterr Harry Bryan used umber in the dead-colour for the carnation. Bryan avoided using the pigment 
inn the upper layers: 'bycause it dimes [=  grows dim] too mucb.'u" This effect is connected with the fact that 
bothh raw and burnt umber have a considerable capacity to absorb oil. This makes the paint looks dull 
oncee it has dried and can also cause the paint to darken dramatically. Later in the 17th century the use of 
umberr in an underlayer was also suggested by Marshall Smith: lUmber should be us'donly in dead-colouring, or 
inin deep shadows, which you cannot obtain by brown-pink [dark yellow lake pigment], [red] lake, etc, but from its 
body,body, it is of great use in dead-colouring ̂Smith, however, believed that umber could also be used in top 
paint-layerss as long as it was restricted to the darkest shadows. 

Painterss sometimes followed a principle similar to restricting the less colourfast pigments to the 
underpaintingg when working with various grades of the same pigment in order to be able to apply 
expensivee pigments economically. In his Traite' sur Ja peinture (1699), Bernard Dupuy du Grez 
recommendedd confining the best quality ultramarine for the top paint-layer and using cheaper kinds for 
undercolours.112Thee practice is most frequendy suggested in instructions for painting with red lake. This 
wouldd have been due to the vast differences in price between the various red lakes. A price list in the De 
MayerneMayerne manuscript shows that a high-quality red lake was 25 times dearer than the cheaper kinds.113 In his 

109.. This working method, which has been confirmed by scientific research of paintings, is described in detail in many 17lh and 18*  century 
testss including Art ofpainting (1664), pp. 99-105; Dupuy du Grez (1699; 1972), pp. 247-55; Lairesse (1707), pp. 12-14. Nico van Hout wil l 
exploree in detail the significance of the notions of dead-colounng and making up in his PhD. research on the dead-colouring stage in the work 
off  Rubens. 

110.. King (f. 1653-57), fol. 47r. 

111.. Smith (1692), p. 69. 

112.. Dupuy du Grez (1699; 1972), pp. 251-52. 

113.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 146: 'Locane. slAlUng 1. 2. 3. OH 25 s. tonce la meiUeurt, meurt pen Je bon' 
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manuall  for amateur painters Les premiers elements de la peinture pratique (1684; Fig. 9), the French amateur 
painter,, connoiseur and art theoretician Roger de Piles described how the painter should use these 
variouss types of red lake: 

ThereThere are two sorts of lake: the coarse and the fine. The coarse has a colour that is not permanent. Therefore it should be 
usedused as little as possible except for the dead-colouring of large draperies and for other areas that use a lot of paint. The 
good,good, fine lake comes from Venice. It is expensive but one uses it sparingly because it is only for the carnation. The ones 
thatthat are the most red and the least violet are the best.nA 

Off  course, De Piles did not restrict the ordinary 'coarse' red lake to the dead-colouring simply because 
off  its limited durability. At least as important was the fact that the colour hue and intensity of this lake 
weree clearly inferior to those of the 'fine' quality. Good red lake was also recommended for unmixed 
paintt and for glazes. In Principos para estudiar el nobilisimoy real arte de lapintura (1693), which, according to 
thee introduction, was intended for amateur painters, the Spanish artist José Hidalgo suggested this 
practicee for painting red and crimson red drapery (Fig. 10). 

Furthermore,Furthermore, red draperies are not to be glared: the darks are made with good carmine made thin, and the lights are of 
vermilionvermilion and white, and the half-tints are of vermilion and carmine. If a crimson is desired, gla^e it once or twice with 
goodgood fine carmine and reinforce the darkest shadows with bone black.n5 

Thee use of different quality pigments decribed by De Piles and Hidalgo appears to have been applied 
fairlyy generally. A handbook named Le petit peintre de mr. de St. Jeban that is part of the De Mayerne 
manuscriptmanuscript contains similar instructions. Other descriptions include those of Beurs (1692), Dupuy du 
Grezz (1699) and Palomino (1715-24).t16 

DiscussionDiscussion of differences in the working methods used to combat discoloration 
Theree seems to have been a striking difference of opinion among painters witht regard to the use of 
pigmentss of various qualities. Some authors advised restricting the discolouring pigments to the 
underpaintingg because they assumed that a colourfast upper layer was enough to guarantee durability. 
Otherss rejected this working method because they believed that durability would in fact be damaged by 
thee underlying colour. De Mayerne recorded the following advice: It is necessary that the first layer (that one 
namesnames the dead-colouring) should have colours as good as the last, otherwise the ones will  kill  the others, especially the 
beautifulbeautiful ones like the azurs tór.117The Spanish painter Pacheco shared the same view: 

114.. Piles (1684; 1973), p. 42: ' It y a de deux sortcs de toque, la grosse ei'la fine. La grosse laque est une couleur qui nc dure pas; e'est pourquoi ii  nc sen faut 
sertirsertir que le mains que /'an petit, si ct n 'est pour ébaucfjer de grandes draperies, ou d'autrts c/joses dans ksqutles il  en entrust beaucoup. ha bonne toque fine tienl de 
Venice,Venice, elk est clxre, mais ton en use bien peu quand ce n 'est que pour Its carnations. CeUe qui est la plus msec, ou la mains tiotette est la malkurt.' 

115.. Hidalgo (1693; 1965), p. 8: 'Mas no admiten buna, las ropas coloradas, los obscurvs de but/i carmin basto, y los clans de bermelhn, y bianco, y las medias 
tin/astin/as de bermellon,y carmin. Y si se quiere carmesi, se baha una, it dos iv^es con buen carmin fine? Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 135. 

116.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 151, Beurs (1692), p. 37, Dupuy du Grez (1699; 1972), p. 251, and Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), 
vol.. 2, p. 69.. 

117.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 143: 'N.B. II fault que la premiere couclie (qu'on app[el]le le Todtjarben) soil de couleurs aussi bonnes q[ue] la 
derniirt,derniirt, auiSrement les vnes tuent les aaltres, specialement les belles comme les a^urs <èrc? 
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SomeSome are also accustomed to working curtains or cloth with red earth of Levante or with haematite and white before 
shadingshading and glaring with carmine. But I am of the opinion that even those things that will  be glared should be worked 
withwith good colours because in that way it [the colour] is permanent and more durable.™* 

Thesee contradictory working methods may be due to the fact that painters made different demands of 
theirr paintings' durability. Pacheco's information was part of a learned discourse on painting in which he 
expoundedd upon the conditions that a painter had to fulfi l both on a theoretical and technical level. He 
hadd the ideal of an erudite and skilful painter in mind, an ideal that was also accepted by the humanist 
circless that Pacheco frequented.119 Within this context, it is not surprising that Pacheco rejected 
pragmaticc painting techniques and emphasised the image of a competent painter who built up all the 
layerss of a painting using only the best and most durable paints. 

Sometimess sources mention painting techniques for durable colours that may at first seem 
contradictory.. Along with the advice that indigo should be restricted to the underpainting, there are also 
instructionss in which the pigment was to be applied to the top layer. This is a working method that has 
beenn observed in various 17th century paintings including works by Frans Hals (1581/85-1666), Judith 
Leysterr (1609-60) and Johannes Verspronck (1597-1662).12() However, the authors that recorded the last 
methodd were well aware that this pigment could discolour and tried to prevent this from occurring. 
Differencee in practice seems to have been due to the fact that painters had different ways of combatting 
thee same kind of discoloration. One of the methods used by authors recommending indigo in top layers 
consistedd of applying the blue with only litde lead white. Palomino warned: that the lights not be made too 
lightlight because the indigo colour easily weakens; therefore it must always be worked high in colour.  ̂ Apparendy 
Palominoo tried to overcome indigo's tendency to fade by using a lot of indigo in the paint and therefore 
optingg for a dark and intensely blue colour. This advice contradicts the recommendations for mixing 
colourss to a lighter shade as discussed in the previous paragraph. However, those instructions were 
aimedd at countering the oil medium's tendency to darken. Palomino was refering to a very different type 
off  discoloration; fading of indigo that is caused by light. 

InstructionsInstructions for a durable application of unstable pigments in the top paint-layer 
Inn many cases painters would not have wanted to restrict the less colourfast pigments to their 
undercolourss as these were particularly suitable for the upper layers because of their working properties, 
beautifull  and intense colours or qualities as gla2es. Sources describe various ways of applying unstable 
pigmentss to top layers in such a way that die risk of change was reduced. Palomino's suggestion to mix 
indigoo with a touch of lead-white is an examples of this. 

Historicall  texts describe several methods to combat the discoloration of verdigris glazes. They 
advisee that in order to preserve the green colour a litde bit of varnish should be added to the oil 
medium.. An artist's manual known as Pictoria, collected by De Mayerne, recommended: To preserve the 
colourcolour of verdigris well, a little varnish should be mixed on the palette.^— Other instructions warn that the green 

118.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, p. 84: 'Tambiéti algunos acostumbran Iabrar cortinas o pahos que ban de ser banados con almagrade 
Lerante,Lerante, o con albi'n y blanco, oscurecicndolus con curtnin y un poco de negro, pen? soy de opinion que las msas, antique Ijayan tie ser bahadas, ie labnn con buenos 
colons,porquecolons,porque esmasperpetuay durable' Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 73. 

119.. Veliz (1988), (19H6), pp. 31-33. 

120.. The use of indigo by these painters and the historical painting recipes for indigo are dealt with in chapter V. 

121.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 67: 'y es belksimo color y muy duke de Iabrar, pen tiene tambien sus condidones: y laprimeru es, que los clams no 
scanscan demasiado clans, porque jacibnente ajlo\a,y asi se lu de Iabrar siempre stibido de colour.' Translation by Veliz {1986), p. 166. 

122.. Mayerne (1623-44), fol. 80r: 'Drops rtrls, Doibuent prmitrtment estre esbauclxs de blanc & de noir clmbon de pierre, pms place's pour la 2. jois de tvrdel, 
rebaussisrebaussis de massicot. Pour bien /aire lenir la couleur au rerdetjauty mesler unpeude tvrnix sur la palette.' Recipes that describe methods to prevent verdigris 
glazee from turing brown will be dealt with in chapter IV. 
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glazee needed to be varnished afterwards. In 1691, die still-lif e painter Jacob Bogdani (c. 1660-1724), who 
workedd at the English court, believed diat: 'Green leaves, of a light green, & in some places where the light shine 
thro'glasethro'glase them places with distilled verdigris ground in oil, <&  as soons as dry - varnish them places over with coppell 
varnishvarnish or else it will  turn blacks Bogdani emphasised that only those areas that were glazed with verdigris 
weree varnished, and that this varnish needed to be applied as soon as the glaze was dry; that is the 
momentt that the varnish can be spread without mixing with die verdigris glaze. Paint reconstructions 
havee demonstrated that both a varnish that covers the verdigris glaze and an addition of varnish to the 
oill  medium provide (at least some short-term) protection against discoloration.124 Applying a varnish 
locallyy in order to prevent the paint in the passage concerned from discolouring was sometimes 
recommendedd for light sensitive pigments. In the De Mayerne manuscript we find the practice described 
forr orange colours made of schietgeel and for paint made of indigo and lead-white. Palomino advised 
varnishingg orpiment paint-layers as soon as they were dry so as to preserve their yellow colour.125 Most 
likely,, a varnish layer inhibited to some extent the penetration of (UV) light that contributed to the 
degradationn of the schietgeel, indigo and orpiment pigments. 

Pachecoo tried to preserve a paint made of light-sensitive carmine and lead-white by means of the 
underpainting.. He suggested: If some rose-coloured drapery must be worked, it is more permanent if the 
underpaintingunderpainting is painted with vermilion. Then work the drapery with carmine and white and it can be glared or left 
ungla^ed.ungla^ed.126126 Indeed, in the course of time, the vermilion's intense red could still glow through the 
discolouredd carmine layer.127 Other sources also recommended the same or similar construction of 
layers.. Yet, only Pacheco linked the technique with the colour's preservation. Most painters may have 
appliedd this combination of layers simply to achieve the special colour effect. 

123.. Bogdani (1691); see Rajnai (1993), p. 92. 

124.. These reconstructions were carried out by the author and Dr KJ. van den Berg (ICN). A publication on this research is in preparation. 
Paintt reconstructions were made with verdigris in 1. purified linseed oil, 2. purified Unseed oil with an addition of colophony/spirit varnish, 3. 
puree colophony/spirit varnish, 4. purified linseed oil, covered after days, with a thin layer of colophony spirit varnish. The reconstructions were 
leftt to dry in daylight for three months (protected from direct sunlight). One series of samples was naturally aged and one series was subjected 
twoo alternating ageing environments at the ICN; 1. Xenotest 150 S (8 days), and 2. dark-ageing in a climate chamber (7 days) at 5()°C, in cycles 
off  75% RH (three hours) and 25% RH (three hours). The samples were acclimatised for at least 24 hours (at 23°C, 50% RH) after every ageing 
periodd before colour measurements (spectrophotometer Minolta CM 508-d). During drying, paint 1 showed after a few days a strong colour 
shiftt from a bluish green towards a warmer green. In contrast, paint 2 did not exhibit this colour shift during the first week. From the second 
weekk onwards the colour became a warmer green. This change, however, was much less pronounced than was observed in the samples with 
thee pure oil paints. Remarkably, paint 3 did not exhibit a colour change. Even after two years of natural ageing, the colour has preserved its 
bluish-greenn tint. Paint 4 exhibited similar colour changes to paint 2 daring natural ageing. After artifical ageing all paints had become more 
yelloww and darker. However, cross-sections indicate that in the case of paint 4, this colour change is only due to severe darkening and browning 
off  the varnish layer. Under the varnish the verdigris paint appears un-altered and still has its vivid green colour. These observations 
demonstratee that an addition of varnish to the oil medium provides some short-term protection against discoloration. A varnish that covers the 
verdigriss glaze prevents the glaze from disolouring over a longer period of time. However, the varnish itself does discolour. This means that 
thee final colour effect would be littl e different from an unvarnished verdigris glaze. However, whenever one would remove the varnish the 
greenn would still be preserved. 

125.. The instruction for varnishing paint made of x/jiefget is from the handbook of he pttit peintrt. The instruction for varnishing paint made of 
indigoo and lead-white is by Paukus van Somer. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), pp. 156, 148; Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), p. 66. 

126.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, p. 83: 'Y,<i \e ha de labrar aktuna mpa de rosado con clbianco y carmin, .(era masperpctuo m color 
.«'' xc bosqueja debase con bermell/iny, lucga,.«labra con elcarmin y blanco, o para qucdar sin banar, o para banadti.' Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 73. 

127.. Today, we know that, when compared to a white underlayer, an underpainting of vermilion will also absorb more light so that the 
amountt of reflected light the paint-layer with carmine is exposed to will diminish. 
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III .. Instruction s to combat the discoloration caused by the mixing of incompatible pigments. 

KnowledgeKnowledge about the incompatibility of pigments 

Apartt from the damage caused by sunlight, darkness and damp, the sources also provide much 
informationn about the discoloration that can occur when particular pigments are mixed together. The 
detailedd instructions about the specific mixtures that can cause discoloration suggest that painters were 
extremelyy careful when dealing with this. There are numerous warnings about mixing with verdigris or 
orpiment.. De Mayerne recorded: Verdigris (which one only applies for glaring) is so much an enemy of the other 
colours,colours, that it will  kill  them all, especially the eendre d'a^ur.™ The art of painting in qyle by the Ufe (1664) warns 
thee portrait painter about orpiment: 'Wee seldome use orpiment either red orjeallow, except only f or gold lace or the 
like,like, because it is of a pqysonable nature, and will  starve other colours.'^29 Several authors argued that mixing with 
vermilionn could lead to discoloration. Marshall Smith wrote: 'Vermilion is apt to change somewhat black, when 
compounded,compounded, but us'd simple in draperys etc. is of a lasting nature.'™ In addition, there are regular warnings 
aboutt the discoloration that occurred through mixing with umber or lampblack.131 Generally, the reason 
thatt was given for why discoloration occurred with these pigments was that the particular pigment in 
questionn damaged the other colours. Like for example in the above-mentioned warning in the The art of 
paintingpainting in qyle by the life.u2 

Ass mentioned in chapter I, when mixed together in a binding medium, certain pigments can 
causee a chemical reaction that could discolour the paint. Sulphur-containing pigments such as vermilion 
andd orpiment can react with pigments consisting of either lead compounds (including lead-white and 
lead-tin-yellow)) or copper compounds (such as verdigris and azurite). Studies of paintings have shown 
thatt some of these reactions may easily occur in an aqueous medium. However, in old oil paintings there 
iss very littl e evidence of compatibility problems where less compatible pigments had been mixed.133 For 
instance,, lead-white, which easily reacts to sulphur and then turns black, was used in combination with 
vermilionn or ultramarine in countless paintings without causing any discoloration. Hence, it is 
remarkablee that historical texts contain so many warnings about intolerant mixtures. Here, painters were 
alsoo warning about mixtures of pigments that are nowadays known to be quite safe and which include 
scbietgeelscbietgeel with lead-white, indigo with carmine and red lake with vermilion.134 Possibly, the reason for this 
cautionn was the assumption made by the painters that the problems of mixing in an aqueous binding 

128.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 142-43: 'Le rerd ik gris (dont on se strt settlement pour gtacer) est telkmcnl ennemy cits aultres coukurs, qu'il tes 
tuttut toutes, specialtmtnt la eendre d'a^ur; mesmes si an trauaille crnec un pinceau (quay qu 'il  semble net) qui ait este nettoye dans tie 1'huyle qui ait settlement touclx au 
rente/,rente/, OH si les couleurs se mettent sur me palette ou il  y en ait eu, tout meurt, de sorte que qui reult trauailier (It fcrdc[t] il  fault qu'il ait pinccauL\, palette &"  I mile 
/>[our]]  netloyerapart.' 

129.. An of Painting (1664), p. 93. 

130.. Smith (1692), p. 69. 

131.. On umber: Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 151, and on lampblack LeBrun (1635); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 823. 

132.. By contrast, an anonymous English text with instructions on limning (dated 1564) states that 'all other colours' were responsible for 
thee discoloration of orpiment British Library MS Sloane 3292, f. 3; see Harley (1970; 1982), p. 87. 

133.. When mixed in oil chemical reactions between pigments often fail to occur as a result of the fact that the pigment particles are separated by 
aa layer of the oil medium. On the (incompatibility of verdigris: Kühn (1993)1, pp. 136-37, on orpiment: Wallert (1984); West Fitzhugh (1997), 
pp.. 52-53, on vermilion: Gettens et <y/(1993)2, p. 166, on lead-white: Gettens et al (1993)1, pp. 71-72, on lead-tin-yellow: Kühn (1993)2, pp. 93-
94,, on the permanence of azurite: Gettens & West Fitzhugh (1993), pp. 26-27. 

134.. Van Somer warned that lead-white ruined the colour sclnetgeei, Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 150. Palomino(17l5-24; 1797-97), 
vol.. 2, p. 69, warned '«/ anil es tnemigo mortal del carmin: y asi no Ijay que me^clarlejams con él, porque umbos se pierden, y nsulta tie los dos un color infame, que 
nono se sabe quales.' For the warning about vermilion and red lake see note 138. Recent publications about the qualities of yellow lakes, lead-white, 
redd lakes, indigo and vermilion make no reference to any problem. Respectively: Stoll (1981); Gettens et al. (1993)1; Schweppe & Roosen-Runge 
(1986);; Schwepppe (1997); Gettens et aL{\ 993)2. 
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mediumm would apply to oil painting as well. However, the difference between the 17th century and our 
contemporaryy view may also be due to the fact that we still do not completely understand the problems 
surroundingg the use of historical pigments in mixing paint. Here, differences in mixing ratios, quality 
differencess or the pigments' adulteration may have played a role. The problems that were encountered 
whilee mixing umber or lampblack will probably have been caused by the bleeding of these pigment's tar 
andd other hydrocarbon compounds into the top and lower paint-layers. 

Painters'' warnings mosdy concerned the same pigments. However, opinions differed about the 
degreee of incompatibility. While The art of painting in oyle by the life maintained that orpiment should not be 
mixedd with any other pigment, in the Trattato dell'arte della pittura (1585), the Italian painter and art 
theoreticiann Giovanni Lomazzo listed a large number of pigments including green earth, indigo, smalt, 
redd lake and ochre that could be safely mixed with orpiment. Wilhelm Beurs emphasised that when 
mixedd with light ochre, orpiment turned black and that this pigment could only be combined with light 
andd brown schietgeel.nb The reasons behind these different beliefs may have been quality differences, 
differencess in mixing ratios or a discrepancy in the understanding of the materials. 

InstructionsInstructions for using incompatible pigments 

Painterss had a number of ways of avoiding problems that they believed to be caused by incompatible 
pigments.. First, they suggested that separate brushes and palettes should be used for those pigments.136 

Thee care that was taken to avoid unintentional mixtures was not just limited to the intolerant pigments; 
ratherr it generally included all pigments. In addition to the chemical incompatability of some pigments, a 
rolee was also played by the mixing of certain colours, which simply resulted in an ugly grey. There is 
frequentt advice that grinding stones, palettes and brushes needed to be cleaned thoroughly. Some 
painterss such as the Amsterdam painter Latombé regarded dirty brushes as being one of the main causes 
off  the discoloration of paint. Latombé recommended that all brushes should be cleaned each time. In 
somee cases, such as for the painting of a portrait, new brushes should be used.137 Another way of 
preventingg problems from occurring, consisted of replacing incompatible pigments with compatible 
ones.. The following is recommended in the studio book of he petit peintre de Mr. de St. Jeharr. Aragon is a 
redred earth such as bole or red ochre, it never dies and is better for the painting of skin colour than vermilion that with the 
passingpassing of time contaminates the lake.™ It was also possible to apply the incompatible paints separately by 
workingg them into a numbers of layers. As mentioned in chapter I, this was regularly recommended for 
orpiment.. Anthony van Dyck warned that orpiment when mixed with other pigments it kills them, and 
thereforee was to be used exclusively for the final highlights, only to be applied after all the other paint 
hadd dried completely.13y Half a century later, Marshall Smith also considered this painting technique to 
bee essential: 'Orpment should be us'd only in touches by itself in drapery, gold, etc. for if it be compounded it grows 
foul™foul™ Study of Netherlandish still-lif e paintings revealed that during the second half of the 17th 

135.. Respectively: Lomazzo (1584), p. 193, and Beurs (1692), p. 12: 'De~e nu en kaneen itiwen rerdragen, om medegctempert te morden uts ligte en bniine 
scbijtgeelscbijtgeel cntg werd tl/mr ligte n oker wart.' 

136.. Set note 128. 

137.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Berger (1901; 1973), p. 120: 'N.B. Laphispart ties coulcurs ne meure\nt\ que jaulte d'aroir bun nettoyé lespinceau[s]. Vtiyla 
puurpuur quiy an peintre qui tvull faire quelque outrage d'impartamc, principakme[nt] un portraict apres naturel, dnibt /oxyofurs] arair des pinccaulx ncufs.' 

138.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 162: 'Aragun est vne tem rouge comme du bol au de tbcre rouge, laquelle ne meurt jamais, & pour faire les 
dxirncuresdxirncures est meilkure que Ie rermtlion, kquel uree k temps Ine la lacque.' 

139.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 175: 'Labeur dcjaune. Il  se sert de l'orpiment qm est Ie plus beaujaune que l'on scaumt auoir...  meslé a/vc 
touttout es aultres coukurs il  les tue... Et puur sen seruir ilyjuult appliqucr scul qyant jokt la drapperie (pour laquelle stuk il  est tresbon) auec mdires mukurs jonkies, <& 
sursur icelle bien seiche fauk rebausser sur k jour at<ec l'orpimint. Ainsi mstre laber sera beau par excellence? 

140.. Smith (1692), p. 69. 
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century,, orpiment was regularly used for depicting lemons, oranges, gold and bright yellow flowers.141 In 
usingg the yellow pigment, most painters may have been well aware of the procedures described above. 
Orpimentt is almost always used only as a highlight on dry underlying layers of paint (Plate 1). Palomino 
consideredd indigo and carmine lake as mortal enemies and therefore recommended applying these two 
pigmentss in separate layers: To make a purple cloth, you may work first with indigo and white, when it is dry, it is all 
glaredglared with good carmine.U2 The optical mixture of transparent dark red over blue resulted in a purple 
colourr without any physical mixture of the two pigments. Sources recommend a similar principle for 
glazee paint made of verdigris. Depending on the type of green colour desired, the glaze could be applied 
overr yellow, blue, green, grey or reddish undercolours.143 

Alsoo in the composition of the ground, some painters took into account the intolerance of certain 
pigments.. The painters' manual Brief traite, part of the De Mayerne manuscript, maintained: 

Yet,Yet, one should note and be informed that the bef on mentioned red lead, verdigris, smoke or lampblack are like poisons, 
whichwhich cause the discoloration of the colours that one applies on top and for this reason one should avoid them, when 
priming.priming.11** ** 

Thiss early 17th -century advice cautions against some types of ground that were common at die time.145 

Alreadyy in the 16th century, red lead and verdigris were added to grounds to accelerate drying. Painters 
alsoo worked on a grey ground consisting of lead-white and black pigments (including lampblack). 

Forr making the ground or the underpainting, various 17th-century authors recommend using the 
sedimentt from the kladpot or pinceliere, namely the container with oil in which brushes were kept to 
preventt them from drying out.14fl The sediment consisted of a mixture of all of the pigments that had 
beenn used (chiefly the much employed lead-white) and it dried rapidly because the oil in the pinceliere had 
longg been exposed to the air. Investigation of paintings has confirmed that some painters made good 
usee of the mosdy grey or brown, rapidly drying pinceliere paint for their grounds or underpaintings.147 

However,, given the warnings in the sources to avoid 'hostilities' between pigments even in the ground, 
farr from all painters will have used this sediment without reservations. 

141.. See various entries in Wallert el aZ(1999). 

142.. See note 134. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 69: 'Ofrv morwlu con el anil Ptteelesc tambien labrar tk anil y bianco elpano que lui de ser 
morado,morado, y en estanda seat, banark lotto am bien carmin bien uniclo c' igual? Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 168. 

143.. See chapter TV, section III , Undcrpaintin&jor iwtligris glw^c paints. 

144.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 141: 'Iljault  foutesfoys notter tr esln aduerty que ladicte tnyne, Ie ttrl  de gris, noir de jumee OH tie lumpe son! 
commecomme des poisons qui jont mourir les ctmlairs qu 'ony met dessns &"p<mr  ceste cause ks fault miter en imprimant.' 

145.. Koller (1984), p. 304. For example, priming layers containing verdigris are mentioned by Armenini (1587; 1971), p. 125. In priming layers 
off  16'h -century Italian easel paintings, red lead has been regularly identified. There are also many examples of the use of black pigments: 
Dunkertonn & Spring (1998), pp. 127-30. 18'h and 19,h century Engiish documentary sources regularly advice a grey coloured ground layer, since 
thiss would preserve the colours painted on top: Carlyle (2<X)1), p. 177. 

146.. For example: Binet (1621; 1632), p. 312, and LeBrun (1635); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 771. 

147.. Wetering (1997), p. 24 believes that the complex paint mixtures used by Rembrandt for his monochrome dead-colours suggest that 
remainss of the pinceliere were used in this stage of the work. Joyce Plesters (1980), p. 41, has observed the same phenomenon in paintings by-
Tintoretto. . 
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IV .. Methods to combat discoloration caused by the increasing transparency of oil paint-layers 

Causes-forCauses-for the increase in transparency oj oil paint-layers 

Inn general, the sources are rather silent about an effect that is now frequently noticed in old paintings: 
thatt particular layers of oil paint become more transparent in time. The difference between the retractive 
indexx of the binding medium and that of the pigment determines to an important extent the paint's 
opacityy or transparency: the smaller the difference, the more transparent the paint. Hence, the painter 
createss a transparent paint with red lake or ultramarine in oil because the refractive index of these 
pigmentss is close to that of oil. In art technological literature, it is assumed that when the layer of oil 
paintt ages, the oil's refractive index increases so that it gets closer to the pigment's refractive index; this 
inn turn would cause the paint to become more transparent.148 However, the exact mechanisms that take 
placee inducing this increased transparency are still very insuföciendy understood. There are chemical as 
welll  as physical explanations.149 

Especiallyy paint-layers containing lead-white, which cover well when fresh, have often become 
translucentt on old paintings. In this case the increased transparency seems due to a chemical change on 
thee surface of the lead-white particles in the oil medium. This could be caused by the formation of lead 
soapss (fatty acid lead salts) resulting from an interaction between the oil and the lead pigment.150 In this 
case,, the lead soaps would increase the refractive index of the oil medium. 
Thee paint's increased transparency means that the underlying layers are less effectively covered so that 
ann underpainting or pentimento may become visible. In addition, a coloured ground layer may influence 
thee painting's appearance to a far greater degree than originally intended. An example is the still-lif e 
paintingg with asparagus (1679) by Adriaen Coorte (active 1685-1707). On the paper support, Coorte 
firstt applied two rather light coloured ground layers containing earth pigments. Then he blocked out the 
darkk background while leaving a reserve of a rather square shape where the bunch of asparagus was to 
bee painted. Subsequendy, he painted the asparagus with delicate nuances of lead-white paint, which has 
becomee more transparent today. The dark background has become clearly visible beneath the asparagus' 
tips,, but not within the square where the lighter ground colour was reserved (Fig. II). 151 As yet it is not 
clearr in which cases, in which time span and to what extent these phenomena occur. It is assumed that 
thee process occurs gradually, though already in the course of a few decades.152 However, when 
interpretingg transparent paint-layers on old oil paintings, it is important not to exclude the possibility 
thatt some effects, such as a partially visible underdrawing or underpainting, may have been part of the 
painting'ss original appearance.153 

HistoricalHistorical knowledge about the increasing transparency of oil paint-layers 

Textss on painting techniques show that a considerable increase in transparency had been noticed by the 
endd of the 17th century. The Dutch painter Gerard de Lairesse explicitly mentions the effect in his Groot 

148.. This is based on measurements made by Laurie (1926), (1937). 

149.. The influence of the rising of the oil's refractive index on the appearance of the paint-layer was calculated on the basis of the Kubelka and 
Munkk equation by Rees Jones (1991). 

150.. Townsend (1993)1, vol. 2, p. 586. 

151.. Hermens & Wallert (1999). 

152.. Personal communication: Dr Klaas Jan van den Berg (ICN). 

153.. The paint-layer was sometimes applied so thinly to 16,k-century paintings (such as those by Pieter Aertsen (c 1509-75) and Joachim de 
Beukelaerr (ct533-c.1575) that the underdrawing has probably been visible from the start. Verbal communication: Margreet Wolters, University 
off  Groningen. Margreet Wolters is writing her Ph.D. thesis on the underdrawing in the studio of Pieter Aertsen and Joachim de Beukelaar. 
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schilderboeck,schilderboeck, which was published in 1707. However, De Lairesse's observation must have occurred at an 
earlierr date because he went blind in 1689. Before depicting the required subject, de Lairesse advised 
underpaintingg each part of the painting's composition on the coloured ground, with a uniformly 
colouredd ground layer. This layer had to be approximately the same colour as the colour that the painter 
ultimatelyy wanted to achieve.154 De Lairesse argued that the layer contributed to the colours' 
preservation: : 

ThroughThrough its similarity to the tints and colour that one covers it with, which will  preserve their perfect beauty and power, 
thisthis cannot occur when the ground is of another colour and tint, like white on black, light blue on dark yellow or red, and 
soso forth, shining more and more through due to the length of time, no matter how thickly it is applied in paints 

Thiss remark is obviously connected with the oil paint-layers' increasing transparency, so that an 
underlyingg layer in a different colour than the one on top would create a disturbing effect once it 
becamee visible. From the indication length of time we may deduce that this phenomenon occurred in the 
longg term. According to De Lairesse, it made no difference whether the paint had been applied as a 
thickk or thin layer. However, he believed that applying an extra layer of paint in approximately the same 
colourr effectively prevented the problem. 

Thee increased transparency of oil paint caused by ageing as mentioned by De Lairesse, is not 
exphcidyy referred to by sources before the end of the 17th century. Nonetheless, there are a number of 
earlyy remarks that can be connected with the phenomenon. The early 17th-century authors that 
recommendedd using good quality pigments for underlayers may have taken into account the paints' 
increasingg transparency. Likewise, contemporaneous warnings for priming layers made of umber and 
blackk pigments, may indicate that painters had observed that in time dark underlayers became 
disturbinglyy visible due to the increased transparency of the paint-layers applied on top.156 In the 
beginningg of the 17th century, Karel van Mander described in his Den grondt der edel vry schilder-const 
(1604)) how some painters developed their composition after the dead-colouring stage. Other painters, 
though,, drew the composition on the panel in an extremely precise manner and applied from the start 
thee right colour for every part of the depiction: from the very first every colour is applied to its place so as not to 
^/>.157Thee discoloration, to which Van Mander referred, may well have been caused by an underpainting 
inn a deviating colour, which would have produced a disturbing effect once the paint started to become 
transparent.. A mid-16th-century ordinance of the St. Lucas Guild can also be read as a reference to the 
paint'ss increasing transparency. It forbids painters from completing their paintings with just a single 
layerr of paint and they were obliged to dead-colour their work first.158 Miedema interpreted this 
ordinancee by pointing out that this obligation was aimed at preventing the underdrawing from 

154.. Lairesse (1707), vol.1, p. 331. De Lairesse stated that the painter should not apply fine and cosdy paints to this underlayer 'moor gemeene ah 
^y^y slechts iyvig tyn en wel (kkken! 

155.. Ibid.: 'tloor haare overeenkomste met tie linten en koleur die men daar ortr heen stryckt, welke hunnen volkomen schoonlxid en kracht behouden, hetgeen niet 
geschiedengeschieden kan wanneer de grond vaneen ander kolcur en tint is, gelyk wit op $wart, hcbtbiaauw op donkergeel oj rood, en ̂ p mort, scl/ynendc door de lankyljeyt van tyd 
meermeer en meer door, al ware liet nog yi ivf in de verw aangelegt.' According to Anton Raphael Mengs, the increased transparency of paint-layers in 
Raphael'ss Transfiguration ojClirist was also due to ageing; see chapter IV, paragraph Anton Mengs. 

156.. On the other hand, these recipes do not discuss the tone of the ground layers but only problematic brown and black pigments that may 
equallyy have been used in a light toned ground layer. 

157.. Mander (1604), f. 47r: 'tlcke verwe tan eerst op IJOCTplaats kggljen om niet versterven.' According to Pauw de Veen (1996), p. 229-30, the term 
'legghen'' is often used as a synonym for aanleggen that is to lay in a paint-layer. 

158.. This concerns a 1546 hallmark of the St. Lucas Guild in Den Bosch: Miedema (1987), p. 141: 'Item sullen alle sMlders verbomlen wesen te wercke/t 
goedegoede verwen... ^ijntle ekke itrat ttrst geduotitrwei emit ahoe up eenen dobbelen grondt, .tonder dat sy liaerprincipael olyevtrwen op/en lynre o/fc principael sullen moegen 
tenten iersten opmaecken.' 
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eventuallyy becoming visible because of the layers' increasing transparency. Still, it is remarkable that, 
althoughh the early 17th century texts provide detailed information about other aspects of discoloration, 
theyy do not explicidy discuss the phenomena associated with the paint's increasing transparency. This 
mayy suggest that these phenomena were not yet clearly visible or that in general painters did not find 
themm disturbing. 

V.. Gaining knowledge about the paint' s discoloration. 

TransferTransfer of and development in knowledge 
Painterss must gradually have gained insight into the permanence of pigments in an oil medium and the 
durabilityy of painting techniques. Knowledge that painters initially did not have about problems, grew to 
becomee widely accepted among later generations. Vasari, recorded that three panel paintings by Pietro 
Peruginoo . 1450-1523) had deteriorated a great deal, and in the dark parts where then are shadows, they are full of 
cracks.cracks. According to Vasari this had occurred since Perugino had not allowed his underpaint-layers to 
dryy enough before applying new layers: But Pietro could not know this, because in his time they were only just 
beginningbeginning to paint with o/'/.159 To an important extent, such knowledge will have been handed down within 
thee studio tradition from master painter to pupil. We may, therefore, assume that in the 17th century, 
muchh about discoloration must have been generally known since oil paints had already been in use for 
somee two hunderd years. Yet painters did not have such a long background for using the full range of 
pigments.. For instance, they had to discover for themselves what was the best and most durable method 
forr working with smalt that had only entered general use around the middle of the 16th century. In 
addition,, technical and stylistic developments had resulted in new painting techniques with a durability 
thatt was yet to stand the test of time. 

Sourcess suggest there was a constant search for methods of improving the permanence of both 
theirr pigments and binding media. The instructions for purifying and bleaching oil media, and for 
decontaminatingg lampblack, were but a few examples of this. The texts also attest to painters seeking 
neww painting methods that would increase durability. When a painting technique is mentioned that was 
consideredd to be durable, it is regularly described as being die secret of a particular painter or as being a 
neww method. For instance, Malvasia claimed this when describing Guido Reni's preference for applying 
hiss paint with extra lead-white in order to overcome the paint's tendency to darken. According to 
Malvasia,, this working method was contradictory to those of the good masters of the past because these painters 
warnedd against the excessive use of lead-white. For instance, Reni's master Lodovico Caracci (1555-
1619)) regularly harped on about lead-white as follows: Even a brush stroke of it, should not be applied before 
consideringconsidering it for an entire year.xa) Lodovico's caution was presumably caused by the fact that the excessive 
usee of lead-white imbues the paint with an overly cool and chalk-like quality. Guido Reni's method of 
mixingg the paint with extra lead-white was not based on ignorance but aimed at overcoming the paint's 
discoloration.. That this way of working was indeed 'new' in the 17th century appears to be backed up by 
aa remark by the Spanish painter Pacheco. In his advice to paint particular colours in a lighter shade (as 
mentionedd above), he also stated that this was a new opinion. 

159.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 3, p. 574: cQncsta Ire tarole Ijanrw patito asm, e mm per tutto, ntgli scuri e clove sono l'ombre, crepate; e cio 
wiienewiiene perclx qtutneht si lai-ora U primo colore die si pone supra la mestiai (peninocclx tre mani di cobri si clanno, 1'un soprct I'altro) mm i ben seem; o rule poi col tempo 
nelhinelhi seccarsi tirano per k grossest* lont, e rtugpmt ml arerjbr^a difare qn'crepali: il  cbt Pietro non palette connscere, perclx appmta ne 'tempi suoi si aimincio a cobrire 
benebene a »Ho.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 2, p. 92. 

160.. Set; note 50. 
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WaysWays of gaining knowledge 

Painterss naturally studied old paintings so as to gain new information about the varying degrees of 
durabilityy of painting techniques. This allowed them to observe the effects of ageing in a particular 
materiall  or painting technique. The sources regularly refer to old paintings in order to demonstrate a 
materiall  or technique's good (or limited) durability. Richard Symonds noted down that the painter 
Franciss Barlow (1626-1702), famous for his pictures of horses, dogs and birds, had told him once that: 
'the'the green head of a mallard [=  wil d duck] he usd verditer but it began to grow discolord as he ther observd*X(A In his 
instructionn blue drapery made with Santo Domingo blue, Pacheco referred to the discoloured paintings 
off  other painters and to his own well-preserved works. Hidalgo did the same when publicizing his secret 
forr a durable green: The colour of green robes is the one most often lost, and since these have never turned black, for me, 
II  must communicate my secret.™2 Vasari reported, how an altarpiece by Titian (c.1477/80-1576) had 
deterioratedd very quickly so that the painter had to make it again.163 He also described how a small panel 
off  the Madonna and child by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) had already been ruined in Vasari's days: 
eithereither because of the mistakes made by whoever primed the panel with gesso, or because of his [Leonardo's] own 
capriciouscapricious way of mixing any number of grounds and colours.164 A t other times, Vasari did have clear ideas about 
thee underlying causes of an extremely rapid ageing of paintings. He noticed the excessive darkening of 
shadoww areas in some painting made by Fra Bartolomeo, Raphael and Giulio Romano in the early 
decadess of the 16th century.165 As will be dealt with extensively in the third chapter of this dissertation, 
Vasarii  attributed this darkening to these painters' use of black pigments and especially lampblack and 
ivoryy black. 

Painterss sometimes tested the materials' durability before actually applying them to their 
paintings.. De Mayerne and the Dutch painter Eikelenberg reported a number of experiments to test the 
permanencee of unusual materials or those processed in a special way.166 According to De Mayerne the 
painterr Daniël Mytens (c.1590-1646) had tested the pigment tin white in oil paint. Mytens concluded 
thatt tin white could not be used in this technique because it turned black in the sun and when mixed 
withh lead-white ruined this pigment.167 Eikelenberg's writings include an extensive report of an 
experimentt that aimed at determining the permanence of an indigo that had been purified in a special 
wayy (Fig. 12). He mixed his indigo with various quantities of lead-white and then used it to paint pieces 
off  prepared paper, a number of which were kept in his studio while the others were placed in the open 
air.. Hee compared the results four months later.168 With these kinds of experiments, painters were testing 
theirr paint by trying to accelerate the ageing process by exposing the paint to extreme conditions such as 
brightt sunlight, rain and wind. Their experiments were apparently constandy testing the durability of one 

161.. Symonds (1650-52); see Beal (1984), p. 304. 

162.. Hidalgo (1693; 1965), p. 8: 'Las npas rentes es el cokr que mas pierde, y te/igp (it cotmmicar mi secreto, puts jamas x me han buello negros.' Translation 
byy Veliz(1986),p. 135. 

163.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 7, p. 444. 

164.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 47: 'Ma, o sia per culpa ili  c/ji h ingesso, o purper queue sue tank e capricdose misture (lelie mesliclie e 
de'cobri,de'cobri, è oggi moktiguasto? Translation: Bull (1987), vol. 1, p. 269. 

165.. Respectively: Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, pp. 185, 378, vol. 5, p. 533. 

166.. The fact that De Mayerne mentioned several painters' experiments shows that this was common amongst painters at that time. De 
Mayerne,, being a physician, also tested materials for his own interest. Eikelenberg was a painter with a scientific background. His extensive way 
off  testing materials would not have been representative of painters' general working methods. 

167.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 165. Anthony Van Dyck also tried to use tin white in oil painting. He concluded that, when used 
inn oil, this pigment has not enough body so that it was only suitable for the art of illumination: Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 165. 

168.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), pp. 786-87. These tests will be considered in greater detail in chapter V. 
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material,, sometimes when mixed with one other pigment. The sources provide nothing to suggest that 
painterss also researched the durability of a technique such as the particular construction of a paint-layer. 
Presumablyy they based their knowledge of this subject exclusively on the evidence of old paintings. 

TheThe guarantee period for colour-fastness 

Sourcess rarely reveal the length of time that had to elapse before painters could judge whether a 
particularr pigment or painting technique was durable. Generally the only indication of time was that a 
particularr colour disappeared quickly or was preserved for an extremely long time. More concrete 
evidencee is sometimes found in reports of experiments to determine the materials' durability such as 
Eikelenberg'ss experiment with indigo that was mentioned above. When compared with the paint on the 
paperss that had been kept indoors, the paint on the papers that had stood outside for four months had 
hardlyy discoloured. Therefore, Eikelenberg regarded this pigment as being especially durable. Another 
examplee is an experiment performed by Paulus van Somer that was recorded by De Mayerne. In order 
too discover which pigments would discolour, Van Somer suggested exposing a painting to the evil 
vapourss of the shit-shed. After two or three days, all the pigments had discoloured that would ever 
discolourr with the passing of rime - at least, that's what Van Somer wants us to believe!169 These kinds 
off  remarks suggest that if pigments did not discolour after spending a few days, weeks or months in 
extremeextreme conditions, painters would assume that the pigments' colour-fastness had been guaranteed which 
wass reason enough to use them in their paintings. 

Somee remarks by painters about the durability of old paintings reveal the length of time that had 
too elapse before, when exposed to normal conditions, a particular painting material or technique could be 
judgedd to be durable. Pacheco recorded the following about the composition of a priming that was 
madee of a type of clay, which according to him was frequently used in Seville and which he strongly 
recommended: : 

ThisThis is the best priming, and the one I would always use without further modifications, because I see my six canvases in 
thethe cloister of the Mercedarians preserved without having cracked nor shown any sign of flaking since the year 1600 when 
theythey were begun, which is enough for me to approve the soundness of this clay preparation.™ 

Thee fact that Pacheco's Arte de lapintura was completed in 1638 shows that for him a period of less than 
fortyy years was enough to judge whether or not a particular material or its application was durable. In his 
previouslyy mentioned advice to use a lighter shade of the colour blue, Pacheco stated that this method 
guaranteedd an extremely durable result because the blues that the painter Mohedano had painted in this 
wayy had remained blue: But if the blue is painted light, it stays blue always, and its highlights and shadows can be 
seen.seen. I have observed this in the painting of Mohedano, who followed this method.™ The Spanish painter Antonio 
Mohedanoo lived between 1561 and 1625. If we assume that Mohedano would have been no younger 
thann twenty when he first set up as an independent painter, the paintings that Pacheco had in mind 
wouldd have been fifty or sixty years old at the most. 

Inn the 17th century, paintings that had not (markedly) discoloured within a few decades were 
apparentlyy considered to be especially durable. So when authors state that a particular colour would last 
anan extremely long time, or eternally ot forever, they in fact refer just to a period of several decades. It is 

169.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 150. 

170.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canron (1956), vol. 2, p. 76: 'Esta ex la mejor cmprimucwn y la que yo usaria xiempre, .an max wencioncs, porque reo 
conservacksconservacks mix seü lien~os del claustra de la Moved, sin Ijaber Ixcfm quiebra ni serial de saltur desde el am de U>(H) que se comen~aron, que me basta para aprobar la 
scguridadscguridad desfe aparejo de bamj.' Translation: Veliz (1986), pp. 68-69. 

171.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, p. 85: 'y stench clam, siempre es aydy se ren sus clans y usamis; ast k Ix observaih con atencu'm en 
laspinluraslaspinluras de Mohedano, que siquió esta opinion.' 
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importantt to bear this in mind when interpreting the methods described in the sources for preventing 
thee paint's discoloration. These reveal that painters believed that, despite all the problems, if one had 
enoughh knowledge and skill, it was possible to make extremely durable paintings. It is easy to 
understandd their optimism considering the length of time that was actually implied. Painters were 
dealingg with an ageing process man occurred within half a century; a space of time in which they 
themselvess would be able to observe how paintings changed. By preventing discoloration for that length 
off  time, they also amply covered the period in which a purchaser or patron would be able to notice how 
thee painting had aged. However, striving for roughly fifty years of colour-fastness wil l also have 
guaranteedd the colour's preservation over a longer period of time. Today there is evidence that during 
thiss period a certain stability occurs within the drying and aging processes in the layer of oil paint.172 

Off  course, the question now is whether the colour's 'guaranteed' preservation meant that painters 
expectedd that their paintings would more or less maintain their original colours for many centuries - in 
factt right up to the present day. One of the few remarks where a painter referred to this length of time is 
foundd in the correspondence between Albrecht Diirer (1471-1528) and Jacob Heller. Heller, a rich 
textiless merchant, had asked Durer to make an expensive altarpiece depicting the Ascension and coronation 
ofof the blessed Virgin Mary. While he was working on the altarpiece (1507-09), Durer kept Heller informed 
off  his progress. He informed Heller that he was only using the best pigments for the altarpiece and was 
takingg the greatest possible care with the painting. Durer guaranteed that these measures would ensure 
thatt the altarpiece's middle panel would still be pure and fresh of colour in five hundred years time.173 

Byy using a special varnish that Durer promised to apply after several years, the work would maintain its 
beautyy for yet another hundred years. The period for which Diirer guaranteed the colour-fastness of his 
altarpiecee cannot have been based on practical experience. Indeed, in his day, five hundred year-old oil 
paintss simply did not exist for him to refer to. However, the period of time that he mentioned 
demonstratess that, at least in Dürer's day, the life expectancy of paintings was sometimes anticipated to 
bee very long indeed. As in the case of Dürer's altarpiece, these would have been extremely expensive 
paintingss that had been worked on for a very long time and involved the honour of both the painter and 
thee patron. 

Theree is littl e evidence that painters attempted to preserve the colours of less prestigious works 
forr a similar period of time. Certainly there was not much concern about the durability of the colours on 
paintingss that were cheaply churned out on a mass scale.174 Reflecting the current mood of transience, 
somee painters regarded their paintings' ultimate deterioration as inevitable and even necessary. This is 
expressedd in the Dutch painter and poet Philips Angel's 1642 eulogy to painting: 

ThereThere are no things beneath the sun's rays that are certain to last forever, they are all subjected to change, nothing 
maintainsmaintains a motionless self-preserving state other than the unchanging constant god; in the same way paintings can last a 
fewfew hundred years, which is enough}1* 

172.. Boon ttaL (1997). 

173.. Steck (1961), pp. 138-39. 

174.. For instance, no effort appears to have been made to achieve durability in canvas paintings made with watercolours that were cheaply 
mass-producedd in Mechelen from the second half of the 16'h century: Tamis (in preparation). See also chapter III , note 20. 

175.. Angel (1642), p. 25: 'tlaer en sijn geen dingen bier benedende wekke ran de son besclxnen werden, die ttrseeckert sijn van allijt  le duyren: of sy sijn de 
veranderlidiey!veranderlidiey! onderworpen, niets en beijouter een onbeweegbückt seifs-blyvende slant, dan alken&ck den onveranderUckt cen-btynmle gidt; oock son konntn scijilderyen 
eenigeeenige Ijonderdejaren ehtyren, bet ivclckeglxnaegbis' 
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Conclusionn and summary 

Inn this chapter the references to discoloration in historical texts were brought together in order to give a 
coherentt survey of the traditional knowledge on the ageing of oil paint and the painters' attitude toward 
too this phenomenon. The sources reveal that painters considered the changing of their colours a great 
problemm and that many exercised constant care to guarantee the greatest possible colour-fastness of 
theirr paintings. The pursuit of permanence appears to have been an important criterion in the painters' 
choicee of pigments and binding media. At the same time, they created a large number of often refined 
paintingg techniques that benefited the colour-fastness of their works. A survey was given of the 
numerouss instructions concerned with preventing discoloration caused by the yellowing and darkening 
off  the oil binding medium, the discoloration of pigments, the incompatibility of pigments and the 
increasedd transparency of oil paint-layers. Sources also provide evidence of painters' constant search for 
neww methods of improving the colour-fastness of their paints. Time and the cost of materials played an 
importantt role in the production of paintings. In many cases, die making of durable paints was a time-
consumingg process. The use of expensive and colourfast pigments could raise the price of a painting 
abovee the acceptable. The sources indicate that in the choice of materials and technique, the priorities 
wil ll  have differed per painter (and painting). These choices prove to be partly responsible for the 
paintings'' current good or poor condition. 
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Discolorationn or  Chiaroscuro? An Interpretatio n of the Dark Areas in 
Raphael'ss TransGguration of Christ * 

Raphael'ss Transfiguration of Christ (Fig. 1), was ordered some time before January 1517 by Cardinal 
Giulioo de'Medid for one of the chapels in Narbonne Cathedral.1 Around the same time the cardinal 
alsoo commissioned Sebastiano del Piombo to paint a Raising of Lazarus for the same church, presumably 
too pit the two artists against each other. After Raphael's sudden death in 1520, it was decided to keep 
thee Transfiguration in Rome, and in 1523 the panel was placed in San Pietro in Montorio, where it hung 
untill  the end of the 18th century. At present, the painting is in die collection of the Vatican Museums. 
Thee unconventional treatment of the subject has made Raphael's last work one of the most discussed 
paintingss in art history.2 The upper half depicts the event described in Matthew 17:1-13, Mark 9:2-13 
andd Luke 9:28-36, which was a popular theme at the time. Christ's Transfiguration, the moment on 
Mountt Tabor when he reveals his divine appearance in conversation with Moses and Elijah, is 
observedd by three of his disciples: Peter, James and John. Raphael's innovation, however, is in the 
curiouss combination of this event with the reference to another one that follows it in the Bible. The 
lowerr zone shows the remaining nine disciples vainly attempting to heal a youth possessed by an evil 
spirit. . 

Justt why Raphael or his patron chose to conflate these two events into a single scene is a 
questionn that has fascinated critics and art historians down the ages. It has been suggested that Raphael 
addedd a highly dramatic scene below the Transfiguration so as not to be outclassed by Michelangelo's 
pupil,, whose subject gave him the opportunity to depict an agitated group of onlookers and thus show 
offf  his talents to better effect than Raphael could do with a limited number of protagonists.3 However, 
thee combination is also interpreted in thematic terms. The received view since the 18th century has been 
thatt the combination represents a conceptual antithesis.4 The divine miracle in the upper half 
symbolisess grace and deliverance, contrasting with the human failure to heal in the lower half, which 
metaphoricallyy demonstrates man's impotence. Various theological and political explanations have been 
putt forward for this amalgam.5 

Onee key element in the way the painting has been interpreted is the view that the conceptual 
antithesiss is reflected in the formal aspects. The two scenes are clearly separated, and their respective 
compositionss are markedly different. In the lower scene a diagonal separates the disciples from the 

**  This chapter is an adjusted version of an article with the same title published in Simiolus 28 (2000-01), pp. 4-31. 

l .Dusslerr (1971), pp. 52-55. 

2.. Lütgens (1929); Dussler (1971); Répertoire (1984). Recent studies on the Transfiguration include Preimesberger (1987), Caron (1988), 
Oberhuber(1999). . 

3.. Gombrich (1981). 

4.. For a critical history of the interpretation of the two scenes see: Lütgens (1929), pp. 26-60. Here, I cover only a selection of modern studies 
dealingg with the meaning of the combination of the scenes: Bock von Wülffingen (1956), Pope-Hennessy (1950) pp. 72-79, Einem (1966), pp. 
299-327,, Weil-Garris Posner (1972), (1974) pp. 43-47, Gombrich, (1981), Oberhuber (1982); Preimesberger (1987), Caron (1988), Qberhuber 
(1999). . 

5.. Pope-Hennessy (1950), pp. 72-79, Einem (1966), Weil-Gams Posner (1974), Gombrich (1981), Preimesberger (1987), Caron (1988). 
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possessedd youth and his family, in contrast to the frontal and simple, almost symmetrical structure of 
thee upper scene centered on Christ.6 Likewise, the strained facial expressions and gesticulations of the 
crowdd contrast with the sense of calm and dignity emanating from the figures at the top. 

Artt historians have repeatedly drawn attention to anodier antithesis, namely in the handling of 
lightt and colour. In the upper half of the painting, gradual transitions have been observed in the 
modellingg of the draperies and flesh tones. Most of the shadows are not very dark and thus have an 
identifiablee colour, and the shaded forms are easily read. The handling of light in the scene with the 
failedd healing is very different. Here the modelling is dominated by strong tonal contrasts and abrupt 
transitionss from light to shade. Very dark shadows, in which forms are difficult to distinguish, partly 
blendd into a black background. Although many authors have demonstrated that Raphael's paintings 
andd frescoes from 1513-14, such as those in the Vatican Stanza d'Eliodoro and the Stanza 
deirincendio,, tend to have darker shadows than before, this effect is very conspicuous indeed in the 
lowerr half of the Transfiguration. Art historians, among them Von Rumohr, Burckhardt, Wölffli n and 
Fischel,, have interpreted the dark shadows and abrupt transitions in various ways. Nowadays it is 
assumedd that the difference in the handling of light in both parts of the painting has an expressive 
function.. The common view, as expressed by Marcia Hall (1992), is that by the end of his life Raphael 
hadd begun to explore new ways of creating light and shadows 'in searching for a colour style appropriate to the 
contentcontent of the depiction.' The treatment of light in the upper scene, with sofdy coloured shadows, 
apparendyy sustains the idea of divine assistance, while Raphael deliberately opted for strong contrasts 
betweenn highlights and shadows - which Hall dubs the chiaroscuro mode- to obtain a dramatic effect 
inn the lower scene. She continues her interpretation of Raphael's pictorial means: 

TheThe shadows are blackish, dark and deep in tone. The lights are whitish, high in value, bleaching the local colour. The 

midtonemidtone is a/here one sees the colour, which may be quite strong and at, or close to, full intensity. The transitions are as a 

rulerule abrupt to maximise the drama? 

Accordingg to Hall and many others, the strong contrasts between light and shadow served to 
accentuatee the fruidess efforts of the disciples.8 These modern interpreters all believe, in one way or 
another,, that Raphael deliberately adopted these deep shadows and chiaroscuro contrasts to underscore 
thee dramatic metaphor of human frailty as opposed divine omnipotence. Raphael has accordingly been 
creditedd with an important role in the invention of the 'dramatic' chiaroscuro that is thought to have 
exertedd such a profound influence on later painters like Caravaggio, whose 'theatrical' handling of light 
iss said to be based on this specific effect in the Transfiguration? 

Givenn this interpretation of the treatment of light in the Transfiguration, it is odd that a remark by 
Vasarii  has been virtually ignored by modern authors. In the second, 1568 edition of his Vite, Vasari 
explainedd the dark shadows in the Transfiguration very differendy: 

6.. Oberhuber (1982), (1999). 

7.. Hall (1992), pp. 94, 130-36. 

8.. Ortolani (1942), pp. 68-69, Einem (1966), esp. pp. 302-03, Weil-Garns Posner (1974), Mancinellii  (1977), p. 40, Brown (1986), Caron 
(1985). . 

9.. Argan (1974), Spear (1987). 
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AndAnd if he had not on some whim or other used smoke black of the printers (which, as has often been pointed out, becomes 

graduallygradually darker with time and spoils the other colours with which it is mixed) this work might have looked as fresh as 

whenwhen he painted it, whereas today it looks very different.w 

Sincee most of the dark shadows are in the scene of the failed healing, this remark must be taken as 
applyingg primarily to the lower half of the painting. Vasari clearly thought that these black shadows had 
nott been intended to appear the way he saw them and we see them today, but believed they were 
degradedd by discoloration caused by die use of the wrong material, namely, printer's black, now better 
knownn as lampblack. The almost total lack of interest in Vasari's remark is probably because art 
historianss have implicidy assumed that it was simply not relevant to the handling of light in the 
painting.. Conti (1988) concluded that it therefore involves an attitude of taste which makes him [Vasari] attribute 

mistakesmistakes in the use of colour whereas actually they were above all chromatic choices that differed from hisV To dismiss 

Vasari'ss observation about the appearance of the painting as a mere matter of taste does him an 
injustice.. Although biographical details in some of Vasari's Vite are not always accurate, he is reliable as 
regardss the genesis of the Transfiguration, as Mancinelli has shown.12 If we presume that Vasari was well 
informedd about the original appearance of the work, there is good reason to take his remark seriously 
andd pay closer attention to changes that may have affected the dark shadows. 

Didd Raphael deliberately make the shadows dark, or are they the result of discoloration? The 
questionn of who is right here, Vasari or the modern authors, is very important, for it has far-reaching 
implicationss for the interpretation of the image in the context of Raphael's stylistic development, as 
welll  as for die iconography, and it also impinges on the interpretation of the treatment of light and 
colourr in 16th-century painting in general. Knowledge about the materials used and the way in which 
theyy age, together with an examination of the 16th-century sources, can shed light on Raphael's 
intentionss and clarify a centuries-old stylistic debate. 

I .. Views on the chiaroscuro in the Transfiguratio n 

TheThe Vasari camp 

Thee accuracy of Vasari's observation was not called into question until well into the second half of the 
18thh century. It was unanimously accepted that the dark shadows in Raphael's last painting were caused 
byy darkening, and the authors seem to have examined die painting themselves to check the validity of 
Vasari'ss observation. There are windows behind the high altar of San Pietro in Montorio, which meant 
thatt die picture had to be inspected against the light, which would have made it even more difficult to 
readd the darker passages. Kemp (1993) has pointed out that in past century's viewers, peering up against 

10.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 378: 'E se non at esse in questa opent, quasi per capriccio, adttperatti ilneni di junto (la slampatori, il 
quale,quale, come piü mile si è tUllo, di sua natura ttirtnta semprc col tempo piü scuro id oj/endegi altri  colori, coi quali i mescolato; credo cljt qucll'opera sarebbe ancor 
jtrscajtrsca come quamlo egli lafece, dote ogpparepiuttosto tinta clx aürimenli.' This observation comes in Vasari's account of Raphael's stylistic 
development,, which is not mentioned in the 1550 edition. The English translation, emended where appropriate, is from Bull (1987), vol. 1, p. 
319. . 

11.. Conti (1988), p. 39: 'Che si trulti, cine, di una postpone di gusto cljeghja attribuire difette di wmportamtnto alcolore, dim, in rtalta >i  eruno sopmttut/o 

sceltescelte cromaticljc diverse dalle sue.' Weil-Garris Posner (1974), p. 12, has suggested that Vasari's observation about lampblack in the Transfiguration 

shouldd be regarded as an isolated remark, and that Vasari believed that the dark tonality was deliberate on Raphael's part. 

12.. Mancinelli (1977), p. 48. 
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thethe natural light, or seeking out what was visible in dim artificial light... must have had a greater tolerance for the 
decipheringdeciphering of objects under hw illumination.' So there seems to be no reason to believe that Vasari and later 
cognoscentii  would have been more affected by the lighting in their assessment of Raphael's 
chiaroscuroo than when examining other paintings. 

Karell  van Mander, who went to Rome in 1574 and stayed for more than three years, held up an 
admonishingg finger in his Grondt der edel vrij schilder-const of 1604. 

ForFor Raphael, famed throughout the world, in his last work, in San Pietrv in Montorio, the Transfiguration [which 
redounds]redounds] to his glory; the colours would look as if they had been freshly painted had he avoided lampblack. As time 
passespasses it spoils the colours above it or with which it is mixedP 

Inn 1657, the learned art-lover Francesco Scanelli assumed that the darkness of the colours that so 
debasedd Raphael's epilogue of perfection was caused by ageing.14 From the 18th century, authors began 
tryingg to work out how the shadows looked originally. The English connoisseur Jonathan Richardson 
supplementedd the French edition of his A n account of some of the statues, bas-reliefs, drawings and pictures in 
ItalyItaly (1728) with the observations of his son, who claimed to have examined Raphael's painting from 
veryy close quarters. 

TheThe shadows have all become a uniform black.... Yet it is perfectly possible that at first, before they altered, there was a 
greatgreat variety and gradation in the tones which delighted the eye, and that they f lowed pleasingly one into the other}1 

Charless de Brosses reported during his visit to Italy in 1739-40 that the shadows in Raphael's 
TransfigurationTransfiguration had aged to an almost uniform black, and believed that the gradations in colour and light 
andd the reflections must have been far more apparent in the original modelling.16 It was also around 
thenn that people started suggesting that the light passages had also been affected. The German 
Romanticc poet Wilhelm Heinse observed when he was in Rome in 1787: It is only a pity that the painting 
hashas lost its colour harmony [Haltun£, that the shadows have all blackened, that the fine tints have disappeared, and that 
thethe effect of the sky is notgood.ni Von Rahmdohr agreed that very same year.18 

11 3. Mander {1604)1, f. 49v: 'Want Raphelitrmaertin al.1'wecrelts entn. In yjn leste wenk It Peter Montory, De Transfiguraly tot yjnder glory, De verven 

soutiensoutien ttrsch ghedaen ghelijcken. Waert dat try Ixul willen bet lamp-swart wijcken. T' bederft die verwen doer 't onder aft mede vermengt is met ter lijdt' 

14.. Scanelli (1657), p. 165: '...la tavola gia mentoata di S. Pietrv in Montorio, la quale peressen rimostrata la piü eccellente, e dolta Pittura, die a noslri giorni si 

vengavenga a palesan, sard has/ante il  dire, die sia 1'ultimo operat» della semprt crescente virtu di questo supremo Maestro, e se un tal'epilogo diperiettione nonjosse affeso 

inin gran parte dall'oscuri/a de 'cokri, goderebbe anco al presente di tal lisla il  virtuoso, come se da Piltort /x/dierno Josse slata dipinta; si scuopre per» assai me no.' 

Scanellii  knew many artists personally, among them Guercmo and Guido Reni (see also Scanelli's remark in the use of extra white pigment by 
Guidoo Reni in chapter II , section I) and advised on and bought works of art for Franscesco d'Este, Duke of Modena and one of Italy's 
greatestt collectors. Scanelli's book reveals that he was a painstaking observer who regularly discusses the physical condition of the paintings. 

15.. Richardson & Richardson (1728; 1972), vol. 3, p. 611: '...les ombres sont toules devenues cgalement noires... Cependant, il  est Iris probable, que dans le 
commencement,commencement, <L? avant que les ombres eussent cijangé, ily armt une grande variété & gradation de tantes, qui divcrtissoient la me <£" qui s untisotent les unes au.x 
autresautres agriabJcment.' That Richardson ]r had made a close study of the Transfiguration is clear from various details in hts argument. He noted that 
thee painting was executed in oils on a panel, which was quite thick and large, and that Raphael had executed it very delicately, with the hair 
andd other details being painted with the tip of the brush. However, it was a less precise technique than that used for Raphael's smaller 
paintings. . 

16.. Bezard (1931), vol. 2, p. 182. 

17.. Heinse (1787; 1975), vol. 4, p. 216: 'Schade nur, dass das Gemalde die Haltung verloren \iat, die Schatten alle sdjwar  ̂geworden, diejcinen Tinten 
verschwundenverschwunden sindunddie Luff keinegute Wirkung hat" On the concept of Haltung see Taylor (1992), 
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FirsthandFirsthand observations by 18"'-century authors and the mosaic copy 

Inn 1744, the Congregazione della Reverenda Fabbrica asked permission to make a mosaic copy of 
Raphael'ss painting for St Peter's in Rome. The commission was awarded to Stefano Pozzi, but the 
mosaicc was not installed until 1768 (Fig. 2).19 The model for the mosaicists, whose copy was roughly 
twicee the size of the original, was a large work in oil on canvas which still survives today, albeit in 
lamentablee condition.20 It can be assumed diat this copy was made after Raphael's painting had been 
cleaned,, for experts who examined the Transfiguration in 1796 and 1798 got die impression that die 
paintedd surface had last been cleaned some 60 years before.21 It is taken for granted that the mosaic, a 
techniquee which does not discolour with age, gives a good idea of how Raphael's painting looked 
aroundd the middle of the 18th century.22 A comparison of its tonal relationships widi those in the 
paintingg reveals several obvious differences, particularly in the lower half The shadows in the mosaic 
aree not as dark, and details and reflections can be seen in die shadowed forms of the flesh tones, which 
makee the transitions in the modelling less harsh. Raphael's figures loom up out of a dark background, 
butt in die mosaic they emerge from relatively light and clearly defined surroundings. Another 
differencee is diat the light passages of several draperies, which are almost white in the painting, have a 
moree saturated colour in the mosaic, particularly the pinks and reds, and the blue tunic of the aposde 
seatedd on the left. 

Thee mosaic seems to show diat 18th-century audiors were exaggerating when they said that the 
shadowss in Raphael's painting were almost black, that the fine tints had disappeared, and that the 
modellingg displayed no variety or gradation in die tints. However, it turns out that the difference 
betweenn the colours in the mosaic and the observations of die 18,h-century writers is due to the fact 
thatt the colours that the copyists reproduced differed from diose in Raphael's original. Giovanni 
Bottarii  noted in his edition of Vasari's Vite (1759) that the mosaic 'will  necessarily differ greatly from the 
original?original? He emphasises that this was in no way due to any lack of skill on die part of die mosaicists, but 
simplyy because the mosaic technique was inadequate for imitating an oil painting, in which the tones 
cann be blended into one anodier. The odier reason for the difference was that die original had: already 
darkeneddarkened in Vasari's time, has now become much darker, so that today one sees nothing in the depths of the painting but 

aa deep and uniform black. The copy mil therefore be the more praiseworthy.22 This remark implies diat the 

original'ss darkened shadows were corrected in the mosaic. This was a not uncommon practice in the 
17thh and 18th centuries. As indicated in chaper II , in instructions for making copies in El museo pictorico' 

18.. Basilius von Rahmdohr (1787), p. 329. 

19.. DiFederico (1983), p. 67; Boucher Desnoyers (1852), p. 40, confirms that the mosaic took more than 25 years to complete. 

20.. This copy is in the Benediction Hall of the Vatican Palace. The canvas is torn and the varnish badly yellowed. The paint is also severely 
discoloured,, and the colours are very different from those in the mosaic. Since it was merely intended as a model for the mosaicists there 
wouldd have been no need for durable colours. 

21.. Emile-Male (1961), p. 225. 

22.. Weil-Garris Posner (1974), p. 55; Mancinelli (1977), p. 25; Justi (1870), p. 9. 

23.. Vasari, Vile tie pi» caxknti pitlori, scultori e an/titetfi, ed. G. Bottari, 3 vols, Rome 1759-60. Bottari's commentary is mentioned in the edition 
byy Guglielmo della Valle (1792), that I consulted: vol. 5, p. 310: 'Ma necessariamenle sara moilu lonlano ilmosaico dall'originatc, pon per difctta cii d>i k 

lamrsrd,lamrsrd, tite ansj i mosaiasU sono eacllenti all'ultimo segno ma penile tkivndosi fare ana at doppio piü grande e ertseen i ainlom, questi debbono per ncicssita esser 

varjvarj da que ill  di Ra/aello: e poi la natura stessa del mosauv non tompor/a di ri  cupiar'a ton tulla 1'esate^a cite consiste in una parte quassi incliiisibile. In olle 

essendoessendo gia annegrita a tempi) del Vasari, adesso i motto piu, orule ne'fondi non si rede altrv die un nero osatro e futto eguale. Sara ilunque tanto piit pregiabtle 

questaquesta copia.' 
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(1715-24),, the Spanish painter Palomino y Velasco expressly advised against reproducing discolorations 
inn the original.24 The report on the condition of the Transfiguration in 1798 shows that the copyists did 
indeedd correct the effects of ageing. It states that parts of the picture, among them the beard of the 
pointingg apostle in the red cloak, had been severely abraded when cleaned during a previous restoration 
(thee campaign of around 1740 or an even earlier one). The mosaic shows the beard in full.25 The 
modellingg was also corrected in order to match what was believed to have been its original appearance. 
Thee shadows were lightened and were given the pronounced effect of gradations and reflections which the 
originall  once possessed, according to Charles de Brasses who was quoted earlier. The light passages 
weree corrected by giving them more forceful colours, which gready reduced the glaring tonal contrast.2*1 

Onee result of the mosaicists' corrections was that some later connoisseurs felt that Raphael's original 
wass inferior to the mosaic. Carljusti, for example, wrote in 1870: 

[One]]  is bitterly disappointed in one's high expectations of the original.... It is strange that the fourfold enlargement in the 

mosaicmosaic copy of the Transfiguration in St Peters, which was made in 1768, gives a more favourable painterly 

impressionimpression on the whole than the unfortunate original?1 

AntonAnton Mengs 

Thee academician Anton Raphael Mengs (1728-79) was the first to suggest that the sharp tonal 
transitionn from the lit to the shadowed passages was due not to ageing but to Raphael himself. In his 
analysiss of the work of Correggio, Raphael and Titian, published posthumously, he observed: 

Moreover,Moreover, Raphael had yet another defective basic principle, namely of diffusing a uniform bright light on the area of a 

garment,garment, which should naturally have a pure colour. He fell into this error notably when he painted a blue garment that 

oneone sees on the apostle seated in the foreground of the Transfiguration, the lights of which are completely white, which could 

notnot be so, on the evidence of the shadows and mid-tones that he gave it. This has raised the paints to the highest white in 

thethe light passages and sunk them to the deepest black in the shadowed areas?* 

Accordingg to Mengs, Raphael employed very few reflections in the shadowed passages either, which 
resultedd in too litde variation between the different skin textures.29 Mengs' analysis covers precisely 

24.. See chapter II , section I, Kedpesfor mixing colours to a lighter sliade. 

25.. Mancinelli (1977), p. 15, rook this to mean that the painting was cleaned again after the copy had been made. It is difficul t to reconcile this 
hypothesiss with the observation made in 1796 and 1798 that the painting had last been cleaned 60 years previously. 

26.. There are other corrections to the original in the mosaic. The two figures on the left of the Transfiguration scene are less pronounced, and 
thee changeant effect in St James' attire has been toned down. 

27.. justi (1870), p. 9: '...Jindet seine Ixidigespanntcn Emartungen gegeniiber iltm Original auj niedersdjlagende Wcisc belrngen.,., Erisf merkwunltg, class ike 
lierfadilierfadi fergriisscrle im fa/jre 176X rollcndcle Mitsatkcopie der Transfiguration in tier Peterskm.be im Grossen umi Gangen einen günstigeren malerisdicn Eindruik 
madtfmadtf ait ilas ungliidzlidx Original.' 

28.. Mengs (1786), pp. 171-72: 'Ausscrdtm batte Rajfael nodi einen febMiaftern Grundjass an sub, doss er aufdtr Stelle, wo aas Gewand seiner Natur nadi 
mnmn reiner Farbe seyn sollte, eingleidies Mies Licbt ausbreitctc, be.wnders ivrfielerin diestn Febler, wcnn erein blaues Gewand machte, wie man an dim Apostel, 
weL/ierweL/ier auj ilem Vordergrund der Transfiguration sisst, bemerkt, dessen Liditergan  ̂ weits sind, weldxs dod> nacb den slanken Sdtattcn und Me^clintcn, die er 
ibmgab,ibmgab, nidi seyn konnte. Dieses iieisst die Farben inden Hd>ten Stellen bis ^um Ixidjsten Weiss erlmkn, und in den sdiattigten bii ~um tiejsten Sdiwar  ̂ivrsinken 
lassen.' lassen.' 

29.. Ibui, p. 178. 
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thosee aspects, which the mosaicists had corrected because they believed them to be the result of ageing. 
Whenn reading Mengs' stylistic critique, however, one must remember that painting had come a long 
wayy since the early 16th century, particularly as regards the 'natural' representation of shadows and flesh 
tones,, and mat Mengs was applying 18th-century criteria to the 16th-century Transfiguration. 

Mengss felt that several other coloristic 'errors' were indeed due to ageing. He came to this 
conclusionn on the basis of an anecdote in Joachim von Sandrart's Teutsche Akademie (1675-80). Giulio 
Romanoo had supposedly painted the head of the possessed youth very painstakingly and smoothly. 
Raphaell  found it too cautious, lacking soul and spirit, and brought it to life with a few masterly, 
multicolouredd strokes.3" Mengs interpreted this as meaning that Raphael had left the underpainting of 
thee Transfiguration to his pupils and had then merely retouched their work thinly, which had affected the 
durabilityy of the painting in places. Mengs' explanation was that this was because layers of oil paint 
graduallyy become more transparent as time passes, allowing the underlying layers to play a greater role 
inn the overall effect than was originally envisaged.31 Mengs' critique was widely accepted for a long 
time,, with authors repeating his interpretation of the smooth execution of some of the flesh tones in 
thee lower half until around the middle of the 19th century.32 They, too, reserved their severest criticism 
forr the abrupt transitions in the modelling of the flesh tones and draperies, but they did not take 
Mengs'' view that Raphael alone was responsible for this at face value. 

EarlyEarly 19'b-century views 

Napoleon'ss army carried the Transfiguration off to Paris in 1797. Experts who examined it, first in Rome 
inn 1796 and in Paris two years later, came to the conclusion that the surface was damaged and was also 
extremelyy dirty,33 so the picture was restored before going on display in the Louvre in 1803. In that 
interveningg period it was studied by Benito Pardo de Figueroa, the Spanish ambassador to the Prussian 
court.. His influential Ecdmen analitico del quadro de la Transfiguration de Rafael de Urbino, which was 

publishedd in Paris in 1804 and was translated into French (1805) and German (1806), contains a 
detailedd analysis of the chiaroscuro and use of colour in which one hears clear echoes of Mengs' 
critique.. The Paris restoration involved the removal of the yellowed layers of varnish, which made the 
contrastss between light and shade in the modelling even more pronounced. When the painting was last 
restored,, in 1972-76, it was discovered that several layers of varnish containing a transparent yellow 
pigmentt had been applied after this cleaning,34 probably to tone down the sharp contrast between light 
andd shade. De Figueroa's interpretation of the chiaroscuro is a synthesis of Mengs' views and those of 
thee other 18th-century writers. Like Mengs, de Figueroa thought that it was Raphael who had made the 
shadowss so dark and without reflections. The abrupt transition from light to shade, however, he 
believedd to be chiefly due to ageing: 

30.. Sandrart (1675-80), vol. 1, 2nd book, fol. 97a. 

31.. Mengs (1786), pp. 179, 181. According to Mengs, Raphael had, fortunately, overpainted the apostles' heads with impasto (impastirte) 
brushstrokes,, so they had retained their beautiful and lively colouring. The first explicit reference to the increased transparency of old paint-
layers,, is found in Gerard de Lairesse's Grout Sdriblerbock (1707). See chapter II , section IV. 

32.. Pardo de Figueroa (1804), p. 56; Braun (1815), p. 237; Morgenstern (1822), p. 27, note 41; Speth (1821), vol. 2, pp. 377-78; Pistolesi 
(1859),, p. 61. 

333 Emile-Male (1961), p. 225. The reports and restoration records say nothing about the condition of the colours. 

34.. Mancinelli (1977), p. 21; Emile-Male (1961). 
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Time,Time, which has weakened the mid-tones of the relief and reinforced the deepest shadows has without doubt contributed to 

thethe exaggeration of their contrast with the lights. However, this effect must above all be attributed to the lampblack or 

printers'printers' black that Raphael employed for the shadowed passages, either as a trial or on a whim, as Vasari says, or 

becausebecause he did not really foresee that this type of black would reinforce itself at the extremes as time passed and would 

affectaffect the other colours adjacent to it.35 

Raphael'ss painting was also studied by Baron Boucher-Desnoyer while it was in die restoration studio, 
andd his findings are set out in the appendix of the 1852 edition of Quatremere de Quincy's Histoire de la 
vievie et des ouvrages de Raphael. The baron evidently saw the picture again when it was exhibited in the 
Louvre.. It was returned to Rome in 1815, after the fall of Napoleon, and was installed in the Vatican 
Museum.. Boucher-Desnoyer studied it again there in the two successive rooms, in which it hung, and 
concludedd that, the lighting, which differed in all four locations, dramatically affected the appearance of 
thee work. In the restoration studio and in the first Vatican gallery, where the painting was strongly lit 
f romm above, /'/ struck me as admirable, and with a marvellous effect; it was extremely luminous and transparent 

throughout.throughout. The lighting was far worse in the Louvre and the second Vatican room, and the baron could 
noo longer detect those qualities in the work. 

Vasari,Vasari, R. Mengs, Benito Pardo de Figueroa, Quatremere and several other scholars and artists have written that the 

paintingpainting of the Transfiguration lacks transparency. This work, which is always being placed in gloomy surroundings, 

shouldshould be judged accordingly. I would probably have shared this opinion had not a happy chance enabled me to see this 

masterpiecemasterpiece illuminated from above,,36 

Whenn Boucher-Desnoyer spoke of the extreme luminosity of the painting he was probably referring to 
thee lightness of the Transfiguration scene. The mention of writers like Vasari, Mengs and de Figueroa 
meanss that their remarks about the lack of transparency must allude to the shaded passages. The baron 
hadd evidendy seen that when the painting was fully lit the shadows were not a uniform black, but did 
indeedd have a 'transparent,' differentiated detailing. Passavant pointed out in the French edition of his 
RafaelRafael von Urbino (1860) that this phenomenon demonstrated that 'the glares alone had caused the darkening, 

forfor when one placed the painting in a bright light it took on a luminous tone and shone in all its radiance.,'37 When one 

shiness a bright light on a very dark glaze applied over a lighter layer the passage will brighten because 
thee light penetrates the transparent paint. Conservators are familiar with the phenomenon of extremely 
dark,, almost uniform passages displaying an unexpected wealth of gradations under a strong light. 

35.. Pardo de Figueroa (1H04), p. 49: 'la degradation de tintos de.uk los clans Imta tor obscunsparece dcmariatto rapida, noporquejaltan matins intermedins, 
.nno.nno porque los extremos, esto cs, el mayor clan, y la mayor sombra estan jueremente pronunaados. El tiempo tlebilitando las medias tintas de rebajo, y refor^ando las 
ultimasultimas sombra<, Ija contributdii sin duda a exdgerar su contrarie con los clans; pern pnncipalmente dtbe esto atribuirst al negro de bumo ó de imprenta, que Rafael 
empleóempleó en este Quadn para las sombras, <ipor na de ensayo, ófmrcapridm enmo dice el Vasari, óporque realmtnte no pmta que esta especie lie negro llegaria a 
cargarsecargarse en cxtremo con el iHrcurso del tiempo, y manclxiria los demur colores atfyacen/es.' 

36.. Boucher-Desnoyers (1852), pp. 44-45: 'it'me parut admirable et d'un effect mcrvcilleux; d était excessiitmenl lumineux et transparent partout.... llestd 
rcgrttierquercgrttierque ce cljej-d'oeum ne soit pas expose' de maniere a ce qu 1'onpuuse apprccicr tout les genres de beaulis qu 'itriunit.... Vasari, R. Mengs, Benito Pardo di 
Figueroa,Figueroa, Quatremere, et plusieurs autres savants et artistes, ont icrit que le tableau de la Transfiguration manquail de transparance. Cet outrage, ayanl toujours été 
placeplace dans les localite's sombrcs, derail élre jugi ainsi. J'auraispmbablementparfage' cette opinion, si un hasard hureux ne m'avail tvir ce cfxj-d'oeutn éclaircpar le 
haul' haul' 

37.. Passavant (1860), vol. 2, pp. 291-92: 'lesglacis seulr auruknt ptmssc au noir; car, lorsqu'on placa le tableau enpleine lumiire, ttprit un ton lumineux et 
brillabrilla  de tout son écht.' 
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Evenn today, Raphael's painting reveals many nuances in the shadows when brightly lit (Fig. 3). 
Soo when interpreting the treatment of colour and the handling of light and shade in the 

Transfiguration,Transfiguration, all the late 18th and early 1 ̂ -century writers took into account that different passages 
hadd aged in different ways. They mentioned not only the darkening of the shaded areas, whether or not 
paintedd with glazes, but also the fading of delicate, light tints, as well as die impact of the increased 
transparencyy of the paint. It was also felt that Raphael did not have full mastery of certain aspects of 
thee use of colour and chiaroscuro. One rarely encounters such views after the middle of the 19th 

century,, partly because less and less attention was paid to the physical aspects of the painting. This 
resultedd in authors simply repeating Vasari's remark.38 In the course of the 19th century, though, people 
begann taking a more critical view of Vasari's Vile, with the result that his observation was not always 
takenn as the basis for explanations for the dark shadows. Moreover, Raphael's normative role in 19th-
centuryy art theory influenced writers to such an extent tfiat they appear to have ruled out the possibility 
thatt he could have made either coloristic or technical mistakes. The upshot was a succession of widely 
differingg theories about the harsh chiaroscuro. 

TheThe atmospheric explanation 
Severall  authors believed that Raphael used the abrupt chiaroscuro to depict a specific type of light. 
Accordingg to Morgenstern (1822), the bands of red on the horizon and the long cast shadows are 
evidencee that the event in the lower half of the painting is taking place as night falls—# time of day when 
therethere are abrupt transitions between light and shade?* On top of that, he said, the shadows had darkened with 
age.. Abraham Constantin (1840) maintained that shadows are simply darker in Italy, and Raphael depicted the 
lowerlower group in bright sunshine. This light effect was supposedly evident from the sharply outlined shadows 
andd the gold tint that predominates in the lights. He wrote that this effect could most clearly be seen in the 
chiaroscuroo of the blue tunic of the aposde seated in the foreground, which had previously troubled 
Mengs.400 The latest restoration removed the gold tint in the lights, which in Constantin's day would 
havee been due to die layers of yellow-tinted varnish applied in 1803. 

A.nA.n error by Raphael's pupils 
Mostt 19th-century writers, could not reconcile the harsh chiaroscuro in the healing scene with Raphael's 
style.. This led to die idea that he could not have been solely responsible for the execution of his last 
painting.. The theory was that after his sudden death his pupils Giulio Romano and Francesco Penni 
finishedd the picture without having grasped their master's intentions. This was also the explanation for 
thee inferior use of colour in some of the heads in the lower half, which had previously been attributed 
too ageing. Fiorillo (1798) adopted a cautious tone. He believed that it was not yet possible to say with 
absolutee certainty whether the painting was completed by Raphael himself or finished by his pupils.41 

Fiorillo'ss pupil, Von Rumohr, was more categorical in his influential Italienischt Forschungen (1827-31), 

38.. For example Speth (1X21), pp. 378-79, Plainer (1829-42), vol. 2b, pp. 414-36, Ranalli (1856), vol. 2, p. 27. Burckhardt (1855), p. 9()6 
mentionedd just that the shadows had darkened. 

39.. Morgenstern (1822), p. 25 and p. 41, note 25. 

40.. Constantin (184(1), pp. 7-8: 'En Ilalie Its ombres sunt mires, el Rapljacla représenté Its figures clugmupe inférieuréchtrecs pur ie siikilcc qui motife la J/me 
desdes ombres; la teinte three qui règne généralement sur tous les churs m 'a dunne l'opinion que je Ijasarde ia.' 

41.. Fiorillo (1798), vol. 1, pp. 104-06. 
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statingg that large parts of the Transfiguration had not been painted by Raphael.42 

Variouss 19th-century authors tried to distinguish between the hands of the various painters who 
weree believed to have worked on the painting. The upper half, with its smooth transitions in the 
modelling,, was considered to be by Raphael alone. The healing scene, on the other hand, was the work 
off  pupils. Giulio Romano, in particular, was singled out as the perpetrator of the coloristic inaccuracies. 
Inn his biography of Raphael, Förster said that the artist had barely begun on the lower half, and that it 
wass almost entirely Romano's work.43 Most late 19th and early 20th-century authors agreed, and this 
vieww lives on even in quite recent studies, such as Bock von Wullfingen's of 1956.44 It is typified by 
Justii  in the famous lecture on the Transfiguration that he delivered in 1870. 

HeHe [Giuli o Romano] cut out every figure with very sharp contours and rounded them with a glaring light resembling 

artificialartificial  light in a closed room. His lights burn but lack warmth, his shadows are impenetrable and dead, the mid-tones 

areare missing... One cannot express how much damage this has done to the appearance of Raphael's creation*'* 

TheThe use of wrong materials 

Otherr writers thought that the unbalanced chiaroscuro was not intentional on Romano's part. 
Followingg Vasari, they believed that the lampblack was responsible for the harsh handling of light, but 
noww it was Romano, not Raphael, who had applied it. According to Passavant (I860) Raphael had 
placedd various figures in the lower half in a mid-tone to make them contrast with the radiance of the 
upperr half. 

Unfortunately,Unfortunately, the admirable chiaroscuro which the Transfiguration had at first has vanished almost entirely, because 

GiulioGiulio Romano, when finishing the painting after Raphael's death, used lampblack - a treacherous colour which gives a 

vigorousvigorous and transparent tone initially but darkens within a few years.^ 

Passavant'ss explanation was endorsed by Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Dollmayer and others.47 Springer 
alonee maintained that it was more likely that Raphael's pupils had totally disrupted the radiant and 
luminouss chiaroscuro with their dull black shadows and harsh contours while Raphael was still alive.48 

Knackfusss interpreted the shadows in yet another way, believing that the artist's death had prevented a 

42.. Rumohr (1827-31), vol. 3, p. 133. 

43.. Förster (1867-68), vol. 2, p. 306. 

44.. Ranalli (1856), vol. 2, pp. 26-27; Pistolesi (1859); Lübke (1879), vol. 2, pp. 350-53; Hasse (1889), pp. 9-22; Gronau (1909), p. 247; Bock 
vonn Wiilffingen (1956), p. 19. 

45.. justi (1870), pp. 8-9: 'Er schnitt jede Ftgurausin Ijaarscljarfcn Contouren unci mndete sie mitteht einergrellen Beleuchtung, die an das künstlüije Licht eines 

geschlossenengeschlossenen Raums erinnert. Seine Lichter sind brennendobne warm ̂ u sein, sein Schatten undunhubtig und Todt, die Mitteltbne /eb/en. ...Es isl nicht ^u sagen 

wietieldun/iwietieldun/i dicsc Ausjübrung ilem Eindruck der rapljaeliuhe Sdmpjung geschade! warden ist.' 

46.. Passavant, (I860), vol. 2, p. 291: 'Malheureusemenl, l'admirabk clmr-abscurqui ewtait originaitxment dans la Transfiguration a presque enttirvment 
disparu,disparu, pane que Jules Kmmain, en terminant Ie tableau apris la mort de Rap/wët, se senit de noir ik fumee, couleur perfide, qut donne au premier moment un ton 
tigoureuxtigoureux et transparent, mais qui, au bout de quelques années, pnusse au noir.' 

47.. Crowe & Cavalcaselle (1882-85), vol. 2, p. 487; Dollmayr (1895), p. 343. 

48.. Springer (1895), p. 194. Crowe & Cavalcaselle (1882-85), p. 490, also believed that Giulio Romano had worked on the right half of the 
lowerr zone while Raphael was still alive. 
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feww touches being applied which would have muted the over-harsh contrasts.49 It is amazing how 
ingeniouss everyone was in coming up with explanations for the chiaroscuro that was so at odds with 
Raphael'ss style. 

TheThe darker style and rilievo 
I tt is in three influential, late 19th-century monographs that one first comes across the idea that the 
harshh chiaroscuro in the healing scene was absolutely deliberate on Raphael's part. This was matched 
byy a more positive assessment of it. Eugène Müntz, like many previous writers, saw the chiaroscuro as 
aa drawback which was undoubtedly largely due to Giulio Romano, but at the same time believed that Raphael 
hadd himself already painted the lower half as a zone of shrill contrasts and violence so as not to be outdone 
byy Sebastiano's Raising of Lazarus.5" Crowe and Cavalcaselle admired the splendid proportion of light and 
shadowshadow in the old aposde seated in the left foreground and Herman Grimm believed that the dark 
shadowss in the scene of the failed healing were necessary in order to accentuate the shadow-free 
radiancee on the mountain.51 Taking a more positive approach to the chiaroscuro, various 20th-century 
authorss discussed the different hands in the lower half of the Transfiguration and made a distinction 
betweenn the harsh chiaroscuro on the one hand, and the bright colours and inferior quality of certain 
figuress on the other. Like many earlier writers, they attributed these last two aspects to coloristic errors 
madee by Raphael's pupils after his death. They approved of the chiaroscuro, however, and believed that 
itt was fully in accord with Raphael's intentions, even if it had been done after his death.52 Freedberg 
stressedd that the purpose of the harsh fall of light in the lower halfwas to create a strong tonal contrast 
betweenn light and shade in the modelling in order to lif t the forms out of the painted surface. This idea 
wass central to the studies of Kathleen Weil-Garris Posner, who argued that Raphael had made the 
shadowss in the healing scene far darker than in his earlier work in order to depict the figures with a 
strongg rilievo. This, a core concept in Italian art theory since the 15th century, can be construed as a 
convincingg suggestion of the three-dimensionality of the figures on the flat plane. Weil-Garris Posner 
citedd 16th-century sources to support her theory that this must have been based on Leonardo da Vinci's 
'darker'darker style,'' which embodied a marked tonal contrast between lit and shaded forms.53 

AfterAfter the restoration of 1972-76 
Nevertheless,, the uncertainty about the autograph nature of the healing scene stood in the way of a 
widespreadd positive assessment of the chiaroscuro.54 The scientific examination that took place during 
thee restoration campaign of 1972-76 revealed that parts of Raphael's painting were unfinished. The 
formss there are sketchy, applied with just a single layer of paint, and lack the detailing characteristic of 
thee other passages.55 This indicates that Raphael's pupils had not tried to finish the Transfiguration in his 

49.. Knackfuss (1899), p. 131. 

5ü.. Müntz (1886), p. 323. 

51.. Respectively: Crowe & Cavalcaselle (1882-85), p. 497; Gnmm (1886), pp. 469-75. 

52.. Hartt (1944); Einem (1966), pp. 301-04; Freedberg (1961), vol. 1, pp. 356-62; Fischel (1962), pp. 209-16. 

53.. Weil-Garris Posner (1972), pp. 343-73 and (1974), pp. 3-22. See also Leopold & Etttinger, (1987), p. 226. 

54.. This despite the fact that Vogel (1920) had pointed out that it is clear from the correspondence of Pauluzzi, ambassador to the papal 
court,, who visited Raphael's studio regularly in 1519 and 1520, that the painting was already at a very advanced stage in the spring of 1520. 

55.. Mancinelli (1977), pp. 26-38. This sketchy manner is known from Raphael's other unfinished works, like the Eslerbay Madonna (1508). 
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style.. The competitive climate in which the painting was made also makes it unlikely that Raphael 
wouldd have allowed anyone else to work on it. Numerous pentimenti, for example, in the positions of the 
handss and the shapes of the hair revealed by X-radiography show that all sorts of minor changes were 
madee during the painting process. This 'free' method of working was seen as a clear indication that 
Raphaell  worked on the Transfiguration alone, which ties in with Vasari's account of the work's genesis: 
hehe then made up his mind to paint without the assistance of anyone else the altar-piece with the Transfiguration of Christ 

forfor San Pietro in Montorio, and he himself worked ceaselessly on this painting which he brought to the highest degree of 

perfection.*'perfection.*' The removal of the varnish in 1972-76 showed that the use of colour was far brighter and 
moree differentiated than had previously been thought (Fig. 4), and it also revealed differences in 
paintingg technique between the upper and lower halves. The Transfiguration scene was executed with 
paintt rich in pigment that had been applied thinly. Glazes, too, had been used. The paint used in the 
healingg scene was more smooth-flowing and thicker, with the vanous hues being blended into one 
another.. Old and dirty layers of varnish had actually toned down the much-discussed tonal contrast in 
thee lower half. Brown (1986) pointed out that the harsh handling of light in this part of the cleaned 
paintingg differed greatly from the chiaroscuro in works by Leonardo da Vinci, which have a far more 
graduall  transition from light to dark. According to him, the differences in chiaroscuro between 
Leonardo'ss work and Raphael's painting were connected with the expressive function of this aspect of 
thee Transfiguration-* notion that would have been totally unfamiliar to Leonardo.57 Raphael's bright 
colours,, which also differ from Leonardo's muted treatment of color, are explained by Brown in the 
samee way.58 

TheThe 'expressive' chiaroscuro 

Noww that there is a consensus on the autograph nature of Raphael's last painting, the chiaroscuro in 
thee lower half has been unanimously applauded. It was pointed out in the introduction to this chapter 
thatt the current view is that the contrast in the handling of light between the upper and lower halves is 
supposedlyy intended to express the conceptual antithesis between the Transfiguration and the apostles 
trying,, and failing, to heal the possessed youth. It turns out that this view has its origins in a notion that 
hass been evolving since the early 18th century, namely that Raphael's painting depicts two scenes with 
contrastingg content. 

Thiss is first expressed in Jonathan Richardson's Account (1722), where the painting was 
experiencedd as a combination of two isolated scenes.59 Richardson found this conflation of two stories 

Szépmüvészetii  Muzeum, Budapest: Sonnenburg (1983), pp. 69-71. Gould (1982), p. 479, proposed that the suggestion of sketchily applied 
formss could also be due to overcleaning during earlier restorations. 

56.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 5, p. 207: 'ixilltpai  lararun da si solo e scn~a aiuto d'aitri la tawla tit San Pietro a Montorio Mia 
Trasftgura^oneTrasftgura^one di Crista' and p. 202: '...la quale egli cii sua mano continuamente laturandu, ridusse ad ultimaperfe^ione.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 1, 
pp.. 318,314. 

57.. Brown (1986), pp. 238, 241. 

58.. Oberhubcr (1982), p. 17, however, remarked that Raphael's use of colour had its roots in the Umbrian school. 

59.. The idea that Raphael's painting consisted of two separate scenes was voiced as early as J. Richardson, An essay on the theory of painting, 

Londonn 1715, pp. 43, 56, 59, 60. It is elaborated in his An account of some of the statues, bas-reliefs, drawings and pictures in Italy, London 1722, pp. 
313-14,, and in the French edition of 1728, pp. 610-32. The combination of two actions had been criticised back in 1712 by A. Cowper, Earl 
off  Shaftesbury, Second characters, or t/je language of forms, Cambridge 1914. Unlike Richardson's work, though, this book had littl e influence: 
Haberlandd (1991), pp. 139-40. On the critical history of the thematic contrast between the two scenes see; Lütgens (1929), pp. 26-60. 
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inn one painting hard to take, and castigated Raphael for associating two events, which had occurred in 
differentt places and very probably at different times. To Richardson's Classicist mind, a painting should 
respectt the Aristotelian unities of action, place and time.60 He did not see any thematic connection 
betweenn the Transfiguration and the attempted healing of the youth, and felt that Raphael would have 
donee better to depict the two events in two separate paintings. Richardson's book, which was 
translatedd into French and reprinted several times, had a great influence on 18th-century views of 
Raphael'ss last painting. One finds variants of his critique until late in the 18th century.61 There were 
others,, though, who resolutely defended Raphael's depiction of the two events. However, those 
championss sought their arguments within the same conceptual framework used by the detractors. 62 

Theyy set out to show that Raphael had not sinned against the unity of time by pointing out that the 
eventss could well have taken place simultaneously. However, none of the champions or critics felt that 
theree was any thematic connection between the two episodes.63 

Thatt changed at the end of the century when Goethe, in a celebrated passage in his Italienische 
ReiseReise (which was written in 1787 but not published until 1817), pointed out die connection between the 
twoo scenes and expressed his abhorrence of the sense/ess discussion about the dual action. 

NeverthelessNevertheless I was surprised that anyone should dan find fault with the unity of such a great conception as this... What is 

thethe point, then, of separating the upper action from the lower? Both are one. Below are those who are suffering and need 

help;help; above is the active power that gives succour both are inseparably related in their interaction^ 

Att around the same time, Wilhelm Heinse and Wilhelm Wackenroder found an inner connection in the 
formm of the contrast between salvation and impotence, and posited that therein lay the painting's 
unity.unity.6565 This pronouncement by authoritative German Romantic writers silenced the discussion about 
thee dual action, and that thematic antithesis has been the prevailing view ever since.66 

Thee German authors saw the contrast solely in the realm of content, and invoked neither the 

60.. Franken (1995). 

61.. The French sculptor and writer Etienne Falconet, who had turned against Classicist art principles in earlier essays, agreed in his Notes sur le 
XXXV.XXXV. Litre ite Püne with Richardson's critique; see Falconet {1781; 1970), vol. 1, p. 391. Falconet also criticised the way in which Raphael 
depictedd both scenes. Mount Tabor was so low that the disciples at the bottom must also have witnessed the miracle of the Transfiguration, 
whichh in his view made it utterly illogical that they were still concentrating on healing the possessed youth. 

62.. In order to counter the accusation that Raphael had made Mount Tabor so low that it appeared that both events were taking place at the 
samee location (see the previous note), it was pointed out that if he had given the mountain its true proportions the painting would have been 
tooo elongated and that the Transfiguration itself would have become too small. Justifications of the dual action can be found in the French 
editionn of Richardson's book in a letter to the author from the translator A. Rutgers; see Richardson & Richardson (1728; 1972), pp. 735-46, 
Brossess (1739-40); see Bezard (1931), pp. 145-47, Volkmann (1770-77), vol. 2, pp. 651-52. 

63.. According to Liitgens (1929), pp. 34-35, the letter from Rutgers mentioned in the previous note was the only exception to this. After a 
longg series of arguments in defense of the dual action, which tie in with those of Volkmann and De Brosses, it is asserted that the painting is 
unifiedd by the sublime contrast of the divine omnipotence of the Lord in the upper half and the impotence of the disciples below. 

64.. Goethe (1816-17); see Einem (1978), p. 454: 'Wundersam bkibl es index immer, doss man an dergrossen Einbeit einer snkhen Kon~eplion jemals hat 
makelnmakeln durf en.... Wie mil man nun das Obere und I Utere trennen? Beiiies is! ems; unten das Leidende, Bedürftige, oben das Wirksamc, Hülfnüix, beides 
aujeinanileraujeinaniler skli be^ehend, in einander einwirkend.' The English translation is from Auden & Mayer (1970), p. 433. 

65.. Heinse (1787; 1975), vol. 4, pp. 216-17; Wackenroder (1797), p. 99. 

66.. This is true not only of art-historical studies. Nietzsche(l 872), p. 39, too, regarded the lower half of the Transjiguratiim as a ' Wiikrspiegelung 
desdes ewigen I hsdmer^es,' and the upper half as 'ein leucbtendes Scbwebtn in reinster Wanne und Scbmer^ksem.' 
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colourr nor handling of light nor the expressions and gestures of the figures in their interpretations/'7 It 
wass only from the beginning of the 19th century that the thematic antithesis was gradually expanded to 
coverr these aspects of the painting. De Figueroa (1804) was the first to describe the contrast in the 
gesturess and facial expressions of the figures in the two scenes, which expressed the glory of the upper 
scenee and to the earthly fear and suffering in the lower one.68 Quatremere de Quincy was the first to 
notee a contrast between the composition of the lower half with the massed crowd and the sea of space 
above.699 Although there are indications that he regarded diis contrast as a reflection of the antithesis in 
content,, he felt that the main function of the scene of healing was compositional. If Raphael had only 
depictedd the Transfiguration on the heights of Mount Tabor, a large part of the painting would have 
beenn left bare and empty, but instead he filled it up in an interesting way with the episode of the 
possessedd youth. Scenes with the Transfiguration alone, such as the one by Raphael's teacher Perugino, 
havee a static, symmetrical composition.7" Oberhuber has suggested on the evidence of copies after 
preliminaryy studies for the Transfiguration that Raphael originally intended to paint just the 
Transfiguration.711 One factor which may have played a part in the decision to include the healing scene 
iss that Raphael was in competition with Sebastiano del Piombo's Raising ofLa^arus-z dramatic scene 
withh a mass of intermingled and gesticulating figures.72 The addition of the aposdes and the 
unfortunatee youth enabled Raphael to display his abilities in composing a scene packed with drama. 
Itt was only in the course of the 19th century that writers like Förster, Springer, Lübke and Wölffli n laid 
increasingg stress on the idea that the contrast between the symmetry and peace of the upper half and 
thee tumult and sharp diagonals below reflected the painting's thematic antithesis.73 The current 
interpretationss of authors like Oberhuber and Hall regarding the composition of the Transfiguration are 
ann extension of this. 

Richardson,, who was the first to construe Raphael's painting as a combination of two different 
stories,, was also the one who first described the two kinds of light that match the two actions. The 
brightbright and noble radiance surrounding the principal figure, which extends over everything in the top half of the picture, and 

thethe light in the lower half, is so judiciously disposed that the main subject [the Transfiguration] displays itself 

immediately?*immediately?* He did not, though, attach an expressive connotation to the handling of light. That only 

67.. Nor was a contrast perceived by any of the 18ri,-century authors who did discuss these aspects. Nothing is said about in the analyses of 
Richardson,, (1728; 1972), pp. 610-31; Falconet (1781; 1970), pp. 391-94, or Raguenet (1700), pp. 161-72. 

68.. Pardo de Figueroa (1804), pp. 1 - 22. 

69.. Quatremere de Quincy (1852), pp. 363-79. 

70.. Pietro Perugino, Th Transfiguration of Christ, fresco 266 x 229 cm, Perugia, Collegio del Cambio. 

71.. Oberhuber (1962). 

72.. Thar Michelangelo provided drawings for the Raising oj'Lazarus was well known to Vasari. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 5, pp. 
570-71,, states that Sebastiano's painting was carried out 'sotto online e tiiscgno in alcuneparti di Muhelagnoh.' On Michelangelo's share in 
Sebastiano'ss painting see Hirst (1981), pp. 66-75. See also Gombrich (1981). 

73.. Förster (1867-68), vol. 2, p. 306; Springer (1895), p. 192; Lübke (1879), vol. 2, p. 352; Wölffli n (1924), p. 144. 

74.. Richardson & Richardson, (1728; 1972), p. 611: 'Cegrantl é~ noble eclat tie lumière quitntoure la principale Figure, &.« répand sur toutes celles de la 
parrieparrie supérieure du tableau, comme aussi Iejour de tapartie inférieure est sijueiiaeusement disposé, qui Je sujet principalse presente te premier: This remark is not 
inn the English edition of 1722. 
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camee in the 19th century. De Figueroa wrote in his TLcdmen analitico (1804) that the two contrasting kinds 
off  light fitted the actions in the separate halves of the painting. Christ deserved to be surrounded by a 
radiantt light, while the stark, harsh light below befitted the sad event taking place there.75 Braun (1815) 
wass more explicit, mentioning aspects, which are found in the current interpretation of the lighting. 
Everythingg is bright and clear in the divine scene at the top, while the darkness and shadows below 
illustratee man's weakness.76 The views of these early 19th-century authors found littl e favour with those 
whoo came after them, the reason being that for almost all of the 19th century the chiaroscuro was 
regardedd as a shortcoming that Raphael could not have intended. It was only towards the end of the 
century,, when a more positive attitude towards the modelling gradually evolved, that a connection was 
oncee again perceived between the handling of light and the thematic antithesis.77 Von Einem (1966) 
andd Weil-Garris Posner (1974) also combine approval of the dark colouring of the healing scene with 
thee contention that the handling of light has an expressive significance.78 However, it was only when 
theree was a consensus about the autograph nature of Raphael's painting that the view formulated back 
inn the early 19th century came to occupy a central position.71-*  Caron (1985), repeating the earlier 
opinions,, believes that the figures were deliberately united by their shadows. 'In the natural world contours 
areare not always clear, lights not always displayed against darks, or the relationships among forms perfect, clear and visible, 

withwith all questions answered and all disease cured.m This is fully endorsed by Hall (1992): 'The chiaroscuro mode 

here,here, by emphasising the theatricality of their abortive efforts, makes ironic contrast with the upper %one.m 

II .. Rilievo and the modelling in the Transfiguration 

Accordingg to the modern writers, the use of the dramatic and theatrical fall of light in the lower half of 
thee Transfiguration represented a new artistic phase in Raphael's oeuvre, which was cut short by his 
death.. Vasari had realised that the use of colour in Raphael's last painting differed from that in his 
earlierr work, but believed that this was due to radical changes in the dark paint, which according to him 
containedd lampblack. In other words, he did not consider that Raphael had struck out on a new course 
ass far as the handling of light was concerned. On the contrary, he regarded the painting as the highest 
degreee of perfection (^ultima perfe^ione7) of the master's late style, his maniera nuova, a style appreciably 

75.. Pardo de Figueroa (1804), pp. 50-51. See also Toulongeon (1803), p. b6. 

76.. Braun (1815), pp. 230, 232. 

77.. See for example Voss (1920), vol. 1, p. 88; Stein (1923), pp. 173-74. Knackfuss (1899), p. 131, had already discussed the expressive 

functionn of the handling of light in the lower zone, although he believed that the overly harsh contrasts should have been toned down a little. 

78.. Von Einem (1966), pp. 302-03; Weil-Garris Posner (1974), p. 8. According to the latter, Raphael borrowed the contrast between the lower 
zonee and the Transfiguration scene from Leonardo da Vinci's unfinished Adoration of the magi (begun 1480, left unfinished 1481-82). Uffizi 
Gallery,, Florence. But while no iconographic function can be detected in Leonardo da Vinci's tonal contrast, Weil-Garris Posner believes that 
thatt is the case in the Raphael. 

79.. For example, Brown (1986), p. 241, saw 'the emtluping darkness [as] a metaplmrjortlx benighted slate of the Apostles, the boy and bis family. Such a 

complexcomplex daring use oj light... anticipates works by Cararaggio.' Mancinelli (1977), p. 21, has expressed similar views. The fall of light in the lower half, 

whichh he described as cool and theatrical, is supposedly associated with Raphael's interest in theater, and plays a part in the symbolic unity of 

thee work. 

80.. Caron (1985), p. 486. 

81.. Hall (1992), p. 135. 
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grandergrander and more magnificent than his earlier manner, which he says began with the fresco paintings in the 
Chigii  Chapel in Santa Maria della Pace (1513-14).82 

RaphaelsRaphaels late style and rilievo 

Itt has often been pointed out that Raphael's work after 1513 has heightened tonal contrasts between 
illuminatedd and shaded forms. A connection has occasionally been made with his search for a stronger 
rilievorilievo P A number of statements by Raphael's contemporaries demonstrate that a powerful rilievo was 
feltt to be a key element in his late style.84 Their testimony leaves no room for doubt that the marked 
rilievorilievo served for a more lifelike appearance, and that that effect came about through a pronounced 
tonall  contrast between the lit and shadowed forms. Vasari, too, observed that the dark shadows in 
Raphael'ss work carve out the figures. And in this way, one should put the shadows where they disturb less and give 
themthem a gradual transition in order to carve out the figures; as one sees in the paintings of Raphael of UrbinoP As 
Vasarii  himself wrote, the work of Leonardo da Vinci and Fra Bartolommeo had a great influence on 
thiss development. He reports that Raphael spent much time with Fra Bartolommeo while in Florence 
becausee he admired the friar's work, which was known for its forceful use of dark shadows to achieve a 
greaterr rilievo.  ̂Vasari relates that Leonardo appended to the colouring with oil paint a certain darkness that 
enabledenabled the moderns to endow their figures with great force and rilievo.9,1 Here Vasari relates the concept of rilievo 
too the use of oil paint, which is eminendy suitable for producing dark tones without giving a flat, dull 
effect,, as can easily happen with a water-based medium. Leonardo's writings clearly reveal the 
importancee he attached to rilievo, as in the famous passage: The primary purpose of the painter is to make a 
plainplain surface display a body in rilievo, detached from the plane**' which is precisely what Fra Bartolommeo's 
modellingg does. According to Vasari, the figures in his Mystic marriage of St Catherine (Fig. 5), in 

82.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 340: 'Attndo dunquejatlo Kaffaello il'cartoneperIn delta cappella, la quale c al entrata delta cbicsa tli 
SantaSanta Maria della Pace,., la cunclusse iaitirata in fresco della mamera nuom, alquanto pit/ magnified e grande die non era la prima' Translation by Bull (1987), 
vol.. t, p. 298. 

83.. Weil-Garris Posner (1974), p. 12; Sonnenburg (1990), p. 73. On Raphael's late style see also Gnann & Oberhuber (1999), pp. 17-29. 

84.. Paolo Giovio wrote in his Rapbaelis Vrbinatis Vita (c. 1527), that Raphael sometimes devoted too much attention to bringing out the 
roundingg of the limbs, see Golzio (1936), p. 192. In a well-known letter to Michelangelo of 2 July 1518, Sebastiano del Piombo described the 
powerfull  tonal contrast in the modelling of Raphael's Si Michael and Raphael's Tlx Hofyjamily with St Elizabeth, llie young S. julm andangek or 
HolyHoly family of Francis I (1518). Musêe du Louvre, Paris, which he considered overdone; see Gnann & Oberhuber (1999), pp. 70-71: 'cbe credo nun 
lipossetelipossete imaginar cussapiu ctintrario a la opinionc mstra de quelin Iwaresfi tide in .timet opera, lo non ri diru al/m, cbepareno figure clx siane stale aljumo oivro 
figurefigure diferrri c/ie luccno, Itt/le cbiarv el tutte nere.' Scientific examination has revealed that in this painting the shadows are very subtly nuanced: 
Bergeonn (1990), pp. 51-53; Rioux (1990), pp. 54-55. It is unlikely, though, that the modelling of this painting still matches Raphael's 
intentions,, for it was transferred from panel to canvas in 1753. 

85.. Intmduyone delta pit Iura, in Vasan (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 1, p. 181: 'Ed in quest» modo si debbe net latvran metiergH scuri doit meno 

riffendinoriffendino e faccino dirisione,percarar funn te figure;come sit<edt nellepitture tli  Raffaelto da IIrbino ediallripittorieccellenticbe lianno lenuto questamaniera.' 

86.. Vasari (1568); sec Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, pp. 376-77: 'Raffaelio, adunque, jatta questa risolu^onc, e conosctulo clx Fra Bartolomeo di San Marco 

amam 'a un assai buttn modii di dipingere, disegno ben fonda/o, ed una maniera di colorito piacemle, ancor die lahvlta ussasse troppo gli scun per dar magyor riliern.' 

87.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 50: 'Nellarte dellapitlura aggiunse costuialla mamera del colonre ad olm una cerla oscurila, dontk 
liannolianno dalo i moderni gran for^a e riliciv alte toro figure.' See also p. 26. 

88.. Libra di Pittura (c. 1550); see McMahon (1956), vol. 2, no. 434: 'La prima intent tone del pit Ion, c fare ch'una superficie puina si dimostri ctirpo nleialo 

cc spiccato da esso piano...' This instruction is taken from Leonardo's original manuscript Libro A, which is dated 1508-10: Pedretti (1965), p. 196. 

Onn the concept of rilieiv  in Leonardo da Vinci's writings see Shearman (1962), pp. 13-47; Barasch (1978), pp. 44-89; Kemp (1989). 
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particular,, are depicted with... such strong rilievo that they seem to spring forth from the picture. According to 
Vasari,, Fra Bartolommeo achieved this effect by imitating Leonardo and making the strongest shadows 
evenn darker with black pigment.89 The scientific examination of paintings by Leonardo and Fra 
Bartolommeoo have confirmed the accuracy of Vasari's remarks about their use of black pigments in the 
shadows.900 This use of pigment differs from that of earlier artists, who painted their shadow tones with 
colouredd pigments alone, or by applying several glazes.91 Leonardo's unfinished Adoration of the magi 
(1481-82;; Fig. 6) and the Frate's unfinished Pa/a del/a Signoria (1512; Fig.7) show that they both 
preparedd the rilievo with a detailed monochrome underpainting which has pronounced tonal gradations 
inn the modelling.92 Examination of their finished paintings has revealed that they, too, were 
underpaintedd in a similar way. The shaded passages in the underpaint remain pardy visible under thinly 
appliedd layers of coloured paint and thus contribute to the modelling.93 

Technicall  examination has demonstrated that Raphael also used black and dark brown pigments 
inn the shadowed passages of his late paintings—pigments which are only found sporadically in the 
shadowss of his early work.94 The underpainting in his later easel paintings has a clear tonal contrast 
betweenn the illuminated and shadowed passages. However, it is not monochrome. Raphael 
underpaintedd in colours, which could differ gready from those applied over the, resulting in subde 
colourr effects. In the Holy family of Francis I (1518; Fig. 11), the shadows in St Elizabeth's green garment 
weree obtained by painting a glaze of verdigris over a layer of pure red lake.95 With these transparent and 
almostt complementary layers of colour Raphael produced dark and intensely coloured shadows. The 
usee of pigment in the lower half of the Transfiguration appears to be consistent with this technique, 
insofarr as it served to yield a marked rilievo. Black pigments have been found in the shaded passages, 
andd the modelling is indicated in the coloured underpaint with pronounced tonal contrasts, especially in 
thee scene of healing.96 For example, the blue tunic of the elderly aposde seated in the foreground is 
modelledd with white and dark green, and his ochre-yellow cloak with brown and red. Some flesh tones 
aree underpainted widi white and cool, darker tones in the shadows, while others are in red ochre or 
moree greenish brown hues. 

Ass noted, modern authors like Weil-Garris Posner believe that the harsh chiaroscuro in the 

89.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, pp. 185-86: '...con arte e con buon tUsegno e riliew tanto grande cbe paw no spiccarsi da la lamia''and 
'Sono'Sono malle figure... ma cokrilepoi con unagaglianla maniera cbe paton ili  rilieiii,'  and E nel nero .d mlse assai d'immilare in questo calonlo le cose di Uonardo, e 
massimemassime negli scuri, dore adaprojum» da stampatori e nero tli  arvrirt abtuciato.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 2, p. 121. 

90.. Kühn (1985), pp. 24-50; Buzzegoli el al. (1996), pp. 305-11. 

91.. For examples, see National Gallery Technical Bulletin, vol. 4 (1980), pp. 26-31; vol. 10 (1986), pp. 10-19; vol, 11 (1987), pp. 20-32. 

92.. For a description of the Pala dclla Signoria see Padovani (1996)1, pp. 99-103. 

93.. Bracherr (1977), p. 12; Buzzegoli (1996), pp. 300-09. 

94.. The shadows in the blue robe in the Madonna delta lenda (1513) in the Alte Pinakothek in Munich were thinly painted with azunte, brown 
ocherr and carbon black: Sonnenburg (1990), p. 75. In Raphael's Saint Cecilia (commissioned in 1513), Pinacoteca, Bologna, the shadow area in 
Stt Paul's mantle consists of red ocher, black (possibly charcoal) and a littl e copper green pigment: Rossi Manarcsi (1990), p. 131. For the 
resultss of the scientific examination of Raphael's early works: Plesters (1990), pp. 15-37. 

95.. Bergeon (1990), pp. 51-53; Rioux (1990), pp. 54-55. 

96.. Here, too, the colour of the underpainting sometimes differs markedly from the final colour effect. For instance, the pink robe of the 
kneelingg woman is over a yellow-green underpaint; see Mancinelli (1990), pp. 152-53, Note lecnulx (n.d.), Brandi (n.d.), Brandi (1975). 
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modellingg of the healing scene is characteristic of a powerful rilievo. However, it is clear from 16th-
centuryy texts that this modelling differs markedly from rilievo as it was defined in Raphael's day, which 
leavee absolutely no doubt that the requisite, strong tonal contrast had to be indicated with gradual 
transitions,, and that the shaded passages always had to remain legible.'J7 These views are most explicitly 
formulatedd in Leonardo's notes, which reflect his fascination with the mesgo, the area between light and 
dark,, which according to him had an infinite number of gradations. Leonardo distinguished between 
twoo extreme types of light source. The first was lume universale, the light that came from a diffuse source 
andd brought about soft transitions in the modelling. Its opposite was lume particolare, or specific light, 
calledd restricted (costretto) by Leonardo, which could come from various powerful, directed sources, 
suchh as bright sunlight or a fire at night.98 Leonardo knew that this light mil display the greatest difference of 
lightlight and shade, and as a result would produce the strongest effect of the curvature of the muscles." 
Nevertheless,, he warned on several occasions that it was better not to depict such a sharp light in 
paintings,, because the works remain crude and ungraceful)™ The reason for this crudeness, he wrote, was that: 

thethe shadows cast by the sun or any other particular light are without grace for the body to which they adhere, because the 
partsparts remain confused, being divided by distinct outlines of light and shade. And the shadows are of equal strength at the 
endend as at the beginning^ 

Thiss was not what he preferred. According to him, a modelling in which the edges of the shadows will  not be 
sharpsharp against the edges of the lights gave a much better rilievo effect.102 He also emphasised time and again 
aboutt the need for reflections in the shadows in order to achieve a convincing rounding of forms.103 

Thee necessity for a gradual transition in the modelling to achieve a convincing and 'graceful' rilievo was 
alsoo pointed out by Vasari. The deep shadows in Fra Bartolommeo's work were gradually blended, and he 
earnedearned extraordinary praise for having introduced a method of blending the colour tones of his figures such that they 
impartimpart a marvellous harmony to his painting, making them appear in rilievo and alive.un In the remark quoted 

97.. These early 16th-century prescriptions clearly differ from the early 17th-century views about a strong riliero. The latter are typified by the 
followingg description of the handling of light in Caravaggio's work in Mancini's Consideration appartenenti alia pittura ... (1619-21), see Marucchi 
(1956-57),, vol. 1, p. 108: 'Propria di questa sdmla i tli  tumeggtar con lume unito cite tvngbi d'allo sen~a refles.fi, come sarebbe in una stanza da una fenestra con le 

parietepariete colnrih ill  negro, die cost, haitndti i chiari e 1'ombrt molt» c/iiare e multu oscure, ttngano, a dar riliero allapittura.' Mancim goes on to emplja.si.se that this 

formform of lighting had nettr been used before: '...ma pen) am mod» nun natural:, ni fatto , ni ptnsatu da altro secr/la o pi/tori put anlichi, come Raffael/o, Tttiano, 

CorreggioCorreggio et altri.' 

98.. Leonardo (c. 1510-16), (1504, 1508, after 1516), and (1492); see Richter (1883; 1970), vol. 1, nos. 118, 127 and 516, respectively. 

99.. Ubro di Pittura (c. 1550); see McMahon (1956), vol. 2, no. 855. This instruction is dated 1513-14: Pedretti (1965), p. 214. 

100.. Leonardo (1492); see Richter (1883; 1970), vol. 1, no. 516: 'Quel corpo. Fara maggiore diffcre~a da I ombre at lumi cbe si trmtrd cs.sen listo da 

magviorcmagviorc lume, come lume di sole n la node il  lume ilel focn: e questo cpoco da usart jpittura, jperoclx /'open rimagono crude e san^agratia.' 

101.. Leonardo (1492); see Richter (1883; 1970), vol. 1, no. 550: 'Come /'fibre jatte da lumiparticuLtrisi deono fugirepenile sono t Ion i fini simili a' 

prtcipi.prtcipi. L'onbre, Jatte dal sole o altri  lumi particuiari, sono se^a gratia del corpo cbe da quella è accöpagnialo, iperocljè cöjusamete iascia le parti diuise co eiidete 

/ermine/ermine d'obra da lume, e 'óbre sono di part polctia nel'ullimo cbe nelprtcipiii' 

102.. Ubro di Pittura {c. 1550); see McMahon (1956), vol. 2, no. 136. This instruction is dated 1508-10: Pedretti (1965), p. 181. 

103.. Leonardo (1483-1518); see Richter (1939), vol. 1, no. 548. Ubro diPittura {c. 1550); see McMahon (1956), vol. 2, nos. 135, 578, 714. 

Thesee instructions are dated 1510-15, respectively: Pedretti (1965), pp. 182, 

104.. Vasan (1568), see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 186: '...e luffa I'opxra con ombra scura sjumatamente cacciata,' and 'Mcrifo lode straordinaria, afentio 

intrvduttointrvdutto un mod» dijummeggiar le figure, in mod» die all arte aggiungono unione marangliosa, talmente cbepaiono di riliciv  e rirt.'  Translation by Bull (1987), 
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abovee about Raphael's use of colour that carved out the figures, Vasari wrote that the effect comes 
aboutt by putting the shadows where they disturb less and [giving] them a gradual transition.™1 

Raphael'ss late easel paintings executed in an oleaginous medium illustrate the aspects of earlier 
16th-centuryy rilievo. The flesh tones in Pope Leo X with cardinals Giulio de'Medid andLuigi Rossi of 1518 in 
thee Galleria degli Uffizi , Florence (Fig. 8) are characterised by strong modelling in which curvatures 
andd muscles are marked with lighter and darker shadows. The forms remain legible in the darker 
shadows,, though, and reflections also play their part. The same applies to the figures in the fresco of 
thee Fire in the borgo of 1516-17 (Fig. 9). The face of Aeneas, who is carrying Anchises, is entirely in 
shadow,, apart from a highlighted nose and cheek. Although the transition from light to dark is more 
abruptt here, the tonal difference is not so great as to produce a harsh effect. The shadowed areas are 
filledd in very subdy. It is these characteristics that contribute to the powerfully three-dimensional look 
off  the figures. Even in The liberation of St Peter (1512-13; Fig. 10), which is a nocturne with several bright, 
directedd light sources, reflections and forms remain visible in the deep shadows. These two frescoes are 
mentionedd deliberately, despite the fact that the tonality of the shadows can differ from that in 
paintingss with an oleaginous medium due to the nature of the technique. As regards the detail in the 
shadows—differentiationn and reflections in other words—the frescoes are in my view a purer source for 
discoveringg Raphael's intentions than many of the late easel paintings. In the latter, the modelling 
appearss to have altered greatly in places through the darkening of the paint or as a result of later 
interventionss (Fig. II). 106 

TheThe modelling in the lower half 
Ass in several of the frescoes, the lower half of the Transfiguration has a powerful, directed source of light 
whichh makes the muscles, wrinkles and frowning foreheads stand out in the light and mid-tones of the 
fleshh colours. In the extremely dark shadows, however, as mentioned before, it is barely possible to 
distinguishh any modelling at all. In only a few of the flesh tones, such as those of the possessed boy, are 
thee shadows lighter in tone and the reflections visible. The colour and folds are only recognisable in the 
shadedd parts of a few draperies. In general, the modelling displays an abrupt transition from the 
illuminatedd to the shaded forms. This makes the light-handling look like the 'specific light' that 
Leonardoo found unsuitable for paintings. Vasari, too, had problems with the abruptness of this 
modelling,, but attributed it to Raphael's use of lampblack. This implies that he believed that the 
modellingg originally would have had a convincing rilievo. As mentioned above, in the recent literature, 
Vasari'ss observation is supposed to illustrates nothing more than a difference in taste, or is evidence of 
Vasari'ss factual unreliability. Yet there is reason enough to take his observation seriously. Vasari shows 
inn his Vite that he was very well aware of the requirements of a strong rilievo. His discussion of this 
aspectt of painting, which is a recurrent theme in the lives of Leonardo, Giulio Romano, Fra 
Bartolommeoo and Raphael, is in complete accord with the definitions of his contemporaries.107 In his 
remarkss on rilievo he distinguishes between intentionally dark shadows in which the nuances remain 

vol.. 2, p. 122. For the significance of sfuma/it see Barasch (1978), p. 73. 

105.. Lomazzo in his Trattato tUli'arle tie hipiltura (1584; 1968), p. 237, also links the rilitiv  in Raphael's late work to gradual transitions in the 
modelling. . 

106.. See note 84. 

107.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 1, p. 18; vol. 4, pp. 26, 50, 183-86, 378; vol. 5, p. 533. 
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visible,, and shadows that have darkened since they were painted in which effects were lost.1"8 He also 
madee a distinction between paintings with these darkened shadows and works in which a painter had 
deliberatelyy made the shadows too dark, which was apparently the case in some works by Leonardo 
andd Giulio Romano.11" Since Vasari was well informed about the genesis of the Transfiguration, this is 
alsoo probably true regarding the original colouring of the painting. After all, he knew Giulio Romano 
personally,, who was a pupil of Raphael's while the latter was working on the Transfiguration. Vasari must 
havee examined the picture soon after Raphael's death, and certainly in 1530/31, when he was studying 
inn Rome. He may have noticed changes in the colouring in subsequent decades. It is very possible that 
Giulioo Romano also told him about Raphael's use of lampblack. I wil l return to Raphael's use of 
pigmentss and media and the resulting material changes below. 

Theree are two surviving descriptions of the modelling in the Transfiguration which were written 
shortlyy after the work was painted, at a time when it still retained much of its original appearance, and 
theyy confirm the accuracy of Vasari's observation.110 A few years after Raphael's death, Paolo Giovio 
(1483-1552),, Bishop of Nocera and a favourite of Leo X, gave an account of Raphael's modelling in his 
RaphaelisRaphaelis Urbinatis vita (c. 1527) which undoubtedly refers to that in the Transfiguration. 

ForFor the rest, his work, in every type of painting, never lacked the beauty that men interpret as grace, although he 
sometimessometimes paid over-due attention to bringing out the curvature of the limbs, when in his ambition he attempted to 
demonstratedemonstrate the ability of his art, which transcended nature } u 

Thee phrase over-due attention to bringing out the roundings of the limbs is a clear description of the artists' term 
ri/ievo,ri/ievo, which had obvious consequences for the rendering of the shaded passages as well. A letter of 
15444 from Polidoro Papera to a painter who had copied fragments of the Transfiguration confirms that 
shadowedd areas of the rilievo also contained distinguishable details. Papera's precise description of the 
headss painted by the copyist shows that the copies must have been made after figures in the healing 
scene.. Papera was gready impressed by the high quality of the copies, which according to him were 
barelyy distinguishable from the original. Finally, if they [the copies] had been cut out of their context and pasted 
intointo the actual painting [Raphael's] they would not have been discerned. And if they had been, they would have been 
ascribedascribed to Raphael's own hand. Papera's description of the use of colour and the modelling in the copyist's 

108.. Ibid, vol. 4, pp. 185, 378; vol. 5, pp. 529, 533. 

109.. Ibid., vol. 4, p. 26, and vol. 5, p. 529. 

110.. Other early 16,h-century writers praise the use of colour in the Transfiguration, although without specifying which particular aspects they 

admired;; see Hollanda (1538; 1939) p. 89, M. Biondo, Delia nobiUssima Pitturu, Venetia 1549; see Golzio (1936), p. 291, L. Dolce An/mo, 

Venetiaa 1557; see Roskill (1968), p. 170, L'Anonimo Magizabechiano, see Ficarra (1968), p. 133. 

111.. 1 am grateful to Prof. C L. Heesakkers of the University of Amsterdam for translating the following Latin into Dutch for me. Giovio {c. 

11 527); see Golzio (1936), p. 192: 'Cacferum in totopkturuegenere numquam ejus operi><enustasilejuit, quam graham interpretanlur; quamquam in educendis 

mcmbmrummcmbmrum torn aiiquanda nimiusjatvrit, quum tim artis supra naturam ambitiusus ostendere conantur' This characterization of the modelling must refer 
too the Transfiguration. Not only does it come immediately after a description of the scene of the painting, but it precedes a description of 
Raphael'ss style which seems to relate to the Transfiguration as well. The observation: 'Oplkts quoqucplacitv, in dimensionibus disiantiisque semper 

adamussimadamussim obsenans listts esf may allude to the different viewpoints adopted for the two scenes and to the relatively oversized figures in front of 
thee mountain. The remark: '...lerum in dttcendus lineis, quae wmmissuras colarum quasi margines terminarent, el in mitiganda, commiscemlaque tvidinrum 

pigmentorumpigmentorum austentac jucundissimus artifix ante alia idpreastanter tvntendit quod unum in Bonarola tle/ueraf, set Let utpicturis erudite delinealis etiam riorum 

okaoka commistorum lucuius ail imiolabiiis ornatus aecederet appears to be a reference to the conditions under which Raphael painted the Transfiguration, 

inn competition with Michelangelo's protege Sebastiano del Piombo. Weil-Garris Posner (1974), pp. 11-15, has argued convincingly that 
Raphaell  was trying to demonstrate the superiority of his work in oils in this indirect contest with Michelangelo. 
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workk accordingly provides valuable insights into those aspects of Raphael's painting. 

NotNot to mention the cheeks, the ears, the chins which are painted either round, a little protuberant or slightly hollow... Not 

toto mention the flesh tones, be they white, red, pale or brown with soft and deep shadows, with the moist [faces, skins] 

unitedunited by soft and clear lights such that each [of the faces] appears rounded and is marked with muscles, small defects 

andand veins, allowing the softness and fineness of the skins to be seen, which truly appear to be flesh, and not painted}11 

Heree Papera mentions characteristics of a handling of light, which typifies Raphael's late period. His 
descriptionn of die modelling as the rounded, protuberant or hollow appearance of cheeks, chins and 
earss stresses the strong suggestion of three-dimensionality of the forms depicted, and we are told that 
thiss powerful suggestion of volume was achieved by means of a strong tonal contrast, varying from 
clearr lights to deep shadows. There is no question, though, of the harsh specific light. In fact, Papera 
actuallyy emphasises the gradual change in tonality. Clear lights were connected with soft lights which 
mergedd into soft shadows which finally ended in saturated shadows. These gradations of light and dark 
weree such that each [of the faces] appears rounded and is marked. The result of all this was a deceptively 
lifelik ee impression. This characterisation indicates that in the early 16,h century the transitions between 
thee lights and the shadows were not sharp as they are at present. The faces were clearly defined, 
whereass now parts of them have disappeared in deep shadows. 

III .. Preliminar y studies and ló^-century copies 

Vann de Wetering recently demonstrated how one can gain an insight into the original tonal relations in 
paintingss by Rembrandt through the medium of drawn copies made in his studio.113 The surviving 
preliminaryy studies for and early copies of the Transfiguration likewise give an idea of Raphael's 
intentionss as regards the detail in the shaded areas of the healing scene. When comparing the shadows 
inn the preliminary studies and copies with diose in the painting it is important to work from a relatively 
cleann paint surface and 'representative' lighting. It was easier to meet the first condition, for the 
paintingg was restored 20 years ago, than the second. We still know litde about the extent to which early 
16th-centuryy painters took account of the light intensity of the proposed locations of their pictures.114 

Myy inspections of the Transfiguration were carried out under two different kinds of lighting. The most 
'representative'' was probably after the gallery was restored but before it was opened to the public. The 
paintingg was some way away from the wall, and was accordingly entirely lit by the light from a skylight. 

112.. Papera (1544); see Golzio (1936), pp. 289-90: 'So bene con qunala ivadid ritraeste k teste del quadra delta Trasjigum^ione di Crista e del miracolo 

delt'indemoniatodelt'indemoniato di cttslui; mapotreiefar delle mstre, se ri escniterelc, forse di non minor Aide delle sue. Voi imitaste si bene gli otukggianti, e scarmigluiti cupegli e 

tleglitlegli uomini, e de/Je dunne, e il  crespo, il  piano, e 't &\do delle fronli, Ie dnolate dglia, gti occhi riiulti,  e aperti dello spiritato jandullo, e del padre, die della medesima 

speciespecie pareu esser compreso: i basst, e me^i aperti degli altri:  ilprufilato, ammaccato, e l'aquilino dei nasi: Ie hoedje, e i labbri, dx, erin l'esser un poert piü injuon il 

sof/anosof/ano del soprano, mostrarano maraiiglia, e stupore. E primieramente quella di colui, dx peresserpiü indietm di tutti, attm dx 'I capo non si ttdeva, epiüpiawlu, 

secomiosecomio la pntspetltra, il  quale cbiaramente si tedera essen sollemlo sulle punte detpiedi, dx non si nedetuno,per iedere. Taain delle gote, delle oreecbie, dei menli, 

qualqual fondo, qualpinlo un poco fuori, qual con unpaco di can: delle barbe di tidno ahbagliate, e di lontano finite: delle carnagiimi, qual biandie, qual rosse, qual 

pallide,pallide, qual brune, con l'ombn duld, epnfonde, erin Ie bagnate, con i dnari dold, e fieri talmente unite, dx ciasdxduna londegyando, e quadrando, co 'muscoli, 

co'nei,co'nei, e con Ie nne, moslrando ilmorbidti, e'lmagm dellepellidei lor ivlti, dx carniferamentepartmno, e non dipinti. Finalmente se fusserv state tagliate negli 

estcriuriestcriuri conform, e incollatc nel propria quadn, non sartbbero state conosdute, e se pur conosdute, di man propria di Rafjacllt) sarebhono state giudicate.' 

113.. Wetering (1999), (2(X>1). 

114.. Gould (1981) has pointed out that the fall of light in 16,h-century frescoes and altarpieces is often not the same as that in the location for 
whichh the work was painted. 
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Todayy the painting is lit by a series of powerful, uniform spotlights, which naturally reveal considerably 
moree detail in the dark passages than was visible in daylight. 

PreliminaryPreliminary studies 

Theree are preliminary studies for the Transfiguration by Raphael and by his pupils. It is a varied group of 
drawingss comprising modelli, nude and draped studies, and studies of individual heads, all covering 
differentt stages in the production of the painting.115 The large cartoon that would have been used for 
thee Transfiguration has not survived,116 but there are six drawings in black chalk which Raphael made 
betweenn the cartoon and the finished picture, and all are of apostles' heads the same srze as the painted 
ones.1177 Charcoal dots on the drawings show that they were made by pouncing the cartoon. The 
drawingss themselves are not pricked. Fischel has convincingly argued that these drawings served as 
auxiliaryy cartoons for elaborating forms and light relations in greater detail,118 so they provide a superb 
opportunityy for getting an idea of Raphael's intentions as regards the handling of light in the lower half 
off  the Transfiguration. Although some of these auxiliary cartoons have been rubbed in places or were 
touchedd up later, the 'pristine' areas can give an insight into the modelling that Raphael wanted. This 
appliess particularly to the drawing in Oxford of the young aposde leaning forward and the old apostle 
besidee him, which is exceptionally well preserved (Fig. 12). The fall of light is from the same direction 
ass in the painting, and comes from a localised source. Several of the drawn aposdes' heads are loosely 
modelledd with grey tones that differ littl e in tonal value. Other cartoons, though, display a more 
markedd tonal contrast between the illuminated and shaded passages. Differences in the tonal values in 
thee shadows in the drawings suggest forms and curves, with the reflections playing an important role. 
Thee modelling therefore fits the descriptions of the strong and at the same time rich rilievo found in the 
textss quoted above. The shadowed parts of the hands and faces in the Oxford drawing are indicated 
withh delicate grey tones. As in the drawings of the sceptical aposde immediately to the right of the 
youngerr man leaning forward (Fig. 13), and the one in blue on the left (Fig. 14), there are reflections in 
thee shadows by the eyes, nose and forehead. The drawings also show that although there is a directed 
lightt source, the shift from light to dark is not abrupt. The lit passages are bordered by a grey mid-tone 
onn which the shadows were set down with firmer strokes in a hatching, which never extends to the 
illuminatedd area. 

Theree are important differences between the modelling of the aposdes in the drawings and in 
thee painting as it appears today. They were immediately apparent when the painting was viewed in 
naturall  light, but even with the bright lighting in the renovated gallery most of the shadows contain far 
lesss information about the modelling than do the drawings. The shaded sides of the faces of die 
scepticall  apostle and the one clad in yellowish green who is pointing at the boy vanish abruptly into the 
darkk background (Fig. 15), whereas the borders of these areas are clearly demarcated in the drawings. 
(Figs.. 12, 13). The drawing of the face of the old aposde with the book clearly indicates the shape of 
thee forms and the reflections in the shaded passages (Fig. 16), but in the painting these details around 

115.. Oberhuber (1962). 

116.. There is a cartoon for the lower half of the composition in the storage vaults in the Vatican Picture Gallery (property of Monsignore 
Stanislavv le Grelle), but it probably dates from the IS*  century and was made by Stefano Pozzi for the mosaic copy in St Peter's: Mancinelli, 
(1977),, p. 15. 

117.. Joannides (1983), pp. 240-42. 

11HH Fischel (1937). 
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thee ear and neck are so shadowed as to be barely visible (Fig. 17). With the lower light intensity under 
whichh the painting was viewed centuries ago, the shadows must have appeared as a completely 
impenetrablee black. However, a photograph taken under very bright light during the latest restoration 
clearlyy shows that Raphael did indeed include these details (Fig. 3) yet further evidence that the shaded 
passagess have darkened. 

16"'-century16"'-century copies 

AA number of copies after the Transfiguration which were painted in Raphael's circle can also give an idea 
off  the original handling of light. One has to treat them with caution, of course, because they too have 
aged.. The Prado has a copy in oils by Giovanni Francesco Penni, who studied with Raphael when he 
wass working on the Transfiguration (Fig. 18). Vasari states that this copy was made shortly after 
Raphael'ss death in order to be sent to France in place of the original.119 Penni made several striking 
changes.. The draperies of the kneeling woman and the seated aposde on the left are pink, not blue, and 
thee background trees are missing. However, he followed Raphael faithfully for the modelling in the 
draperiess and the flesh tones, and the curves and the folds match right down to the details. The copy 
cann thus contain clues to Raphael's intentions as regards the handling of the shadows. Almost all the 
shadedd passages in Penni's painting are not as dark as in the original, and the contrast between them 
andd the illuminated areas is not as striking.120 What is remarkable is the difference in tonality in the 
shadedd parts of the draperies of Moses and Elijah, which indicates that shaded passages in the upper 
halff  of the painting have also darkened considerably (Figs 19, 20). The mountain behind the figures in 
thee healing scene is also much lighter. As a result, the upper torso and back of the head of the apostle 
inn yellowish green pointing at the possessed youth can clearly be distinguished from their surroundings 
inn Penni's copy, whereas they merge with the background in the Raphael. The same applies to the two 
aposdess in blue on the left (Figs 21, 22), and the elderly, sceptical aposde in the centre (Figs 23, 15). 
Thee transitions in the modelling of the faces are made more gradual in Penni's work, as in the faces of 
thee young aposde leaning forward and the old one seated on the left, where there are clearly visible 
formss in the shadows (Fig. 23). 

Anotherr very faithful 16th-century copy, which is labelled 'school of Giulio Romano,' is in the 
Trasfigura2ionee church in the Monteverde district of Rome.t21 It raises the suspicion that in addition to 
darkening,, the Transfiguration has aged in other ways which contribute to the effect of what some 
writerss call the theatrical lighting. The illuminated passages in the pinkish red drapery of Raphael's 
beardedd apostle pointing up at the mountain are very light indeed, making them stand out sharply 
againstt the shaded passages in his attire. These illuminated areas in the copy have a more saturated red 

119.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, pp. 333-34. The history of the copy is described in Passavant (1839-58), vol. 2, pp. 296-97. 

120.. This effect is, of course, partly due to the yellowed varnish on Penni's painting. However, the difference in modelling between the copy 
andd the original is so great that it cannot be due solely to the varnish. This is also apparent from the fact that more details can be seen in 
Penni'ss shaded areas, even beneath the varnish. 

121.. The painting was formerly in the Chiesa San Rocco in Rome. The dirty and darkened varnish on the copy complicates comparison with 
thee original, as does the fact that it hangs in a dark church. Some of the colours are also very different. The cloak of the seated apostle in the 
middlee of the group is grey in the copy instead of orange, and Raphael's blue passages are almost black. These discolorations seem to have 
beenn caused by the use of cheap, unstable materials. Given the type of discoloration it would appear that the artist painted the orange with 
redd lead and the blue with smalt. In the white, beige and gray parts of the garments, which were almost certainly painted with the stable lead-
whitee and earth pigments, the modelling corresponds to that in Raphael's painting. It can be deduced from this that the copyist faithfully 
followedd the modelling of the original. 
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hue.1222 Examination during the recent conservation revealed that Raphael painted these pink passages 
withh a light-sensitive red lake which has partly faded. The colour was darker and more saturated in an 
areaa where the paint had been covered by accumulated dirt than in areas which had remained exposed 
too the light.123 From investigation of organic red pigments it appears that the addition of lead-white 
exacerbatess fading.124 As a result, Raphael's illuminated passages have faded more than the mid-tones 
andd the shadowed areas, heightening the contrast between light and shade.125 It is conceivable that 
similarr discoloration has occurred in other areas painted with red lake, such as the present white lights 
inn the pink drapery of the kneeling woman. The fact mat the light tones in the copy appear to be better 
preservedd could be due to the use of a different, more lightfast red pigment, or to less exposure to 
light. . 

Thee many 16th-century drawings and prints made outside Raphael's studio can only be used as a 
sourcee for the tonality in Raphael's picture with the utmost caution. For one thing, the copyist may 
havee had different ideas about chiaroscuro man Raphael. In reproductive printmaking, moreover, 
formss that have very litde emphasis in the painting are generally reproduced more explicidy due to the 
veryy nature of the graphic technique. The various drawings and prints, only two of which will be 
mentionedd here, nevertheless confirm the impression conveyed by the auxiliary cartoons and Penni's 
copy.. A drawing by an anonymous artist after a study by Raphael's pupil Perino del Vaga (1501-47) has 
aa lighter modelling in which the shadowed forms are clearly defined (Fig. 24). The figures also stand 
outt from a far less dark background. The same can be seen in an engraving by Cornelis Cort (1533-78; 
Fig.. 25). Although the engraving, which is dated 1573, was made when Raphael's painting had already 
startedd darkening locally, the modelling is closer to that in Penni's copy than to the original. Another 
notablee feature is that the foreground landscape is light in tone, which might indicate that the 
darkeningg took place relatively slowly, and that Cort and Vasari saw the painting when it was lighter 
thann it is now. 

IV .. Light as a means of expression 

DivineDivine and earthly lights 
Thee evangelists describe how Christ's face first began to shine like the sun during his Transfiguration 
andd how his robes became as white as light before a bright cloud cast a shadow on the group on 
Mountt Tabor. The divine light radiating from Christ has an important spiritual meaning in the 
ecclesiasticall  literature. St Peter, in his second episde (2 Peter 1:16-19), regards the Transfiguration as a 
symboll  of the hope for Chnst's return and a prefiguration of the spiritual purification and healing in 
thee hearts of the faithful: a light that shineth in a dark place, until the day dawn, and the day star arise in your 
hearts.™hearts.™ It is logical to assume that Raphael took the Bible text as his basis and intended to depict the 

122.. The differences are so marked that they cannot be explained solely by the aged varnish on the copy, 

123.. Brandi (1975), and Brandi (n.d.). 

124.. Saunders 6c Kirby (1994), pp. 79-97. 

125.. The white lights in the pinkish red cloak, which are very different from the coloured, light passages in other draperies, are therefore not 
duee to inconsistencies in Raphael's modelling, as stated in Bell (1995), p. 144. 

126.. Various religious works which discuss the spiritual significance of light in connection with the Transfiguration are discussed in Weil-
Garriss Posner (1974), pp. 43-47. 
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intensee brightness of Christ's divine light as a radiant cloud.127 The forms illuminated by it are executed 
inn light, bright tints with smooth transitions in the modelling. Even the shaded forms in this area 
bathedd with the divine light are pale, but the forms facing away from the light, such as the shadowed 
draperiess of Moses, Elijah and the disciples, are in darker colours which, as the comparison with the 
Pennii  copy (Figs 18, 19) shows, may have also darkened. 

Inn addition to this divine radiance there is an earthly light entering from the left that illuminates 
thee figures at the foot of Mount Tabor. Modern authors have suggested on the basis of the dark 
shadowss in the lower scene that the painting should be regarded as a night scene with a restricted and 
directedd source of light. The half-light on the horizon-a reference to the dawn mentioned by St Peter-
iss cited as further evidence for this.128 However, as will be clear by now, the nocturnal features of deep 
shadowss and of figures swallowed up by a dark background are in fact due to ageing. In addition, 
Stumpell  has demonstrated that the formal organisation of 16th-century paintings was based on an 
assemblagee of discrete entities.12'-1 There was a division between the figures [figure) and the space around 
themm (campd). The latter part of the picture surface, which was regarded more or less as ornamentation, 
couldd be a uniform gold or a background with figurative elements like a landscape or architecture. A 
thirdd element was the piano, the plane on which the figures' feet rested. Artists like Raphael composed 
theirr paintings from these isolated elements. Stumpel showed that one of the consequences of this 
approachh was that the detailing of the campo, with the laws of perspective that applied there, generally 
hadd no connection with the figure and their piano. This means that in paintings from the period, the 
atmosphericc conditions depicted in a landscape in the campo had no repercussions on the handling of 
lightt for the. figure and their piano.™ The light coming from the left in the Transfiguration may have had 
somethingg to do with its planned installation in one of the side chapels of the Cathedral of Saint-Just et 
Saint-Pasteurr in Nar bonne. We do not know for certain which chapel had been selected, but it may 
havee been the one opposite St Michael's chapel, the location of Sebastiano del Piombo's Raising of 
Lazarus,Lazarus, in which the light enters from the right.131 

FunctionFunction of light in early 16"J-century painting 

Wee have seen that modern authors assume that Raphael used contrasting lighting for the upper and 
lowerr halves of the painting in order to express the thematic contrast in the painting.132 The problem is 
thatt this expressionistically tinged interpretation is based on assumptions about the original treatment 
off  colour which we now know to be false. Moreover, the arguments with which it is buttressed are 

127.. Medieval and Renaissance writings on the divine light make a point of mentioning the pain caused by beholding the intense radiance. In 
thee upper half of his painting, Raphael makes the perception of the divine light depend on the status of the figures. Elijah and Moses, who 
hadd been turned into heavenly souls, can stare at the light without even blinking, but the disciples show the effects of the pain of mortals, 
whoo are unable to withstand the glare: Kemp (1996). 

128.. Weil-Gams Posner (1974), pp. 43-47; Caron (1985), p. 486. 

129.. Stumpel (1988). 

130.. As can be seen in Titian's Sacnd and profane love (1514). Borghese Gallery, Rome, where the campo is also in twilight. 

131.. On the installation of these altarpieces in Narbonne Cathedral: Gardner von Teuffel (1987). See also Gould (1981). 

132.. Here it is assumed that Raphael had already used different colour styles in earlier paintings. For instance, Hall and Caron state that the 
medievall  miracle in the Mass of Balsemt in the Stanza del Eliodoro is depicted in the ttnione mode, while the members of the Swiss Guard and 
thee portraits of the papal courtiers are in the dnamuum mode: Hall (1992), pp. 92-115, 131-36, esp. p. 132, and Caron (1985), p. 484. I, 
however,, do not believe that there is any dichotomy in the conception of light and colour. 
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anachronistic. . 
Inn the first place there is the idea that has evolved since the 18th century that the contrasting 

handlingg of light corresponds to two scenes with contrasting content. In the 16th century, though, the 
handlingg of light was not experienced in that way. Vasari explicitly described the subject of Raphael's 
lastt painting as a single event. The scene shorn Christ transfigured on Mount Tabor, with the eleven disciples waiting 
forfor him below. There is a young man, possessed by a devil, who has been brought so that Christ may heal him after he has 
comecome down from the mountain  ̂ Cornelis Cort's engraving of 1573 (Fig. 25) demonstrates which aspects of 
thee treatment of light were considered characteristic of Raphael's painting in the 16th century. The 
figuress are modelled as individual, isolated forms, each with the clear, rounded contours that indicate a 
strongg rilievo. The bright, divine light emanating from Christ shines on the figures on top of the 
mountain.. However, the tonality of the modelling of the figures outside this area is the same as that of 
thee figures at the foot of the mountain. There is no question of any dichotomy in the handling of light, 
whichh would correspond with two separate scenes. The famous engraving of 1699 by Nicolas Dorigny 
(1658-1746)) testifies to a very different conception (Fig. 26). Dorigny grouped the light and shadow in 
thee lower zone into larger masses so diat certain figures are spotlit while others and parts of the 
landscapee are made darker. The most remarkable alteration compared to Cort's print is that Dorigny 
introducedd a marked difference in the handling of light in the upper and lower zones. The intense 
divinee light now illuminates the entire upper half, so that the shadowed forms, which in Cort's print, 
aree as dark as the shadows below, have become very light. The light tones and the smooth modelling 
contrastt with the dark shadows and harsh, abrupt transitions in tiSe lower zone. The outcome is two 
differentt ways of handling light, which correspond to the two actions as described by Richardson a few 
yearss later. 

Thee second premise in the modern literature on Raphael's painting is that light and colour were 
beingg used to express the mood of the action even at this early date. It was widely accepted in the 
Italiann Renaissance that expressive force was one of the most important aspects of a work of art.134 An 
artistt was expected to depict the mood of his figures or the nature of the action in order to 
communicatee it to the viewer. It was assumed that die representation of emotions could be inferred 
fromm the way the human figure was depicted. Theoretical treatises of the period repeatedly state that 
thee facial expression, pose and gestures enable the viewer to participate in the figure's movimenti d'animo, 
andd through that in the meaning of the scene. In the early 16th century, however, colour, light and 
shadoww were not yet being employed for that purpose. 

Light,, of course, did have a symbolic connotation. There is a tradition going back to classical 
timestimes of cosmological, astrological and theological writings in which light is accorded diverse 
metaphysicall  meanings.135 The divine light of Christ's Transfiguration was a well-known symbol of 
hopee and salvation in religious texts, and this would have been the sense in which Raphael used it. 16th-
centuryy descriptions of his painting demonstrate that the radiant brightness of the divine light was 
regardedd as an independent element, and quite distinct from the earthly light. Vasari discussed the 
effectt of this divine radiance, writing that Christ was depicted in the luminous air and that Moses and 
Elijahh were bathed in light and... reflect his radiance. The disciples on the mountain cover their eyes to protect 

133.. Vasan (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 371: 'nulla quale s/oria figure Crista trasfigurata tulmonte Tabor, c apiè (li  qucllo gii undid discepoli 

diedie la aspettano, doit si ittk comktto ungomncito spiritaio, aaiii cbc Crislu scesu delmonte lo libtri.'  Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 1, p. 314. 

134.. Barasch (1967), pp. 33-69. 

135.. Barasch (1978), pp. 145-46. 
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themthem from the rays and the intense light of Christ's splendour.™ 16th-century descriptions of the Transfiguration 
show,, however, that people considered that it was only the human body that expressed the mood of 
thee scene. All the authors stress the exceptionally lifelike representation of the gestures, facial 
expressionss and the skin textures, of the figures, which mirror their state of mind. This is typified by 
Paoloo Giovio's description: in it one sees with admiration a boy tormented by an evil spirit, whose rolling andglassily 
staringstaring eyes betray the condition of an agonised mindP1 Vasari's description of the scene ties in with this. He 
aboutt the possessed boy: his suffering is revealed in his flesh, his veins, and the beat of his pulse, which are all 
infectedinfected by the evil spirit.™ 

Thee impression from the above texts that it was only the human figure that was seen as the 
vehiclee for conveying the mood of an action is confirmed by the two main 16th-century theoretical 
workss on light and colour, by Leonardo da Vinci and Lomazzo.1M Of the different types of light that 
Leonardoo describes it is the lume partkolare that corresponds to the lighting of the healing scene, to the 
extentt that there is a powerful, directed source of light. Nowadays we experience light of this kind as 
theatricall  and dramatic, possibly because the strong tonal contrast in the modelling conjures up an 
associationn with an actor pinned in the spotlights. It is doubtful, though, whether the 16th-century 
viewerr saw any such association. Leonardo accorded no special significance to this or any other kind of 
light.1400 That light and colour were not employed to express the mood of an action is also apparent 
fromm Leonardo's instructions for portraying dramatic events. When he speaks about painting a battle 
scenee he goes into detail about how the painter must illustrate the states of mind of the fighting men by 
varyingg the facial expressions, skin colour and poses. However, the sole object of Leonardo's directions 
onn the handling of light was to depict the figures and the circumstances of the battle as true to life as 
possible.141 1 

Baraschh (1978) has pointed out that although there were numerous writings on the symbolism of 
colourr in the Italian Renaissance, the art theory of the day did not attribute a suggestive power to 

136.. Vasari (1568); see Miianesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 372: 'Anegnadx chi i-uol conoscen e mostrare inpittum Crislo trusjigurato alk ditinitd, k tytardi in 
questaquesta opera, ntUa quak egli la feet sopra quest» monk, diminuito in un' aria lucida con Mosè ed Elia, dx alluminati ila una clmnt^a di splendore si/anno tiii  nel 
lumelume sua. Sono in terraprvstrati Pietm, Iacopo e Giovanni in mrie e belle atti/udini: tin ha atterra il  capo, e chi con jan umbra agl'occhi con le mani si difenik dm 
raggiraggi e Mia immensa luce delta spltndon di Crista.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 1, p. 315. Lomazzo (1584; 1968), p. 219, praised Raphael's 
paintingg as an example of how to depict divine light 

137.. Giovio (c. 1527); see Golzio (1936), p. 192: 'Sedan ei plurimum faiit in eajabula, quam Clemens Pontijex in Janiculo adaram Petri Montorii 
dedicatit,dedicatit, inea enim cum admiratione tisiturpuer a Cacademonc rexatus, qui rewlutis, et rigentibus oculis, commotae mentis /jobilum rejert.' Papera spoke of the 
youthh in a similar fashion, and emphasised how the superbly characterised facial expressions of the other figures reflected their mood of 
wonderr and amazement; see note 113. 

138.. Vasari (1568); see Miianesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 371:''...ilqualegiotanetto,.. mostra ilsuopattre tlentro nella came, nelle itne e ne'polu contaminati 

dalladalla malignita dello spirito.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 1, p. 314. Vasari describes the old man holding the youth as follows, pp. 371-72: 
'Questa'Questa figura sostiene un itccbia, die ahhracciatola e pre so animo, jatto gH occlji londi con la luce in me^o, mostra con lo altare le dglia ed inenspar la jrvnte, in un 

tempotempo metksimo ejor^a epaura:pure mirandu gli Apostulifiso, pan dje, sperando in lorn faccia animo a se stesso.' 

139.. As Shearman (1962), p. 13, has pointed out: 'Leonard» did not elaborate a tlxory of colour apart from Ins tlxory of Hgbt; wl/ere eter be treats oj light be 
ahoaho treats of colour.' 

1140.40. Here I differ with Barasch(l 987). On pp. 60-61 he assumes that the lumeparluolare 'aho Ixxs an expnssiit djaracter.... Dramatic effects of 

illuminationillumination an especially nlated to 'spedfic light 'probably because it products fix most riiid  contrasts between bright and dark,' Barasch is here working from 
thee fact that Leonardo recommended spedfk light for a scene with a blaze at night in which the figures near the fire will  all be illuminated by the 

ruddyruddy light against a dark background. However, the purpose of this lumepariicolart is solely to depict the effects of the nocturnal source of light as 
realisticallyy as possible. There is no question at all of Leonardo according the light a dramatic dimension. 

141.. Leonardo (1492), and (c. 1510-16); see Richter (1883; 1970), vol. 1, nos. 601-02, and 603, respectively. Leonardo wrote that in a melee of 
fightingg soldiers, the clouds of dust and smoke left only a slight tonal contrast between the illuminated and shadowed passages. 
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colourr in a painting.142 It is only in Lomazzo's Trattato dell'arte de lapittura (1584) that one finds colour in 
paintingss being explicitly described as a means of evoking certain emotions in die viewer.143 However, 
onee does not find similar pronouncements in Lomazzo's chapter on the representation of light and 
shadoww in a painting. He does attribute various symbolic meanings to light, which echo Neoplatonic 
ideass about its metaphysical significance. Nowhere, though, is it suggested that the treatment of light in 
aa painting can be used to give expression to a figure's state of mind or die tenor of a scene.144 It lies 
outsidee the scope of this article to discover when the handling of light in a picture did acquire this 
function,, but it was probably in die course of die 17th century. The earliest writings known to me which 
explicidyy indicate how the treatment of light expresses the mood of a scene date from around 1670, 
andd are part of die dieory derived from music about the use of the modes within painting at the 
Académiee Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture.145 

V.. Possible causes of the darkening 

Vasari Vasari 
Vasarii  believed that the darkening of the Transfiguration was due to the use of 'printers' black,' or 
lampblack.14**  Lampblack, which consists mainly of soot (carbon), is the product of the imperfect 
combustionn of oil, tar, pitch or resin. It is a very fine, rather fatty, deep black pigment, which was used 
inn book printing.147 Vasari had also noticed darkening in the shaded passages of easel paintings by other 
artists.. He had the following remarks to make about Fra Bartolommeo's Mystic marriage of St Catherine 
(thee Pala Pitti (Fig. 5): 

A.ndA.nd he was truly very successful in imitating the paintings of Leonardo in his colouring, especially in the shadows, for 

whichwhich he made use of lampblack and the black of burnt ivory. This panel has now become much darker than when he 

paintedpainted it, because of these blacks, which have grown murkier and deeper}^" 

Thee Holy Family altarpiece which Giulio Romano had painted around 1524 for a chapel in Santa Maria 

142.. Barasch (1978), p. 166. 

143.. According Lomazzo (1584; 1568), p. 201: 'Pcrdje tutti i colon IJUKHO una carta quahta dmersa fra di lorn, causano ilinrsi effctti, a chiunquegliguarda.' 
Hee continues describing the different emotions the various colours would evoke in het viewer. 

144.. Ibid., pp. 211-44. Barasch (197K), p. 142, says that the painters whom Lomazzo lists as models for the depiction of light suggest that he 
wass aware of an expressive function of light, despite the fact that Lomazzo says nothing on the subject in his theoretical passages. Barasch 
citess Lomazzo's description of Correggio's Natinty in support of his argument. Lomazzo, however, mentions this work as an example of 
divine,, not earthly light, which has a symbolic function in the painting and no expressive dimension at all. 

145.. For example, A. Félibien, Conférences dc tacademie royale dcpeinture et de sculpture pendant Fannée )(>C>7, Paris 1669, describes how Poussin 
adaptedd the treatment of colour and iight in his paintings to the mood of the subject. Montagu (1992), pp. 233-48. 

146.. Vasan (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 378. 

147.. Winter (1983), pp. 49-66; KJttel (I960), pp. 370-89; Wehlte (2000), pp. 199-201; Sajnman (1998). 

148.. Vasari (1568); see Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 4, p. 185: 'E neliem si tatse assai d'immitart in questo wbrito le cose diLionank, e massime negli scuri, 
dotedote adtiprii fumo da sfampafon e neru di air/rio abruciato. È oggi quota tamla da'detti neri motto riscumta piit clx quandi fojecc, die semprt sona dmnlati piit tinti 
ee scuri.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 2, p. 122. 
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delTAnimaa in Rome elicited the view that: 

ifif  this picture, too, had not been so heavily tinged with black, making it very dark, it would have been much better, hut 
thethe blackness has caused the loss or ruin of the greater part of the work put into it; and this is because black, even if 
varnished,varnished, ruins what is good, as it always has an arid effect, whether it is charcoal, ivory-black, smoke-black or burnt 
paper.paper.u<) u<) 

Soo in Fra Bartolommeo's painting it was ivory-black as well as lampblack that was apparendy 
responsiblee for the darkening, and in Giulio Romano's case Vasari even warned that any black pigment 
couldd spoil a painting. Microscopic examination of paint cross-sections taken from the Transfiguration 
duringg restoration in the 1970s revealed that Raphael had used black pigments in the shaded passages, 
possiblyy vine-black.15" Lampblack was not encountered, possibly because this extremely fine pigment 
onlyy shows up under very high magnification. Unfortunately, at the time the present study was carried 
out,, it was not possible to re-examine and analyse the old cross-sections, nor could any new samples be 
taken.1511 Giulio Romano's painting has not been subjected to scientific examination. It has a layer of 
varnish,, which is so dirty and darkened as to make the scene almost illegible. A recent examination of 
Fraa Bartolommeo's painting revealed the presence of only a carbon black pigment in the shaded 
passages,, probably vine-black. Although the use of lampblack and ivory-black could not be ruled out, 
Fraa Bartolommeo in any event did not give preference to those pigments.152 It would also have been 
difficul tt for Vasari to have known the details about Fra Bartolommeo's use of pigment, for the artist 
hadd died back in 1517. He was probably better informed about Giulio Romano's working method, for 
hee knew him personally. It seems that it was Romano who told Vasari about Raphael's use of black 
pigments.. The presence of lampblack was recently demonstrated in the frescoes painted by Raphael 
andd his studio in the Loggia di Psiche (1519) in the Vill a Farnesina in Rome.153 As already noted, the 
questionn of whether Raphael also employed lampblack in his last painting must remain open. It should 
bee borne in mind, though, that even if he did that does not mean that this pigment was responsible for 
thee darkening. Lampblack is one of the most stable pigments; it is only if the soot has not been 
properlyy purified that fatty constituents remain which can cause discoloration.154 It has regularly been 
foundd in the shaded passages of paintings which have not darkened at all.155 Vasari was of course 

149.. Vasari (1568); sec Milanesi (1878-85), vol. 5, p. 533: 'E se anco questa lamia mmjus.se statu Ian!» tinla di nero, 't mie è dinntata scurissima, aria 

sarebbesarebbe stala moito miglion. Ma questo nero ja pertkrt o smarrirc la maggior parte de/Ie jaticbe dx ii  sono denim, candasia che il nero, anaira die sia ïvrnicaln, ja 

penlerepenlere il  bttano, annth in se'tempre dttl'alida, o sia airbone o mnrio abbrudato o nen dijumoo carta arsa.' Translation by Bull (1987), vol. 2, p. 215-16. 

150.. Mancinelli (1990), pp. 152-53; Brandi (1975); Brandi (n.d.). 

151.. At the time the present research was earned out, it was not known where the samples were stored. Prof. A. Nesselrath, Dirizione 
Generalee Musei Vaticani, was prepared to allow the painting to be examined with non-destructive techniques, among them X-ray 
fluorescence,fluorescence, but that cannot determine the presence of lampblack. Only very recently the samples have been retrieved. Unfortunately, there 
wass not enough time to examine these samples before finishing this Ph.D. thesis. Analysis of the cross-sections will be carried out in the 
summerr of 2002. The results of this research will be incorporated in the published version of this thesis. 

152.. Buzzegoli elal (1996), p. 309. 

153.. Bassotti elal. (2000), pp. 69-74. 

154.. See chapter II , section II , Mettmdt Jar impruting pigments in order to counter discoloration. 

155.. Noble & Wadum (1998), p. 69.1 am grateful to Marika Spring for showing me several examples of well-preserved paint areas that 
containn lampblack in the collection of the National Gallery, London. 
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guessingg why the paint had darkened. Even today it has not been explained why certain passages in oil 
paintingss darken with age. Vasari had merely noticed that shadowed areas had darkened in paintings 
withh a strong riiievo, and because he knew that black pigments had been used in the shadows of this 
kindd of modelling, it is understandable that he assumed that they had caused the darkening.156 

Althoughh Vasari did not know precisely which black pigments Fra Bartolommeo had used, that 
doess not necessarily mean that his observation about the darkening was incorrect.157 Seen under the 
museum-stylee lighting of the Palazzo Pitti, the modelling of the altarpiece, which has recendy been 
cleaned,, is marked by extremely dark, almost black shadows and abrupt transitions from illuminated to 
shadedd forms. Many of the shadowed areas, such as those of the putto on the left holding up the 
baldachinn and of the musician angel on the steps, can barely be made out from the dark background. 
Ass a result, the illuminated passages loom up like 'islands', detracting from the rilievo effect that the 
artistt was looking for. Modern authors assume that the present chiaroscuro in the Pa/a Pitti 
correspondss to Fra Bartolommeo's intentions.158 The extent to which the modelling visible today 
departss from those aims is made clear by a comparison with the unfinished Pa/a del/a Signoria of 1512 
(Fig.. 7).15'J This monochrome underpainting in ink for a scene comparable to that of the Pa/a Pitti 
showss that at this stage of his career Fra Bartolommeo prepared the modelling of the figures with 
smoothh transitions between the illuminated forms and the shadows. The forms are clearly defined, and 
reflectionss can be made out in the shadows. It is inconceivable that the painter would have indicated 
thesee gradations in the underpainting only to cover them up in the finished work. Scientific 
examinationn has demonstrated that the Frate modelled the shaded passages in the Pa/a Pitti on a 
comparablee monochrome underpainting with delicate, transparent, dark layers of paint rich with 
bindingg medium, so that the underpaint contributes to the finished effect.160 Under bright lighting it 
cann be seen that the details in the shadows are still present, but under normal conditions they are barely 
visible. . 

ExaminationExamination of the paint surface 
Thee yellowing of the oil medium plays an important part in the process whereby certain passages in oil 
paintingss appear darker after the passage of time.161 The effect is worst with paints made from 
pigmentss which absorb a great deal of oil, such as blacks, azunte, umber, red lake and most of the earth 
pigments.. The yellowing of the oil medium takes place mainly in the dark. Siccatives can be added to 
acceleratee the oxidative drying of oil paint. Siccatives can also be added to the paint itself. In either 

156.. Vasan was not the only one to have this opinion of lampblack. 17*-century treatises on oil painting show that many painters also 
believedd that this pigment discolored the paint with age; see note 158. 

157.. Padovani (1996)2, p. 97, and Conti (1988), p. 39, believe that it is. 

158.. Padovani (1996)2, p. 97, feels that the effect of dark monochrome shadows disappears when aged varnish is removed. I find this difficult 
too reconcile with my own observations. 

159.. The underpainting has not been readied to the same degree everywhere: Buzzegoli tl al. (1996), pp. 300-01. 

160.. Ibui, p. 303. 

161.. See chapter II , section I, Tin oil binding medium's lendtmy to turn yelk»: Since the introduction of alkyd and acrylic paints, the paint industry 
hass done littl e research into the causes of the darkening of oil paintings. The darkening phenomenon in 19*  century easel paintings and its 
underlyingg processes is currently investigated in the framework of the VJ"'-Cenluty Pm/cclM the Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage 
(ICN),, Amsterdam. 
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case,, sometimes a too high a proportion of siccatives increases the darkening of the paint.162 Another 
causee of areas appearing darker is an increase in the refractive index of the medium during drying and 
ageing.. As a result of this process, layers of oil paint can become more transparent, making them 
absorbb more light and take on a darker appearance. Underlying layers of dark paint can also become 
moree visible.163 

Ann extensive scientific examination of the Transfiguration could yield information on the extent to 
whichh the above processes have taken place in the dark passages. I was only able to study the paint 
surfacee and use the data obtained from the study done in the 1970s.164 Oil was identified as the main 
mediumm used. Raphael generally employed pigments for the shaded areas of the painting which require 
aa great deal of oil to turn them into paint, such as umber, ochre's and other earth pigments, black 
pigments,, azurite and red lake. The high proportion of medium would accordingly have made the 
shadowedd passages susceptible to darkening. Because Raphael underpainted the shadows with dark 
paint,, these areas would also have taken on a darker appearance due to the increased transparency of 
thee paint.165 The dark church of San Pietro in Montorio, where the Transfiguration was installed shordy 
afterr Raphael's death and where it stayed for almost diree centuries, would definitely have exacerbated 
thee darkening of the oil. We also know from the testimony of Baron Boucher-Desnoyer cited above 
thatt the light intensity in the Louvre and the Vatican was also far from ideal. 

Anotherr phenomenon is encountered in the dark passages of the painting, which suggests that 
thee paint in those areas may have been particularly prone to darkening. The paint surface in large parts 
off  the shadowed passages has contracted into islets in a way typical of cracks which occur when paint 
contractss as it dries.166 Most of these cracks are visible in the shadows of the figures in the lower zone. 
Theree are conspicuous cracks, some several millimetres wide, in the dark passages of the azurite blue 
robess of the kneeling woman and the old apostle with the book on the left (Fig. 27, 3). Premature 
crackss or drying cracks in such areas are a well-known phenomenon in ló^-century paintings. In the 
Transfiguration,Transfiguration, though, many other colours have severe drying cracks. For example, the shadows in the 
ochre-yelloww cloak of the old aposde with the book (Fig. 3). The shadows in the many of the flesh 
toness have premature cracks, such as the face of the apostle in blue at the extreme left (Fig. 22). In the 
Transfigurationn scene itself there are drying cracks in parts of the darkened landscape and in the 
extremelyy dark passages of Elijah's grey cloak and John's blue tunic. 

Dryingg cracks can be due to various causes. Painting with a quick-drying paint over layers, which 
havee not dried out properly, is one, or the use of pigments, which slow down or even inhibit the drying 
process.. An excessive use of siccatives can also cause premature cracking.167 Most of the cracks in the 

162.. Nicolaus (1999), pp. 163; personal communication, Dr L. Carlyle, Canadian Conservation Institute, Ottawa. 

163.. Nicolaus (1999), pp. 162-63. See also chapter II , section IV. 

164.. Particularly valuable observations were made by L. Brandi, who examined the painted surface during the latest restoration campaign: 
Brandii  (1975); Brandi (n.d). 

165.. There is no dark underpaint in the light passages, and the paint almost always contains lead-white, a pigment which requires very littl e 
mediumm for mixing into paint, so there is far less darkening in these areas. Lead-white paints can, though, yellow badly in the dark. 

166.. On the formation of drying cracks: Nicolaus (1999), p. 165-74, Eibner (1920). That the cracks are duee to the paint drying and not to later 
interventions,, such as treatment with copaiva balsam (which was customary in the latter half of the 19*  century, mainly in German museums) 
iss confirmed by mention of the cracks in a report from 1797 on the physical condition of the Transfiguration:. Emile-Male (1962), pp. 225-29. 

167.. Nicolaus (1999); Eibner (1920). 
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TransfigurationTransfiguration are in areas where the paint was applied thickly, whereas the thin areas have generally 
beenn spared. Since the cracks are mostly in the dark passages, it seems that the drying problem is 
associatedd with the composition of diese paints.168 Most of the dark passages in Fra Bartolommeo's 
PalaPala Pitti also display serious premature craquelure, which is far less prevalent in the light passages. 
Heree too, then, cracking appears to be connected with the composition of the dark paints and the 
sequencee of the paint-layering.W) 

I tt is striking that the two paintings in which Vasan detected darkened shadows also have severe 
shrinkagee cracks in those areas. These cracks, which presumably occurred soon after the paintings were 
completed,, suggest that adverse physical changes had taken place within a few decades. However, 
Vasarii  speaks of darkening, not craquelure, yet both phenomena can be associated. First, the painted 
modellingg is less legible in the areas, which have been badly affected by cracks, giving them a uniformly 
undifferentiatedd appearance. In addition, it has been observed about 16th-century paintings (but above 
alll  about 19th-century ones) that it is the severely darkened passages mat display premature cracking 
(Fig.. 28).17" Both phenomena seem to be associated in these cases, and to have been caused by the 
samee 'errors' in painting technique. In the case of Raphael and Fra Bartolommeo, the mistakes could 
havee something to do with attempts to get the dark paints to dry more quickly. Most of the pigments 
theyy used in these areas yield slow-drying paints. Black pigments, in particular, can retard drying 
considerably.. As later painters' recipes advise time and again, the artists could have corrected this 
problemm by using a pre-polymerrzed oil, possibly combined with siccatives.171 A few runs in the paint in 
thee lower half of the Transfiguration point to the use of a fluent, treacly paint. A very small proportion of 
greenn copper pigment in a shadowed passage of a red robe might indicate the addition of siccatives.172 

Itt is possible that the early 16th-century painters did not yet have sufficient experience with the proper 
proportionn of siccatives to be added to their paints. It seems likely that the need for this had only 
arisenn shortly before, when as a result of painters' search for a more forceful rilievo they began making 
extensivee use of dark paints containing black pigments. The consequences seem to have been serious 
darkeningg and shrinkage fractures. 

168.. The light passages, where the paint contains cjuick-drytng lead-white, generally have no shrinkage cracks, but there are exceptions. The 
foott of the young apostle bending forward is heavily crackled, as is rhe area of light blue between the raised hands of the standing apostle on 
thee far left. In these cases the premature cracks could be due to the application of quick-drying paint containing lead-white over a layer, which 
wass not yet completely dry. 

169.. Since the premature cracks are mainly in the dark passages and are completely absent in paint that is almost pure lead-white, these cracks 
wil ll  not have been caused by a ground that was not completely dry. Drying problems with the ground appear to be the case with Fra 
Bartolommeo'ss St. Vincent Femr, panel 130.6 x 11H.3 cm, Museo di San Marco, Florence, which has severe premature craquelure over its 
entiree surface. 

170.. An example of an early 16ril -century painting wherein severly darkened passages display premature cracking is Ortolani's (Giov. Batt. 
Benvenuri),, Deposition (c. 1520). Borghese Gallery, Rome. An example of a 19rl,-century painting is Jacob Mans' The nurse (1888-99). Museum 
Boijmanss van Beuningen, Rotterdam. Personal communication: Annetje Boersma (private restorer, Rotterdam) who examined the painting 
andd who is a member of the /''/''-Century Project, see note 165. The darkening and surface deformation in this and other 19,h-century and early 
20th-centuryy easel paintings is deenbed by Berg el at. (2001)1, Berg el uL (2001)2, Boitelle eI al. (2001). 

171.. The preparation and use of prepolymerized oils and the addition of siccatives to the medium is described at length in the De Mayerne 
manuscriptmanuscript (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), pp. 72. 

172.. Rossi Manaresi (1990), pp. 125-34. 
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Conclusion n 

Inn this chapter the complex historiography surrounding the handling of colour and light in Raphael's 
lastt painting, with its many conflicting viewpoints, has been set against the background of the growing 
bodyy of information about material ageing and the visual alteration that paintings can undergo in the 
coursee of time. In addition, the art theory of Raphael's day and subsequent centuries was examined in 
orderr to place anachronistic ideas, which have played such an important part in the historiography of 
thee Transfiguration in their historical context. The modern interpretation of the handling of light in the 
TransfigurationTransfiguration has proved untenable. A comparison with studies and early copies reveals that the shaded 
areass have darkened a great deal. The darkening of the shadowed areas has had the effect of increasing 
thee contrast between light and shade, leading to the suggestion of a theatrical, dramatic lightning. 
However,, this effect, regarded in die literature as a significant feature of the work, and one with an 
expressivee connotation, was not intended by Raphael. Furthermore, 16th-century Italian treatises show 
thatt in Raphael's day the lighting in a painting was not yet being employed as a means of expression. 
Thee treatment of light in the figures at the foot of Mount Tabor served solely to create a strong rilievo 
withh the aim of producing a lifelike effect. Contemporary viewers, however, did distinguish two 
differentt kinds of light in the Transfiguration: the divine and the earthly, but did not perceive any 
dichotomyy in the handling of light which would correspond with a difference in mood between the two 
events. . 
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Verdigri ss Glazes in Historical Oil Paintings: Instruction s and Techniques * 

'Lje'Lje verdegris distillépourglacer ne meurt point? 
Dee Mayerne (1620-46), BL MS Sloane 2052 

'Vert'Vert de gris... ne dure pas & elk devient noire.' 
Dee la Hire, 1709 

InterpretationInterpretation of green glares 

Greenn glazes were commonly used in oil paintings of the 15th to 17th centuries for the depiction of saturated 
greenn colours of drapery and foliage. These copper-based paints often reveal no crystalline pigment particles 
underr the microscope.5 Today, these glazes are often covered with a brown layer and sometimes the whole 
glazee has become brown. In research into this discoloration attention has focused on how the glaze was 
made.. Various opinions have been voiced on the matter. The paints were often and indeed still are regularly 
identifiedd as copper resinate. This is a transparent, amorphous green of copper salts of resin acids formed 
whenn verdigris - basic or neutral copper acetate - reacts with a varnish. It was Laurie who first claimed that 
thiss green had been used by painters in The pigments and media of the old masters (1914). He maintained that it 
wass used for the layers of transparent copper-green paint without pigment particles that he had encountered 
inn miniatures in 8th- to 15th-century manuscripts.2 According to Laurie, miniaturists had made the paint by 
dissolvingg verdigris in hot varnish. He based this conclusion on two recipes for 'vemix verd comme esmeraudé1 

andd ''vert transparant in the well-known De Mayerne manuscript (1620-46) that describe the heating of verdigris 
inn varnish.3 In research into the painting techniques of the Flemish primitives, begun in 1950 at the Brussels' 
InstitutInstitut Royal du Patrimoine Artistique, it was assumed that copper resinate had also been used in oil paintings.4 

Sincee then green glazes have frequendy been identified as such.5 Because it was assumed that artists had 
oftenn used copper resinate, authors such as Woudhuysen-Keller and Brinkman focused extensively on 
examiningg how it was made, studying the sources and experimenting with reconstructions. It was thought 
thatt the heated solution was applied directly onto the painting as a glaze. Artists were also assumed to have 
allowedd the green to cool and to have mixed the resultant glass-like substance with oil to form paint.6 

Yett some researchers cast doubt on the assumption that the green glazes used in 15th-, 16th- and 17th-
centuryy paintings were usually copper resinate. They felt that the identification of this material on the basis 

**  This chapter is an adjusted version of an article with the same ode published in Ktmttcctwokgü md Konsetvierung (2001). 

1.. X-ray diffraction powder analysis does not yield a pattern, which confirms the absence of crystalline particles: (Kiihn) 1993. 

2.. Laurie (1914), pp. 35-39, 99-103. 

3.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 164. In one recipe verdigris is added to a mixture of Venetian turpentine and oil of turpentine, and the 
mixturee is heated gendy until the required colour has been achieved. In the other recipe verdigris is ground with linseed oil and then common varnish 
iss added. The mixture is stirred well and applied warm. Instructions for adding verdigris to a warm medium are further described in the following 
texts:: a 15th century manuscript in Rome, Biblioteca Casanatense, MS 2265, f. 99r (Transcription in: Birkmaier ctaL (1995), p. 126); Birelli (1601), pp. 
370-711 (Quoted in: Kiih n (1993)1, p. 149 and Woudhuysen-Keller (1998), p. 141); Peacham (1606), p. 67; Lak., Vernis en Verf-konsl (1767), p' 92. 
Birell ii  (1601), p. 369, also mentions a recipe in which verdigris is added to hot linseed oil in which alum has been dissolved. 

4.. Coremans et aL (1952-54)1; Coremans (1952-54)2; Coremans el at (1959); Coremans elal (1961). 

5.. For example: Kockaert (1979); Woudhuysen-Keller (1995) and (1998); Brinkman (1993), pp. 223-28, 323-24; Birkmaier e! al. (1995); Massing 
(1994).. See for copper-resinate identified in paintings in the National Gallery, London: Kiihn (1993)1, pp. 154-55. 

6.. Woudhuysen-Keller (1995) and (1998); Brinkman (1993), p. 227; Pile & White (1995), p. 82. 
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off  microscopic research and the positive identification of copper offered insufficient certainty. They could 
nott exclude the possibility that in many cases the verdigris had been mixed with a medium and applied cold 
since,, as Kühn has warned, 'the outlines of crystals of verdigris are often very difficult to recognise under the microscope 
and...and... verdigris reacts in the course of time with protein, oil and resin media to form transparent copper salts of fatty acids, 
resinsresins or proteins^1 When this happens, the verdigris particles dissolve in the medium and become invisible. So 
thee widely identified amorphous glazes are therefore not necessarily copper resonate: it is possible that a 
graduall  development of copper oleate or copper proteinate has taken place. According to Kühn, positive 
identificationn of copper resinate is only possible if the binding medium contains a high percentage of resin 
andd if copper salts of resin acids are in fact found. With the increasing analysis of the binding medium of 
copper-greenn glazes in recent years, the paint appears in most cases to contain only an oil-based medium. 
Wheree paints contain resin, this appears to be only a small additional amount.8 This demonstrates that these 
paintss were not made by dissolving verdigris in heated varnish. Yet how the glaze was made nevertheless 
remainedd unclear. The changes that the paints have undergone in the intervening years have meant that the 
precisee nature of the original materials and the methods employed by the artists can now no longer be 
traced.. Nevertheless it is essential to find out more about these aspects, if the reasons why some glazes have 
becomee excessively brown while others have retained their colour are to be understood. 

PaintingPainting instructions for green glares 

Historicall  instructions recorded by artists on the use of verdigris in oil painting provide a wealth of 
informationn about the raw materials and the methods employed by painters. Remarkably, litde attention has 
beenn paid to these formulas in the discussion surrounding the making of copper-green glazes. Indeed, 
researchh into the sources has focused almost entirely on a handful of recipes in which verdigris was added to 
heatedd varnish. Yet these explicitly state that this method was for paint suitable for use on glass, metal foil 
orr for lacquering furniture.9 The numerous instructions for glazing with verdigris in easel-painting, recorded 
fromm the 14th until well into the 19th centuries, never recommend that the mixture be heated. These formulas 
alwaysalways advise cold oil or cold varnish as a binding medium for verdigris. The notion that painters allowed 
copperr resinate to cool off and form a hard, glassy mass before grinding it into a powder and mixing it into 
paint,, is not supported in any of the sources.10 

Instructionss for glazes with verdigris used in easel-paintings are the subject of this chapter. A large 
numberr of formulas from various periods and regions are compared in order to provide a coherent image of 
thee historical application of the green glaze paint. This survey provides an insight into gradual developments 
andd local variations in ways of working. The theme of the first section is the different methods for the 
productionn of verdigris. Section two focuses on the historical assessment of the colour-fastness of the 
copper-greenn glaze. The third section surveys instructions regarding the preparation of the glazes. 
Instructionss covering the grinding the pigment, the correct media, mixtures with other pigments, ways of 
glazingg and the build up of the paint layers are discussed. Finally, the fourth section deals with why verdigris 
wass used less often in oil paintings of the 17th century than on those of previous centuries. 

7.. Kühn (1993)1, pp. 148-51. See also: Flieder (1968), pp. 60-62; Mactaggart (1994), p. 25; Planter (1995), pp. 111-26. 

8.. Berg el al. (2000); BiUinge el aL (1997), pp. 39, 53-54; Pile & White (1995), p. 82. Instrumental analysis of paint samples rarely identified a high 
amountt of resin in the binding medium and only sporadically copper resinates were identified. 

9.. For example, De Mayerne's recipes were intended for 'Lexpeigneurs ie. ceulx qui peignent OH peinlres tie meuhks & de lambris' and 'Pour faire Ie vert 
transparanttransparant que s'appHque surunfomh d'onm d'argent.' The other recipes, referred to in note 3, for using a warm medium refer to similar applications, or 
thee recipes are part of texts that deal with painting on glass or other decorative painting techniques. 

10.. This notion is expressed by o.a. Woudhuysen-Keller (1995) and (1998). Reconstructions by the author show that the paint obtained by this 
methodd has no advantages over ground verdigris direcdy applied with cold oil or cold varnish. In all copper-green glazes examined in the National 
Gallery,, London, only once transparent green particles were found resembling 'ground up' copper-resonate: Pile & White (1995), pp. 77-78, 82. 
Personall  communication: Jo Kirby, Scientific Department, National Gallery, London. 
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I .. Composition of historical verdigri s 

ProducingProducing Verdigris 

Historicall  recipes for the preparation of verdigris, known variously as' vert degris,y 'grieksgrverf' spaansgroen' and 
'verdet^'verdet ̂ advise hanging copper plates in a pot over strong vinegar. Having sealed the pot, this is then left for 
aa number of days or weeks. The resultant layer of mainly basic copper acetate that forms on the plates can 
thenn be scraped off.12 Among modem writers, the term verdigns refers exclusively to these copper salts of 
aceticc acid. As late as the 18th century, however, verdigris encompassed various other green and blue-green 
corrosivee products from copper.13 Some recipes recommend smearing the copper plates with honey or 
eggwhitee and a sprinkling of salt. This produces copper chloride and copper oxide as well as copper 
acetate.144 Besides common salt, sal volatile (i.e. ammonium chloride) was recommended, which could also 
producee copper chlorides. 18th-century texts also mention adding saltpetre (potassium nitrate), alum 
(potassiumm aluminium sulphate) and vitriol (sulphate of e.g., copper, zinc, potassium or iron).15 The use of 
thesee salts might result in the formation, for example, of copper sulphate and copper nitrate. A few recipes 
advisee exposing copper plates or filings to urine fumes. This could result in the formation of both basic 
copperr acetate and copper carbonate. Occasionally, recipes advise combining several of these additions.16 

Forr example, in some 17th- and 18th-century recipes copper plates are heated with a mixture of salt, 
powderedd sulphur and cream of tartar (potassium hydrogen tartrate).17 Since the 12th century verdigris had 
beenn produced on a wide scale in the French wine-growing region around Montpellier as a by-product of 
thee wine-making.18 Copper plates were exposed to the fumes of the fermenting dregs, the remains of the 
pressedd grapes, grape skins and husks. The carbon dioxide released in the fermentation process led to the 
formationn of basic and neutral copper acetate, as well as of copper carbonate and basic copper carbonate.19 

Thee earliest description of the preparation of verdigris in Montpellier can be found in one of the 
manuscriptss by the Swiss physician De Mayerne (Fig. I).20 

11.. For the historical terminology of verdigris: Kühn (1993)1, p. 131, and Hurley (1970; 1982), p. 80. 

12.. Rahn-Koltermann el ul. (1993), and Kühn (1993)1, p. 131. An example of this procedure is decribed by Allessio (1558; 1977), ff. 29v-30r. Other 
recipess show that the copper could be exposed to the vinegar in a great variety of ways. Sometimes the copper slides were immersed in the vinegar: 
BookeBooke ofseenh (1596), ff. B3v B4. Alternatively, the copper could be sprinkled with vinegar and then exposed to the open air: Pictorius (1713; 1747), 
pp.. 105-06. Other recipes advise laying copper filings in vinegar, which was later poured off and reduced by evaporation: Pictorius (1713-1747) p 
N.3. . 

13.. Various recipes for the manufacture of verdigns have been transmitted since antiquity. Reconstructions have been made at the Doerner 
institutee in Munich, and more recently by Rahn-Koltermann on the basis of these recipes, and the salts obtained have been analysed. Kühn 
(1993)1,, p. 131, Rahn-Koltermann ei a/. (1993), Schweizer & Mühlethaler (1968). A review of the use of copper chlorides and related salts as 
paintingg pigments was published by Scott (2(X)0). 

14.. When a littl e salt was used, only copper acetates were formed. When more salt was added a mixture of basic copper chlorides, copper oxides and 
copperr acetates was formed: Rahn-Kolterman et al (1993), p. 223. Some recipes advise treating the copper filings with soap before exposing them to 
aceticc acid. This results in a small amount of copper salts of fatty acid being formed as well as copper acetates: Kühn (1993)1, p. 131. 

15.. An example of the use of salrruac salt for producing verdigns can be found in Trakfaa/{\G,hC); see Vandamme (1974), p. 116. Other salts are, for 
example,, recommended in the Wiener Farbenkuinnel (1794), p. 117. 

16.. Alessio (1563; 1596), vol. 2, pp. 29v-3()r; Anonymous MS (16'h C), p. 33. 

17.. Sprong (1738), p. 60. 

18.. Renhamou(1984). 

19.. Rahn-Koltermann et aL (1993), p. 223. 

20.. Mayerne (1623-44), f. 51r. (Transcription in Eikema Hommes (2001). For other 17*  and 18'h-century descriptions of the production process: Ray 
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Thee 15th- and 16th-century recipe collections consulted, describe various methods of preparing 
verdigriss without indicating which were used often and which were not. According to 17th-century sources, 
painterss mainly used the verdigris from Montpellier. Pomet claimed in his Histoire generale des drogues traitant 
desplantes,desplantes, des animaux et des minéraux (1694), that most of the verdigris used in France and even abroad, is made in and 
aroundaround Montpellier.2X According to Pomet, the recipes that required vinegar and methods involving the heating 
off  copper plates with salt, sulphur and tartar were of negligible importance to painters. Verdigris was already 
beingg exported from Montpellier to other parts of Europe in the 16th century. In his Descrittione di tutti Paesi 
BassiBassi (1567), Ludovico Guicciardini included very good verdigris from Montpelliers among the products imported 
too Antwerp from France.— Other centres of production existed besides Montpellier. In Der wohl anfuhrende 
MahlerMahler (1719) the German painter Cröker mentioned the regions of Hungary and India as major production 
areass and a late 18th-century German text notes that verdigris was produced in Sweden with vinegar made 
fromm wood.23 

Analysiss of copper-green paints on 15th- to 17th-century Netherlandish, German and Italian paintings 
oftenn reveals these to be of heterogeneous composition. Apart from copper acetates, copper chloride 
pigmentss such as atacamite, paratacamite and calumetite as well as copper sulphate pigments such as 
posnjakite,, brochantite and antierite are regularly identified.24 Thus, paratacamite was found in the green 
glazee of a cloak in The Last Judgement by a Westphalian Master (Fig. 2) and atacamite in the green curtain in 
Pordenone's/W/'/AA  with the headofHolofernes, both in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam (Fig 3a-c).25 Sometimes 
smalll  portions of these copper salts are found in compounds that consist mainly of copper acetate. 
Sometimess the copper chlorides and copper sulphates form a larger proportion of the copper pigment. 
Becausee the term verdigris was used to cover a range of corrosion products of copper, the painting methods 
forr verdigris recommended in the sources would also have applied to these copper salts. Analysis of 
paintingss has shown that the way artists used copper chloride and copper sulphate pigments in the 15th and 
16thh centuries was no different to the way copper acetate was used. The green copper pigments were 
consistendyy mixed with the same pigments (lead-white, lead-tin-yellow and yellow ochre), the same binding 
mediaa were used and the paint-layers were also built up in a similar way. In the curtain painted with 
atacamite,, for example, Pordenone employed methods characteristic for the use of verdigris. In the 
underpainting,, the rendering of the folds of the fabric was made with atacamite mixed with lead-white and 
lead-tin-yellow.. He then applied a glaze made with atacamite. 

Artistss had hardly any means of distinguishing between the various corrosive products of copper.26 

(1673;; 1783), vol. 1, p. 390; Chambers's Emyckpcatlia (1738), under verdegrease; Diderot & Rond d'Alembert (1751-80) vol. 17, p. 54-58. 

211 Pomet (1694), p. 31: 'c'esf a' qui jail  que la plusgrande par/te dn rerd-de-gis qui se amsomme en France, &me'me dans Itspciis èlrangers, se fail dedans ifrautourde 
Montpellier.' Montpellier.' 

22.. Guicciardini (1567; 1581), p. 122: 'rcrderami di Mopolieri konifsimi.' 

23.. Cröker (1719); see SchieBl (1982), p. 107; Gütle (1793), p. 337. 

24.. As described e.g. by Berg e! aL (20(X)); Kühn (1993)1, p. 131 and references therein; Billinge el aL (1997), p. (il ; Martin & Eveno (1992); Hul-
Ehrenreichh & Hallebeek, (1979). Within the MOLART project, copper green glazes in about 20 paintings (Netherlandish, German, Italian, c. 1450-
1550)) were investigated. Many glazes were found to be 'semiglazes' in microscopic examination due to the presence of opaque pigments, mostly lead-
whitee and/or lead-tin-yellow. Light microscopy and scanning electron microscopy, combined with energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis (SEM-
EDX)) were used to used to study the green paints in cross section. Polarised microscopy (PLM), (trans) methylation gas chromatography-mass 
spectometryy (Py-TMAH-GCMS), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were used on scrapings of the glazes. Light microscopy and PLM were carried out by 
Drr Ane Wallert (Rijksmuseum Amsterdam), Karin Groen and Muriel Geldof (ICN). SEM-EDX analyses was carried out by Kees Mensch (SHELL). 
Py-TMAH-GCMSS was performed by Dr Klaas Jan van den Berg (ICN) and Jerre van der Horst (AMOLF). XRD analysis was performed by Peter 
Hallebeekk (ICN). 

25.. Debye-Scherrer powder diffraction patterns showed a convincing match with the reference files from the JCPDS database: atacamite: 25-0269, 
para-atacamite:: 25-1427, calumetite: 15-0669, posnjakite: 43-0670, brochantite: 13-0398, antierite: 07-0407; see the previous note. 

26.. Reconstructions in which two parts of copper acetate are mixed with one part copper chloride and one part copper sulphate show that the 
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Theyy bought their verdigris from apothecaries and in the course of the 17th century from shops specialising 
inn artists' materials.27 John Smith could do no more in The art of painting (1676), than recommend that 
decoratorss buy verdigris from Montpellier; he did not explain how to distinguish this from other sorts.28 Yet, 
whilee Pomet identified more characteristics that good verdigris should have, he was far from specific: We 
obtainobtain two types oj verdigris from Montpellier; that is powder and bread, which, if it is of good quality, must be dry and of a 

finefine dark green colour with as few white spots as possible?' According to Pomet, greedy verdigris makers often mixed 
thee product with substances that kept the copper salt damp so that it would weigh more when they sold it.30 

Thee white spots may have been chalk, since 19th-century sources note that verdigris was frequently 
adulteratedd with that substance. These texts note that verdigris was also diluted with cheaper copper 
sulphate.311 The difficulty in distinguishing between different types of verdigris must have been a problem for 
artists.. Indeed, they considered it to be essential to obtain a good quality product since it was felt that only 
thiss would guarantee a lasting green. Pomet claimed that paint made with poor quality verdigris eventually 
turnedd black. John Smith stated that only verdigris from Montpellier kept its colour and that 'the verdigrease 
mademade at any other place will  fade.'*2 It is possible that the various copper salts, whether containing impurities or 
not,, may have resulted in paints with varying degrees of colour-fastness. 

DistilledDistilled verdigris 
Apartt from unrefined verdigris, painters also used distilled verdigris, also referred to as crystallised or 
purifiedd verdigris. Broadly, two methods of distillation were used. The first involved mixing unrefined 
verdigriss with vinegar - often distilled- and then evaporating it. The basic copper acetate dissolves in the 
vinegarr and forms crystals of neutral copper acetate.33 Other basic copper salts (basic copper chlorides etc.) 
wouldd also be partially turned into neutral copper acetate, thereby obtaining a purer product.34 Many 
painters'' manuals recommend this method of distilling, indicating that this was used by painters in their own 
studios.. According to De Mayerne artists would first grind the unrefined pigment into a powder before 
mixingg it with vinegar. The fluid would be brought to the boil au bain marie. It would dien be poured into a 
widee earthenware dish and evaporated to form the green crystals that were subsequendy mixed with an oil 
medium.355 The Spanish painter Pacheco noted in his Arte de lapintura (written before!638; published in 

mixingg salts are ostensibly indistinguishable from pure copper acetate. These reconstructions will be discussed in a forthcoming publication by the 
authorr and Dr K.J. van den Berg, (ICN). 

27.. Henny(1994). 

28.. Smith (1676), p. 98. 

29.. Pomet (1694), p. 31: 'Nous f irons de Montpellier de deux mines de verdet, scumiren poudre & en pain, kquelpour ètre de ia bonne quaUteilfaut qu 'ilsoit sec, d'm 
beaubeau rerdfoncé, <&  Ie mains rempU de taclxs blanclxs qu 'il  sera possible.' 19th-century painters also chose their verdigris purely on the basis of its colour; see, 
forr example, Hopman (1856), p. 30. 

30.. Pomet (1694), p. 31. 

31.. Carlyle (2001), p. 496. 

32.. Pomet (1694), p.31; Smith (1676), p. 98. 

33.. Kühn (1993)1, p. 133. 

34.. Verbal communication Dr K. J. van den Berg (ICN). 

35.. Mayerne (1623-44), f. 43v: 'To prepare vcnUgreacc. Take oj verdigreace 2 or 5 .oy. andgrinde it fine upon a painters stone, and put it in aglarse \v[i]tb  a- narrowe 
mouth,mouth, Iximng cotvrtd it //.tree fingers deepe \v[i] //; distilled white tinegar, and baling stopt f/x mouth with a bladder nicked with 3 pini/joles. put it in a skillot \v[i] tb faire 
waiterwaiter w[i]ch mustgrorve hit by standinge upon f/je males, and rvlxn you fimU it deapty boykd, take it of, and let it coolcn tlxnput it in an earthen pan wellglaced, and put it 
inin cold water, *'[i ] ch must be heated fill  by vaporing of it away, it beginnes to ixive a crust, tljen take it of, and sett if in a celkr all night, and in ... [?] morningyou sljallfiml it 
s/jots/jot into small stones, &[Ï\C/J  is fix best greenefor Iins purpose.' For another recipe described by De Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 158. 
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1649)) that it was usual to purify verdigris with water and a littl e vinegar. This would be filtered through a 
finefine sieve to remove bits of copper, sand and grit. The filtrate would be dried by evaporation and was then 
readyy for use.36 Neither of these methods would have resulted in pure neutral copper acetate. Chalk, with 
whichh unrefined verdigris was often adulterated, dissolved in the vinegar and resulted in the formation of 
calciumm acetate. This would remain in the subsequent dried product. Other potential impurities that were 
dissolvedd in the vinegar might also remain.37 The fact that calcium is consistendy found in 15th- and 16th-
centuryy copper-green gla2es may be attributed to this method of preparation (Fig 4a-c).38 Artists who used 
thee method decribed by De Mayerne did not even remove the sand and copper grit. If the enormously 
dilutedd vinegar solution recommended by Pacheco was used, it is possible that not all the basic verdigris 
wouldd turn into neutral pigment. And other copper salts might also remain in the filtrate. 

Inn the second method, the unrefined verdigris would be dissolved in a cauldron with distilled vinegar 
orr some other acidic solution. An oak base was placed in the cauldron with numerous protruding thin 
woodenn sticks. Dissolved copper salts crystallised on these sticks into neutral copper acetate. Any remaining 
piecess of copper or sand in the unrefined verdigris is removed in this method. Chalk and traces of other 
possiblee copper salts are also removed, since these remain in solution in the vinegar. Distilled verdigris 
obtainedd in this way is therefore much purer than that obtained by the first method and consists almost 
exclusivelyy of neutral copper acetate (due to re-crystallisation). Apothecaries traditionally employed this 
methodd of distillation. As Chambers' Encyclopaedia (1738) relates, the crystals were used by physicians 'to 
cleansecleanse old ulcers, eat offfungeous flesh &c.,y> In the second half of the 17th century, distilled verdigris was also 
producedd by Pekstok, an Amsterdam firm with a small factory specialising in the production of pigments 
andd other artists' materials (Fig. 5).40 Pekstok did not make verdigris from copper plates. It was apparently 
cheaperr to import the raw material from the wine-growing regions of France and then to improve it. In his 
encyclopaediaa of 1694 Pomet noted that French unrefined verdigris was mainly exported to Holland. After 
Pekstokk had refined it into a purer product it was re-exported to France. Thus Pomet claimed that all the 
distilledd verdigris on sale in Paris actually came from either Holland or Lyon.41 

Yet,, until well into the 17th century, it appears that artists seldom purchased this remarkably pure 
ready-to-usee distilled verdigris. A price-list of pigments purchased by painters in the De Mayerne manuscript 
onlyy mentions 'ordinary' verdigris and not the distilled pigment.42 Inventories of four 17th-century Dutch 
shopss specialising in the sale of artists' materials suggest that there can hardly have been any demand for 
distilledd verdigris from painters. These shops had increasingly taken over the sale of pigments from the 
apothecaries.. So the unrefined verdigris that apothecaries had formerly sold was available in large quantities. 
However,, only one of the four shops had some distilled verdigris in stock.43 But it was apparendy too litde to 

36.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, p. 82. See also Witgeest (1679; 1967), p. 161-62. 

37.. A purer product may be obtained using a recipe mentioned by d'Emery (1676; 1684), p. 281. Here the mixture o f verdigris and vinegar is put in 
pastry,, which is subsequently baked. The bread will to some extent absorb the vinegar and the dissolved impurities. 

388 For recent identifications of calcium in copper-green glazes: Billinge ef at, (1997), Berg ctaL (2(XK)), and Unpublished MOLART results (see note 
24).. Of course, the presence of calcium may also indicate that a yellow colorant precipitated on chalk was added to the copper green paint to obtain a 
warmerr more yellowish green; see Atkling pigments to tlxgla^t. 

39.. Clxmtbcrs's Encyckpeaitia (1738), under ' renlcgreafc.' 

40.. Pekstok (1692-95), ff. 12-13. Transcription in Eikema Hommes (2001). 

41.. Pomet (1694), p. 32. 

42.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 146. 

43.. The majority of shops only had un-distilled verdigris in stock: Municipal Archive Rotterdam, Inv. van de overleden Willem Viruly en zijn weduwe 
Willemkenn Bouwens, d.d. 11 October 1602. Archief van de weeskamer, Inv. no. 371, f. 753r; 'Eengroot stuck Spaensgroen,' f. 762v: 'Een ètesken met 
Spaensgroen?Spaensgroen? Municipal Archive Amsterdam: Inv. van Daniel Rulandts, d.d. 15 April 1644. Archief van de weeskamer, Inv. no. 350, f. 164r:' Wat spaens 
groen,'groen,' f. 195v: '8 brmide spaens groen.' It is only in Volmarijn's shop in Rotterdam in the 1630s and '40s where a wide assortment of pigments were sold, 
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evenn quote a price. Ancient instructions make clear that painters would have used the self-distilled, less pure 
pigment.. It was only in the second half of the 17th century that they appeared to switch to ready-made 
distilledd verdigris. This likely reflects a development in which painters prepared less and less of their own 
materials,, preferring instead to buy ready-made products commercially.44 An inventory of a shop of artists' 
materialss in Rotterdam drawn up in 1673 reveals that distilled green was kept in large quantities.45 In 
England,, as John Smith wrote in 1676, the pigment was also available in the colour shops. According to 
Crökerr (1719), the sticks of crystals resembled candy sugar; according to the French painter Warin in his 
UArtUArt dupeintre, doreur, vernisseur (1772), they looked like vine branches.46 Artists recognised differences in 
qualityy in this type of verdigris too. The handmaid to the arts (1758), claimed that distilled vinegar produced the 
finestt crystals, yet ordinary vinegar was often used because it was cheaper.47 Watin advised painters to choose 
thisthis distilled green with beautiful crystals, well dry, strong colour and with a velvet-like appearance. Cröker stated that the 
bestt types came from France and India. 

Inn 1702 the Dutch painter Simon Eikelenberg (1663-1738) noted the prices of many pigments in his 
(unpublished)) Aantekeningen over de schilderkunst (1679-1704). **  Distilled verdigris was 8 stuivers an ounce 
(Fig.. 6). This did not place it among the most expensive pigments, such as ultramarine and high quality red 
lake,, which ran into several guilders an ounce. Distilled verdigns ranked among the mid-price pigments, 
whichh included indigo and yellow lake. Yet, distilled verdigris must have been considerably more expensive 
thann the unrefined pigment. John Smith warned decorators that distilled verdigris was lof good use in fine-work, 
butbut too dear in vulgar-painting,' for which he used unrefined verdigris.49 Because in easel-painting considerably 
lesss pigment was required than in decorating, it might be assumed that the difference in prices of copper 
greenss would have been a negligible factor. Nevertheless, it did matter on some occasions. The 
Netherlandishh painter Jacob Bherens mentioned around 1661 in his handbook that he used ordinary 
verdigriss for 'ordinary works... but for cosdier works one uses distilled verdigris.'5" 

chatt the stock includes a littl e distilled verdigris in addition to the large quantities of verdigris. Municipal Archive Rotterdam, Inv. vanTrijntge Pieters, 
d.d.. 12 maart 1648. Archief van de weeskamer, Inv. no. 430, f. 188r: 'Watgedesteleert spaensgroen' f. 189r: 'Dcrticb pontspaensgroen 't pont lot iijftienst,Acbt 
entteentte lijflicbpondl paens groen 'I pont tol veertien si... Hontlcrl drie entle seientien frnnt spaensgroen 't pont tot tvrtien St.' I would like to thank Xenia Henny for 
makingg her transcriptions of these inventories available to me. 

44.. Henny (1994). 

45.. Municipal Archive Rotterdam, Boedel inventaris van Ermptgen Pieters weduwe van Abraham Lambertsz. van Bubbeson, d.d. 24 februari 1673. 
Archieff  van de weeskamer, Inv. no. 461, f. 231r: 'Een en Ixilj  pond geiUsfeleert groen.' This is still a small amount compared to the forty pounds of 
undistilledd verdigns present in the shop, f. 23()v: 'Veertigponden spaensgroen geteyhent met No 17.' However, it should be taken into account that the 
pigmentss in the shop would also have been bought by decorators that generally used the 'raw' un-distilled verdigris. See the advice by John Smith 
(1676),, pp. 24-25 for the 'vulgar' painters. 

46.. Smith (1676), pp. 24-25, Cröker (1719); see SchieGl (1982), p. 108, Watin (1772; 1976), p. 29. 

47.. Dossie (1758), p. 106, Watin (1772, 1976), p. 29: 'IIfoul cimsir ce verd distilU, en beaux crystaux, bien sees, /touts en couleur, ayant un amp d'oeil reliiuté' 
Crökerr (1719); see SchieBl (1982), p. 108. See also the advice by Volpato (117*  or 18,h C); see Mernfield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 745. 

48.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 781. For example, the best quality yellow lake cost 12 stuivers per ounce and indigo 8 stuivers. Many other, mostly 
earth,, pigments could be obtained for a few stuivers per pound. For prices of both verdigns and distilled verdigris in England in the 18,h and 19Ih 

century:: Bristow (1996), p. 22. 

49.. Smith (1676), pp. 24-25. 

50.. Bherens (1661), pp. 239-40:' '/ hxeeren ofglalseeren. Groen-glijck men in mijn groot stuck tie Poestje sien kan B sbitderde ick eerst met ml en sctxufawile met wart, 
DatDat is ick gaf't (mogsle ligt en diepste schaduwt en maeckle 'tgetvaat lieelgedaen. Glijck wit linnen alst nu bart droog i< maakt men t eerst dorretjes mgt met een suyrer stompe 
boxstelboxstel met mt o/y, of oock tvel nrnis daerna tempert men op sijn pol/el tot (gemene) wenken: spaensgroen enckelmet vernis afgekookte oh, en men streyckt dan I gel teek 
gewaatgewaat claermee ot'eer, dog niet so ret dattet soude kannen afkopen, en offet dit dede so moet men de onderste druppelen alti/f weg nwsen, etc: dog dit tvrundert en wort seer 
donkerdonker muer tot kastiijkerwerckengebruyckt mengedistilkert spaensgroen en dit blijft  bestandig' 
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II .. Appreciation of verdigri s 

TheThe colour-fastness of verdigris 

Untill  the 17th century, descriptions of painters' experiences with the colour-fastness of verdigris in an oil 
mediumm are found only in Italian texts. Il  libro dell'arte {c. 1400) by Cennino Cennini contains the earliest 
comments.. Cennini ground verdigris in oil to form a transparent paint that he applied on tin foil, gold-leaf 
orr glass. He also used the oil glaze on dry fresco paintings and over tempera paintings on panel.51 Because of 
thee higher retractive index of the oil medium, artists obtained a more transparent paint with a richer colour 
comparedd to the rather opaque and matt tint of tempera. This type of oil glaze is often found in 14,h- and 
15th-centuryy Italian paintings that were otherwise painted in tempera.52 Today, these oil glazes often show a 
brownn discoloration. In Cennini's day it appears that this change had not yet become apparent. Cennini 
warnedd only about using verdigris in glue tempera: // is beautiful to the eye, but it does not last.5i In a Venetian 
manuscript,, possibly containing 14,h-century instructions, the durability of verdigris in oil is in fact 
emphasised-- indeed verdigris requires to be ground with this oil in order to preserve its colour.54 The manuscript Secreti 
diversidiversi also known as the Marciana manuscript, which describes methods most probably employed by artists 
activee in Rome and Florence during the first quarter of the 16th century, also maintains that verdigris oil 
glazess on glass or other works remain fine for long periods.55 However, a few decaded earlier, Leonardo da 
Vincii  had some disappointing experiences with the colourfastness of verdigris in oil He wrote around 1492: 

TheThe green colour made of rust of copper, Green made of copper, even when this colour is mixed with oil, loses its beauty like 
smokesmoke if it is not quickly varnished. It not only goes up in smoke, but if it is washed with a sponge dipped in simple, ordinary 
water,water, the verdigris willdisappear from the panel on which it has been painted, especially in humid weather. This comes about 
becausebecause verdigris is made from salt, which dissolves easily in rainy weather, and especially when it is bathed and washed with 
thethe sponge mentioned earlier?** 

Neutrall  verdigris is especially prone to dissolve in water, so that humidity can indeed spoil the paint.57 The 
commentt that verdigris discolours even in oil, suggests that Leonardo had obtained worse results with other 
media,, such as glue and egg tempera. 

Thee later 16th-century Italian texts consulted, do not discuss the durability of verdigris. And the 

51.. Cennini (c. 14(X)), f. 33r, 24v, 27r; see Thompson (1932), p. 60, 85, 91. 

52.. Dunkerton (1997). 

53.. Cennini (c. 14(H)), f. 8r; see Thompson (t 932), p. 32: 'Qucsto clniitre e buono in taixila, tenperato con cholla. Glmar'ti di nonne amcinarlo mai con biaalw,pcrcbc 
inin lull» xtmo inimici mortaH... e hello all 'occ/jio, ma non dura.' Translation by Thompson (1933; 1960), p. 33. 

54.. Receitfs and directions (14*  C); see Easdake (1847; 1960), vol. 1, p. 87: 'Maxina hdiie cobtri cii 1'aqua suxo iapietra tpoi tempali com» ellork de fom hn 
sbatulosbatulo o rot como olio dc semte dc lino. Vcru e c/ie 'I rderamo ivk ess maxinalo co qucsto oio de semte de lino a ivlcre cite no pdi sue colore' 

55.. Secreli diimi (c. 1503-1527); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 617: 'Et quando tu dipingi col verderame, macina del^afferano almedesimo modo con detfo 
olioolio el con qucsto tempera el colore del verderame et sara tanta pin bello nrde etc? 

56.. iubro di Pittura (c. 1550); see McMahon (1956), vol. 2, no. 214: 'Del color itrde jat tit dalla ruggine dirame. Ddvcrdc jutta dalrame arclmra die talcokre.ua 
messomesso a' oH», gli.ie tie ra injumo la sua bellc^a s 'cgH non e 'subito in vernicato et non solamcntcst ne va injumo ma s'egk sura lamto w la spunglja bagnata dtsemptice acqua 
comunacomuna esso nrde rame si lei ara dalla sua tarola- ilav'c' di pinto e'massimamentc settempo sara nmido ce qucsto nassepercfx taltenltramc e'fatto perfor^a disale ilquale 
salesale confacciUta sirissolre ne tempiphtiiosi et massimamentc essendo bagnato et lamto con lapredetta spunglja.' This instruction is dited c. 1492 by Pedretti (1965), p. 
186. . 

57.. Kiihn (1993)1, pp. 132-33. 
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northernn sources are equally reticent.58 This changed in the early 17th century, as writers began to discuss the 
characteristicss of artists' materials in increasing detail. The Haarlem painter Karel van Mander urged artists 
too avoid verdigris in his Den grondt der edel vry schilder-const (1604).59 Perhaps he had noticed that the colour 
soonn changed. This was certainly the experience of the artist whose manual entided he petit peintre Mr de St 
JehanJehan was incorporated in the De Mayerne manuscript. The manual describes that verdigris died and that this 
wass already visible after a month (Fig. 7). This warning certainly applies to the unrefined pigment, as the 
manuall  also states Distilled verdigris, as it is called, called, never dies and is very beautiful for glaring... The gla~e... mil last 
eternally.eternally.mm Paint reconstructions by Kühn have shown that neutral verdigris remains more constant in an oil 
mediumm than basic verdigris, although the difference is not substantial.61 While the author ofLe petit peintre 
consideredd ordinary (basic) verdigris unsuitable as a green paint, he considered the pigment's siccative effect 
too be useful. Small quantities had to be added to certain black paints that on their own hardly dry. Many of 
thee 17th and 18th-century texts consulted recommend this method. Some authors also mention verdigris as a 
siccativee for indigo and red lake paints.62 

Manyy 17th-century painters agreed with St. Jehan's Le petit peintre. The Hand-boek van de heer Jacob 
Bherens'Bherens' explains that unrefined verdigris nevertheless changes and becomes very dark. As already noted, Bherens 
reservedd this pigment for ordinary works that he apparendy did not consider to require durability. Regarding 
thee distilled verdigris that he used for me costlier paintings, he wrote that this remains permanent (Fig. 8 a,b).63 

Otherr texts are less explicit concerning the differences in colour-fastness. However, authors advise the artist 
too sieve the verdigris well, to grind it well or to prepare it.64 This clearly refers to refinement with vinegar, 
indicatingg that the author assumed that only purified pigments would be used. To preserve the colour of the 
distilledd pigment painters considered it necessary to apply a varnish on the paint as soon as possible or to 
addd a litde varnish to the actual paint. These methods are discussed in detail below. In fact, there is evidence 
thatt 17,h-century artists preferred distilled verdigris not just because of the greater colour-fastness. They also 
seemedd to prefer the type of colour of the distilled product to the one of the unrefined pigment. 
Eikelenbergg noted that Verdigris is transparent but for glares, a distilled verdigris is used which is purer than the other 
andand finer in colour.**'3 The difference between these 17th-century texts between the two types of verdigris is 

58.. The mere fact that the sources do not mention the discoloration of verdigris does not prove that artists were not aware of the fact. These 
manuscriptss concentrate mainly on the preparation of materials and pay scant attention to the characteristics of these materials and methodss of their 
use. . 

59.. Mander (1604)1, f. 5()r. Van Mander's colleagues Hendnck Goltzius and Cornells van Haarlem appear to have agreed with him. No verdigris has 
beenn found in their work: Hendriks el at (1991-92). 

60.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 175: 'Ces couleurs meuren!mine, tvrt degris Sivne couleuriloibt mtmrir on sen aperceura clansin mois''and p. 152: 'Le 
rertrert tie gris distilkqu'on appek, ne meurt jamais & est tresbeau pourglacer, in lapis, vn Ijabii, ou aultre drapperic apres 1'aivir/aia de sclatgeel DH massicot é~ tk eendree, 
en/onceen/once & rtlxmssc comme il fault, puis estant sec il/auf mettn la glaceure, qui dure perpefuelkment.' 

61.. Kühn (1993)1, pp. 136-37, and (1964). 

62.. The manual Le petit peintre in Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 153, recommends adding a small amount of raw verdigris to an ivory black 
paint.. This paint barely dries by itself. Verdigris has regularly been found in black paints in 16,h and 17*-century paintings: Kühn (1993)1, pp. 143-47. 
Forr verdigris as a dryer for indigo and red lake: Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, pp. 68-69. 

63.. See note 50. See also the comments by Biens (1636); see Klerk (1989), p. 56, Pictorius (1713; 1747), p. 107, and the remark in the 1697 edition of 
Goeree'ss Verachterie-kumt, p. 25: 'Men rind van dit spaans-groen lief welk gedistilleerd is, 't weikgantsch suyveris, en rvordin ik ofy-tvrwen, doormen 't spaansgmen urn 
sijnsijn feni/mg/jeid met en bezigt, gebruikt om te lokseeren' 

64.. Hidalgo (1693; 1965), p. 8: 'Las rupas rercks ts elaihrquc maspierck,y tengo tk comunicar mi secreto,puesjamas se me ban buelto negras, a qualquiera rvpa, h cusa 
queque quieras, que no se huelia rerde, nipiercla, bosquejese de anil, y blanco, los clans bien cloros, si k qukren lxrmoso,y con buen secante, que sequepresto, y banal» con 
carcknithcarcknith bien molido;y quierenque esti massubulo, buelith a basiar.y ïeranquertrde.' Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 135; Baldinucci (1681)2, under Verde 
EternoEterno and Verikramr, Mayerne (1623-44), f. 43r: '... tlxn sijadibwe it n\\)th apendU, in such places as tk nwkeman sljalltlanke best n\\]th transparonl colors, as 
Luke,Luke, smalt, Indigo, Pinke, It[a]ian]umber and irrdigreaceprepared- these must be layik on »\i]tb oyle notjatted.' 

65.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 409, 'Loxceeren Dat is met doorschijnende kokuren overschilderen,.. Spaensgroen is dimrsebijnend maerom te lakserengebruijktmen 
gedistikertgedistikert Spaensgroen, liet welk suijrerikr is ah't andere en schonder van kJeur.' 
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remarkable.. This is never found in 15th- and 16th-century sources. Earlier artists appear not to have made a 
clearr distinction between the two types of copper green. Basic verdigris is regularly found in green areas in 
paintingss where it has been employed in the same way as the neutral pigment. Veronese, for example, 
paintedd the green draperies in the four paintings of his Allegory oflove in the National Gallery, London with 
basicc verdigris, while Holbein used this pigment for the green leaves in the background of A. lady with a 
squirrelsquirrel and a starling that is in the same collection.66 In these cases, the colour of these basic copper acetate 
paintss has been relatively well preserved. An exceptional case is Jacob de Wit who, as late as 1718, used 
basicc verdigris mixed witi i a large amount of lead-white for the blue-green drapery in his ceiling painting at 
thee Cromhouthuizen in Amsterdam.67 Perhaps De Wit's choice of pigment reflects the influence of 
decoratorss who continued to use basic verdigris in combination with lead-white to general satisfaction until 
welll  into the 19th century.68 

Whilee writers continued unanimously to praise the colour-fastness of distilled verdigris glaze until die 
mid-17thh century, by the close of the century opinions on the matter had begun to diverge. Some authors 
remainedd enthusiastic. The Spanish painter Hidalgo noted in Principospara estudiar elnoblilisimoy real arte de la 
pinturapintura (1693), diat the draperies he had painted widi the green glaze had not turned black.69 In his 
VocabolarioVocabolario Toscano dell'arte del disegno (1681), Baldinucci praised the durability of glazes of properly purified 
verdigriss applied on gold and silver foil as follows: Permanent green... a rather bright sort of green, called permanent 
becausebecause it never loses its vivacity, like all other greens do.1" Other authors began to voice criticisms. French painters 
inn particular were dissatisfied. De la Hire maintained in Traite de la pratique de lapeinture (1709), that it was 
hardlyy possible to use verdigris in oil painting: Because although it appears beautiful when glared over a white ground, 
itit  is not durable and turns black after a short while ̂  Perhaps the divergent opinions regarding die colour-fastness 
reflectt differences in quality of the distilled copper acetate. The differing opinions may also reflect the length 
off  time that painters wished to keep their colours. Hidalgo, who maintained in 1693 that his green draperies 
nevernever turned black, had determined this, he explained, from his own paintings. Having trained as an artist in 
thee 1680s, Hidalgo's draperies could not have been older than about ten years. The observations of authors 
suchh as St. Jehan in he petit peintre and Baldinucci may also have been based on paints that were still 
comparativelyy recent. The Spanish painter Palomino, author of El museopictorico' (1715-24), was familiar with 
thee ability of glazes of distilled verdigris to keep their green colour for a long time but that they eventually 

66.. For Veronese: Penny et al. (1996), p. 53. For Holbein: Foister et at (1994). For identification of basic and neutral verdigris in northern-European 
easel-paintings:: Billinge et al (1997), pp. 39-40. 

67.. Leeuw & Dik (2000), p. 79. 

68.. Decorators used basic verdigris to paint the outsides of houses, for which distilled verdigris, being sensitive to water, was unsuitable. John Smith 
(1676),, p. 24, called raw verdigris, 'tlx best und most useful geert ofallotlxrs.' A series of instructions for painting signboards, Delormois (1733; 1753), 
byvoegsel,, notes that: 'betspaanscb groen is een verf (lie %> 'Ira $y droog is, mn couleur is verandert, maarblyft ivrtlerbestendiger ukalk andere renvcn.' However, Simis 
(1801),, p. 54, 56-57, noted in his manual for decorators that although strongand resilient outdoors, raw verdigris was unsuitable for indoor paintwork 
becausee it became rery ugly and dirty. The strong copper-green paint was preferred for outdoors, where discoloration was less of a problem, since it was 
onlyy used as a protection for metal and wood. For the more delicate paintwork indoors, the discoloration formed a problem for the decorator too. 
Seee also Jombert (1766), p. 124. 

69.. See note 64. 

70.. Baldinucci (1681)2: 'Verde etcrno Una sorte di colttr itrde assai tiro, dcfto eterno, pcrclx non perde maila sua livesr^a, come fanm tuttigk altri  cohri verdi. Questo no 
ii  altro cfje una relaturafatta ajondo inargentato d'argento tnfiigHci, d'un tvrderame benpurguto, e ridottii  aguisa d'u/t 'acauereth.' Sometimes, as in an altarpiece by 
Sansepolcro,, the copper-green glaze on top of gold foil has discoloured severely: Wyld & Plesters (1977). However in some instances the green 
colourr is quite well preserved: Speleers (1998), p. 40. 

71.. Hire (1709; 1730), p. 678: 'Mais cette couleur n estpasjort en usage dans lapeinture a ditrempe, & encore mains dans lapeinture a liuik: car quoiqu 'eileparoisse 
d'abortfortd'abortfort belle étant glacéc sur des funds blancs, elk ne dure pas &° elk deiient noire peu de terns apris.' See also Pernety (1756), p. xcxiv, Jombert (1766), p. 124; 
Watin(1772;1976),p.29. . 
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died,, turning into an infamous dark brown?2 It is conceivable that the French painters considered the long time 
thatt the glaze kept its colour not to be long enough. Either way, its tendency to discolour ensured that 
eventuallyy the pigment was hardly ever recommended for artists in the 18th and 19th centuries. Furthermore, 
inn the early 18th century Naples yellow and Prussian blue had become readily available, enabling painters to 
mixx more permanent green colours. The English painter Dossie wrote in The handmaid to the arts (1758): 

'In'In oil they [crystals of distilled verdigris] hold their colour well enough to answer many purposes, where colours are not 
requiredrequired to be greatly durable; but in paintings oj'consequence they cannot be depended upon, being apt to turn black with 
time.'time.'1717' ' 

Fieldd claimed in his Chromatography (1835), 'but it is not on the whole a safe or eligible pigment, either alone or 
compounded?compounded? Moreau-Vautier warned simply in La Peinture (1913): Verdigris: TO BE AVOIDED.14 

ChangingChanging colour from blue-green to green 

Thee manual Le petit peintre states that ordinary verdigris could be seen to die within a month.75 This 
observationn may relate to the colour shift from blue green to green, that occurs most noticeably in fresh 
basicc verdigris paint and to a lesser extent with neutral verdigns.76 This remarkable change is discussed only 
occasionallyy in the sources and these comments are only found in instructions for decorators. A series of 
paintt formulas for signboard painters (Amsterdam 1764-77) notes that Verdigris is a paint that changes colour as 
soonsoon as it dries.11 And Simis wrote in his manual for house painters of 1801 that: 

ItIt  is noticeable that after being applied, the verdigris [here both basic and neutral copper acetate are meant] appears 
asas a beautiful light blue showing a little greenness, only achieving its actual colour after several days1* 

Sincee the colour changed, Simis claimed that it was almost impossible to recreate the same colour twice. 
Moreover,, in easel-painting, it made it all the more difficult to balance the colours. As is apparent below, it 
wass this latter aspect specifically that kept 17*-century painters in particular from using this pigment. 

IncompatibilityIncompatibility of verdigris 

Whenn verdigris is mixed with other pigments in a paint medium a chemical reaction may take place that can 
resultt in discoloration. Copper based verdigris may react with the sulphur in sulphurous pigments such as 

72.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 70: 'Otn vcrde de cardenilk. Pen sabre todos ks venles, si permaneciera, es el cardenilk tabrado con genua clam, ó con 
bianco,bianco, aunque nu es tan bueno,y ikspucs de seen, banado am elmtsmo cardenilk, estepermanecepor muck tiempo lxrmosisimo;pero en comen~anch a decUnar, viene dparar 
enen unparih obscurv infame: pern por si alguno quisiere mar de él, pucde asegurark, barni-andole keg* que este seco, con alytno de la barnicci que «• dirdn adeknte ' 
Translationn by Vebz (1986), pp. 168-69. 

73.. Dossie (1758), p. 106. 

74.. For Field (1835), p. 130, see Carlyle (2001)1, p. 496; Moreau Vautier (1913): 'Vert- degris: A REJETER.' 

75.. See note 60. 

76.. Kühn (1993)1, p. 135. It was probably not just the change of colour that persuaded the author of Le petit peintre to avoid basic verdigris. He 
presumablyy saw it as the start of a disruptive brown. 

77.. Delormois (1733; 1753), byvoegsel; see note 68. 

78.. Simis (1801), p. 56: 'Tis mede aanmerkclyk, dal bet spaanschgroen yg, naa verstreken te yin, een scljoon licht blaauw, en een weiniggtvenachlig tvr/oont, en eerst naa 
eenigeeenige dagen yn >ve~entb/ken kleur bekomt: ik Ixb dikwerf «ver dee^e eigenscljap gedacht, maar kan er gein ancien reden mor vinden, dan dat de lucht, op kt gift werkende, 
dee~cdee~c verandering veroorzaakt. Men kan er ook, om reden dat hel ym ^eer verandert, nooit een kleur hymaaken; naamlyk van nieuw groen, by dal, lx/welk reeds eenigen tyd 
geschilderdgeschilderd is geweest.' See also p. 57: 'T is mede aanmerkelyk, dat, alt men Spaansch gmen, 'f ygalistiteirdofniet, met oiy ojterpentyn wryjt, dat )xt dan acht blyfl; maar, 
~oodra~oodra men er een weinig mastix oj Ijars-vernis onder doet, dat Ixt dan terstond op ync Ijoogte van groen is, ^po ah ixt, opgedroogd \ynde, bfyft.' 
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vermilionn and orpiment. These problems arise especially in an aqueous medium. Laboratory tests have 
shownn that reactions with verdigris hardly ever occur in oil media.79 Yet numerous warnings for mixtures 
withh verdigris in an oil medium are found from the 15th century onwards. The caution that the sources reveal 
mayy have been prompted by the projection onto oil painting techniques of the problems painters 
experiencedd when mixing verdigris in aqueous media.8" Yet it is more likely that the difference between 
historicall  and contemporary opinion is the result of our lack of information regarding the problems that 
arisee when mixing paints with historical verdigris. Modern reconstructions of paint mixtures have employed 
chemicallyy pure (basic or neutral) copper acetate which, as has been seen, may differ significandy from the 
historicall  pigment. 

Dee May erne warned: Verdigris (which one only applies for glaring) is so much an enemy of the other colours, that it 
willwill  kill  them all, especially eendre d'a^ur.81 As described in chapter II , in addition to the blue copper pigments 
azuritee and blue verditer, the term eendree could denote lesser qualities of ultramarine. According to 
Leonardoo da Vinci, verdigris could turn black in combination with orpiment.82 The unsuitability of this 
combinationn of pigments can clearly be seen in Marco Marziale's Christ and the woman taken in adultery 
(r.1505),, in the Bonnefanten Museum, Maastricht. The woman's headscarf is painted with a glaze of 
verdigriss on realgar, which like orpiment, is an arsenic sulphide. Despite being painted in separate layers, the 
pigmentss have reacted with each other to turn the glaze completely black (Fig. 9a-b).83 Various Italian texts 
warnn specifically against the combination of verdigris and lead-white. The author of the manuscript Secreti 
diversidiversi (1503-27) considered that these pigments corrupted each other in oil paints.84During his visit to Italy 
fromm 1649 to 1651, the English antiguary Richard Symonds noted from the Roman painter Canini that 
verdigriss and lead-white: have an antipathy like the Devil**  In contrast, other texts, including Italian ones, 
recommendd this combination of pigments.86 Analysis of paintings has revealed littl e of the supposed devilish 
antipathy.. Verdigris was mixed with lead-white in coundess paintings, including Italian ones, without the 
paintt discolouring.87 The divergent opinions of Canini and the author of the Secreti diversivaxy be connected 
withh the varying composition of historical verdigris, which caused problems in their works that were not 
encounteredd by other painters. Most warnings concern the incompatibility of verdigris with one or a few 
otherr (mosdy sulphurous) pigments. Some painters, especially the French, considered that all contact with 
verdigriss should be avoided. Le Brun warned in his Recueuil des essaies des merveilles de lapeinture (1635), that 
verdigriss causes every colour with which it is mixed to die, while Jombert wrote in 1766: Verdigris spells ruin for all 

79.. Kühn (1993)1, pp. 13C)-37. 

80.. It is also possible that an emulsive paint was used containing just a small amount of oil. Verba! Communication: Karin Groen (ICN). 

81.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), pp. 142-43: 'Le ivrcl tit gris (tknt on se serf settlement pour gtacer) est teUement ennemy des anltres cottkurs, qu 'il  les lue 
Imttes,Imttes, speciaiement la eendre d'a^ttr; mesmes si on trauaille avec mpinceau (quay qu'il semble net) qui ait nettoyidans de t'/juyle qui ait settlement tottclxau ferdet, ott .dies 
cottkurscottkurs se mettenl sur me palette mt ily en ait eu, tout meurt, de sorte que qui milt traitailier de «rafc[t] ilfault qtt 'il  ait pinceaub:, palette & indie />[our] neltoyer apart? 
Forr a similar warning in Le petit peintnr, see Mayerne (1620-46); see Berger (1901; 1973), p. 262. 

82.. Leonardo (1508-09), f. 96v; see Richter (1883; 1970), vol. 1, no. 626. 

83.. Speleers (1998). 

84.. Secreti tlii-ersi (c. 1503-27); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 609. Cennino Cennini warned for mixing verdigris and lead-white in a glue; see 
notee 53. 

85.. Symonds (1650-52); see Real (1984), pp. 226-27: ' Verde Rame is velnosa, si fa tin panno di biacca. Si lascia stccare. Se .si mette fresco con la biacca ha una 
AntipatliiaAntipatliia come un Diaivlo. Qttando e secca la biacca si mette quel Verde Rome suopra web makes an incomparable color, ma truppo sfacdata. Toogairis/j... Biacca 
OmbrigiafaJaffaOmbrigiafaJaffa in clnaro oscuru prima, /lien wlxn dry nvrke on ye Vertgreen. Ancorap.jare un bel Verde si mistica Verde Rame & Giallo Lino p. clnarip. cambio della 
biacca.biacca. Wlxn ivrderame is dry fix biacca non mol muticart con quell colore.' 

86.. Lomazzo (1584), p. 194. Pomet (1694), p. 31, held that the addition of lead-white was necessary to preserve the green colour of basic verdigris. 

87.. Kühn (1993)1, pp. 136-37. 
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otherother pigments and has the potential to spoil a whole painting if even a small amount is found in the priming of the canvas.™ 
T oo avoid mixing with verdigns, De Mayerne noted one should have separate brushes, palettes and cleaning oils' 

forr this pigment.»9 Another method involved applying the verdigris glaze only after the other paint-layers 
hadd dried. Richard Symonds noted down from Canini: 

VerdigrisVerdigris is poisonous to other colours. Paint apiece of drapery with lead white. Let this dry... When it is dry, apply the 
verdigrisverdigris on top of the lead white... when [the] verdigris is dry, the lead white has no inclination to react with this colour*' 

Naturally,, the underpainting also had to be properly dry to avoid drying cracks.91 It is conceivable that the 
discolorationn in Marziale's work occurred because he applied the copper-green glaze when the realgar paint 
hadd not sufficiently dried. This is quite possible, since paint made of arsenic sulphides dries extremely 
slowly.92 2 

Cautionn was required even when painters employed verdigris as a siccative, the sources warn. The 
pigmentt could do littl e damage with black pigments, but it was best avoided in combination with other 
colours.. As De Mayerne wrote: White couperose [zinc sulphate] should be used to speed the drying oj"red lake, this 
doesdoes not cause the colour to fade as verdigris does?5 

III .. Instruction s for  glazing with verdigri s 

Grinding Grinding 

Thee sources recommend grinding distilled verdigris to as fine a powder as possible.94 Only thus is a smooth 
paint-filmm without ugly lumps achieved. Since pigments are difficult to grind fine in an oil medium as the oil 
cann become viscous, painters generally began by grinding pigments in water.95 Then they were allowed to 
dryy before grinding with the oil. Water-sensitive verdigris formed an exception to this rule. Artists 
consideredd that all contact with water should be avoided. Because it was common practice to keep the 
palettee under water to ensure that paints did not dry out, the Italian painter Giovanni Volpato warned in his 
ModoModo da tener nel dipinger (second half 17th century or early 18th century), but remember that lake, giallo santo and 
verdigrisverdigris are spoiled by the water, and must be taken off the palettes before they are put underwater ̂ In the margin, beside 

88.. LeBrun (1935); see Merrifield (1849; 1967),, vol. 2, p. 823: 'On met clans k noir, soil (k dxnbon, oujumée, du tWiU gris pour k faire seidter, ilne sen faut senw 
queque dans ks umbrages, car il  est renin dans lapeinture, etjail mounr tons les coukursparmy ksquel ̂il  est mesk~' Jombert (1766), pp. 124-25; 'Le ferd-ck-gris est la 
pestepeste de toutes ks couknrs, (0° il  est capabk deperdn tout un tabkau s'ilen entroil la moindrt parlie dans 1'imprimnTe d'une toik... It faut bien prendre garde dene pas se 
semir,semir, pour ks autres cuukurs.' See also Dupuy du Grez (1699; 1972), p. 251, Pernety (1756), p. 547. 

89.. See note 81. See for similar instructions Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 144; Dupuy du Grez (1972), p. 25l;Jombert (1766), p. 125. 

90.. See note 85. 

91.. The author of Le petit peintre, who noticed that verdigris corrupted eendre d'a^ur pigment, recommended that verdigris glaze be applied after the 
underpaintt containing eendre da^ur was dry for the same reason; see note 60. 

92.. Verbal communication: Dr A. Wallert, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. 

93.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 152: 'Pourfaire seiclxr la tacque ilyjault meskrtk lacouperose blancix iaquclk ne meurtpoint commejaict kmrt ik gris.' 

94.. For example Eikelenberg (1679-1704), pp. 409-10: 'De veruwen die nietgewreven moeten (maergetempert, yn dese naro&nde. Notadaeromsoommtmen mn de 
fijnstefijnste sicn te krijgen die men kan. masficot, meeni, blan-as,groen-as, tasnur, smah, maarde anderen nemen [so including verdigris/ q/n htefijnder gervreven Ijoe beter' 
Reconstructionss show that the neutral verdigris is easy to grind. The sources describe that the grinding of basic verdigris was rather time-consuming 
ass it still contained small pieces of copper which were continually becoming stuck under the muller: Smith (1676) p 24 Simis (\mV\ n 55 and 
Hopmann (1856), p. 30. J'l" ' 

95.. For example Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 162. 

96.. Volpato (17*  or 18*  C ); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 741: V/jr apunto k tamb^e come som, preparate a melono nel acque a do Ü colnri non si 
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aa series of painting instructions for various pigments, De Mayerne, noted the liquids in which they could be 
finelyy ground. Beside the instruction for distilled verdigris he wrote without water?1 Since pigments ground 
withoutt a liquid had a tendency to cause dust, artists preferred to grind distilled verdigris in a solution. The 
BriefBrief traite contenant la maniere d'aprendre a peindre <&  de scavoir mesler les couleurs in the De Mayerne manuscript 
recommendedd thatyou should grind the aforementioned verdigris fine with turpentine and spike oil?* Painters who used 
verdigriss for lacquering furniture sometimes ground it in oil before mixing it with viscous lacquer varnish. 
Thee thin flowing poppy oil recommended by Da Sylva in his Konst-boeck (1735), would have been the most 
usefull  in this case.9<J 

OilOil  media 
Forr glazes with distilled verdigris, the sources consistendy recommend the use of linseed oil.1"" That this 
typee of oil was generally used for green glazes has been established through analysis of paintings.1111 As far, 
onlyy in early Italian paintings by artists such as Cosimo Tura, Raphael and Cima da Conegliano verdigris 
withh nut oil was found. The glazing properties of verdigris are greatly influenced by the preparation of the 
oil.. Unprepared linseed oil results in a matt paint in which the brush lines remain visible. For a smooth film, 
freee of brush marks and with a glossy effect, as a glaze should be, a special preparation of the oil is needed. 
Thee Hand-boeck van de Heer Jacob Bherens states that verdigris should be mixed on the palette with oil that has 
beenn boiled.102 The manuscript Art of painting in qyle by the life (1664) contained in the Henry Gyles booke, 
advisedll if you make a green garment, make it w[i]  thout virdigrease, and when it is dry glaive it over with virdigrease andfatt 
qyle.qyle.111(l31(l3 In the manuscript we find this type of oil also recommended for glazes made of other pigments. 
Pierree Le Brun (1635) also considered a fat oit appropriate for verdigris, as did John Smith who advised 
decoratorss to use a fat-drying-oiL,w* 

Thee fat oil was prepared in various ways.1"5 Le Brunn noted thatfat oil is made by putting a bag of litharge 
intointo a pipkin with oil, and boiling it.' Smith described the same method and stated that die oil should be heated 

sec/jino,sec/jino, rokndoli adoperare ilpitlor  ilgiorno die/ro, ma arerti clx la lacca, itgiak .«into, et il  verderame patiscono, e hisogna Itmrk' urunli clx si met a nelacqua.' For the 
samee reason, a studio handbook collected by De Mayerne (1623-44), f. 80r, gives the following advice: 'NB. lacqtie, acre, itrd tie gris, scudegrun ne se 
meme tien) en lean.' 

97.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 144: 'sans eau? For another instruction for grinding verdigris without a liquid see a collection of 
instructionss entitled Of limning in oyk colours (c. 1650), see Hardie (1919), p. 99. 

98.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 158:'... brsqu'on sera prest de glacerfault bien broyerledict i>erf dcgrisavec Imilic tie terebentine ló' Imilte d aspic sekn la 
raison.'raison.' See also Mayerne (1623-44), f. 37r: 'quandpous ivule'sglacerdessus Fargeni.faut broyerde la lacquefine, ou du rert degris distillé <&  la faut broyeramc Intylc 
dede spic & de t/xrebenthine;' Lak, Vernis en Verf-konst (1767), p. 93, Watin (1772; 1976), p. 29, Simis (1801), p. 57. 

99.. Sylva (1735), pp. 56-57. See also Lak, remit en verf-konst (1767), p. 92. 

11 (X). For example Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, p. 82, Volpato (17'h or 18'h C); see Merrifkld (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 739, Smith 
(1692),, p. 72. 

101.. For analysis of linseed oil: Berg et aL (2(XX)), Billinge et al. (1997), and unpublished MOLART report (see note 24). For analysis of nut oil, 
Dunkertonn (1997), p. 30, Plesters (1990), p. 36. 

102.. See note 50. 

103.. Art of painting (1664), p. 101 

104.. LeBrun (1635); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 815, Smith (1676), p. 39. 

105.. LeBrun (1635); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 817: 'Huilt greasse sefait arte (It la lilljarge que 'ton met dans m sacixt en une cljopme am de fhuile, 
puispuis on la fait bouBr' Smith (1676), pp. 38-39. The preparation of oil thickened in sunlight and the heat of the sun is described on pp. 40-41, Art of 
paintingpainting (1664), p. 97: 'Ho» to fatten Oyle. Take linseed ayk &putt it into a broad leaden thing and to a pint of oyle put tlx quantity of a spoonfull or two ofwlnte lead, 
beingbeing ground in oyle, and mingle tlxm togetlxr and tlxn cover it close, and sett it wlxre tlx sun doth sfnne, & if you sometimes stir it together it will  fatten tlx sooner, after tins 
manermaner you make tlx oyle fit!  either to morke with all for gold si~e winch must bey[our) thickest, but il  it be worke a{i\th all or for toghi^e n^th all it must not be Ixtlfso 
llnckc.llnckc. For gold si^e it is usually a tliicke as tarr or slif sirrup.' 
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forr one hour. This would result in a viscous thick drying oil. Smith made another type of fat oil by placing a 
glasss of linseed or nut oil with a small amount of litharge in the hot sun for one month in the summer. The 
resultingg thickened oil dried particularly well. The Art of painting in oyle by the life recommended the same 
methodd for making fat linseed oil but using lead-white instead of litharge. It may perhaps seem unusual that 
quick-dryingg oils were used for verdigris, which in itself has a siccative effect on the drying process of oil. In 
thiss case, it was the gloss and the viscosity of the oil that made painters decide to use the substance. The 
manuall  Art of painting in oyle by the life notes that oil for glazing should be nearly half as thick as oil for gilding, 
whichh should have the consistency of stiff syrup. Paint reconstructions with these thickened oils reveal that 
thee paint is indeed glossy and that the brushstrokes even out to form a smooth layer, as Smith noted,l it shall 
alsoalso add a beauty and lustre to the colours; so that they shall dry with a gloss, as if they had been varnishedover.'ll16 Some 
paintingss clearly show that this kind of paint must have been rather viscous. Because the syrupy paint was 
difficul tt to spread, it was applied in a thick layer. An example is Saint Mauritius by an anonymous master of 
thee South German School (second quarter of the 16th century; Fig. 10).,n7 Oil heated to a high temperature, 
especiallyy when mixed with litharge, acquires a dark colour. Smith stated that the oil's 'deep reddish-colour" 
considerablyy influenced the eventual colour of the paint; with a white pigment the paint became yellow, 
whilee blue paint acquired a greenish hue. This was of course not the intended effect when using these cool 
colours,, but may have been just what was required for verdigris, since its sharp blue-green colour gained a 
warmm hue in this oil. When painters used oils thickened in the light and heat of the sun, which were 'very 
whitewhite and clear (for the sun takes away all the colour)' according to Smith, the colour of the oil did not, of course, 
influencee the result.108 

Bindingg medium analysis of verdigris glazes on 15th- to 17th-century paintings have frequently 
revealedd the presence of a pre-polymerised, heat-bodied oil.109 This suggests die artists used the heated or 
'fat'' oil referred to in 17th-century recipes. Glazes in paintings by Geertgen tot St Jans (Fig. 1 la-c), Cima da 
Coneglianoo and in those of an anonymous master of the anonymous master of the South Netherlandish 
Schooll  (Fig. 4a-c) and Cornelis De Heem (Fig. 12a-b), appear to contain small quantities of lead.11" Since no 
pigmentss containing lead are present in the paint-layer, the lead may derive from the oil medium. We may 
assume,, therefore, that the fat oil as described in the above recipes may have been common use. Lead has 
alsoo been identified in a browned glaze in Marco Marziale's Christ and the woman taken in adultery (Fig. 9), 
althoughh this oil had not been heated.111 Perhaps Marziale used oil to which lead-white had been added and 
whichh had been placed in the sun as described by Smith. 

VarnishVarnish media 
Analysiss of media from oil paintings reveals with increasing clarity that artists varied the media they used 
dependingg on the pigment used and the type of paint-layer (for example, opaque or glaze).112 Rather than 
withh linseed oil, blue pigments appear to have been mixed with media that did not tend to yellow as much, 

106.. Smith (1676), p. 39. 

107.. The painting was restored and examined by Esther van Duyn, Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg. 

108.. Smith (1676), p. 41. 

109.. Biliinge el aL (1997), pp. 42, 53-55, Berg el at 2000, unpublished MOLART results (see note 24). 

110.. Berg el aL (2(XX)), unpublished MOLART results (see note 24). Cima da Conegliano, Madonna and cinklwiib St. Jcrvme and Si }obn ik Baptid (c.15(X), 
inscribedd below: Joannes Baptista Pinxit), National Gallery of Art, Washington. On the painting technique of Geertgen tot St. Jans' T/te l.xily kinship, 
Rijksmuseum,, Amsterdam; Wallen el al. (2(X)1). 

111.. Binding medium analysis using Py-TMAH-GCMS did not reveal the presence of a heat bodied oil: Speleers (1998), p. 41. 

112.. See for examples 'Analyses of paint media' in Natiunal'Gallery Technical Bulletin, vol 18 (1997), pp. 40-42, 53-55, vol. 19 (1998), pp. 87-90 vol 20 
(1999),, pp. 84-86. 
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suchh as nut oil and sometimes poppy oil. Small amounts of resin are often found in die oil media of 
verdigriss and red lake glazes.113 This specific technique was described by Armenini in De'veriprecetti delta 
pitturapittura (1587): 

AndAnd when the sketch is dry these artisans paint over lightly with verdigris mixed with common varnish [probably a pine 
resin/linseedd oil varnish]; this varnish is usually placed in all colours which veil other colours below.xu 

Addingg varnish to the oil medium raises the refractive index of the medium slighdy, giving a greater colour 
saturationn and transparency. It also makes the paint more glossy and fluid. These qualities of the verdigris' 
glazee were described by LeBrun: In order to make a very beautiful glaring green, one must use verdigris with a varnish; 
thisthis is very beautiful and fluid, and in this way it does not change so quicky.us According to LeBrun, the varnish had 
ann additional advantage: it prevented the discoloration of the green glaze. Various other authors shared his 
opinion.. An artist's manual entided Pictoria, part of a relatively unknown manuscript by De Mayerne, 
recommended:: To preserve the colour of verdigris well, a little varnish should be mixed on the pale tie.U(' The Spanish 
painterr Pacheco (1649) claimed: Verdigris... it is ground in oil, as has been said. After glaring the first time, it is 
customarycustomary togla^e it one or two times more, adding a litde varnish to it and in this way it stays very brilliant." 1 Pacheco 
notedd that varnish was generally only added to the top paint-layers. 17th-century authors stated that just a 
smalll  amount of varnish needed to be added to the oil medium. In diis diey were apparendy describing 
generall  practice, since analysis of binding media in works by artists such as Geertgen tot St Jans, Marco 
Marzialee and Pieter Pietersz has shown that copper-green glazes contain only a very small amount of resin 
acids.1188 The paint instructions for easel-paintings differ in this respect to those for decorative techniques. In 
thee latter case, distilled verdigris was mixed with pure varnish. Authors often recommend a resin oil varnish, 
butt others also advise a varnish made of resin in a solvent.119 In that case the paint contains no oil at all. An 
examplee of this method is found Der wohl anjuhrende Mahler (1719) by Cröker 

Note,Note, however, that if you wish togla^e with this and to keep the beautiful light green colour, you should prepare it with a 
clearclear and colourless spike oil varnish, but not with a drying oil, which is rather yellow and turns the bright green paint in the 
coursecourse of time into dark green.Ui) 

Watinn (1772), also recommended a spirit varnish (in this case with turpentine) since this ensured that the 

113.. Billinge et al. (1997), pp. 53-55, Berg el al (2(X)0), and unpublished MOLART results (see note 24). 

114.. Armenini (1587; 1971), p. 126: V quali asciutili vctano colrcrderamc, die clenlro Ixtbbia utrnke commune, la qualsi milmtlltre in tutti i colon quand/i si itlanogB 
abriabri clx il  è sotto.' 

115.. LeBrun (1635); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 813: 'Pour join de tres bean i*rd  glaisi, jaut emplaier It tvnlegir aivc du rerny; cela sera fort beau et 
luisant,luisant, el si ne motmrapas si tost.' For other sources that claim that a better result obtained by the addition of varnish: Bherens (1661); note 50, and 
Dossiee (1758), pp. 105-06. 

116.. Mayerne (1623-44), f. 8()r: 'Drops rerts Doibuenlpremieremenl estre esbauclxs de blanc & de noir clxtrbon de pierre, pui< places pour la 2. jois de rvrdef, rc/>ausre's de 
massicot.massicot. Pour bien faire tenir la couleur au ttrdet faut y mesler un pen de itrnix sur la palette' 

1177 Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, p. 82: 'carde/iillo... muluk, como se Ixi did», a olio; y sueic/i, despots de ba/iada laprimera /e~ volivrio a 
osatreceryosatrecery turnarla a banar ediditdole ttnpoca tie barni^j quedo muy btctdo.' 

118.. Unpublished MOLART results (see note 24). See also BiJlinge el al. (1997), pp. 53-55, and Berg et al (2(X)0), 

119.. F< >r examples from various centuries: Salmon (1675), p. 104; Sylva (1735), pp. 56-57; Lak, i<ernL( en rtrf-hinsl (1767), p. 93,124;Jong (1888), p. 21. 

120.. Cröker (1719); see Schiefll (1982), p. 108: 'Menke aber; tvenn du damit lacquiren wilt, und er seine scimne Ixlkgriine Farbc hemllen soil, so must du Urn mit 
etnemetnem Mien und wassen Spick-Oel-Fürnis anmaclxn, nicbt aber mil ilem trockxn Oel, meklxs etwusgelbe Lit, und maclxl soklx klkgrüne Farbe mit Zeil ilunckel-giin.' 
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bluishh water-green colour of the glaze would never turn yellow or otherwise discolour.121 Paint reconstructions 
employingg a varnish based on turpentine have revealed the accuracy of this observation.122 Of course, this 
typee of glaze remains susceptible to solvents for a long time. It is therefore a dangerous choice for easel-
paintings,, since any attempt to remove a discoloured top layer of varnish can easily damage the green glaze. 
Despitee its solubility 18th- and 19th-century artists did in fact use the pure resin glaze. Cröker mentions this 
typee of paint as being used for paintings.123 Bouvier praised the method in his famous Manuel des jeunes artistes 
etet amateurs enpeinture as late as 1827. He advised the artist to apply a thin and even layer of distilled verdigris 
inn a varnish made up of copaiva balsam and turpentine oil on a completely dried underpainting: 

ThisThis paint does not change at all when used in this way; it is so embedded in the copaiva balsam that it hardens in the varnish 
thatthat dries in an instant, ensuring that the air has no time to effect it. This beautiful green therefore remains constant. I am 
absolutelyabsolutely convinced of this because I used this method more than fifteen years ago and can vouch that it is just as brilliant as 
onon the first day}2* 

VarnishingVarnishing thegla^e after drying 

Otherr ways of preventing discoloration of verdigris glazes also existed. As already mentioned in chapter II , 
artistss usually advise applying a separate layer of varnish over this paint. The instructions suggest that in this 
casee the glaze was made with an oil medium only, that is without an addition of varnish. Artists had already 
notedd in the 15th century that the colour-fastness varied between varnished and unvarnished copper-green 
paintt layers. Leonardo da Vinci warned that Green made of copper... loses its beauty like smoke if it is not quickly 
varnished.^varnished.^ Over a century later, De May erne noted in his manuscript how quickly this varnish should be 
applied:: To prevent this colour from dying as soon as it dries (which will  be in two or three days), one must cover it with a 
varnishvarnish (Fig. 13).126 After two or three days the varnish can be spread without mixing with the layer of 
verdigris.. Here, it differs from the final varnishes recommended in the sources. These were used for two 
reasons:: firstly to restore the intended colour saturation of paint-layers that turned dull once they had dried 
and,, secondly, to protect the paint from external damage by, for instance, dust and humidity. In general these 
varnishess were not applied immediately and usually they were brushed or rubbed onto the painting's entire 
surfacee area. Therefore, it is likely that authors were recommending a local application of varnish for verdigris 
glazes.. The great extent to which local varnish seems to have been applied over verdigris glazes in the first 
halff  of the 17th century is apparent from the fact that the method is mentioned no less than five times in the 
Dee Mayerne manuscripts alone.127 One of these instructions, that in he petit peintre, notes that a thin layer of 

121.. Watin (1772; 1976), p. 46: 'Quand on reut employer k rerd d'cau au remit, iljaul broyer separiment a 1'essence du rerf-de-gris distills, é~ du blanc de druse; 
inairpurtrinairpurtr  le rert-de-grts dans la quanlité nécessaire de blanc tic cérusepour mtre teinte, &• detremper k lout ante m »ernis a /'essence. Ce rerdd'eau ne jaunt! jamais. 'See p. 
299 and p. 57 for the preparation of 'Vernis d'Holtande, pour detremper le itrd-de-gris.' 

122.. When verdigris is mixed with oil, within a few days after application the paint obtains a more yellow-green hue. However, when verdigris is 
mixedd with a pure resin/spirit varnish -i.e. without any oil- the paint preserves its bluish green colour. This observation is based on paint 
reconstructionss that are two years old (natural ageing at SRAL). See also chapter II , note 124. 

123.. Cröker (1719); see Schiefil (1982), p. 110. 

124.11 have used the Netherlandishs translation: Bouvier (1827; 1831), pp. 82-83: 'Dag ivrw,z>o gevaarlijk %/ook op ycb ^elreis, verandert wlstrekt nut, als 
menmen ^e op de^e m/^c gebruikt; denijl 3/ ^imdamg in de copabft, mike ^eer Ijard wordt, en in de verms, welke oogenblikkelijk droogt, te wegen ir, dal de lucht den tijd niet 
beeft,beeft, om laar aan te tasten; ytodat dit sekmnegroen onnrandcrlijk wordt. Ik Iteb er de ^eker/jdd mn; want twir meer dun rijftien jaren Ixh ik ran dit buitengewone middel 
gebruikgebruik gemaakt... en ik kan /truckeren, dat ^ nog ^m sdntterend ^ijn alt den eersten dag' 

125.. See note 56. 

126.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 144: 'Pour empeseber que ceste couleur ne meurt, aussilostqu'elle sera seiche (qui ser[a] dans 2 im 3 jours) y fault passer 
inin tvrnix qui sera dit cy apres.' 

127.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 156, 162; Mayerne (1623-44), f. 109v: 'Vn remit de MrBunel'2 htf d'ljuyle d'atpic. 1 lolt mastic. Faut mettre 
dedansdedans une bimleillt, <è° les faire bouiller dans unpot d'eaujusqu 'a ce que tuut soit fondu, <fr alars etlc est bonne. Qu'on s'en serre a rernir le vers ilegry & tantes autre cbose 
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varnishh ensured that the paint discoloured far less - indicating that he had experienced that even with the 
varnishh layer, the paint still discoloured to some extent. Paint reconstructions have demonstrated that both a 
varnishh that covers the verdigris glaze and an addition of varnish to the oil medium provide (at least some 
short-term)) protection against discoloration.128 

Fromm the instructions collated by De Mayerne it appears that artists of the period made their local 
varnishh using a soft type of resin and a solvent. One method involves dissolving sandarac in spike oil. An 
artistt named Mr Bunel used mastic and spike oil which he heated au bain-marie. The painter Paulus Van 
Somerr (c. 1576-1621) used turpentine balsam and turpentine oil.129 In the late 17th and 18th centuries, the use 
off  local varnish remained general practice. Jacob Bogdani, who made his name at the British court with his 
still-lifess of flowers and birds, noted in 1691 how he glazed the foliage with distilled verdigris and oil, after 
which,, 'As soon as dry- varnish them places over with coppeli [= copal] varnish or else it will turn black?™ Copal resin 
mixedd with twice the amount of turpentine oil was heated in a sand pan over a charcoal fire until the copal 
resinn dissolved. Bogdani also used this varnish for covering the entire painting. The Spanish artist Palomino, 
whoo felt that the green colour of verdigris glazes may be secured by varnishing it after it is dry, did not advise the 
usee of a specific varnish; instead he referred to a variety of solvent- and oil-based varnishes.131 

Inn oil paintings, brown varnish layers are sometimes found on layers of green copper-containing 
paint,, which may have been a part of the original paint-layer.132 These may be layers of varnish that have 
beenn applied to protect the verdigris. However, it is probable that in the past most of these layers of varnish 
weree removed when paintings were cleaned. Local varnish on verdigris is therefore an example of a method, 
whichh may have been widely employed by artists of which, today, virtually no traces may remain. 

AddingAdding pigments to the gla^e 
Too achieve an attractive green glaze, yellow and sometimes brown paints were added to the distilled 
verdigris.. The methods for oil painting differ in this respect from those for paints used in iUumination and 
temperaa painting, which regularly advise that the verdigris be mixed with the juice of rue, saffron, turmeric 
orr aloe.133 However, juice of rue was not generally recommended for oil paints.134 Leonardo used turmeric 
andd aloe for oil painting, but warned that in this technique a combination of saffron and verdigris might 
lookk good initially, but would soon turn black.135 17th-century painters may also have found turmeric and 

quiqui est [?] , f. 43v: '[about distilled verdigris) ...it nxmkl be presermljrom tlxit inconvenience by laying amr it wfi]//> a brncb- tljis itrnicc, iv[i]di is also fitting to 
strengstreng tlxre all otlxr colors Take of 6..[?] samiaracb, one oy: of oyle of spike two oij. [?] beale tljt sandaracb to fine powder, and pul tlx spike upon it: tins beingput into a 
glasseglasse »{i]// / a narrowe mouth, sljel it »[i]//> a welt bladder, n\i]t/j 2 or 3. botes pricked in il »[i]/A apin. otljemiseyo[\ii] glasse will fly a sunder. Jet if in this sorte itissobc 
allall and then if is prepared.' 

128.. See chapter II , note 124. 

129.. See note 124. For Van Somer's instruction: Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 203. 

130.. Bogdani (1691); see Rajnai (1993), p. 92. 

131.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, pp. 327-30,333-34. For examples for the recommendation of the local varnish in 18lh century sources: Lak, 
rernisrernis en lerf-konst (1767), p. 93, and Waun (1772; 1793) p. 26. 

132.. Groen (1975). Kockaert (1979), mentions examples from paintings by Colijn de Coter, Albert Bouts, Van Eyck, Quinten Metsijs. 

133.. Ricct/e (17th C); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 653, indicates that the mixtures of saffron and the juice of rue (Vjtta gramtlens L.) were used 
inn a water-based medium.- 'Verde tiro per 1'acquartlla si fa col terderamc, succo di ruto e ~afferano.' Another example is an instruction in Incipiunt (15,h C); see 
Dantzigg (1936), p. 20K. 

134.. From the sources examined, only Pacheco noted that it was usual to add a few twigs and branches of rue to the vinegar solution when purifying 
verdigris.. The sap from this plant changed the bluish colour of verdigris into a dark warm moss green. This addition is not mentioned in any other 
instructionss for oil paints. In contrast to the claim of the Spanish artist, rue sap may have been rarely employed by artists working with verdigris in 
oil. . 

135.. Ubro di Pittura (c, 1550); see McMahon (1956), vol. 2, no. 215: 'Aumentatione di belieg nel verde rame. Se sura misto colrerde rame to aote camelüno ess» 
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aloee less suitable for oil painting. Their instructions for glazing mention mixtures with yellow lakes only. 
Thuss Beurs noted distilled green, mixed with a little yellow lake.m Paint reconstructions reveal that a small 
amountt of this yellow lake is indeed enough to obtain a fine grass-green colour. That light-sensitive yellow 
lakee could fade with t ime would not have mattered gready, since the verdigris paint itself eventually acquires 
aa warmer hue. Yellow lake's tendency to fade or disappear'was even seen as an advantage by the author of the 
18th-centuryy treatise Lak vernis en verf-konst (1767) as he thought i t would temper the tendency of distilled 
verdigriss to turn black: 

ForFor beautiful verdigris, prepare a bluish ground. When dry, take verdigris andyellow lake, since although yellow lake tends to 
disappeardisappear it tempers the verdigris which otherwise turns black, whether used in paint orgla^e.ni 

I nn old paintings a yellow lake is often no longer visible in paint cross-sections. But analysis can reveal the 
presencee of aluminium or calcium, which may indicate the presence of a substrate on which the yellow dye 
wass precipitated. Of course, the presence of calcium may also be due to impurities in the (distilled) 
verdigris.13K K 

Occasionally,, brown layers that contain no copper have been identified on top of verdigris glazes. 
Oftenn this is assumed to be the original discoloured glaze of yellow lake applied over the verdigris to give it 
aa warmer green hue.139 The following instruction by Leonardo may refer to this practice (Fig. 14): 

IfIf you have finished a work with this simple green, andyougla^e it thinly with aloe dissolved in water, then the work has a 
veryvery beautiful colour. This aloe can be crushed in oil, and also together with copper green, and with any other colour that you 
wish.wish.XMXM' ' 

Sincee the gum resin aloe dissolves in water, Leonardo was probably referring to a jelly-lik e paint, which 
mightt well have bonded with the green oil glaze.141 However, Leonardo's recipe is the only text on oil 
paintingg to suggest applying a yellow glaze over a green. I t is indeed unclear whether the method was ever in 
generall  use. To date, traces of yellow lakes have only sporadically been identified in the brown layers. The 
latterr may in fact often be the remains of a locally applied varnish. 

Somee pigment combinations described in the sources have not as yet been encountered in actual 
paintings.. For example, 15th- to 18th-century sources from various countries recommend that verdigris be 

ivrdeivrde rame acquis!era gran hclle^a c'pw acqutslerebbe col yijrano se non scite anelassc in junto: e questo able came&no si conossc la sua bonla quanib esso.» rissotfe nell'acqua 
tilatila essendo calda cfx meglio h rissoliv clx quando cssa e' jreda e 'se lu Ijanssifinito un 'opera con esso tvnle semphce cl la itlkssi poi sotilmente con esso dole ressokto in aequo 
alloraallora cssa opera sijarehbe di bclHssimo colon, e' anclmra esso aok sipo macinare a 'olioper se el anc/jom tnsiemc col rente rome, e 'con ogni ailra colon clx lepiacessi.' This 
instructionn is dated c. 1492 by Pedretti (1%5), p. 186. In contrast to oil paintings, the addition of saffron to the verdigris paint appears to have 
contributedd to the preservation of the green colour in miniature painting: Barkeshlu (1999). 

136.. Beurs (1692), p. 100. See for example Smith (1676), pp. 24-25, and Of limning in qyle colours {c. 1650); see Mardie (1919), p. 98. 

137.. Lak, rernis en rerf-kons! (1767), p. 93: 'Een sdjoon spaans groen. Leg een blanwaglige grond, dnog ^yntle neemt .\paansgroen en ig! scljytgeelonder een, want belgeen 
'l'l scljytgeel wegtrekken rvii, (Li! Imut bet spaans groen tegen, antlers n-erdixt ̂ nrart daar meede gesclnltkrtofgelak^terd.' Distilled verdigris is presumably intended in 
thiss instructions since all the preceding instructions refer to this pigment. 

138.. See section I. Paint reconstructions indicated that a small addition of chalk preserved the glazing properties of the verdigris paint. Adding more 
chalkk makes the paint less translucent. In this case the chalk can be used for the rendering of the modelling. 

139.. For example Kockaert (1979), Woudhuysen-Keller (1995), p. 68, Berg et aL (2000). 

14().. See note 135. 

141.. Aloe is a medicinal gum resin that dissolves completely in water and acetic acid: Berg el aL (1963), p. 199. Leonardo claimed that aloe also 
dissolvedd in alcohol and oil. According to Mill s & White (1987; 1994), pp. 148-49: 'T/x material known as aloes may sometimes Ijare been used in painting ortlx 
decaratüedecaratüe arts as a yelk» or yelk»-brown gh^e.' 
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mixedd with indigo.142 This paint was intended for shaded areas of draper)' and foliage painted with verdigris. 
Variouss 16th-century Italian texts advise a combination of verdigris with asphalt, mummy and other 
bituminouss paints. Verdigris would have served as a siccative in this brown-black paint that dried with 
difficultyy of its own accord. Canini informed Richard Symonds that a considerable amount of verdigris was 
required:: Asphalt is human flesh. This is your deepest black and the hardest to dry. To make it dry well, you should mix it 
withwith a lot of'verdigris and boiled oil, as verdigris makes every paint immediately dry.Ui Painters also used that pigment 
combinationn for the particular colour effect, being especially suitable for the dark shading in green areas. 
Leonardoo noted that, To make beautiful green, take the green and mix it with mummy and you will make the darkest 
shadows}-*shadows}-* Armenini wrote in 1587 about a mixture with a greasy lampblack he had made from the soot of 
Greekk pitch (i.e. colophony): 

smokesmoke of Greek pitch, because it does not have body, is incorporated most beautifully with verdigris, well ground with oil. One-
thirdthird part of verdigris is used to two-third of soot, and they are mixed together on the stone with some oil and a little common 
varnish.varnish.,,145 145 

Sincee a large amount of verdigris was added to the soot paint, it would seem that the copper pigment was 
nott exclusively intended as a siccative. Armenini probably also recommended diis combination of pigments 
forr its fine colour. To date, no instances of the combination have been identified in paintings of the time of 
Leonardoo and Armenini. However, regular layers of a brown cuprous matrix containing grains of verdigris 
havee been found in shadow areas of green drapery.146 These are generally identified as a browned copper-
greenn glaze. However, where the verdigris has actually been combined with a bituminous paint (in which the 
verdigriss is pardy dissolved), the brown colour may to an extent have been intended by the artist. 

WaysWays in which to apply glares evenly 

Studyy of paintings has indicated that 15,h- and early 16th-century painters generally mixed verdigris with lead-
whitee or lead-tin-yellow, often with both pigments and in various proportions depending on the depth of 
shadow.. Yellow ochre was also regularly added.147 The verdigris glaze that was applied over the under-
paintingg also served to enhance the modelling. It was applied more thickly in the shadow areas, while a littl e 
lead-whitee and lead-tin-yellow could be added for the lighter sections (Fig. 15).148 In 16th- and 17th-cenrury 
paintingss green glazes are less often used for the rendering of the modelling of the drapery. In paintings of 
thiss period we see the glazes usually applied as a uniform layer over the light, medium and dark tones of the 
underpaintingg without differentiating the thickness or colour. In the Portrait of a nobleman in armour (School 

142.. Strasbnrg MS (15*  C); see Rorradaile (1%7), p. 56, Lomazzo (1584), p. 195, Ricette (17'h Q ; see Mernfield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 653, Cröker 
(1719);; see Schiefil (19«2), p. 108. 

143.. Symonds (1650-52); sec Real (1984), p. 227: 'Spa/to kcarne l.iumanu, lis ye deepest black, hardest to dry. PerJurk secatrbene .«' mislica lantino tli rerde mme <Ó" 
oiooio aittop. cix rerde rame ja seccar subito ogni colore.' 

144.. Leonardo (1483-1518), f. 262r; see Richer (1960), vol. 1, no. 618: 'Per fare rerdt bell», toglt ilntrik e mescota alia mumia ejarai 1'obrapiu satra, poiper la 
pihpih clmra. ivrde e oqurm, eperpiu ci.iiara rerde egialto epe' lumi gialla Lscltutto...' 

145.. Armenini (1587; 1971), p. 124: 'iljuma liipece greca il quale perclx egH mm bit corpo, s'incorpora benissimo colferderame benmacinato con oglio prima, del quale ri 
sese ne mette im ter^o e!~ due lii/umo die cost.«' accompagnano sk lapietra co giungemi del ugtio, <è" un poco di rernice dentro comune.' 

146.. Kor example, in the shading of a brocade pattern in Paolo Veronese's Tlje consecration ojSt Nicolas (1562). National Gallery, London: Penny & 
Springg (1995), p. 14. 

147.. Kühn (1993)1, pp. 144-45, Bilünge et al (1997), p. 40. 

148.. Berg el al. (2<X)0), Dunkerton el aL (1998), Billinge el al (1997), Kühn (1993)1, pp. 132, 142-47, Brinkman (1993), p. 224. 
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off  Brescia, first half of the 16th century) in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, the glaze is only slightly thicker 
overr the shadow areas (Fig. 16a-c).149 An example of a completely even glaze is the curtain in the still-lif e 
wit hh game known as A dog and a cat near a partially disembowelled deer (1656) by Jan Baptist Weenix also in the 
Rijksmuseumm (Fig. 17a-c).150 A number of 16th- and 17th-century texts show how artists prepared this glaze 
too ensure, as Armenini noted in 1587, that the given colour is uniform and no brush strokes can be detected. 151 

Armeninii  continued: With a coarse brush of miniver, one veils the sketch uniformly; next one pats it either with the palm of 
thethe hand or with a little wad of cotton wool covered with linen. I t has been assumed that this method was specifically 
usedd for copper resinate since this viscous paint would have been hard to apply with the brush in a thin even 
layer.. As has been shown, however, considerably thickened 'fat' oil was often used for glazing, both for 
verdigriss and other pigments. Patting with a cloth or the palm of the hand is therefore the ideal way to 
dispersee this type of viscous, jelly-lik e paint. In his Arte poëtica, e dapintura e symetria comprincipio da perspectiva 
(1615),, the Spanish artist and writer Felipe Nunes advised using a piece of linen filled with a wat of cotton 
forr verdigris and red lake: 

WrapWrap a bit of cotton with a very soft linen cloth, making a kind of brush with it. The cotton must remain inside the cloth so 
itsits fibres do not make a mark or adhere to the painting. As you spread the verdigris you will see the lights appear as light 
greengreen and the darks as dark greens.^1 

I nn addition to verdigris, the studio manual Brief "traite in the DeMayeme manuscript also recommended a cloth 
fille dd with cotton for white, vermilion, lake and schietgroen.™ Copper-green and red lake glazes regularly 
reveall  the pattern of the weave, as in the green drapery in the Marziale painting (Fig. 9a, c).154 Naturally, the 
glazee could also be applied simply with a brush. According to Nunes, the artist should begin by applying a 
thinn layer with an ordinary brush and then dispersing it with a fuller, more resilient brush. According to the 
ArtArt of painting in oyle by the life, red lake could be applied with a cloth, while an old worn-down brush was 
moree appropriate for a copper-green glaze. Indeed, a highly inventive way of applying this thick green paint 
wass also suggested: 

whilewhile you are a glairing let one hold a chafindish with coles on the backside of the cloth against that place you are a glairing 
andand it will spread the better, <& dry the sooner, if you glaive on a board you must wash the place & let it dry before you glaive 
thereon,thereon, or else warme the board before you begin to glaive>.155 

T hee warmed support would make the viscous paint more liquid and easier to spread out in a thin layer. 
Jacobb Bherens described another way to make applying verdigris glaze easier. This involved rubbing a well-

149.. Verbal communication from Dr A. Wallert, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. See also Wallert & Oosterhout (1998), pp. 44-46. 

11 50. Laar et al. (1999). 

151.. Armenini (1587; 1971), p. 125: 'Sigiungepoi con verclerame unpoco tit ivrnice camune, <&tligiatlo santo, e con uccompagnato si nen velado lulto eguabnente con an 
penellnpenelln grosso dt raio, <£~ compito .si batte, <i con lapiuntu Mia mano, ii am unpinma^pk di bamba.se coperto di tela Una, fin cbe il color data si negga etter per tulto eguale, 
sen^asen^a die ii apparsca segno akuno dipenneliate.' 

152.. Nunes (1615), see the translation by Veliz (1986), p. 5. 

153.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Berger (1901; 1973), p. 282. 

154.. Woudhuysen-Keller (1995), p. 66, Billinge et aL (1997), p. 42, Speleers (1998). Jan van Eyck in his Portrait of Giovanni (?) Arnolfini and Ins mje, 
Nationall  Gallery, London, seems to have blotted the green glaze on the woman's dress, perhaps even with his fingers. He definitely smudged the 
contourr of the shadow with his finger or thumb, which has left a print; Billinge et aL (1997), p. 42. 

155.. Art of painting (1664), pp. 103. The instruction for red lake is given on p. 102: Wjor // is dry glaive it war with faire lak, ilia! it strike it thinn alhrer & 
t/je/tt/je/t rub it all ortr *'[i ] //; a Utile kn--n stuffl »-[i] //; cotten, tins is to make >[our] lake lye etvn.' 
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driedd underpainting with an extremely thin layer of varnish or oil: 'When the underpainting is dry, it is first rubbed 
inin with a white oil [a pale oil, poppy or sun-bleached oil] using a pure, blunted brush or also with varnish.'156 

Accordingg to Bherens, the glaze should be spread over the entire drapery in one go in the wet varnish, 
althoughalthough not so thick that it might start to run, and if it does then the lowest drips should always be removed. The risk of 
saggingg paint could be avoided by applying successive thin glazes. Moreover, this was more likely to provide 
aa smooth result than a single paint-layer. In the instruction quoted above, Pacheco advised two or three 
layers.. The Art of painting in qyle by the life also recommended multiple layers: 

ForFor green use as little virdigrease as you can, but this (as some painters say) if you make a green garment make it without 
virdigrease,virdigrease, and when it is dry glaive it over with virdigrease andfatt qyle, &assoon as that is dry glaive it over with fatt qyle 
againe,againe, or else the virdigrease willspqyle all... for you must glaive over anything where in you use virdigrease orindico or else 
theythey will spoil all.V:n 

Accordingg to this instruction, one layer, or better still, several layers, is required to prevent verdigris paint 
fromm discolouring. Pacheco stated that green remained extremely radiant with multiple glazes and Hidalgo 
notedd that this contributed to the preservation of the colour: 

ForFor any drapery that you want to prevent turning black and losing its form work the underpainting with indigo and white, 
makingmaking the lights very light if you want them to be beautiful, and [use] a good drier to dry them quickly, andgla^e with well-
groundground [neutral] verdigris. If you wish it to be even finer, glaive it once again, and what a green you will see.15* 

Sincee the browning of verdigris takes place on the paint surface, a thick layer of multiple glazes will certainly 
enhancee the durability of the colour, since the paint underneath, which is not discoloured, affects the 
eventuall  colour optically. Areas in paintings that consist of several (glazing) paint-layers of verdigris have 
thereforee retained their original colour more or less intact. In contrast, paint applied in a single thin layer, 
likee the outermost leaves on trees that overlap with the sky or the ground, are often subject to browning.159 

Itt was imperative, when applying these uniform glazes without differentiation, that the shape of the 
foldss be evident in the underpainting. A sharp contrast between light and dark would have been needed to 
ensuree that the suggestion of folds remains convincing through the glaze. The Spanish artist Nunes warned, 
andand see that you make the highlights quite light and the darks quite dark. Hidalgo noted in the recipe cited above that 
thee light parts of the underpainting should be extremely light.160 The large brown drapery in Frans Hals' The 
banquetbanquet of the officers of the St George civic guard (1616), in the Frans Halsmuseum in Haarlem, illustrates what 
thiss kind of contrasting underpainting would have looked like (Fig. 18a, b). The verdigris glaze that once 
coveredd this drapery has disappeared almost entirely probably as a result of the harsh cleaning methods in 
thee past. The fresh grass-green has only been preserved underneath the frame. In the now exposed 
underpainting,, Frans Hals rendered the folds of the fabric in detail with strong lights and deep shadows. 
Naturally,, artists could also add light and dark accents over the glaze as is demonstrated in the Portrait of a 
noblemannobleman in armour from the School of Brescia (Fig. 16). Yet, 17th-century painters appear rarely to have 
appliedd these accents over verdigris glazes. This is remarkable, since this method was often employed on 
layerss of red lake and ultramarine glaze.161 

156.. See note 50. 

157.. An of painting (lf>f>4), p. 101. 

158.. See note 64. 

159.. This phenomenon was described by Billinge il aL (1997), p. 80. 

160.. See for Nunes note 152 and for Hidalgo note 64. 
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UnderpaintingUnderpainting for verdigris gla^e paints 
Ass has been noted in the previous section, verdigris glazes were applied in 15lh- and 16th-century paintings 
overr an underpainting of verdigris with lead-white and/or lead-tin-yellow (Fig 2, Figs 11, 15, 16). This 
pigmentt combination was recommended in contemporary instructions.162 17th-century authors also regularly 
mentionedd methods of a similar nature. In the 1630's, Pacheco advised that other times green is worked with 
verdigrisverdigris and white andglared with the same verdigris^ Analysis of paintings has shown, however, that this was 
nott general practice in the Spain of Pacheco's day.164 In fact, Pacheco was not attempting to provide an 
accuratee report of the methods in use among his contemporanes in Spain. It was often the description of 
thee unusual, in the sense of rarely employed, techniques that particularly interested him. Around the mid-
17thh century this method was, however, used by the Dutch painter Weenix for the deep green velvet drapery 
inn his still-lif e with game (Fig. 17). With various layers of verdigris and lead-white he rendered the modelling 
off  the fabric, over which he applied an even glaze. Because he was working on a dark coloured ground, 
Weenixx had relatively litde difficulty in creating the shadow areas with the transparent verdigris paint. 
Painterss working on a light ground had to paint a dark underpainting to achieve the same effect. As De 
Mayernee noted: 'Where the darkes shall lye in the worke it will not be amiste to lay a thingrowned of bone black ground 
w[i]thw[i]th lynseede oyle and shadowed very thinned05 Pieter Pietersz painted the background in his Portrait of a woman 
(1597)) in the Mauritshuis, The Hague, with a thinly appUed, almost black paint over which he added a 
verdigriss glaze, which has now disappeared almost entirely as a result of cleaning.166 Originally, the painter 
wouldd have seen a deep dark green, against which the woman in her white cap would have stood out in clear 
contrastt (Fig. 19). A black supportive tone is also found in the verdigris coloured dark green trees in Van 
Eyck'ss The mystic lamb}(<1 

Fromm the second half of the 16th century, painters generally used other pigments in underpainting for 
draperyy finished with verdigris glaze. For example, in 1577, an unknown master of the Southern 
Netherlandishh School employed lead-tin-yellow and azurite for St Barbara's gown in Scenes from the life of John 
thethe Baptist in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam (Fig. 4b).168 Two Armenini instructions of 1587 reflect the 
changingg practice. Besides the traditional formula for an underpainting using green, lead-white and black 
pigment,, Armenini included the new method: 

SomeSome craftsmen follow a new way for making green drapery. A little coarse smalt and giallo santo [a lead yellow] are 
mixedmixed together on the stone, producing a very good green for sketching drapery. A nd when the sketch is dry these artisans paint 

161.. Sozzani (1998). 1 7,h-cenrury artists' instructions often describe how the modelling can be reworked over a red lake or ultramarine glaze whiie this 
iss recommended only once with respect to a verdigris glaze. 

11 62. Anonymous MS (c. 1496-98), f. 143r: ' Wiliu mackcngriin so nym spangrun... Witu ücbtgvn moeken so nym dar under blijft babts' Strasburg MS (15'h 

C);; see Borradaile (1967), pp. 54-56, Lomazzo (1584), p. 194. 

163.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, p. 82: 'Olras reces se labra con el canltnilhi y bianco y se Irmfhra con elmtsmn cardenillu;y alms ecban at 
biancobianco un pitquilo de penult, que no tsté miry amarillo, y tabrun con esloy ei' atrdenilio; después, k hanan* Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 72. Pacheco's Arte de la 
pinturapintura was completed in 1638 but only published in 1649. For other instructions Riutte (17*  C); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 653, Of Limning 
inin Oyle Colours (c. 1650); see Hardie (1919), p. 99, Fontaine (1679), vol. 2, p. 10, Nunes (1615); see translation by Veliz (1986), p. 4. 

164.. McKim-Smith tl aL (1988), pp. 1-33. 

165.. Mayerne (1623-44), f. 43v. 

166.. The painting was restored by Garoi Potash and examined by Petria Noble, Conservation studio, Mauritshuis. 

167.. Brinkman (1993), pp. 224-25. 

168.. Berg et al. (2000). 
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overover lightly with verdigris. 

AA green underpainting made from yellow and blue pigments was regularly recommended by northern 
authorss of the first half of the 17th century. The manual he petit peintre describes a method for green drapery, 
whichh is almost identical to that used by the master of the Southern Netherlandish School: 

DistilledDistilled verdigris, as it is called, never dies and is very beautiful for glaring of, for instance, a stone, a costume or a drapery 
afterafter these have been painted with schitgeel, örmassicot ör eendree, shadowed and heightened as they supposed to be. Once 
itit is dry thegla^e is applied that will last eternally.™ 

Anotherr manual collected by De Mayerne, advises the same pigments for a bluish green, with a littl e lead-
whitee for the lightest areas and some charcoal black for the darker shades.171 Later 17th-century instructions 
forr drapery no longer describe these underpaintings as mixed with yellow and blue. 

Rubenss underpainted a green drapery in his Elevation of the cross at the Cathedral of our Lady in 
Antwerpp in an almost monochrome paint which he made from lead-white and charcoal black and just a littl e 
redd earth and azurite.172 His method went back to a long tradition. A grisaille painting under a verdigris glaze 
iss also found in Jan Gossaert's Adoration of the kings at the National Gallery, London.173 Monochrome 
underpaintingss are mentioned frequently in sources from the late 16th century to the early 18th. De Mayerne, 
forr example, noted: Green draperies. First they have to be dead coloured with white and carbon black, then they have to be 
glaredglared for two times with verdigris}1* In 1661 Jacob Bherens noted his method for Green, such as can be seen in my 
largelarge piece [enütled] The poetry. 175 He also used white and black paint to provide an underpainting with great 
contrastt between the light and shadow areas: That is, I made the highest light and the deepest shadow and made the 
wholewhole fabric like white linen. What made this method efficient was the separation of the rendering of the form 
off  the drapery from the rendering of the eventual colour. Painters would model the folds of the cloth with 
cheapp and easy to use grey paint made of lead-white and black pigment. Once everything had been depicted, 
aa uniform green glaze was sufficient to provide a convincing suggestion of green fabric. 

Alternativee pigments which were easy to use and not too expensive, such as ochre, umber and other 
earthh pigments, could also be used for the rendering of the modelling. By varying the colour of the 
underpainting,, artists were therefore able to achieve a range of green tints with the same green glaze. As De 
Mayernee noted, Distilledverdigrisis onlyforglaring overwhite and'black, or over masticot or all other colours.™ 16th-

169.. Armenint (1587; 1971), p. 125: 'Se ilpanna si ha da jar rerdt, il'modopredetto sara, cix tiopo cix co terde, negro, e bianco it sura bo^ato' p. 126: 'Ma nelle bo^r 
dede ipan/ii cix sono da velar si tvgliono andarpiü audi afiii tlegli altri, i quali i benejarti di quei colon medesimi manco jini, ei som almni cix nel fan ipanni verili tengono 
nownow modo, pigliano delsmalta grosso congialb santo, e quelh mtslkati instemt siflapietra nejanno nascere un itrde bonissimo per k abo^ar que IE, iquali asciutih ltlam 
colcol rerderame.' 

170.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 152: 'Lt tvrt tie gris distilic qu 'un appele, ne main jamais &• est tresbeau pour glacer, vn lapis, vn Ixibit, on aulfre 
drapperiedrapperie apres lamir jaict de schitgeel an massicot <fr de eendree, enjonce Ó" re/umsse comme tljault, puit estant sec ilfattt mettre laglaceure, qui dure petpetueUement.' 

171.. Mayerne (1623-44), f. 1 ()9r: 'Du beau bergblau mcslc dejaune bleigelb avec quelqpeu de blancpour rendrc pats clair. Les tipsel kt faut accommoder am scickgeib et 
nonnon Imlf^kitU, ks tenant clair & brun aux tipsel Cela gelaxiert arte tin gedix/illierf spangrnn donne un bean vert. La couvertt a esfcpeinte d'un ttrt tirani sur k bleu 
ascanvirascanvir ascb & bleigelb. Les tipsel suivant attc sdiikgelb, k tenant asses brun, 1'ac/xs Ijolt^koll laxier am spangriin' Art of Painting (1664), p. 103: 'Foragreene lake 
lirdiler,lirdiler, e!" pale masticatefor7[our] tightest pinke, rirditer, <&• rerdigreasefory[oui] sfjadows, beingchy gku^e it n%tb fatt ayle & rirdigrcasc.' Biens (1636) advised a 
mixturee of green ash, pale masticot and schijtgeel; see KJerk (1989), p. 56. 

1722 Kockaert (1992). 

173.. Billinge et aL (1997), pp. 93-94. 

174.. Mayerne (1623-44), f. 8()r, see note 114. 

175.. See note 50. For other instructions for a monochrome underpainting for verdigris glazes Of'Limning in OyJe Colours (c. 1650); see Hardie (1919), p. 
98,, Symonds (1650-52); see Real (1984), p. 227, Cröker (1719); see SchieBl (1982), p. 110, Traclatk (c. 1656); see Sanz (1987), p. 262. 
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centuryy Venetian artists such as Veronese and Titian used reddish underpainting.177 Because the build-up of 
darkk red under the transparent green absorbs almost all the light, these painters were able to achieve deep 
andd intensely coloured shadows. According to Beurs (1692), a brilliant green was achieved when one paints it 

firstfirst with a pure, strongyellow and then glares it with distilled verdigris}1* A mediod for grass-green drapery noted by 
Marshalll  Smith, is based on a brownish-yellow underpainting mixed with yellow ochre, umber and bone 
blackk with a lead-tin-yellow for the highlights.17<J Late 17th-century texts mention indigo and lead-white 
underpaintingss for l sea green' drapery.180 Hidalgo claimed that with this underpainting, green drapery would 
neverr lose its form or colour. A cool underpainting could indeed contribute to the optical preservation of 
thee area. When, with the passing of time, the verdigris started to acquire a brownish tinge and became less 
transparent,, the blue underpainting still maintained its effect through the upper paint-layer. The 
discolorationn was therefore effectively 'neutralised,' ensuring, as Hidalgo claimed, that the green lasted 
longerr and die suggested folds remained visible.181 

IV .. Diminishing use of verdigris in the 17th century 

Comparedd to the 15th and 16th centunes, verdigris - both in opaque and transparent paint-layers - was used 
lesss frequendy in the 17th century. Analysis of paintings has shown that artists of this period occasionally 
usedd green earth or green verditer, but that they generally made green colours by mixing yellow, brown, blue 
andd black pigments.t82 In a characteristic remark, Beurs noted (1692), that We shall ignore the green since it can be 
mademade by tempering yellow and blue.m In the northern Netherlands, this changing preference is especially 
noticeablee in landscape painting. The verdigris that 15th- and 16th-century artists often employed for foliage 
andd grass was now hardly ever used.184 Early 17th-century texts reflect this change in preference. Biens 
(1636),, advised the use of a glaze of verdigris for painting drapery, but he noted that the pigment did not serve 

forfor landscapes.™* Various handbooks in the De Mayerne manuscripts are also typical. These often recommend 
verdigriss glazes for drapery, but never once mention the pigment in the detailed instructions for painting 
landscapes.1866 De Mayerne also noted that only some painters gla^e their beautiful trees with verdigris, implying that 
thiss method was no longer current in his day.187 De Lairesse noted in his chapter on landscapes in the Groot 

176.. Mayerne (162( )-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 144:' Verd de gris distillé ne serf que pour gkccr mr hknc <&• noir on, sur mastkot,.sur Inula les aultres cnuleun..' 

177.. Lnzzarini (1987), pp. 131-32, Woudhuysen-Keller (1995), p. 67. 

178.. Beurs (1692), p.108: lWat (ie Spaanse vliegen,goude torren, en goudrliegen belangt, merkt korfekjk aan, dal men^e eert/ scliikkrt sclmngeelen sterk, en daarna met 
gedistilieertgedistilieert grr/e/i laxeert.' 

179.. Smith (1692), p. 84. 

180.. Smith, (1692), p. 84, Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 70. 

181.. The cool underpainting of browned copper-green glaze of St John's green cloak in Maarten van Heemskerck's 77*  Virgin and St John the 
Erangelisf.Erangelisf. National Gallery, London, appears to have contributed to the preservation of the green colour:Dunkerton et al (1988), p. 28. 

182.. Koller (1984), p. 368, Wallert (1999), Kirby & Saunders (1998), pp. 155-59. 

11 83. Beurs (1692), pp. 4-5: 'T'groen slaanne daar om oitr om dat men 't uit geel en blaauw temperen kun' 

184.. For analyses of verdigris in landscapes of \S^ and 16,h-century paintings: BilLnge et aL (1997); Brinkman (1993); Plesters (1990); Massing (1994); 
Brahamm & Wyld (1984); Lucas & Plesters (1978). For pigment analyses of 17lh-century landscape paintings: Kirby & Saunders (1998) pp 155-59 
Giffordd (1983), Gifford (1995). 

185.. Biens (1636); sec Klerk (1982), p. 56: 'Tot groen neemt groen assclnis met scljijt-geelofblteck masticnt gltelempert, item mengebnryckt nock terre verd, dat sclmon is, 
maermaer spaens groen bml gl.teen raste coleur ten waer gedistiieert om cleederen mede te glatceeren, moer it tot landtscijappen nudienxtidi.' 

186.. Mayerne (1620-46), see Graaf (1958), pp. 154,156, 161-63; Mayerne (1623-44), ff. 80v-82v. 

187.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 156: 'Quclques vns glacent kurs beaux arbres, avec Ie itrd de gris, mats ne tmblies pas d'y mettre Ie vermx' 
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schilderboekschilderboek (1707), Not that one should use verdigris in order to acquire a fine green.™* This disapproval is hardly 
surprising,, given the caution with which 17th-century artists treated verdigris. They thought that the green 
colourr could only be retained if the pigment was appliedd uncontaminated by any other paints. For example, 
ass a glaze, protected as soon as possible by a layer of varnish. As already seen, green drapery was regularly 
paintedd in this manner in the 17th century. Artists in the 15th and 16th centuries would have applied the green 
copperr pigment in landscapes along similar lines. They mixed verdigris with just a few pigments and 
carefullyy built up the green of trees and grass layer for layer, based on a planned composition. The trees on 
Vann Eyck's The mystic Lamb are an example of this technique.189 A similarly cautious methodical approach is 
oftenn found in incarnates, drapery and brighdy coloured objects in 17th-century paintings. In landscapes of 
thiss period, however, a less constrained manner of working can be discerned (Fig. 20). Painters such as Jan 
vann Goyen and Salomon and Jacob van Ruysdael used a rudimentary underpainting, establishing only the 
basicc shapes of the composition. 19" Smaller forms were determined in the main paint-layers. Artists 
preferredd ochres and other earth pigments that were easy to use and, moreover, cheap. They often mixed 
thesee and other pigments, such as lead-white, smalt, azurite, lead-tin-yellow and yellow lake into a myriad of 
green,, blue and brown hues. The various tints were often painted into and over each other wet in wet. 
Indeed,, changes were frequently made during the painting process.191 The instability of verdigris colour 
wouldd have prevented artists from using this pigment under these conditions.192 

Thee diminishing popularity of verdigris glazes was not due only to difficulties involved in using the 
pigment.. When the glaze is applied in the manner advised in the sources, the result is a painting with a 
definedd shiny, bright green area. A complete glaze undermines the unity off  the painting; the area stands out 
ass a more saturated, darker passage which optically comes sharply to the fore. This is an effect that would be 
difficul tt for a final varnish to even out. This would not have been a problem for 15th- and 16th-century 
artists.. Their paintings consist of a combination of clearly defined often brightly painted sections.193 In the 
coursee of the 17th century, artists began to see the colour effect resulting from the use of verdigris as 
problematic.. Remarks by two of the leading 17th-century Dutch art-theorists are characteristic of this 
changingg preference. Hoogstraten noted in his Inleyding tot de hooge schoole der schilderkonst (1678), that the 
colourr of verdigris was too cruel, and De Lairesse commented on verdigris that although it is the most beautiful, it 
isis neither the most pleasant nor the most lovely to the eye.VM Similar opinions are also found among artists abroad. 
Accordingg to Richard Symonds the Italian painter Canini considered that * Verde Rame wich makes an 
incomparableincomparable color, ma troppo sfacciata. Too gairish.'m It is the harshness, the garishness of the green colour that 
artistss found increasingly unsuitable. Mixtures of the yellow and blue pigments available in the 17th century, 
suchh as combinations of azurite or smalt with lead-tin-yellow, or ultramarine or indigo with yellow lake, 

188.. Lairesse (1707), vol. 1, pp. 359: 'Deugde/i engebreeken ran Jxf spaa/isdgroen... Niet dat men ook, om een scfjoan gmen Ie hebben, bet spaansebgroen moet 
gebruiken:gebruiken: want boewei dit /jet schoonste y, is bet nochtans Ixl aangenaamste en liejjelyckste in 't oog niet, te meer doorilien bet ^gewélig versterft en van koleur verandert.' 

189.. See note 167. 

190.. Bomford (1986), Gifford (1983). 

191.. Kirby & Saunders (1998), pp. 155-59, Gifford (1995), Gifford (1983). 

192.. Only a few texts advise using verdigris in landscapes. For example Croker (1719); see SchiefJl (1982), p. 108, advised mixing the verdigris with 
lead-white,, lead-tin-yellow and yellow lake to make a green paint for highlights on foliage. 

193.. Wetering (1997), p. 148. 

194.. Hoogstraten (1678), p. 22: 'maerik wenschte wel, dal wy %>o welbetgroen, alt bet modo/geel, tot an^en willkulden. Terra itrtlis te ^wak, spaensgroen te wreed, en 
d'assend'assen t'onbcsfcntlig.' See for Lairesse note 188. 

195.. See for the remark by Canini note 85. Pacheco also preferred a subdued green mixed with black and yellow; see Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez 
Cantonn (1956), vol. 2, p. 82. 
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producedd die more subdued green tints that painters preferred.196 

Inn the nordiern Netherlands, this changing preference may have been related to changing ideas about 
thee pictorial function of colour in a painting. Paul Taylor has shown that the concept of houding played a 
centrall  part in this debate in art theory in the Northern Netherlands of the 17,h century.197 Houdingrehted to 
bothh the harmony of colour and the illusion of space (with both relief and aerial perspective) in a painting. It 
wass about the subde balance of strong and weak nuances of colour as well as light and dark tints that 
broughtt the form forward or allowed it to recede into the background. It enabled the spatial relationships 
betweenn objects in a painting to be clearly defined, allowing a logical suggestion of three-dimensionality to 
emergee without sharp divisions. It is clear that when these painters considered the nuances of colour, the 
colourr shift of verdigris to a warmer green would have been a disadvantage. Moreover, it was considered 
inappropriatee to contrast colours too harshly in paintings. Lairesse noted, 'avoiding this [background colour] 
whichwhich makes them [the colours] too constrained, too cruel and hard; and preferring those that make them seem more 
lovely.'™lovely.'™ Von Sandrart, who discussed the Dutch artistic concept of houding'm detail in his Teutsche Academie 
deredlenderedlen Bau-, Bild- undMahlerey Künste (1675-80), explicidy stated: 

ItIt is, incidentally, my firm opinion... that all hard, light, strong and high colours should be entirely avoided and utterly rejected, 
asas the embodiment of all discord in a painting, whenever their hard, gaudy nature is not broken, and muted, or intelligently 
temperedtempered with other concordant and harmonious colours. These fresh and unbroken colours then, as they are used by card-
painterspainters and dyers, as well indeed as by others who wish to understand something of our art, are not more tolerable in an 
intelligentlyintelligently made painting than it is healthy and pleasant to eat raw red meat straight from the butcher's. 1W 

Nott only is it difficult to balance strong colour areas with other hues, they also tend to disrupt the three-
dimensionall  illusion of the painting because they are so optically prominent. According to Sandrart it was 
thee art of mixing, breaking and reducing colours from their crudest that made a painting conform to nature.21*1 An 
isolatedd green area would therefore rarely have been appropriate.201 It is only in a few specific cases that the 
garishh colour effect came into its own. In the Still-life by Abraham Mignon, the green tablecloth forms a 
powerfull  counterbalance to the profusion of objects on the table. The hard, protruding green also enhances 
thee sense of depth in the work (Fig. 21). In most paintings the bright verdigris green was restricted to an 
occasionall  accent. For example, Cornells de Heem restricted the use of verdigris glaze to the bagpipe in his 
Still-lifeStill-life in the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. Today this glaze has a more subdued dark green colour (Fig. 12). 
Thee sources reflect the common method. Beurs recommended a verdigris glaze only for the shiny bright 
greenn beedes depicted in still-life's. Bogdani noted that he painted leaves in his flower pieces with 
ultramarinee and yellow lake using a glaze of verdigris and yellow lake only 'In some clear places that the light shine 

196.. Where verdigris was used, as in the still lifes by Pieter de Ring and Abraham Mignon, it was usually employed as an opaque paint mixed with 
leadd white and plenty of yellow ochre to form a subdued green rather than as a glaze; see Hermens et aL (1999)1; Bijl & Wallert (1999). 

197.. Taylor (1992). 

198.. Lairesse (1707), vol. 1, p. 209: 'rermydende die welke /jen Ie wcemelendc, Ie wreed en Ijard doen ^yn; en ïvrkie^tndt yildie die lien üeffe/yk doen uitkt/men.' 

199.. Sandrart (1675-80), vol. 1, p. 85: 'lm iibngen ist diss mant gründlidx Mtinung... class alle Ixtrte, Ixlle, Markt und t/o/te Farben ingesamt ^u meitien umi $u 
verwcrjenverwcrjen seyen, ah eine Saclx, wiirinn diegan^e Discordant eines Gemabh beslelxl: wann nicht deren Ijarfkreüge Art gebwdxn, undgedampjet, ader mit Vernunjt durch 
andereandere anncbmkdx md vertragiidx temperirt wint. Dann diest jriscljcganqr Farben, wie mn Karlenmabkrn undFarbern, audi wutvon andern, die in unserer Kunst etwas 
verstelxnverstelxn wolkn, gebrand)! werden, sind sa wenig in einctn rernünftigen Gemakte ^u duiten, ah weniggesund und angene/im ist, das rolx Fleiscb ons dcrMetyg ungekodit ^u 
essen.''essen.'' Translation by Taylor (1992), p. 226. 

200.. Sandrart (1675-80), vol. 1, p. 85. 

201.. Sandrart maintained that Rembrandt in particular had performed miracles with houding. Hoogstraten (1678), p. 306 also claimed that when 
groupingg tone and colour "Rembrant txe/t dee~c deugt Jjoitg in tripgeiverf, en was wlieert in 't wel byetnwegen van betriende verwen.' It is hardly coincidental that 
Rembrandtt in particular never used verdigris and always preferred a more subdued green mixed with yellow and blue. On Rembrandt's use of 
pigment:: Romford el at. (1988)1, pp. 21-26 and verbal communication: Karin Groen (ICN) and Rembrandt Research Project (RRP). 
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thro'thro' the leaves & very rich parts.J%XL 

Joriss Dik has pointed out that early 18th-century painters such as Van Huysum increasingly 
abandonedd the idea of houding™ Like 17th-century masters, Van Huysum placed his bouquets against a dark 
backgroundd in his early paintings. The spatial relationship between the flowers and fruit are clearly defined 
byy the bright and muted colours and the subde and deep shading. In his later work, like the Vase with flowers 
(1722)) at the J. Paul Getty Museum (Fig. 22), Van Huysum preferred light backgrounds that project forward 
optically.. Bright and light colours and the absence of dark shadows make it impossible to establish spatial 
relationshipss in the bouquet. Instead of using subdued tints, Van Huysum painted with a bright green. For 
thatt he no longer needed to use the awkward and unstable verdigris. In the early 18th century, the newly 
availablee Naples yellow and Prussian blue enabled Van Huysum to mix a bright green paint that was very 
easyy to use and maintained its colour. 

Conclusionn and Summary 

Thee study of a large group of historical recipes and application instructions has established a clear picture of 
thee way verdigris glazes were used in oil paintings. This knowledge assists in the interpretation of data 
obtainedd from scientific research into transparent copper-green paints in Renaissance and Baroque paintings 
andd contributes to a greater insight into the changes to which these paints have been subject in the course of 
thee centuries. 

Firstt and foremost, there turns out to be littl e basis for the assumption that copper-green glazes 
consistt of a copper resinate made by artists by dissolving verdigris in heated varnish. In fact, the instructions 
showw that the glaze was made with finely ground verdigris mixed in a cold oil or varnish medium. The 
historicall  term verdigns related to a range of green and blue-green corrosion products of copper, which 
painterss rarely differentiated. In addition, the various methods for distilling unrefined verdigris resulted in 
productss of varying degrees of purity. These processing methods explain the frequent presence of copper 
chloridess and copper sulphate pigments in the glaze. To date, analyses of binding media of glazes have 
generallyy revealed linseed oil to be the main component. The oil often appears to have been heated to a high 
temperature.. A small amount of resin is also regularly identified. The old texts discuss the preparation and 
functionn of these media. Artists boiled the oil to obtain a thicker and more fluid medium that provided a 
moree uniform and glossy glaze. To accelerate the thickening of the oil, a litde lead-white or lead-oxide was 
oftenn added. This may explain why in copper-green glazes with no lead pigments nevertheless sometimes a 
smalll  amount of lead is identified. The addition of varnish was intended to improve the glazing properties of 
thee paint. The ancient instructions show that verdigris could be mixed with a variety of pigments, while the 
compositionn of the underpainting could also vary. Analyses of copper-green glazes often indicate the 
presencee of chalk. The historical texts show that this may be due to various reasons. Painters may have 
addedd a yellow lake with a substrate of chalk to the verdigris. The verdigris may also have been adulterated 
withh chalk. The purification methods employed by artists appear not to have removed the substance. Italian 
instructionss reveal that it was not unusual to mix verdigris with bituminous paints. Indeed, caution should 
bee exercised in identifying brown cuprous matrices in paintings as a browned copper-green in every case. 

Fromm the early 16th century painters referred to the lack of colour- fastness in verdigris glazes. On the 
otherr hand, they praised the durability of the paint. The sources show that the colour-fastness depended on 
thee purity of the pigment and the skill with which the specific painting technique for this particular pigment 
wass employed. To prevent discoloration in the pigment, some varnish was regularly added to the oil 

202.. Bogdani (1691); see Rajnai (1993), pp. 90, 92. 

203.. Dik (1997). 
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medium,, sometimes verdigns was mixed in pure varnish, although it was more usual to apply a layer of 
varnishh over the glaze as soon as it had dried. At present, brown layers that contain no copper, which seem 
too be a part of the original paint layer, are regularly found on copper-green glazes. Modern researchers have 
assumedd that these layers are the remnants of a yellow lake that was applied over the verdigris to create a 
warmerr green. However, the historical texts reveal that these layers are just as likely to be the remains of the 
locall  varnish. Finally, the historical texts offer an insight into why verdigris was used less frequendy by 
artistss from the early 17th century, even though no alternative bright green pigment existed. This reflected 
changingg views regarding the pictorial function of colour in paintings, in which an isolated area of harsh 
greenn was rarely required. 
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Indigoo as a Pigment in Oil Painting and the Problem of its Fading * 

'Some'Some specimens fade with great rapidity, while others seem to be permanent. 
AsAs yet we have been unable to find out the reason for either fact? 

Tristramm James Ellis Sketchingfrom nature..., London 1887.1 

Fadingg and discoloration of indigo paint is quite common in lT^-century Netherlandish oil paintings. 
Inn the St. Adrian militia portrait [c. 1630) by a master of the Haarlem school (formerly attributed to 
Hendrikk Pot (c. 1585-1637)), in the Frans Halsmuseum, the sashes and standards painted with indigo 
havee a pale greyish appearance (Fig. la, b).2 Their once vivid blue colour has been preserved only at the 
topp of a standard and a strip of a sash at the right edge of the painting, where they were covered by the 
framee (Fig. lc, d). Due to the fading of indigo, it is no longer obvious that the officers display the 
colourss of the state flag: orange (red), white and blue. The degenerative colour changes in the sashes 
andd standards are not only of aesthetic importance, but also result in significant loss of the painting's 
meaning.. The regentesses of the St. Elisabeths hospital painted in 1641 by Johannes Verspronck (1597-1662), 
inn the same collection, provides another example of profound changes in a painting's appearance 
causedd by fading indigo (Fig. 2a, b).3 Today, the tablecloth has a pale greenish and remarkably flat 
appearancee with only a few brushstrokes of more intense blue. The indigo paint has become so 
transparentt that it no longer covers the colour of the ground and paint strokes from earlier stages in the 
paintingg process. The right edge of the painting, shielded by the frame, gives an idea of the tablecloth's 
originall  intense dark colour through which the colour of the ground is only partially visible (Fig. 2c, d). 
Originally,, a convincingly modelled tablecloth contributed to the spatial illusion in the portrait, while its 
darkk colour connected the four personages dressed in black. Today, the Regentesses appear to be 
placedd around a strange flat pattern that stands out between their dresses. 

Sincee A.M. de Wild's 1928 publication on the use of indigo in Netherlandish 17th century oil 
paintingss (Fig. 3),4 conservation literature has paid only limited attention to indigo as an artist's 
pigment.. The most important studies on indigo fading were undertaken by Padfield & Landi (1966) and 
Crewss (1987) but these address indigo used as a textile dye. Saunders & Kirby (1994)2, reported 
indigo'ss fading as a pigment in water-based media. Littl e attention has been given to the deterioration of 
indigoo in oil media. This may be explained by the fact that until recently it was assumed that old master 

**  This research was carried out in collaboration with EUa Hendriks (head of conservation at the Van Gogh museum Amsterdam) at the time 
headd conservator at the Frans Halsmuseum in Haarlem. I gratefully used her observations on various paintings in the Frans Hals museum and 
fromm other collections. In addition, I made use of an unpublished (more extensive) version of our article for the 1998 IIC Dublin congress. 

1.. Ellis, T.J., Sketching from nature, A hancttmok for .studente and amateurs,.., London 1887 (2nd rev. ed., 1" ed. 1883), quoted by Carlyle (2001)1, p. 
476. . 

2.. Indigo was identified by De Wild (1928), using light microscopy and wet chemical analysis. 

3.. Hendriks (1998), pp. 260-61. Indigo was identified using light microscopy and wet chemical analysis. 

4.. Wild (1928). 
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painterss rarely used indigo in oil.5 However, there is a growing body of published and unpublished 
evidencee to suggest that indigo was quite commonly used in oil painting, especially in the 17th century. 
Thee relative absence of literature on the fading of indigo oil paint may further be related to the fact that 
whenn used as a textile dye, fading due to light exposure is not considered problematic.6 Indeed, indigo 
dyess are generally noted for their good light fastness properties. As Schweppe (1997) reports in his 
monographh on indigo in the Artists'Pigments series: 'used as a textile dye, indigo has an excellent light fastness of 
gradegrade 8 on wool, but only a moderate jour on cotton' (grades in relation to BS1006 Blue Wool Standards, Colour 
Indexx 1971). 

Thee generally good light fastness of indigo on textiles seems in sharp contrast to severe fading 
visiblee in so many oil paintings. The visual evidence displayed by these paint areas is varied. There are 
differentt degrees and types of discoloration in various paintings and even within one and the same 
painting.. Paintings by the same artist and of approximate the same date or paintings that have been 
keptt under striking similar conditions, show marked differences in the colour preservation of indigo. 
Exampless of these phenomena will be described in the course of this chapter. 

Thee fading of indigo paint is caused by the chemical breakdown of the component: indigotin. The 
extentt to which this process takes place depends on a variety of factors. In the literature several external 
factorss have been identified, including light intensity, and wavelength distribution, and air pollution. 
Studiess of red and yellow organic pigments have demonstrated that the fading process of these organic 
colourss is also due to a number of internal factors.7 These include the preparation of pigments and the 
typee of binding medium, paint layer thickness, pigment volume concentration and mixture with other 
pigments.. One might therefore expect that the degradation of an indigotin-containing paint matrix 
wouldd also depend on various internal factors, but to what extent is not known. Because of the 
fundamentall  changes in many Netherlandish paintings caused by the use of indigo, special attention has 
beenn given to the ageing behaviour of indigo in paint media, especially oik within the MOLART 
project.88 Several studies have been and are still being carried out to establish 1. The physical and 
chemicall  changes that take place when oil based indigo paint discolours and 2. Which factors cause this 
discoloration. . 

Thee goal of the present study is twofold. It is the first comprehensive survey of the use of indigo 
inn oil painting technique, tracing the use of the pigment from the 15th through to the 19th century.y This 

5.. For example, Schramm & Hering (1988), p. 59, state that indigo was only seldom used in oil media. 

C.C. The recently published monograph on indigo by Schweppe (1997) includes only one short paragraph on indigo's permanence. Alan Phenix 
(1997)) has made a more comprehensive overview of the literature on the fading behaviour of indigo and factors involved in this process. 

7.. Saunders & Kirby (1994)1, Burnstock (1988). 

8.. The MOLART indigo project was set up at the initiative of Ella Hendriks in 1996. Coordinators of the project were Ella Hendriks and 
Margriett van Eikema Hommes. Study of painting technique was carried out in collaboration with Karin Groen, Netherlands Institute for 
Culturall  Heritage (ICN), Amsterdam, and Prof. dr. J.R.J, van Asperen de Boer, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen. Koos Levy-van Halm contributed 
too the historical research. Ageing tests were earned out in collaboration with René Hoppenbrouwers, Alan Phenix, Jaap Boon (MOLART) 
Judithh Hofenk de Graaff, Wilma Roebfs and Hayo de Boer (ICN). Chemical analyses of indigo pigments, paint samples and paint 
reconstructionss were carried out by my MOLART colleagues Oscar van den Brink, Jaap Boon and jerre van der Horst (DTMS) and Jaap van 
derr Weert (FTIR). Kees Mensch (Shell Research) analysed samples using SEM-EDX. Maarten van Bommel (ICN) analysed samples using 
HPLC.. See Eikema Hommes & Hendnks (1997), Hendnks tlat. (1998), Brink clai. (1999), Novotna (in preparation), and report nr.11 in the 
variouss volumes of the MOLART year reports. 

9.. Harley (1970; 1982) has given only a short overview of English written sources on the use of indigo as an artists'pigment. The recent study 
byy Schweppe (1997) focuses on the chemical composition of indigo and the identification of indigo in paint-layers. To date, historical research 
hass focused on the utilisation of indigo as a textile dye. The literature in this field is comprehensive. See the bibliography in Balfour Paul 
(1998)) and Schweppe (1997) for an overview of the most important studies. 
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studyy will involve the analysis of a broad range of historical texts regarding the preparation of indigo 
pigmentt and its use in oil media. A group of approximately thirty oil paintings will be visually and 
technicallyy examined in light of these texts. The paintings date from the 15th to the 19th century and 
weree painted in various European countries, although most are of 17th century Netherlandish origin. 
Thiss study's second objective is to obtain insight into the extent to which internal factors such as type 
andd quality of indigo, and different painting techniques (e.g. type of binding medium, admixture of 
otherr pigments, paint layer build-up etc.), influence the colour-fastness of indigo paint. To this end, 
basedd on results obtained from examination of written sources and paintings, reconstructions were 
preparedd of historical indigo paints. These were subjected to artificial light ageing in order to investigate 
opticall  and chemical changes.1" Insight into the composition of the starting materials and the intentions 
off  the painters obtained by this integrated approach contributes to a better understanding of changes of 
indigoo paint areas in old master paintings. 

Duee to the intense, bright blue colours of textiles dyed with indigo, from the earliest civilisations 
onwards,, the colorant has been gready valued. In many cultures indigo blue has been given symbolic 
meaningg like the infinite midnight sky, the shadowy dusk or early dawn.11 Bearing in mind these poetic 
descriptions,, one may be surprised by the subdued, greyish blue colour obtained when indigo is used in 
ann oil medium. Indeed, with all other historical blue pigments; smalt, azurite, blue verditer and 
especiallyy ultramarine, more intense blue oil colours could be achieved. Indigo was not particularly 
cheap,, and painters were well aware that its blue oil colour could fade rapidly. One may well wonder 
whyy the blue was used at all. Yet, there was one enormous advantage of the material for painters; its 
advantageouss working properties enabled them to depict blue (and when mixed with yellow also green) 
objectss more convincingly than could be achieved with any of the other blue pigments available. The 
historyy of the use of indigo in oil painting is thus a story of painters' continuous efforts to make a 
material,, that is not suited well to oil media, nevertheless compatible with them. 

I .. Indigo as a textile dye: production and history 

Indigoo was mainly used in oil paintings from the 15th to 17th centuries. During this period, indigo's 
applicationn as a pigment was closely associated with its use as a textile dye. Reviewing the use of indigo 
inn the textile industry is therefore necessary to understand its application in oil paintings. 

PreparationPreparation of natural indigo from indigo plants 

Indigoo colorant is obtained from a great number of plant varieties. The main sources are plants of the 
tropicall  genus Indigofera, from which almost 800 species are known (Fig. 4). Dozens of species were, 
andd some still are, cultivated in India, Indonesia, China, Japan, South Africa and South and Central 
America.. In addition to the Indigofera species, other plants were used for the preparation of indigo. Until 
thee 17th century, for example, in Europe, the native woad plant, Isatis tinctoria L., was the most 
importantt source for indigo (Fig. 5).12 

10.. A publication on the preparation of the paint reconstructions and the results obtained by their artificial light ageing is in preparation by the 
author,, René Hoppenbrouwers, Oscar van den Brink and Jaap Boon. 

11.. Balfour-Paul (1998), p. (>. 

12.. Schweppe (1997), pp. 85,90-91; Schweppe (1993). 
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Alll  indigo dye plants contain water-soluble indican as the main precursor of the colorant 
indigoindigo tin.u If indigo is intended for long distance transport, as was formerly the case with tropical indigo 
forr the European market, the colorant is usually extracted from the plants to obtain a concentrated 
formm of dye. Indigo plants are placed in shallow basins with water so that a fermentation process can 
startt that breaks down the cell walls of the plants so that water-soluble indican comes into solution (Fig. 
6).144 The glucosidic bonds in indican are broken by enzymatic hydrolysis leading to the formation of 
indoxyll  and glucose. The liquid is then drained off into deeper basins and is brought into contact with 
atmosphericc oxygen by vigorous stirring. As a result, the indoxyl is oxidised, first to yellowish, water-
solublee /«^o-indigo or 'indigo white,' and subsequendy to insoluble indigotin or 'indigo blue'. The 
indigoo precipitate setdes to the bottom of the basin. Often chalk or (slaked) lime is added. Apparendy 
thiss addition induces the precipitation process more readily. The water is carefully drawn off, leaving 
behindd a day-like indigo paste. This is filtered and pressed into small bricks that can be dried in the air 
orr in ovens (Fig. 7). 

Iff  the indigo is not intended for long distance transport, textile fibres are sometimes dyed with 
freshh indigo leaves but more often with dried, composted plant pulp. Woad plants used to be traded in 
thiss last form, probably because it was unrewarding to extract the colorant first from the plants due to 
theirr low dye content (approximately 1/30 of the amount of dye in lndigofera species).15 Fresh woad 
leavess were crushed in grinding mills and the resulting pulp was drained and moulded into balls that 
weree dried for several weeks. This product, known as 'green wad; or in France coques I cocaignes, was 
transportedd to the various dyeing centres. Here the product was often subjected to a fermentation or 
'couching'' process, which resulted in a more concentrated product and the indican in the plant cells was 
partiallyy converted into indigo blue. After six to nine weeks the mass was dry and appeared as dark, 
crumblyy clay known as paste I'm many countries. 

IndigoIndigo dye 
Inn the process of dyeing textiles blue, the insoluble indigo dyesruff is first reduced in a warm alkaline 
solutionn in a dyer's 'vat.' As a water-soluble 'indigo white' solution it can adhere to the textile fibres 
whichh turn blue after exposure to air, when oxygen converts the /mY?-indigo into the insoluble blue 
formm again.16 Until the end of the 16th century in Europe, the reduction process in the vat depended on 
thee presence of micro-organisms. Thus, the vat had to be 'nourished' with sweet, mealy or fermenting 
materials.. In the Middle Ages one generally used madder, wheat bran or dough and in the 17th- and 18th 

centuriess woad pulp itself was used as a fermenting agent in the woad-indigo dyeing vat. An excess of 
lacticc acid formed in the fermentation process was neutralised by adding alkali in the form of lime or 
naturall  soda, wood ash, potash or stale urine.17 

13.. Schweppe (1997), pp. 88, 91, for formulas for indigo and related compounds. Until recently, it was assumed that the precursor o f woad 
wass isatan B. However, new studies have revealed that much of the precursor in woad is indican and that only some isatan B is present. 
Tropicall  and subtropical plants appear to contain some isatan B themselves in addition to indican: Balfour-Paul (1998), pp. 100-02, 234. 

14.. Balfour-Paul (1998), pp. 109-12, 234; Haller (1950), pp. 3421-25. 

15.. Schweppe (1997), p. 91. 

16.. Balfour-Paul (1998), pp. 115-31. 

17.. Dyers made numerous attempts to simplify the laborious fermentation process. By the end of the l ó*  century, European dyers began to 
experimentt with the Indian method of using arsenic sulphide as a reduction agent. Later, other inorganic reduction agents were used that 
providedd an easier control of the fermentation process. By the middle of the 18*  century, for example, a ferrous sulphate was used in 
combinationn with slaked lime or potash, and a century later the zinc-lime vat was developed; Ibid. 
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ImportImport of tropical indigo in Europe. 

Thee word 'indigo' derives from the trade name Hndicotf (Greek) or Hndicunf (Latin) meaning 'Indian' or 
'comingg from India.' Beginning a few centuries before Christ, indigo extracted from the tropical 
IndigoferaIndigofera species was exported, along with other luxury goods, to the Greeks and Romans.18 At the 
time,, it was extremely expensive and the amount sent to Europe must have been rather small. The 
productt was used for medical and cosmetic purposes. Both Pliny the Elder and Vitruvius refer to its 
usee as a painter's pigment.19 Presumably, in antiquity indigo was seldom used as a textile dye, since the 
nativee woad plant was more readily available.20 Likewise, in the medieval European textile industry 
woadd plants were used almost exclusively. In the Languedoc and in Thüringen around Erfurt, woad 
culturee was extensively developed. Tropical indigo came from the district Gujarat in North-western 
Indiaa and was brought by Arabian tradesmen to Baghdad. From this main trading centre of Indian and 
Persiann goods, Genoese and Venetian merchants brought the product to Italy from where it was 
distributedd throughout Europe.21 However, there was no widespread use of the tropical product for 
dyeingg textile in Europe other than in Italy. Until 1550, only Italian texts containing formulas for 
dyeing,, such as the Venetian Piictho de l'arte de tentori (1548), mention the use of tropical indigo as a 
textilee dye.22 After Vasco da Gama discovered the sea route to East India via the Cape of Good Hope 
inn 1498, Portuguese tradesmen supplied indigo direcdy from India. Their dominance on the Cape route 
stimulatedd other European countries to concentrate on the Levant trade instead. Due to these 
developments,, the Venetians lost their trade monopoly of indigo by the 1560s. By the second half of 
thee 16th century the Spanish had started to produce indigo on a commercial scale in Guatemala. At first, 
thiss indigo was reserved for the Spanish textile industry. Before 1586 there is no demonstrable export 
fromm Spain to other European countries. 

Portuguesee traders initially used Antwerp as the first port of entry for shipment of indigo to the 
Netherlands.. In his Descrittione di tutti Paesi Bassi (1567), Ludovico Guicciardini mentioned, in an 
overvieww of East-Indian goods that Antwerp imported 'the colour indigo, called by the Portuguese anil' 
fromm Portugal. According to Guicciardini, indigo was also imported from Venice, Ancona and France.23 

Whenn at the end of the 16th century, the Northern Netherlands textile industry had come well into its 
stride,, the Portuguese tried to find a new oudet there. In 1578 the mayors of Leiden allowed an envoy 
off  the king of Portugal to teach the Leiden textile dyers to dye with 'anil de indigo.'24 In many textile 

18.. Schweppe (1997), p. 82. 

19.. For Pliny the Elder; see Rackham (1961), vol, 9, p. 121; For Vitrivius' De arclitectura (1*  century BQ; see Morgan & Warren (1914; 1960), p. 
220.. Indigo has been identified in Roman wall paintings dated 1" century A.D.: Schweppe (1993), p. 302. 

20.. For the use of woad and indigo as a textile dye in Europe from antiquity to the 19"1, century: Balfour-Paul (1998), chapter II and III , 
Schweppee (1997), pp. 82-83, Hofenk de Graaff (1985), pp. 24-27, Cassebaum (1965), Vertterli (1950). 

21.. Indigo is mentioned in weight tax rates and bills dated 1140 in Genoa, 1149 in Bologna, 1128 in Marseilles and 1276 in London: Vetterli 
(1950),, p. 3418. 

22.. PUct/jo de l'arte de tentori mentions six recipes for dyeing blue. In four recipes the use of indigo (endego, endego de Baghdad) is described. 
Thee importance of woad (guado, fior de guado, brasilio de tentori) is emphasised as well: Edelstein & Borghetry (1969). Northern manuscripts 
off  the period, such as TBouck. tua wondre, Brussels (1513), and Alkrley mackel, Mainz (1532), only refer to the use of woad: Hofenk de Graaff 
(1985),, p. 27. 

23.. Guicciardini (1567; 1581), p. 119: '[products from Ancona] cvrdoiu mil'colore Indico, ilx so no tulle mercantie, diegPljanao di Leiunte' [products 
fromm Venice] ...moile mercerie diselu ffrallro: <& inaltrc it colore Indigo, <& molti altri cokri da tignere & da dipignen,' p. 122: '[products from France] .../'/ 
colorecolore Indigo,' p. 124: '[products from Portugal) ...ilcolore Indico delta da Porfogalle.fiami' The indigo coming from France is probably woad. 

24.. Nie(1937),pp. 103-14. 
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centress the use of indigo remained under discussion for several decades. In some towns, like Rotterdam 
wheree the industry was not regulated, everyone was free to use indigo. In Amsterdam and Haarlem 
theree were more restrictions and the product was only released in 1592. Shortly thereafter, the use of 
indigoo was allowed in Leiden on a limited scale although it was not until 1615 that it was completely 
permitted.. The 1602 formation of the Dutch East Indian Company (VOC) resulted in an increased 
importt of indigo from India into Europe and played an important part in the unlimited use of the 
tropicall  product. The increasing supply had enormous consequences for the native woad production. 
Merchantss from North-European textile centres saw their interests in woad cultivation threatened. In 
thee cities, this resulted in strong resistance to the use of indigo as a textile dye.25 At the end of the 16th 

century,, in many French and German areas, its use was forbidden (sometimes even under threat of 
death!).. In some regions, these restrictions lasted well into the 18th century. Indigo, however, was used 
byy the dyers long before their governments gave them official permission to do so. The percentage of 
indigoo tin in tropical indigo is much higher (more than 175 times) than in products made from woad 
plants,, so using it one could dye more quickly at a lower cost. Dyers, therefore, requested their 
governmentss to revoke the restrictions on indigo with increasing insistence, especially after they were 
liftedd in neighbouring districts. In addition, the VOC put a lot of effort to sell the product not only in 
thee Northern Netherlands but also in surrounding countries. This resulted, along with the destructive 
influencee of the 30-year war (1618-48) on the woad industry in the almost universal preference for 
tropicall  indigo. 

II .. Types of indigo pigment used in oil media 

Althoughh indigo found its main use in the textile industry, from antiquity onwards, die product was also 
regularlyy used in Europe for making paint and ink and to colour leather and paper.26 13th century 
Norwegiann panel paintings are the earliest known examples of indigo used in an oil medium.27 

Instructionss for the application of indigo in oil media date from the 14th century. These formulas 
indicatee that, in addition to the material extracted from tropical plants, a variety of local indigo 
pigmentss were used in easel painting. Regularly painters seem to have used a pigment made from the 
bluee froth skimmed off the dyer's woad vat. In 15th and ló^-century sources the term indigo is 
occasionallyy used for a pigment extracted from woad leaves or made from fermented blue wool. Today 
wee know that in all these materials the colouring component (indigotin) is identical. However, the old 
masterss may not have been aware that these products were in fact the same pigment. At the time, there 
wass much uncertainty about the composition of indigo brought from Bagdad. The material was often 
mistakenn for a mineral.28 The old recipes for making indigo from woad leaves or blue wool should 

25.. The Northern European textile industry's resistance to indigo was also caused by the fact that it required different handling than woad. 
Thee process required arsenic sulphide, a corosivee with which the dyers experienced many difficulties. For the competitive warfare between 
woadd and tropical indigo: Balfour-Paul (1998), pp. 55-58, Hofenk de Graaff (1985), p. 28, Cassebaum (1965), p. 1331; Vetterli (1950), p. 3416-
18. . 

26.. Balfour Paul (1998), pp. 207-15. 

27.. Planter (1995). 

28.. Despite the fact that the extraction of indigo from plants in India had been described in contemporary travel reports; Vetterli (1950), p. 
3418. . 
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presumablyy be understood as instructions for making a pigment widi a colour resembling that of Indian 
indigo.29 9 

Inn this study, modern and, when available, historical samples of indigo pigments were studied 
underr the light microscope and their chemical composition was analysed using high performance liquid 
chromatographyy (HPLC) and direct temperature mass spectrometry (DTMS). Both techniques can be 
usedd to identify indigo (Fig. 8).*' HPLC is most suitable for the identification of die secondary organic 
colouringg components in the indigo pigment, including isatin, kaempferol and indirubin.31 HPLC, 
however,, is only able to detect soluble compounds. Plant remains and other impurities were 
investigatedd by DTMS, since this technique can identify small quantities of sugars, fats and proteins. 
Scanningg electron microscopy, combined with energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis (SEM-EDX) was 
usedd to obtain insight into the inorganic components in the various indigo pigments, such as residual 
saltss from the plants or impurities resulting from the production and trading process. 

Itt is not yet possible to determine in ancient textile or paint samples whether the indigo that was 
usedd derived from woad or from tropical indigo plants. When indigo is used as a textile dye, inorganic 
componentss remain in the dyer's vat or are washed out of the fabric. Some organic components, 
however,, attach themselves to the fibre in addition to the indigo dyestuff. At present, it is being 
investigatedd whether the presence or absence of these materials in a textile sample may indicate the 
originn of the indigo used.32 When indigo is used as a pigment it will often not be possible to determine 
thee product's origin based on the presence of organic secondary components. The small amount of 
samplee available does not allow the characterisation of these components. In addition, as will be 
explainedd below, painters subjected dieir indigo pigments to purification processes. Reconstructions 
indicatee that these procedures remove the majority of organic 'impurities.' However, inorganic 
compoundss can end up in a paint layer. Thus, their presence may sometimes be indicative of the origin 
andd the purity of the indigo product. 

ljumpsljumps of tropical indigo 

Untill  the 17th century, the dark blue lumps of indigo (inde,jnde, endich, endicbo in sources) imported from 
Indiaa were often denoted as indigo from Baghdad?* In German sources, tropical indigo is also referred to 
ass Lombardian Indigo.34 From the northern Italian district Lombardia, Indian indigo that had been 

29.. This explains the occurrence of recipes for making indigo, which are in fact instructions for making blue colours of a completely other 
composition.. For Example, Birelli (1601), p. 361, advises making ' India» Jim' from 'pomi dimortdld (probably berries of myrtle). 

30.. For HPLC analysis Wouters (1991). In the mass spectrum 205,234 and 262 are marker peaks for the presence of indigotin or indirubin: 
Schweppee (1997). 

31.. Wouters (1991). For the present analysis, 1,2 to 1,4 miligrams of indigo was dissolved into 4 ml DMF. The solution was heated for ten 
minutess to 140° (just under the boiling point (150°) of DMF). This method is generally used for dissolving indigo from indigo dyed textile. 

32.. Verbal communication Maarten van Bommel (ICN) who is currently investigating the possibilities of distinguishing textile dyed with 
tropicall  indigo and woad indigo. 

33.. Sources mention for example 'indigo bagadel' 'indigo bafeadeo' 'inde Baudias,' 'bcinda.tindaau'a.nó 'indigo delgolfo' to denote the product's Indian 
origin:: Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 1, p. ccxv. 

34.. Boltz von Ru ffach (1549); see Benziger (1913; 1988), p. 8 1 :' Vom Undid) solt kb fylerky arten sdirtiben ober kb mlmkb alkin qw demgtvisxrn 
ballen,ballen, den man nennl Lamparlisdxn endiih, den find/ man in den tvurt^Jadcnen.' Carel Baten in his Secreet hoede. (1600) paraphrased Boltz von Ruffach's 
recipess on indigo and recommended thus the use oi'Lombaersdjcindie.' Recipes in the StrasbutgMS (15th C.) recommend the use of 'Lamptscljcn 
endidr,'endidr,' see Borradaile (1967), p. 44. According to Borradaiie (1967), p. 102, the specification 'lamptsdxn' probably indicated that this indigo 
pigmentt came from London and would have been made of the native woad plant. However, in light of the reference by Boltz von Ruffach 
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broughtt to Venice and Genoa, would have been exported to other (mid) European countries. Tropical 
indigoo was assessed as being superior to other indigo pigments. Boltz von Ruffach maintained in his 
llluminierbuchllluminierbuch (1549) that among the many types of indigo the surest was the Lampartischen endich?^ At the 
time,, Indian indigo seems to have been ranked among the mid-price pigments. It was a lot cheaper than 
ultramarinee and good quality azurite and about the same price as smalt, lower quality azurite or 
syntheticc copper carbonate blue. In 15th and 16th century account books for decorative projects, Indian 
indigoo is sometimes mentioned. Its price was considerable but still such that it could be used for 
temporaryy schemes.36 Giovanni da Udine recorded the prices of some of the pigments he bought in 
15311 for his work in St Peter's in Rome. Endicho was one of dearer pigments. Two purchases cost each 
755 and 48 baiocchi a pound, compared with 60 baiocchi a pound for smalt, 50 baiocchi and 1 scudo 20 baiocchi 
forr biadetto (not identified further), and 3 or 6 baiocchi a pound for lead-white.37 

Itt is well known that tropical indigo, in addition to indigo tin, always contains a lesser or greater 
amountt of indigotin's isomer indirubin (indigo red) as well as the yellow colorant kaempferol. The 
percentagee of these components depends on the plant species, the age of the plant and the process 
usedd for the making of indigo.3" Natural indigo also contains plant material. This includes organic 
componentss of indefinable composition, which are referred to in the literature as indigo gluten and a 
brownn amorphous substance indicated as indigo brown. Indigo may also contain a varying amount of 
residuall  salts from the plants primarily calcium and magnesium carbonate and, to a lesser degree, 
aluminiumm and iron oxide.3y In the period examined, the quality of the indigo was affected by a variety 
off  factors. The plants were cut three times a year and the moment of the harvest influenced the quality 
off  the indigo to a great extent.*1 The degree of sophistication in the manufacturing process influenced 
thee quality as well.41 Indigo was frequendy adulterated with substances such as ashes, washed earth, 
sandd and slate or brick dust. In Europe, indigo was also adulterated. Finely crushed blue wool, silk rags, 
soot,, starch, resin, rust and, from the 18th century on, Prussian blue, were often mixed with the product. 
Dependingg on the amount of secondary compounds, die quality of indigo lumps can vary enormously. 

andd Van Baten, it is more likely that 'kmptsdicri referred to the Lombardian disctrict. In the 1 5Ul century, indigo pigment made from wo ad 
leavess would presumably not have been exported from England, as it is only at the end of the 16,h century that woad became an established 
cropp in its southern provinces. 

35.. See reference in the previous note. 

36.. For example, the account for the decoration paintings made by Holbein and others for king Henry VII I at Greenwich in 1527, mentions: 
'Itm'Itm for '// lh~ oj'jfynneynde handen xiajtLt' see Foirster (2001), p. 122. 

37.. Cargnelutti (1987), vol. 1, pp. 35-36. There were 100 baioccbi to the scudo. 

38.. Schweppe (1997), p. 89. 

39.. Ibiil. 

40.. Tavernier (1676-77; 1679), vol. 2, p. 295 recorded in his travel account about the indigo from Gujarat: 'Lapremiere ixrbe est sum comparaimn 
mcilleuremcilleure que lei deux autres, la seconde estant mains de dix ou dou^e pour cent que la premiere, <e!r la tnisiémeau dessous ik la seconde de ling pour cent: 

41.. Plants had to be free from dirt and for their fermentation exact riming was critical to avoid the extraction of impurities. Furthermore, clean 
waterr had to be used in the beating tank, and determining the exact moment to stop the oxidation process demanded great experience. The 
indigoo paste had to dry slowly with sufficient ventilation as the paste could otherwise be scorched in the blazing tropical sun, and result in the 
inferiorr burn! indigo: Balfour Paul (1998), pp. 108-12, Schweppe (1997), pp. 91-93. Examples of historical descriptions of the making of indigo 
includee those by Tavernier (1676-77; 1679), vol. 2, pp. 294-96, Vuurst (1819), and Georgievics (1892). 
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Thee best types contain 90% indigotin, more inferior types 40% to 50%, while the most inferior lumps 
containn only 20% indigotin.42 

Forr the present study, two modern types of indigo pigment and three samples from the 
collectionn of the early 19th century Amsterdam painting material supplier Hafkenscheid, were analysed.43 

Thiss determined the presence of a great variety of organic and inorganic components in addition to 
indigotin.. HPLC identified isatin, indirubin, several orange red components and a range of yellow 
componentss in all samples although in different percentages. A series of materials closely related to 
indigotinn and indirubin were also consistendy present (Fig. 9).44 SEM-EDX analysis of indigo leaves 
identifiedd a small relative amount of silicon, iron, magnesium, phosphorus, sulphur, chlorine, potassium 
andd calcium. These elements were also detected in the pigment samples. In all pigment samples, but 
especiallyy in die two modern types, silicon and iron were present in much higher percentage. In 
addition,, a high relative amount of aluminium was identified (Fig. 10). Under the microscope, mineral 
matterr in indigo pigments is clearly visible as birefringent material (Fig. 11). Possibly, clay, sand or rust 
hadd been added during the production process or trade. 

IndigoIndigo from the flower of the dyer's vat. 
15thh and 16th -century texts regularly mention recipes for the preparation of flower (English: florey, flory; 
Ftenchiflore'e,Ftenchiflore'e, Italian: ftorata, ftore, Dutch: bloem, bloemen; German: plumen) from the dyer's vat. During the 
reductionn process in the vat, leuco-indigo oxidises at the surface of the vat into indigo blue (Fig. 12). 
Thiss finely dispersed indigo floats on the liquid of the vat as an iridescent purple blue froth. When the 
frothh or flower is skimmed off, it can be used as a pigment. Recipes in Northern European texts will 
mostt likely have referred to the product of the woad vat. Italian recipes also explicidy name the froth 
fromm a woad (denoted in Italian sources asguato,guado ozguastum) dyers vat45 However, we have to bear 
inn mind that during the 16th century, when the use of imported indigo was increasing, this product was 
regularlyy added to the woad vat. ^ Then, the flower would have been a mixture of both imported 
indigoo and woad. Painters seem to have gready valued this secondary product of the local textile 
industry.. The substance was, according to Boltz von Ruffach (1549), abundantly and frequently used for 
[paint]]  mixtures.41 The Italian author Alessio Piemontese mentions in the second part of his influential 
De'secretiDe'secreti (1558) die use of Palma Christi, brought from Germany, which is like the flower of'wood.** Apparendy, 

42.. Schweppe (1997), p.89. 

43.. Modern types of natural indigo (both from Indigo/era tinctorial.) were obtained from Krerner, Aichstetten, Algau (Indigo Echt Indisch, 
36M-AA from India), and Verfmolen de Kat, Zaanse Schans. Indigo samples from the Hafkenscheid Collection are labelled: 111,114 and 122. 
Forr a description of the Hafkenscheid collection: Pey (1989) and (1998). The Hafkenscheid collection is presently in the Teylers Museum, 
Haarlem.. I am grateful to Marijke Bisseling and Bert Sliggers, Teylers Museum Haarlem, for allowing the sampling of these types of natural 
indigo. . 

44.. These are components with almost the same absorption spectrum as indigotin and indirubin but which exhibited a different retention time. 

45.. Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol.1, p. ccxv. 

46.. Balfour Paul (1998), pp. 129. In the 17'h and 18th century, woad was used as a fermenting agent for a dyeing vat made mainly with tropical 
indigo:: Mook-Andreae (1958), pp. 20-21. However, as will be decribed in the following paragrap, at that date the froth of the dyeing vat would 
hardlyy have been used as an artist pigment since the tropical indigo was readily available. 

47.. Boltz von Ruffach (1549); see Benziger (1913; 1988), p. 82: Weulplumen... wiirdt %u den mixturen iyl und offl gebrucht.' 

48.. I made use of the English translation; Aiessio (1563; 1977), pp. 32r-32v: 'To make a green,yelhia>, rtdde, and blew colour with nut thickness, for to 
writewrite upon paper... For to make f/je blewe, take Palma Christi, that commetb oufe ofGermanye which is fyke tbejhwer ofwoatle.' 
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flowerflower was even exported from Germany into Italy by the 16th century. Notably, in 15th and 16th-
centuryy account books for decorative projects, flower is more regularly mentioned than Indian indigo.49 

Possibly,, at that time, the local product was cheaper and thus an alternative for the pigment imported 
fromm outside Europe. In 16th century accounts, Indian indigo is mentioned more frequendy. These 
recordss indicate that at that time prices for both pigments were comparable.5'1 

Inn order to remove the remaining vat liquid from the 'blue flower1, a 16th century Flemish 
recipebookk named Diversche verven te maken advised putting the substance in an earthenware vessel with 
tinyy holes, or evaporating the liquid in a pan above the fire.51 Subsequendy, the substance was ground 
intoo a paste with fresh water and lead-white, or white earth. Some painters preferred a more 
sophisticatedd preparation. It is quite conceivable that the froth from an historical dyeing vat contained 
remnantss of the fermenting products that were added to the vat (such as dough and plant pulp) that 
mayy have had a detrimental influence on the brightness of the blue colour. An English manuscript 
containingg 16th century recipes, suggested gnnding a mixture of flower and chalk at least three times with 
freshh water: [for the more it is done the better willbe the coullor.' After the paste had dried in a vessel (of 
presumablyy porous material) the ''blue indi could be mixed into paint with glue-tempera or an oil 
medium.522 The 15th-century manuscript, Segreti per colon, described how a mixture of flower, urine and 
starchh is filtered.53 Soaking in urine may work to dissolve both organic and inorganic impurities from 
thee dyer's vat. These impurities would have combined with the starch so that these were sufficiendy 
removed.. In order to use flower i-a oil media, an early 16th century Italian manuscript advised boiling the 
substancee in alum water and straining it through a cloth.54 Water-soluble contaminants would form a 
compoundd with the alum and would thus be removed. 

SEM-EDXX analysis of the froth from a modern dyeing vat made with natural indigo indicated 
thatt the substance contained litde inorganic material.55 Indeed, the main contaminants of indigo lumps: 
sand,, clay and rust, would have sunk to the bottom of the vat. Only small quantities of calcium and 
potassiumm salts were detected, probably deriving from water-soluble calcium salts and potassium 
carbonatee used for the reduction process. Both HPLC and DTMS analysis indicated that the modern 
pigmentt was also remarkably free of organic secondary products.56 Accordingly, there appear to be no 

49.. Examples mentioned by Kirby (20(X)); Foirster (2001); personal communication Jo Kirby, National Gallery London. 

50.. From the accounts for the Greenwich festivities of 1527 it is evident that flower indigo (2s6d a pound) was even somewhat more 
expensivee than Indian indigo (2s4d a pound):Foirster (2001), p. 122. 

51.. Dittrulx (16th C); see Vandamme (1974), pp. 114-15. 

52.. Harley (1970; 1982), p. 61. 

53.. Segretiper Colon ([5^ C); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 417. Alessio (see note 48) advised soaking the woad flower in unne 
overnightt and grinding it afterwards while adding a littl e slaked lime. 

54.. Seireti Dverxi (16*  C); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 613. Recipes in the Segttiper Colon (15th C); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, 
pp.. 413-15, recommended mixing flower with alum water or urine but without subsequent filtering. Although impurities remained, it is 
conceivablee that if these substances were bound to alum or urine they would no longer have a detrimental influence on the quality of the 
colour. . 

55.. Froth from an indigo dyeing vat in Mexico made of Indi^ojera sujjructicosa Mill. ; see Fig. 12. Sample provided by Dr Arie Wallert, 
Rijksmuseumm Amsterdam. 

56.. In addition to indigotin and indirubin, HPLC analysis of the flower identified a range of blue, orange red and yellow secondary 
componentss that were also present in the indigo lumps (see above). However, in the flower these components were only present in very small 
quantities. . 
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possibilitiess for analytically distinguishing the flower in the paint layer from a pure indigo pigment 
importedd from outside Europe. 

IndigoIndigo pigment from woad leaves 
Thee Segreti per colori also describes how indigo pigment is extracted from fresh woad leaves. Pounded 
leavess were sprinkled wkh urine and placed in the hot sun. The heated mixture would then ferment and 
decomposee the plant cells, while sunlight induced the oxidation of leuco-inóigo into indigo blue. The 
recipee describes how indigo is secreted from the heated mass as large worms of a blue colour}1 These 
Svorms'' were collected, remaining moisture was squeezed out in a linen cloth and the substance was 
groundd and dried. This method resulted in extremely low yields. Reconstructions by Malla-Stiina 
Tallgrenn using a comparable method have shown that 1-kilogram of woad leaves produces less then 1 
gramm of indigo pigment.58 Nevertheless, die pigment seems to have been used in easel painting. The 
ló^-centuryy manuscript The art of limning recommended, in addition to 'Inde Baudias,' the pigment 
'English'English Inde' which Henry Peacham later described in his treatise The art of drawing with the pen (1606), as 
'English'English Indebaudias.' Peacham considered this as giving 'not fully so good a cullour as your indebaudias* from 
Baghdad.599 In the southern provinces of England, at the end of the 16th century, when the English 
textilee industry was going strong, woad had rapidly become an established crop.60 English painters may 
havee used woad leaves to make their 'English indigo' pigment, as at mat time die tropical product was still 
expensive. . 

Inn modern pigments made of woad leaves, an orange red colorant mat was not present in the 
pigmentss examined from the Indigofera species was identified using HPLC.61. Remarkably high relative 
amountss of calcium and phosphorus were found by SEM-EDX in pigments derived from woad (Fig. 
13).. These compounds were also present in relatively high quantities in woad leaves. In leaves and 
pigmentss made of the Indigofera species, the inorganic compounds, especially the latter, were only 
presentt in relatively small quantities. Thus, when indigo agglomerates in paint samples from historical 
paintingss contain a high relative amount of both calcium and phosphorus, this could imply that wo ad-
indigoo was used.62 

57.. Segretiper colon (IS*  C); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 417. In the same manuscript, p. 413, another recipe for making indigo 
describess how pounded woad leaves are ground with a mixture of salt, sulphur and rock alum. The mass is mixed with water and evaporated 
abovee fire into a dough-like substance. After drying, this product is ready for use. The functioning of the recipe is unclear and wil l presumably 
nott have resulted in a blue pigment. 

58.11 am grateful to Malla-Stiina Tallgren, Helsinki for kindly providing me with four samples of her homemade woad indigo. With her 
method,, fresh woad leaves were soaked in an urea solution (20 grams of urea in 1 liter water). Then ammonia was added. The solution was 
broughtt into contact with oxygen by repeated pourings so that indigo blue was precipitated. This indigo was washed several times with fresh 
water. . 

59.. Art o)'limning (16,h C ), f. 133v, Peacham (16()6; 1970), p. 57. 

60.. Balfour-Paul (1998), pp. 37-38. 

61.. Four samples of woad pigment homemade by Malla-Stiina Tallgren (see note 58) were analysed as well as several reference samples in the 
collectionn of the ICN. Maarten van Bommel from the Netherlands Institute for cultural Heritage, Amsterdam is currently investigating 
whetherr the presence or absence of this component in historical paint and textile samples may provide a criterion for the identification of the 
typee of plant used for the making of the indigo. 

62.. However, we may not rule our that bone white (Ca*(PO.i)2, had been added to the indigo paint. Harley (1970; 1982), pp. 153, however, 
statess that although the pigment was mentioned occasionally in 17dl-century sources, it is obvious that is was never used extensively. 
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IndigoIndigo made from blue wool. 

Fromm the 14th to the 16th century, a number of recipes have come down to us for the preparation of 
indigoo pigment from blue wool. At the time, red colorants were regularly extracted from clippings of 
dyedd textile using lye of ash or similar alkaline solutions.63 The red colorant that had come into solution 
wass precipitated by the addition of alum. Recipes for making indigo from textile, as described in two 
15th-centuryy German recipe books, similarly advise to drench deep blue wool in a strong alkaline 
solution/'44 However, contrary to red dyes, indigotin is not alkali-soluble, so that the caustic bath must 
havee had another purpose. Reconstructions by the author indicated that the alkaline solution served to 
breakk down the protein bonds of the wool fibres so that the wool could be completely converted into a 
bluee jelly-like substance diat could be dried and pulverised.65 In order to remove superfluous liquid, 
recipess advise pressing the pulp carefully through a cloth. The substance was then dried and rolled into 
litdee balls with the help of a littl e bit of fine quartz sand. A recipe in the 16th-century Diverscbe verven te 
maken,maken, simply recommended making indigo pigment by leaving wet blue wool to rot for a couple of 
weekss in a warm place. The substance was then ground with lead-white and used with gum water or 
linseedd oil.66 The reconstructions indicate that when indigo/wool pulp is mixed with oil a smooth paint 
iss obtained without any threads remaining from the wool. However, very careful washing is needed to 
removee all traces of alkalinity. 

Whenn wool indigo pigment is examined under the microscope, remaining wool fibres are clearly 
visiblee using crossed polarizers although they are more difficult to recognize in normal light. Likewise, 
inn samples from historical indigo paints, traces of threads may be distinguished. When fine quartz sand 
wass added to the product, this is visible as well. DTMS analysis of the wool pigment identified marker 
peakss for proteinaceous material and marker peaks for sterols of which some are typical of wool.67 

Thesee components may be detectable in oil paint layers too; certainly in young paint films, although 
withh more difficulty in aged systems. To date, in conservation literature no reference has been made to 
tracess of threads indentified in indigo paints. The sporadic recipes suggest that indigo/wool pulp was 
nott commonly used in easel painting. The substance could have been used for decorative arts, such as 
printingg designs on fabrics. 

III .. Increasing import of tropical indigo and it s growing importance as an artists' pigment 

Justt as in the textile industry, increasing quantities of tropical indigo imported from the late 16th century 
onn into Europe had consequences for the art of painting. Since the 17th century, painting instructions 
almostt exclusively refer to the use of tropical indigo.68 Until the middle of the 16th century, vat flower 

63.. Saunders & Kirby (1994)1, p. 83. 

64.. NurnbtrgerKunslbuch (15lh C), f. 20v, and Anonymous MS (15*  C.) 12, f. 181v: Ploss (1962; 1989), p. 140. 

65.. Indigo dyed blue wool was cut into very small pieces. These were soaked for 16 hours in a solution of 4M NaOH. In the First hour the 
wooll  disintegrated although wool fibres remained visible by the naked eye. Later on, the wool completely converted into a jelly-tike substance. 
Afterr several washings with fresh water in order to remove the NaOH, the indigo product was dried and was ready to use. 

66.. Diivrsd* (16*  C ); see Vandamme (1974), pp. 114-15. Boltz von Ruffach (1549); see Benziger (1913; 1988), p. 81, described a similar 
proceduree only with an addition of wet chalk in the rotting process. 

67.. In the DTMS spectra we observed preserved cholesterol and oxidized cholesterol. In the mass spectrum peak 386 is a marker for 
cholesteroll  and peak 382, 384, 4(K), 402 are markers for oxidised sterols: Brink (2001), chapter V. A peak observed at m/z 426 is tentatively 
assignedd to lanosterol; peak m/z 98,117 and 194, observed at relatively high temperatures in the DTMS run, are known markers for 
proteinaceouss materials. 

68.. The sporadic occurence of recipes recommending other types of indigo pigment are paraphrases of authoritative older texts, which only 
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wass still a useful alternative for tropical indigo, and pigment extracted from woad leaves or made of 
bluee wool may occasionally have been used. In paintings of this early period it is uncertainn whether the 
indigoo pigment used was imported from outside Europe or was obtained locally.6<J As indicated above, 
inn a paint layer only pigments made from wool can be securely identified, but this product seems to 
havee been rarely used in easel painting. In the 17th century, however, there was hardly any necessity left 
forr the use of local indigo products. Presumably, in this respect, there was littl e difference between 
thosee regions in Europe where tropical indigo had been released as a textile dye (as of the early 17th 

century)) and those regions where its use was still forbidden since there is no indication that the tropical 
productt was also forbidden in painting.70 

Thee ready availability of tropical indigo also resulted in a growing importance of indigo as an 
artists'' material. The number of analyses of indigo in easel paintings is still limited. On the basis of 
currentt data the following picture emerges. Indigo, either the tropical or the local product, was 
identifiedd in only very few works by 15th and 16th century Northern European painters, including 
Stephann Lochner (active in Cologne 1442-51), Dieric Bouts (1400(?)-1475; Fig 14) and two 
contemporaryy anonymous followers of Holbein.71 In contrast, Italian painters of the period appear to 
havee used indigo pigment more regularly, as is evident from analyses of works by Antonio Vivarini 
(1440(?)-1476-84(?)),, Giorgio Schiavone (1436/37-1504), Francesco del Cossa (r.l435-*.1477), and 
Jacopoo Tintoretto (1518-94).72 The majority of tfiese painters were active in Venice, at the time the 
mainn port of import for Indian indigo. It is therefore likely that they would have used the tropical 
material.. Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) is the first painter known north of the Alps to have employed 
indigoo on a large scale. Guicciardini's Descrittione indicated that tropical indigo was readily available in 
Antwerp,, the city where Rubens was mainly active, by the second half of the 16th century. However, in 
Rubens'' choice of this blue, the influence of the materials of Italian painters, with which he first 
becamee acquainted during his stay in Italy from 1600 to 1608, seems to have been decisive. In his early 
Antwerpp works no indigo was found.73 His Transfiguration finished during his stay in Italy in 1607 for 

seemm to have been quoted for the sake of completeness. For example the recipe for making indigo from blue wool described by Boltz von 
Ruffachh (1549) (see note 66) was paraphrased by Van Baten (1600), pp. 316-17, and Witgeest (1679; 1967), p. 163. The recipe by Alessio 
(1558)) for making indigo from woad flower (see note 48), was repeated by Birelli (1601), p. 361, and LeBrun (1635); see Merrifield (1849; 
1967),, vol. 2, p. 807, and Pictonus (1713; 1747), N.10. 

69.. In some cases, the froth from the dyeing vat might have been a mixture of woad and imported indigo; see note 46. 

70.. Moreover, the tropical pigment would have been available for painters, not just because the product was frequently permitted in a limited 
scalee in the dyeing industry (only as an addition to the woad vat) but also, because, despite all restrictions tropical indigo was nonetheless often 
imported:: Vetterli (1950), p. 3418. 

71.. Stephan Lochner, Saints Jerome, Cortlub (?), Gregory the Great anil a iknor. National Gallery, London: Billinge ct aL (1997), p. 65. Dieric Bouts, 
TheThe entombment. National Gallery, London: Bomford tt at. (1986), p. 50. Indigo was used for the background in a copy of Holbein's Portrait of 
ThomasThomas CromwcLL, and a copy of Holbein's Portrait of Sir William Butts, both in the collection of the National Portrait Gallery, London: Foister et 
^^ (1994), p. 9. 

72.. Antonio Vivarini and Giovanni d'Alemagna, Saints Francis and Mark, Giorgio Schiavone, Polyp/yd in ten panels; personal communication: 
Marikaa Spring, Scientific Department, National Gallery, London. Franceso del Cossa, VinantFemr. Smith et aL (1981), p. 55. Jacopo 
Tintoretto,, The origin of f be milky way. Plesters (1980), p. 39. All paintings are in the collection of the National Gallery, London. 

73.. For example, no indigo was found in Rubens' Tlx conversion of St. Paul, Sammlungen des Fürsten von Liechtenstein, Vienna; personal 
communication:: Daniel Fabian, Conservator of the Sammlungen des Fürsten von Liechtenstein, who has recendy technically examined the 
painting.. Presumably, Rubens has made the painting in Antwerp before he went to Italy. The style is still closely related to the style of Rubens' 
masterr Otto van Veen. The fact that the support is an oak panel is another argument supporting the premise nf its northern origin; verbal 
communicationn Nico van Hout who is preparing a Ph.D. thesis on the dead-colouring phase in paintings by Rubens and his workshop. 
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thee church Sta Tnnita in Mantua is the earliest known example of his use of indigo. Only then this 
pigmentt was added to his palette.74 Following their master, Anthony Van Dyck (1599-1641)75 and Jacob 
Jordaenss (1593-1678)76 made use of the pigment in the early decades of the 17th century. 

Inn the Northern Netherlands, there is a notable increase of indigo's use as a painters' pigment, 
sincee from the early 17th century large quantities were imported by the VOC. In Haarlem, around the 
turnn of die century none of the leading painters, Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617), Cornelis Cornelisz. 
vann Haarlem (1562-1638) and Karel Van Mander (1548-1606) utilised indigo, whereas only a few 
decadess later the pigment had become popular with the younger generation of painters. Of these, Frans 
Halss (1581/85-1666) seems to have been the pioneer, in his use of indigo in 1627 for the blue sashes 
andd patterns of the standards in portraits of the St. George civic guard and the St. Adrian civic guard (Fig. 15, 
16).777 Hals used indigo again in portraits of the St. Adrian (1633) and St. George (1639) companies (Fig. 
17,, 18). Maybe, techniques of Antwerp painters played a part in Hals' use of the unconventional 
paintingg material. We know that in 1616 Hals left for Antwerp for some months, so that it is 
conceivablee that he received some training as a painter diere. In his choice of blue, Hals was soon 
followedd by several of his younger Haarlem colleagues includingg Johannes Verspronck (Fig. 2, 19, 20), 
Judithh Leyster (1609-60; Fig. 21, 22) and Jan Miense Molenaar (f.1610-68; Fig. 23).78 Indigo was also 
identifiedd in a painting dated 1651, by Pieter Fransz. de Grebber (1600-53; Fig. 24a).7y 

Conspicuously,, in contemporaneous easel paintings by artists from other textile centres, such as 
Leiden,, Delft and Rotterdam, where indigo was just as readily available, the pigment has not been 

74.. Indigo was identified in the following works by Rubens: Transfiguration, Musée des Beaux Arts, Nancy: Rioux & Dijoud (1990), p. 95. 
DescentjrtimDescentjrtim /lie crass. Church of Our Lady, Antwerp: Coremans & Thissen (1962). TLIcwlion of'OK cross. Church of Our Lady, Antwerp: Vynckier 
elel al. (1992), p. 64, Goetghebeur et al (1992), p. 133. Finding oj Erichtltonius (Daughter oj Ctcrops), Allen Memorial Art Museum, Oberlin, Ohio: 
Fisherr (1980). Meleager and Atalanfe, Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen: Schweppe (1997), p. 101. 

75.. Indigo identified in following works by Anthony Van Dyck in the collection of the National Gallery, London: Abbé Scagiia Adoring Ox 
VirginVirgin and child, Charity (c. 1627-28, made in Antwerp soon after returning from Italy), Lord John Stuart and his brotkr Lt>rd Bernard Stuart (dated 
1638-1639),, The Balbi Clnltlnn (painted in Genoa between 1625-1627): entries in Roy (1999). 

76.. Jacob Jordaens: The satyr and the farmer (c. 1620) and Moses drawing waterfront 0K rock, both in the State Art College Kassei: Schweppe (1997), 
p.. 101. Triumph ojFrederik. Hendrik (signed and dated 1652), Koninklijk Paleis Huis ten Bosch, The Hague. The latter painting was technically 
examinedd by conservators of the Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg. In this painting, indigo was identified by Jaap van der Weert using 
Fourierr Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). In the infrared spectrum obtained from pure indigo pigment, characteristic peaks for 
indigotinn can be distinguished on the wavelengths 1629, 1612,1585,1483,1462,1392,1317,1173,1128,1069. All these peaks are also visible 
inn spectra obtained from oil paint reconstructions made of pure indigo that had been kept in the dark for two years. However, in oil paint 
reconstructionss that had also been preserved in the dark, but wherein indigo had been extended with lead-white, only peaks 1629, 1612,1585 
weree identified while marker peaks with a lower frequency could no longer be distinguished. Maybe, this is due to a reaction between the 
indigotinn molecules and the lead-white. That even in young and unfaded indigo lead-white paints only the 1629,1612 and 1585 marker peaks 
cann be identified may explain why in spectra obtained from samples from indigo lead-white paint from old paintings, usually only these marker 
peakss are present. Research by Jaap van der Weert; unpublished MOLART results. 

77.. Indigo was first identified by De Wild (1928), using light microscopy and micro-chemical tests. During the last restoration of the portrait 
seriess (1985 to 1987), eight more paint cross-sections were prepared from the blue sashes and studied using light microscopy by prof. dr. J-RJ-
vann Asperen de Boer and K. Groen. Indigo was confirmed by means of infrared spectrophotometry: Grevenstein et al (1990). For the present 
study,, these samples were re-examined under the microscope and additional SEM-EDX and FTIR analyses were carried out. Loose sample 
materiall  preserved in the collection of J.R.J, van Asperen de Boer was studied using DTMS. One new sample was taken from the 1627 St. 
GeorgeGeorge portrait from dark blue indigo paint from the standard near the frame. 

78.. Jan Miense Molenaar, The Touch, (signed and dated: IMR1637). Panel 19.5 x 24.2 cm. Royal Cabinet of Paintings Mauntshuis, The Hague. 
Inv.. no. 572; The Smelt, see Fig. 23a. These paintings belong to a series of five panels of the five senses. Indigo was identified using light-
microscopyy and FTIR analysis. About the FTIR analysis; see note 76. 

79.. Indigo was identified using light-microscopy and FTIR analysis. About the FTIR analysis; see note 76. 
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identifiedd to date. Visual examination suggests that indigo was used by some Amsterdam painters, 
althoughh its use there seems to have been very limited (only three possible examples were found by the 
author).. Notably, in two of these instances, indigo seems to have been used for the blue sashes in 
militi aa pieces that have a substantial connection with the work of Frans Hals. In 1632 Nicolaes Eliasz 
(1588-1650/56)) painted one such militi a piece which is assumed to have been influenced direcdy by 
Hals'Hals' St. George company of 1627 in that it differs both in its theme of a civic guards meal and in its 
compositionn from then then current type of Amsterdam militi a portraits.8" It is conceivable that the 
Haarlemm painter may also have inspired Elias2 in his choice of using indigo. In 1633 Frans Hals started 
paintingg a civic guard portrait, today known as the Meagre company, intended for an Amsterdam company 
(Fig.. 25). After a long, drawn-out conflict due to the slow progress of Hals' work, the Amsterdam 
painterr Pieter Codde (1599-1678) was requested to finish the painting in 1636. Both archival documents 
andd examination of the paint surface suggest that at that time Hals had already underpainted the whole 
portraitt group and finished several figures.81 Codde's choice of indigo will have been inspired by the 
techniquee of the Haarlem master. In the blue sashes we see Hals' underpaint layer whose greyish blue 
colourr is typical for indigo paint that contains a lot of binding medium. On top, there are more 
impasted,, hardly brushed-out strokes of a more intense blue. These upper paint strokes seem to have 
beenn applied by Codde since the stiff, sometimes even scratchy paint handling differs gready from the 
techniquee evident in Hals' Haarlem portraits where opaque and transparent, blended and unblended 
strokess sophisticatedly alternate (Fig. 15-18). 

Duringg the first decades of the 17th century, the abundant use of indigo paint was most probably 
aa local Haarlem tradition set forth by Frans Hals. By the second half of the 17,h century, painters from 
otherr cities in the Northern Netherlands used indigo more commonly. The pigment has been identified 
inn various works by Johannes Vermeer (1632-75) of Delft (Fig. 26),82 a still-lif e painting (f.1650) by 
Pieterr de Ring (1615-60) of Leiden (Fig. 27),83 and in the portrait of Amalia and her daughters (1650) by 
Gerardd van Honthorst (1590-1656) who worked after his return from Italy, in Utrecht, London and 
Thee Hague (Fig. 28).84 Cornelis Johnson (1634-after 1700), mainly working in Utrecht, used indigo in 
hiss Portrait of a Dutch gentleman (1657; Fig. 29).85 Indigo was regularly identified in paintings by Jan Steen 

HO.. Eliasz' portrait of Ciric Guards men from tk company Dink Tlxi&nx and lieutenant Pieter Adriaensyt Raep (1639). Canvas 202 x 340.5. Amsterdams 
Historischh Museum. Inv. no.143 (A7314), hangs too high to ascertain whether indigo could be used for the sashes. Indigo may have been used 
ass well for the blue drapery in two paintings from a series of five panel paintings (1626-27) attributed to Werner van den Valckert (<.\1585-
f.1627),, that depict the different tasks of the almoners in Amsterdam. Tk distribution oj the bread (dated 1627). Panel 149.5 x 149 cm. 
Amsterdamss Historisch Museum. Inv. no. 458 (A3027) and Tk tisil to the kmp work. Panel 148.5 x 63.5 cm, in the same collection. Inv. no. 456 
(A1756). . 

81.. Bijl (1989). 

82.. Johannes Vermeer, Christ in tk house of Maty andMartha (i.l 654-55). National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh: Kühn (1968). Girl with pearl 
earring.earring. Koninklijk Kabinet van Schilderijen Mauritshuis, The Hague: Groen et al (1998). For the present study, samples of the latter painting 
weree re-examined under the microscope. 

83.. Hermens ef aL (1999)1. For the present study the samples were re-examined under the light microscope. 

84.. The presence of indigo was strongly suggested when the sample was studied under the light microscope. Due to the thinness of the paint-
layerr and because the blue pigment was used with a lott of lead-white, indigotin could not be identified using DTMS and FTIR. The limited 
samplee material did not allow the use of additional analysis methods (wet chemical analysis or HPLC). SEM-EDX analysis identified in the 
paint-layerr lead and only very littl e calcium. Elements that are present in inorganic blue pigments were not found so that the precence of these 
pigmentss could be exluded. Since, no other organic blue pigment is known to have been used in oil painting in the 17th century, I currently 
deducee that Honthorst wil l have painted the blue pattern with indigo. 

85.. North (1996). I am grateful to the Courtauld Institute for kindly lending the paint cross-sections for re-examination under the light 
microscopee for the present study. 
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(1625/26-79)) made in the 1660's (Fig. 30).8fi Notably, Steen's use of indigo coincides with his stay in 
Haarlemm from 1660 to 1670. 87 Around the same time, indigo was utilised by Peter Lely (1618-80; Fig. 
31)K88 and some decades later by Godfried Schalken (1643-1706), both Netherlandish painters working 
inn England (Fig. 32).W) 

Aroundd the middle of the 17th century, there is also evidence of an increased use of indigo by 
Frenchh painters. Contacts with Italian and Netherlandish painters may have contributed to this 
development.. Indigo has been identified in Poussin's (1594(?)-1665) Echo et narcisse made around 1630 
whenn the painter had been working in Italy for several years.90 Likewise, Charles LeBrun (1619-90) who 
keptt in close touch with Poussin, executed his IJC Christ mort sur les genoux de la Vierge (1643-45) using 
indigo,, in Italy (Fig. 33).'n Philippe de La Champaigne (1602-74), in whose works indigo has been 
identifiedd several times (Fig. 34),,J2 also had contact with Poussin but may also have learned about the 
pigments'' possibilities during his apprenticeship in Brussels under Rubens' assistant Jacques 
Fourquière.. To date, only few examples are known of die use of indigo in 18th and 19th century oil 
paintings.. Presumably the pigment was rarely used since Prussian blue, which was invented in 1704, had 
becomee commercially available in the early decades of the 18th century. This pigment combined all the 
goodd qualities of indigo while it faded much less than indigo.93 The transition in technique is evident in 
twoo still life paintings by Van Huysum (1682-1749): one painted between 1702 and 1720 and the other 
datedd 1736. In the earlier painting, green mixtures were made with indigo while in the later one Van 
Huysumm used Prussian blue.'J4 Jacob de Wit (1696-1754), used indigo in a ceiling painting (1718) for die 

86.. Unpublished report ICN. Indigo was identified using DTMS by Jaap Boon; unpublished MOLART results. The painting is dated 1659-60 
byy Vnes (1%7), p. 15 and 1665-70 by Braun (1980), p. 259. For the present study the samples were re-examined under the light microscope 
andd analysed using SEM-EDX. Other paintings by Steen wherein indigo was identified include: The doctors tisit and Taivrn scene with Pregnant 
II fo.f/r.tr both in the John G. J ohnson Collection, Philadelphia: Butler (1982-83). According to Butler, Steen presumably painted TIx doctor's tisit 
inn the early 1660's and the Taiern scene with pregnant hostess around 1670. 

87.. His Haarlem colleagues may well have influenced Steen's choice for indigo. According to Butler (1982-83), p. 49, in his early works, Steen 
preferredd more costly and bright coloured pigments, such as azurite, ultramarine and vermilion. From the 1660's on, his pallete became more 
subdued,, consisting mainly of earth colours, and smalt and indigo as his favourite blue pigments. 

88.. Hendriks & Groen (1994). For the present study samples were re-examined under the light microscope, and additional SEM-EDX analysis 
wass carried out. 

89.. Massing & Groen (1988). I am grateful to Spike Bucklow, Hamilton Kerr Institute, Cambridge for kindly lending me the paint cross-
sectionss for my renewed microscopic examination for the present study. 

90.. Personal communication: E. Martin (Laboratoire de Recherche des Musées de France). Nicolas Poussin, Eclm et Narcisse. Musée du Louvre, 
Paris. . 

91.. Bergeon & Martin (1994), p. 75. 

92.. Rioux (1987), p. 98. Indigo was also identified in De La Champaine's Adoration ojtk sfjep/jcrdt. Wallace Collection, London; personal 
communication:: K. Groen (ICN). 

93.. The modem artists' pigment is considered permanent when used as a full-strength colour paint. However, when extended with a white 
pigment,, the permanence is less; Berne (1997), pp. 199. Eighteenth-century oil paintings with faded Prussian blue and early reports on the 
fadingg of Prussian blue have been described by Kirby (1993). 

94.. Kirby & Saunders (1998). 
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Cromhouthuizenn in Amsterdam.95 Prussian blue may not have been available in Amsterdam at that date 
-- the earliest known reference of its sale is dated 1722- but it is also conceivable that the painter simply 
perseveredd with a familiar technique instead of converting to the use of the new pigment.96 In the 19th 

century,, indigo seems to have been used only sporadically in oil paintings. The pigment has been 
identifiedd in works by William Turner (1775-1851).97 Willem Maris (1844-1910) mixed indigo with 
variouss other pigments to depict delicate green tones of the grass in a painting of a group of ducks.98 

IV .. Different qualities of tropical indigo. 

RegionsRegions frvm which tropical indigo was imported. 
Indigoo pigment imported from outside Europe could come from a large number of areas, could be 
madee from various indigo plant species, and was available in a variety of grades and qualities. Since the 
firstt half of the 17th century, Lauro indigo, Guatamala indigo and Charkese indigo or Tripoli indigo were 
marketedd in Amsterdam.99 Lauro indigo came via the town of Lahore in the Indian district of Gujarat 
wheree the VOC had a trading post.100 Guatemala indigo, imported from the Spanish colony of 
Guatemala,, is first referred to in 1609 and is regularly mentioned from 1624 onwards. The Charkese 
indigoindigo was traded by way of Tripoli and was considerably cheaper than the other indigo types.1"1 

Presumably,, it was a less concentrated product that wil l most likely not have interested painters of easel 
paintings.1022 From the second half of the 17th century onwards, Dutch merchants commenced 
importingg indigo from more and more other regions. In addition to Lahore, the Amsterdam courant 
mentionss indigo as coming from the towns of Surat en Jambusar in Gujarat and the district of Bengal, 
thee delta area between the Ganges and the Brahmaputra rivers.1"3 In the early 18th century, in both 
Curacaoo and Suriname the first indigo plantations were set up.1"4 In 1694, a trial shipment of Javanese 

95.. Leeuw & Dik (1999), p. 8(). 

96.. The earliest known Netherlandish painting wherein Prussian blue has been identified is a flower still-lif e dated 1716 by Rachel Ruysch: 
Zeldenrustt & Wallert (1999), pp. 100-01. 

97.. Townsend (1993)2. 

98.. Willem Maris, Ducks. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Indigo was identified using DTMS by jaap Boon; unpublished MOLART results. 

99.. See references in Amsterdam sources published by Posthumus (1910-22), vol. 4. 

100.. Balfour-Paul (1985), p. 45; Vuurst (1819),p. 119. 

101.. From stock market prices in Amsterdam it is evident that the 1626 price of Indigo 'Carrime Iripol and the 1638 and 1650 price ai'indigo 
karkttskarktts Iripol? was considerably lower than prices of other types of indigo: Nie (1937), p. 112. 

102.. Nevertheless, the inferior product may have been used in decorative oil painting techniques. John Smith, who was writing about 
techniquess for decorative oil painting, rather than as fine art, maintained that some painters used 'blue hall? instead of expensive indigo. These 
bluee balls may have been balls of partially fermented indigo or woad leaves containing a high amount of plant material: Harley (1970; 1982), 
pp.. 66-67. In aqueous media (like distemper for walls or panelling) inferior indigo species may probably have found littl e use, since in these 
mediaa all types of impurities of low refractive index, like chalk, wil l influence the eventual colour. 

103.. Hofenk de Graaff (1985), p. 28. 

104.. The cultivation of indigo in Suriname was described in 1714 by Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 838. 
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indigoo arrived in Amsterdam, but until the beginning of the 18th century only minor amounts seem to 
havee been imported from this colony.105 

Otherr European countries started to concentrate on the import and cultivation of indigo as 
well.1"66 From the second half of the 17th century, the English East Indian Company (EIC) imported 
increasingg quantities of indigo from Gujarat by way of the trading towns of Bombay, Surat and 
Ahmadabad.. Regarding West Indian indigo, the import from the Spanish colonies of Caracas and 
Guatemalaa remained the most important during the 17th century. Since the middle of the 17th century, 
plantationss were set up by the French in their colonies of Guadeloupe, Martinique and San Domingo 
andd by the English in their colonies of Jamaica, Barbados and in the course of the 18th century, also in 
Southh Carolina and other Southern states of North America. Gujarat, once the main supplies of indigo, 
wass hard hit by the competition from America. However, due to both the abolition of slavery, resulting 
inn more expensive labour, and the civil war, the American indigo culture declined rapidly. In the 19th 

century,, the English therefore concentrated on the cultivation of indigo in Bengal (captured in 1795-97 
fromm the Dutch) while the Dutch went to great lengths to improve the quality of their indigo in Java.107 

Inn 1870 Von Baeyer and Emmerling succeeded in producing synthetic indigo using isatin as the starting 
material.1"""  In 1897, this product became commercially available in its purest form from the Badische 
Anili nn Soda Fabrik (BASF) in Germany. At first, the regions cultivating natural indigo tried to keep 
theirr market share by focussing on the development of more efficient production processes.109 

However,, synthetic indigo was soon produced at a much lower price so that it rapidly replaced the 
naturall  product. 

TropicalTropical indigo plants 
Inn order to determine which indigo plants have supplied the indigo used in European (mainly 17th 

century)) oil paintings, contemporary botanical studies and travel accounts form an important source of 
information.1100 To date, only sporadic attempts have been made to identify the plants described and 
depictedd in these texts, presumably due to difficulties encountered in their terminology. Until Carl von 
Linnaeuss classified plants into family, genus and species in his Species plantarum (1753), botanists did not 
usee a consistent method or terminology to categorise plants.111 In addition, the early descriptions and 
illustrationss are not usually sufficiendy specific to identify the indigo species. 

105.. Java-indigo is only mentioned for the first rime in the Amstcnkim courant oi 1734. 

106.. Balfour-Paul (1998), pp. 44-48, 59-87. 

107.. Vetterli (1950), p. 3421. Measures taken to improve the quality of Javanese indigo are described by Lookeren Campagne (1901), pp. 24-
31. . 

108.. Balfour-Paul (1998), pp. 81-87. 

109.. When synthetic indigo had become commercially available by the end of the 19*  century, for example, the Dutch government made 
considerablee efforts to improve the quality of the natural product made at their plantations in Indonesia. To this end the chemical composition 
off  natural indigo was extensively studied. For an example of these studie: Tulleken (1900). 

110.. Through the centuries, numerous indigo species have been cultivated in the various regions from where indigo was imported to Europe. 
Overr time, most of these species were transplanted from their indigenous areas to other parts of the world. The original location of cultivation 
iss often unknown today, just as is the period of introduction to the various countries. In addition, in a given period, several indigo plants may-
havee been cultivated in one region. For example, during the 19lh century, three indigo species were cultivated in Java: Lookeren Campagne 
(1898),, p. 14. 

111.. Botanists did not yet consistently classify plants according to family and genus, but often according to the most important characteristics 
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Inn the middle of the 18th century, Linnaeus differentiated three species of the genus Indigqfera, 
whichh have retained their nomenclature to this day: Indigqfera tinctorial^, 'indigo containing plant of the dyer,' 
IndigqferaIndigqfera hirsuta L. 'hairy indigo containing plant and Indigqfera glabra L. 'hairless indigo containing plant ,'112 This 
doess not mean that indigo found in paintings came exclusively from these plants. Linnaeus based his 
denominationss on descriptions found in an older work: the 1'Hortus Indicus Malabaricus (1678) by the 
Netherlandishh botanist Henricum van Rheede van Draakenstein. As suggested by the tide, this book 
onlyy gave an overview of plants found in the area of Malabar in South East India. Of the plants in this 
area,, which were cultivated for indigo, I. tinctoria was without doubt the most important in Van 
Rheede'ss rime (Fig. 4). This is indicated by Van Rheede's characterisation of only this plant as 
containingg indigo.113 This plant was also cultivated in India and Mid-eastern parts of Africa and 
introducedd by the Spanish on their plantations in the West Indies in the second half of the 16th 

century.1144 The English physician and botanist Miller (1691-1771), also mentions in the 1768 edition of 
hiss Gardener's Dictionary that primarily the I. tinctoria was cultivated in the English West Indies colonies.115 

Aboutt half a century earlier, the English doctor Hans Sloane, who, in his Voyage to the islands Madera, 
Berbadoes,Berbadoes, Niei/es, St. Christophers and Jamaica (London 1707-25), described his visit to English and French 
colonies,, made no mention of this plant. According to Sloane two other plants were used in these 
coloniess to make indigo. On the basis of Sloane's drawings and descriptions, it is possible to identify 
onee of these as die I. glabra described by Linnaeus (Fig. 35).116 Apparently this indigo plant, which Van 
Rheedee had encountered in 1678 in the Malabars, was introduced to the colonies of the West Indies in 
thee meantime. According to Miller, this plant was also cultivated intensively in his time. The other plant 
thatt Sloane saw on the plantations was almost certainly the Indigqfera suffructicosa Mill. , which is 
indigenouss to South and Central America and which was cultivated ages ago by the Indians (Fig. 35).117 

Itt was primarily the indigo made from this plant which was exported to Europe by the Spaniards since 
thee 16th century. Today the I. suffructicosa can be found in practically all tropical parts, however, since 
Vann Rheede does not mention this species in his Hortus Malabaricus it was apparendy exclusively found 
inn the Americas at the end of the 17th century. Travel logs of the late 17th century confirm Sloane's 

off  the plants, in this case the production of a blue dyestuff. Thus indigo plants are often classified as woad plant (Isatis). For example Caspar 
Bauhin'ss Tlxatribotanki, Basileae 1571, describes a tropical indigo plant as 'Isatis IndicajoHjs Rosismartna' {Isatis from India with leaves like the 
rosemaryy plant). 

/12.. Linnaeus (1753), vol. 2, p. 751. Some decades later, Charpentir de Cossigny described nine odier indigo supplying plants including various 
woadd species in his Essai sur lajahrique lie /'indigo (1779). 

113.. The importance of this plant for the supply of indigo in 17*  century Europe is evident from the fact that Van Rheede (1678), vol. 1, plate 
54,, already denoted the species as Indigojera tinctoria. In various 17l b century herbaria the plant is referred to as such as well. Personal 
communicationn Dr G. Thijsse, Rijksherbarium Leiden. Indigo plants denoted by Linnaeus as hirsuta and glabra were described by Van Rheede 
butt not yet as 'indigo containing;' see Rheede (1678), vol. 1, plate 55 and vol. 9, plate 67. 

114.. Balfour Paul (1998), pp. 63, 91-92. 

115.. Miller (1731-35; 1768), vol. 9, sec under Indigojera. 

116.. I would like to thank Dr G. Thijsse, Rijksherbarium Leiden, for his help in identifying the decribed and depicted indigo plants in the old 
texts. . 

117.. Today the Indigojera suffructicosa species is subdivided into Indigojera suffructicosa suffructicosa and Indigojera suffructicosa guatamaknsiï. According 
too Dr Thijsse, Rijksherbarium, Leiden both types are strongly related. Differences probably developed due to the cultivation of certain 
characteristicss of the Indigojera suffructico.\a at the plantations of Guatamala. However, Balfour-Paul (1998), p. 92 believes that the Indigojera 
suffructicosagualamalcnsissuffructicosagualamalcnsis is a separate plant species that is mistakenly considered a subspeciess oj Indigojera suffructicosa. 
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observationn that this plant was cultivated on French plantations.118 Sloane apparently did not see the 
plantt in English areas. In 1768, Miller relates, namely, that he had heard that die I. suffructkosa could 
servee the English plantations as well. From this, one can conclude that this sort was not yet common 
there.. The I. hirsuta, described by Van Rheede in 1678, was supposed to be promiscuously used to make indigo 
accordingg to Miller. From this it seems that this indigo plant was cultivated by die mid 18th century. The 
lastt indigo plant mentioned by Miller was the Indigofera caroliniana Mill. , a type of indigo mat still bears 
thatt name.119 This plant is indigenous to the soudiern states of North America and since 1700 it was 
brieflyy cultivated by the English colonists. Miller related that the cultivation of this plant was quickly 
replacedd by the I. tinctoria and J. glabra due to their much higher yield. 

Regardingg the Northern Netherlands, the indigo used for oil paintings during the 17th century 
wass primarily made from die I. tinctoria and I. suffructkosa plants. In Amsterdam price records indigo 
fromm Guatemala (made at diat time from the I. suffructkosa) is regularly documented only after 1624. 
Thiss indigo would therefore rarely be used in Northern Netherlandish paintings before this time. In 
paintingss dating from the end of the 17,h century and early 18th century, indigo from I. glabra could 
easilyy have been used. 

AssessmentAssessment of quality of indigo lumps 
Thee care exercised in the preparation of the dyestuff from Indigofera plants differed widely for each 
region.. Pomet stated in his Histoire generak des drogues (1693), that die very best quality came from the 
villagee of Serquisse (= Sarkhej, near Cambay in India). This indigo was in the form of flat cakes and was 
thereforee called 'flat indigo (French: inde plate; Dutch: platte indigo ).12n The indigo made in the nearby 
townn of Agra was of virtually the same quality and was, due to its sliced ball form, called 'inde de morons.' 
Thee lowest quality was imported by the Dutch from Bengal. Regarding the West Indian indigo types, 
thee best quality came from Guatemala and the next from San Domingo. Of lesser quality was the 
Jamaicann indigo, while the worst types were imported from the Caribbean islands. A quarter of a 
centuryy later, as we can read in a letter dated 1723 by die indigo connoisseur Hendrik van Raat, virtually 
thee same differences between the indigo types from various regions existed.121 However, place of origin 
wass certainly not the only criterion for determining indigo's quality. From catalogues of drugs, for 
example,, it is evident that indigo from Serquisse was imported in three grades.122 In the Northern 
Netherlands,, sometimes 'plaf indigo did not refer to the superior product from Serquisse but instead to 

118.. According to Dr Thijsse, Rijksherbarium Leiden, the description by Padre Jean-Baptiste Labat in his Voyage qu.\ Isles de I'Amerujue 
(Antilles),(Antilles), 16'J3-1705, Pans 1722, of the indigo plant he found at indigo plantations on the French colony of Martinique must certainly refer to 
thee Indigofera suffructicosa. According to Dr Thijsse this plant was probably also drawn by the French Royal botanist Père Charles Plumier during 
hiss travels to the Antilles from 1689 to 1704; illustration in Viatte & Aillaud(1987), p. 49, Fig. no. 7. Plumier himself denoted this plant as 
ornitlmpodiumornitlmpodium jrutercena seupatygala tinctorium. 

119.. Bühler (1950), p. 3438. 

120.. Pomet (1694), pp. 153-54, even differentiated two products on the basis of the means of preparation: The inde was the most pure as only 
thee leaves were used. This product was only made in Gujarat and Bengal. Indigo that was less pure, since the whole plant was used sometimes 
withh weeds and all, was made at American plantations. According to Pomet only inde was well suited to the art of painting. However, most 
paintingg manuals do not refer to any difference. Painters wil l also hardly have been able to distinguish the two products since, as is evident 
fromm Pomet's description, good quality indigo was almost like inde. 

121.. Raat (1723), pp. 178-83. Only the indigo from Sercjuisse was usually less good than the best types from Guatemala and indigo from Java 
wass now characterised for its great purity. 

122.. Tix drnguier curieux ou catalogue ties drogues simples et wmposies müpar afthabti... (2nd edition, Paris 1709), mentions the qualities 'Inde Scrquistt 
fin,fin, Inde Serquisse en stirte, Inde serquisse ïómuir' see Viatte & Aillaud (1987), p. 14. 
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indigoo of an extremely low grade (in addition to flat, in Dutch the word lplat can also mean coarse or 
plain).. For example, in 1640 the Leiden textile dyers complained that the VOC had brought far too 
littl ee indigo Lauro and only a great abundance of plat goods... which plat good is of a bad quality and contaminated 
goodsgoods and... cannot be properly used>21 The trade name even had a third connotation. At the end of the 17th 

century,, the pigment factory of the firm Pekstok in Amsterdam produced 'platte' indigo consisting of 
indigoo powder from Guatemala ground wet with smalt.124 This product was not utilised for dyeing 
textilee or for the art of painting but for housekeeping; a small piece added to the rinse water made linen 
lookk whiter and cleaner.125 

Painter'ss manuals indicate that differences in quality were also considered of great relevance to 
painters.. Naturally, when dyeing textile, a high percentage of impurities in the indigo is unfavourable as 
aa less concentrated vat solution is obtained. For painters, however, impurities can be particularly 
problematic.. When the lumps are ground as a pigment all of the inferior components end up in the 
finall  paint. Reconstructions indicate that these impurities have a detrimental influence on the working 
propertiess of the paint and the hue and intensity of the colour. In addition, they may considerably 
diminishh the paint's colour-fastness, as will be discussed in section VI . The Spanish painter Felipe 
Nuness recommended in his Arte poëtica, e da pintura (1615), the use of indigo in the form of tablets, 
whichh presumably referred to flat indigo from Serquisse.126 Later in the century, mosdy indigo from 
Guatemalaa is recommended. In his Aantekeningen over schilderkunst (1679-1704), the Dutch painter Simon 
Eikelenbergg noted in 1704 from an indigo merchant that lauro indigo from East Indie could be as good as 
thee one from Guatemala although its quality could differ gready and that Jamaican indigo was extremely 
bad.1277 Just like textile dyers, painters knew that good quality indigo had to be purchased in the form of 
lumpss that were easy to break exhibiting a plane of fracture with a fiery violet colour.128 The 
Netherlandishh painter Wilhelm Beurs advised amateur painters in his De groote waereldin 't kleen geschildert 
(1692)) to choose the most purplish pieces with white spots (Fig. 36).129 Presumably these spots were a white 
mouldd that, according to a late 18th century text on the making of indigo, was formed when the indigo 
lumpss were not sufficiendy dry before being wrapped up and transported.130 Eikelenberg noted that to 

123.. Posthumus (1910-22), vol. 4, p. 169, no. 156: 'Weliswaer, dat de mors, schepengroote quantittit' tunplatgoet sijn medebrengende, welckplatgoeteen 
slechteslechte soorte cnde toegemaectgoet it ende by de supplianten, doordien de sayen de beste indigo itreyssc/jen, niet bcquamtlick can werden gebruyc/.' 

124.. Pekstok (1697): 'Memorie om platte indigo te maaken. Neemt tot 10 Lb blouse!, 1 Lb. poe/er mn Guatemala, dit dan t'^aamen door een mostert meulen 3 a 
44 rtijsengemaalen, en dan op rou linnen horden te droogen geleght tot dat men 't in lierkante stuckjes kan snijden, die dan van de borden op een eijstgeleijt werden om 
tete {kogen, isgemaeckt. Wil men den indigo beeter fxbben soo neemtmen minder bhiusel en meer indigo, ah ten ivorbeell tot 50 Lb.pocjer ran gualumalo, 150 Lb. 
blausel,blausel, off tol 50 Lb. poe/er, 1(H) lb. blauselen smi naar aditnant. N.B. liet blauselkan wel soo een bij ̂ oort sijn dit ivorf 10,11 d 12 stuiters te bekomen is.' 
Withinn the Hafkenscheid Collection (see note 43) platindigo consisted of a mixture of smalt and indigo: Pey (1989), p. 149. 

125.Vuurstt (1819), pp. 150-51. 

126.. Nunes (1615); see translation by Veliz (1986), p. 9. 

127.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 788: 'Indigo 1704 it mij dtmr een enure sjjde- en stojfettrwer, ook bandelaar in d'indtgo pijnde, ge^tgt dot de indigo 
GuatimalaGuatimala de beste it en onder desire de ligtste vangcwigl, die niet purper maar... lialet ^tet en veel witte stippen fjeeft. Dat de indigo lauro, die %>o bij ^eij, uit 
oostindienoostindien komt, wel ̂ oo goet kan ^ijn ah die ran Guatimala: maar tangeer terschillende soorten is. Dat dejamaic^e &er slegt is. Dat ah men indigo koopt men 
mlgensmlgens gewoonte mjlitijt lieejt, de^bv te laten pijlen, om al^rto 't ~and, dat i< onder mogt %/n daar ofte .<[c]lji/den en puitere te on/fangen.' Other authors 
recommendingg the use of Guatamala indigo for oil paintings include: Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p.173, and Cröker (1719); see 
SchieBl(1982),p.. 111. 

128.. See for example the instructions by Pomet (1694), p. 153, and Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p.173. 

11 29. Beurs (1692), p. 16: 'Indigo, die men tie paars Ie stukken met witte stippelen uitzoekt.' 

130.. Dyonal (1788), pp. 44-45. 
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trytry whether the indigo is good, one scrapes it with the nail and when it [the lump] appears Hike copper, and shines, then it 
isis good? and added that before buying indigo, it was usually sieved to remove remnants of sand.131 

Inn the 17th century, prices for indigo could fluctuate wildly due to its irregular supply over sea.132 

Inventoriess of shops in the Northern Netherlands specialising in painting materials, indicate that these 
almostt always had indigo in stock, often in large quantities and in various qualities. The inventory made 
inn 1648 of the Rotterdam store 't Hemelrijk by Crijn Volmarijn, indicates that over 13 pounds of indigo 
weree available in qualities costing 26, 18 and 16 stivers a pound.133 Naturally, this indigo was used in 
decorativee arts as well and also textile dyers will have bought their indigo in addition to other supplies 
inn Volmanjn's shop.134 In 1667, the shop of Cornells van Bolenbeek had various pounds oiflat indigo as 
welll  as ground and un-ground round indigo in store.135 This round indigo, priced 12 schillings (= 72 
stivers)) a pound, must have been of considerably better quality then the flat indigo that cost only one 
thirdd of that price. Indigo was rated among the more expensive pigments, including red lakes of 
averagee quality and vermilion. Indigo was significandy more expensive than blue ashes and smalt, which 
costt 5 to 10 stivers a pound.136 However, when comparing prices, we must take into account that 
indigo'ss specific gravity is much lower than that of other (inorganic) blue pigments. In addition, due to 
itss strong tinting strength, indigo can be used economically as one only needs a small amount to make 
deepp blue colours. 

V.. Properties of indigo in an oil medium 

AssessmentAssessment of working properties of indigo in oil media 
Whenn mixed with oil, indigo acquires a very dark, almost blackish blue colour. Therefore, to achieve the 
requiredd shade of blue, white pigment was usually added. This provided a colour characterised in 
sourcess as greyish blue, sky-blue, 'very faint blue? and 'a lead-colour1 that differs from the brighter blue 

131.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 733: 'ends omle bepmettn of d'indigo goet is, schrapt men met é nagel (laar op ̂ ,o bij aldien tie ^ehv koperagttg ^ief ende 
blinckt,blinckt, ^tto is de ^el/rgoe/.' 

132.. For example, in 1638, Amsterdam textile dyers asked for raising their wages since 'indigoguatimak' that first had cost 12 or 13 schillings 
noww costed 25 schillings while the price of indigo lauro had increased from 10 or 11 schillings to 23 schillings: Posthumus (1910-22), vol. 4. 
pp.. 164-65. 

133.. Municipal Archive Rotterdam, Inventory of Trijntge Pieters, d.d. 12 maart 1648. Archief van de weeskamer, Inv. no. 430, f. 187r: '4 1/2 
pondpond indigo a 26 si. 'I pond 05:17^)0, 2 1 /2 pond indigo an 16 si. 'I pond 02.V5.-00, 6pondindigoa 18 si. 05O8.-00.' I would like to thank Xenia Henny 
forr giving me her transcriptions of the inventories. 

134.. For the use of indigo in decorative arts: Bnstow (1996), pp. 14-15. In inventories examined, many materials used for textile dyeing were 
available,, usually in large quantities. See for example, the inventory of the shop of Crijn Hendricksz. Volmarijn Ibid., f.t86v:' 181 pond wedas a 2-
1010 'l Imndtrl si. f 13-11 -00, 26 pond pot as a 2 si. 't pond St. j03-18-00.' 

135.. Municipal Archive Dordrecht, Inventory of Maria van Wijngaerden, d.d. 16 april 1667. Notarieel archief nr 20, notaris Adnaen de Haan, 
inventariss nummer 225/224, f. 113r: '3 1'I'4pont swaer wichtplatte indigo a 1 gul 4 si. 'Ipont 03-18-00, 4 1/4 huyswichtronden indigo a 12 schillingen 't 
pontpont 1 5-06-00, 25 4/2pont watch wicljt ongemaek dito, 3 pont min 2 loot swaerwicht gedistitetrt dito lot 5 gul. 't pint f 14-13-00' 

136.. See note 133, f.l86v: ' U, pond smalt 't pond 2 st. f 02-08-00, f. 187r: / / /'2 pondgemene kek a 30 si. 'tpond27.05.{XJ, 3 3/4 pond Haerkems 
oltomarijnaoltomarijna 10 sclxlkngen 't pond, f. 188r: 1 pond stnoheta 38 si. 'tpond08.-01.-08, f. 188v: 19 pond blauw as 't pond 5-10 [stivers] 31:22.00'and see note 
135,f. l l2r:: '6 I /2 pont waecli gewicht molJermillioen lot41 si. 't pont ƒ1 3-06-08, 1 5/8 pont en 2 bal waech gewichtfine beste lack a 7guL 't pont f'11-78-
00,'00,' f. 112v: '2 looi waegh wicht haerkms blaeu tol 4 gul 't pont f 03-15-00, 1 pont en 2 loot waegh wicht Ixmeh blaeu tot 8 si. 't pont f 00-08-08,.. 5 pont 
waeghwaegh wicht bleycke small a 8 f /2 st. pont f 02-02-08.' Note that indigo had the same prices as a blue pigment denoted Haarlemse ultramarijn that 
inn the shops of Volmarijn and Van Bolenbeek a pound cost respectively It) schellingen (= 60 stivers) and 4 guilders (80 stivers). 
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nuancess obtained when indigo is used as a textile dye (Fig. 37).137 When the pigment is used in glue or 
eggg tempera the result is a slighdy brighter, purplish blue than in oil. The Spanish painter Pacheco 
wrotee in his Arte de lapintura (1638) about this difference: 'When [the indigo is] ground up it appeared black, 
butbut later, when made into mixtures, it had a wonderful hue between purple and blue. But if this colour is mixed in oil, it 
cannotcannot be seen.'™ Paint reconstructions indicate that the colour of woad indigo mixed with oil is 
comparablee to that of tropical indigo. Indigo flower results in a slighdy more intense purplish blue 
paint.. Indigo extracted from blue wool, however, gives a surprisingly vivid blue. 

Thee other blue pigments that painters had at their disposal, and that produced brighter blue oil 
colourss than indigo, all had particular disadvantages. Beautiful, deep blue ultramarine was extremely 
high-priced.. Azurite, that makes a more greenish blue, was rather expensive as well, especially when, in 
thee second half of the 16th century the supply route from Hungary had been cut off by the Turks.139 

Smaltt and blue verditer were ramer cheap but had very limited tinting strength and hiding power. As 
describedd in chapter II , bodi azurite and smalt could only be used when coarsely ground, which made 
paintt of these pigments rather very difficult to handle in oil. In comparison to this rather meagre list, 
goodd quality indigo had important advantages. The pigment could be ground into an extremely fine 
powder.. John Smith maintained in his The art of painting (1676): 'Note, that the longer this colour is ground, the 
moremore beautiful and fair it looks.*™ In paint cross-sections finely ground indigo is visible as a (light) blue 
matrixx with some larger agglomerates, generally up to a few microns in diameter. Due to indigo's 
superiorr colour strength painters rated indigo among pigments 'bearing a body,' which John Smith 
definedd as: 'All these [pigments] may be ground so fine as to be like, even oil itself, and then also may be said to work 
well,well, spreading so smooth, and covering the body of what you lay it upon, so intirely, as that no part will remain visible 
wherewhere the pencill hath gone™ Areas in paintings which still appear deep blue, having been shielded from 
lightt by the frame, show a surprising quantity of lead-white mixed with die indigo in a cross-section. 
Thee blue sash at the left edge of Hals' 1633 group portrait provides an example of this phenomenon 
(Fig.. 17a, h). Practical reconstructions showed that large quantities of lead-white were needed to lighten 
thee colour of paint made of good quality natural indigo (Fig. 37). It was this characteristic in particular 
thatt made indigo most suitable for painters. In oil, lead-white gives a flexible and malleable paint with 
whichh one can obtain a range of effects; the painter can apply broad impasto paint strokes and also 

137.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 148: 'Noir lie lampe... meslé arcc bianc de plumb Jaict un beau gris bleuas/re quasj comme Finding Smith 
(1676),, p. 20: Indigo is a dark blue, ij work! by itself; to remedy wind), wlnte are usually mixt, and f/ien it makes but a rery faint blue' Smith (1692), p. 51: 
'...a'...a lead-colour is made oj indigo and white' Lomazzo (1584; 1968), p. 194: 'Oltre di cm es/a biaca... & con tïntiicoja color altslrv.' Naturally, the amount 
off  indirubin and kaempferoi present influences the colour of indigo paint. 

138.. Pacheco (1649); see Sanchez Canton (1956), vol. 2, p. 17: 'Demos desto, entre los colons muypneiosos era urn el inilico (retiene en Italia el mesmo 
nombre)nombre) que acerca tie nosotros de llama anil;gastado a oHo se muren a dos dias (como Ija Ijecljo a mi), empero a temple, cuando es bueno, se consent! mejory en 
aquellosaquellos fiempos la debia de ser; nnid de la India oriental y malicndola parecia negro, mas depués, Ixclsas sus mesclas, Ikicia maranlloso color, mixta de purpura y 
a^ul;a^ul; esta mixtera no itmos que a olio la liacc.' Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 44. 

139.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), pp. 40-41. Afterwards, as is evident from historical sources, azurite was also imported from West 
Indiann colonies. Paulus Van Somer mentions in De Mayerne manuscript that the blue pigment 'Cendn,' which was found in silver mines, came 
fromm Hungary and the West Indies; Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 148. Pacheco mentions the use oCSanfa Domingo'b\ue. According 
too Veliz (1986), p. 207, this term likely refers to a naturally occurring copper blue from the Spanish Indies, of which Santo Domingo was the 
principall  port. 

140.. Smith (1676), p. 26. 

141.. Smith (1676), pp. 28-29. See also Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 380: 'Indigo if txt en daerom dektse wel, en se is goei' te bewerken, moeryjdroogt 
quali/k,quali/k, die moet gij tempenn met terpentijn alij, moet niet int water staan-; Smith (1692), p. 69; Verly (1744), p. 172; Pernery (1756), p. xcxiv: 'Quelques 
peintnspeintns cmplayent Pinde, para quelle a btaucoup de corps a/ec It blanc;mais elle se décharge beaucoup en sec/jant; e'estpourqmi an ne doit en user que dans quelques 
draperies,draperies, qu'ilfaut ensuite nicessainmentglacera 1'outnmer.' 
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accuratelyy render the finest details. Thus when mixed with a lot of lead-white even die coarsely ground 
bluee pigments become malleable. However, due to these pigments' limited tinting strength this results 
inn a pale blue paint. The advantage of indigo due to its enormous tinting strength, is that it can be 
mixedd with plenty of lead-white so that it is perfect to handle, while still giving an intense blue colour. 
Inn addition, in an oil medium, indigo is well suited for glaze paint. In sources we find indigo sometimes 
listedd amongst pigments used for glazing.142 Al l these characteristics made indigo an excellent pigment 
inn oil, as Palomino simply wrote: Indigo is a very fine colour, and pleasing to work (Fig. 38).143 Painters seem to 
havee valued indigo's working properties so greatly that they put up with its greyish blue colour and 
poorr colour-fastness. The pigment enabled them to create an extremely convincing illusion of all kinds 
off  blue (and when mixed with yellow also green) fabrics as is evidenced by Frans Hals' masterly 
depictionn of the silk sashes in the Haarlem civic guard portraits (Fig. 15-18).'44 According to 17th 

centuryy authors, the characteristic folds of silk required strong highlights that were clearly differentiated 
inn tone from the remaining cloth. As Van Mander (1604) stated: considering silk... The Venetian painters are 
highlyhighly praised. They know how to work with paint so well and they know how to do it so that the highlights just seem to 
project.™project.™ The English connoisseur Marshall Smith (1692) wrote: 'Taffatys and thin silks'must be rendered 
'full'full of breaks and flickerings and with rather sharp folds' Further, one should give the folds of the drapery a 
'sudden'sudden light with an extraordinary free hand, and if possibly, work them without fitches; for if they be not delicately us'd 
theythey will blunt the briskness of the silk which is the beauty of it.'Wl In Hals' paintings we see strokes of 
translucentt and more opaque blue paint spontaneously juxtaposed. Indigo's advantageous working 
propertiess clearly facilitated a lucid execution with dashing paint strokes that evoke the brisk folds and 
flickeringg sheen of silk. 

Whenn using inferior indigo types, painters would not have experienced any of the pigment's 
goodd qualities. The result is a greyish green paint with little tinting strength and hiding power. In 
addition,, inorganic impurities cannot easily be pulverised into a fine powder and hence result in 
disturbingg pieces visible at the paint surface. Time and again painter's manuals stress only utilising 
indigoo of the very best quality in oil paintings. Inferior types that were easily distinguished from those 
off  good quality were presumably hardly used in easel painting, although they would have found a role in 
cheapp decorative work. 

142.. For example: Mayerne {1623-44), f. 37n 'Couleursqui glacent: Verckl, Lacque, Email, Indico, Tournesot, Cambuja' 

143.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 67: 'El otrv a^ul es el anil, tin mas mixtura qut elalbayalde, una y olm con aceyle (It nueces; y este sepuede Ijacer 
tietie Liprimera,y es k mejor,y quando muc/jo, se puede hosquexar tie bianco, y negro de carbon, ü de Immo. Y es belUsimo color y muy duke tie labrar,pero ttene 
tambientambien sus condidones:y taprimera es, que ks clams non sean demasiado clams, porque jacilmentt ajhxa, y asi se ba de labrar siempre subido de color. La segunda, y 
masmas importante, es que no se gaste muy aceyfoso, sim» bien trabada, y no cansark. La tercera condiaonts, que Ixi de ser preprarado, ópunficado por alguno de ks 
mediosmedios que diremos.' Translation by Veliz (1986), p.166. 

144.. The assertion that silk was used for the sashes of the Haarlem civic guard is based on a militi a account of 1593, Haarlem, Municipal 
Archive.. This records a large quantity of silk and 2 el armozijn; a sort of taffeta (fine silk), usually of plain weave. I am grateful to Koos Levy-
Vann Halm for drawing my attention to this information. Since only 2 el (c. 1.4 metre) of armozijn is mentioned, this cannot have been used for 
thee sashes, implying that they must have been made from the silk. However, this indication still says nothing about the specific type of cloth 
used.. Silk could be woven in numerous different ways, such as satin or plain weave. Judging from the paintings it was almost certainly not 
satin. . 

145.. Mander (1604)1, f. 43v: 'Nu in sijdtn en weerschijnseis rersdjeyden. Worden in'lg/jemeen algixpre~en groat&jck, De Venelianen, die wel l'arheyden, Melde 
itrweitrwe welen, en soo beleyden, Dat de Imog/jselt uyt schijnen steken bhotÜjck' 

146.. Smith (1692), pp. 87, 81. 
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VI .. Qualit y of indigo pigment and colour-fastness of indigo paint 

HistoricalHistorical assessment of colour-fastness of indigo in oil media 
Earlyy recipe books only sporadically advise using indigo in oil paintings. Whenever mention is made of 
thee pigment, such as in the Strasburg manuscript, its use was restricted to areas of drapery cast shadow, 
andd mixed with other pigments.147 Occasionally, ló^-century texts recommend indigo for the more 
prominentt areas of oil paintings.148 The infrequent mention of indigo as an oil paint at this time is 
notablee as contemporary sources on illumination and tempera painting give the pigment an important 
position.. Early 17th century texts maintain this distinction. Typically, indigo is absent in almost all lists 
off  pigments and methods for oil painting collated by De Mayerne between 1620 and 1646.149 Around 
thee same time the famous English miniaturist Edward Norgate, in his first version of his Miniatura or the 
artart of limning (probably written 1621-26), considered indigo l of exceeding greate use?™ 

Historicall  texts record that indigo was considered unsuitable for oil painting as many painters 
hadd had disappointing experiences with the pigment. While 15th and 16th-century sources describe the 
preparationn of painting materials, they do not describe their properties. Not until the early 17th century 
doess a discussion of the behaviour of painting materials appear widely in the literature. Indigo is 
thereafterr frequentiy reported to fade by exposure to sunlight. LeBrun asserted in his Recueuil des essaies 
desdes merveilles de lapeinture (1635/- Indigo entirely fades if exposed to the sun, and according to a recipe collection 
i nn the De Mayerne manuscript Indigo is of no use in oil and fades immediately}^ The effect of fading must have 
beenn rather severe. The Spanish painter Pacheco wrote in the 1630's that he had observed that indigo 
oill  paint fade, in the sun, within two days. Around the same time, as we can read in the De Mayerne 
manuscript,manuscript, another painter had an even worse experience as his indigo oil paint disappeared in the sun in a 
feww hours!152 LeBrun warned that fading also occurred in contact with water.153 Texts dating from the 
secondd half of the 17th century mention in addition to fading, other types of discoloration of indigo. 

147.. Strasburg MS (15*  C); see Borradaile (1982), pp. 54-60. 

148.. T w o 1 6*  -century Southern Netherlandish recipes recommend making an oil paint of indigo mixed with chalk or lead-white; Diitr.uix 
(16**  C); see Vandamme (1974), pp. 114-15. The Italian painter Lomazzo (1584; 1986), p. 194 considered indigo most suitable for depicting a 
sky-bluee colour. 

149.. See for the instructions on oil painting collated by De Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 143, 1(K), 104,106,110,118-124, 248, 254-
258,, and the studio manual Pictoria and Pictoria au nam de (lieu, anno 1622', De Mayeme (1623-44), ff: 79r.-82v, 108r.—11 lr . De Mayerne noted 
downn just one instruction on using indigo in top paint-layers by the portrait painter Paulus Van Somer (c. 1576-1621) who was born in 
Antwerpp and lived several years in Amsterdam before he went to London in 1606; see Graaf (1958), p. 148: Klndim s'vse a huik, mats il meurt sans 
kk nrnix. On enjaict vn bku auu bland However, also Van Somer warned that indigo faded. Indigo is not even mentioned in most printed 
instructionss on oil painting, such as those by Van Mander (1604)1, Nunes (1615), Biens (1635) and Pacheco (wntten before 1638, published 
1649). . 

150.. Exact and compendious (</. 1621-26), f. 3. 

151.. LeBrun (1635); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 817: 'L'inde detient toute blajarde si elk est mist au sokil, la mine touts de mesme si elk est a 
1'eau;1'eau; de mesme pour 1'inde' Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958) p. 143: 'L 'inde ne mult run d buik, ei" hlancbist incontinent.' and p. 148 (see note 149). 
Dee Mayerne also noted the following remark by 'M. Adam Pcintre Ylamandl see Mayerne (1620-46); see Berger (1901; 1973) p. 298: 'he mastiml 
ei~~ indico a buik s'enuanouissent <ii" se tircnt de/jors si k tabkau est expose au sokil, elks sont coukurs ilfaultjort peu user.' As decribed in chapter II , section I, 
paintingss were regularly set in sunlight in order to bleach yellowed and darkened oil and varnish layers. 

152.. For Pacheco; see note 138. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graa f (1958), p. 173: 'Ce au 'elks [the fading o f indigo] sunt ordinairement, <£" dans peu 
d'beuresd'beures au sokil' 

153.. LeBrun (1635), see note 151. Eikelenberg warned for contact with water as well; see note 141. 
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Smithh (1692) and Eikelenberg warned of indigo turning green or grey of and De La Fontaine (1679) 
wrotee that a mixture of indigo and lead-white; changes and turns black.'154 Due to the oil capacity of 
indigo,, which is approximately 90 to 100 parts oil to 100 parts indigo, yellowing of the oil medium in 
timee gives the paint a greyish and greenish tinge. Areas where indigo is mixed with litde or no lead-
whitee can even become dark black. 

Imagess executed in water-based media, such as book illuminations, were generally exposed to 
lesss sunlight and hence did not fade rapidly. This would explain why the old literature assessed the use 
off  indigo in water-based media more positively. However, historical texts indicate that differences in 
appreciationn of indigo were also caused by the fact that painters had experienced that fading of the blue 
tookk place much faster in an oil than in water-based media. Pacheco, who had advised against indigo's 
usee in oil, insisted: In [glue] tempera, however,., it lasts better.™ Felibien warned in his Des principes de 
/'architecture/'architecture de la sculpture de la peinture (1676) that indigo caused many problems when applied in an oil 
medium,, but that the pigment could be used with success in [glue or egg] tempera paint (Fig. 39).156 De La 
Hiree claimed that indigo was a marvellous colour in tempera technique while it faded rapidly in oil 
paint.1577 Artificial light ageing of indigo paint reconstructions, that will be discussed in section X, have 
confirmedd the correctness of the old observations. Fading proceeded significandy faster when indigo 
wass mixed with oil rather than egg white, glue- or gum-water (Fig. 40). 

Byy the second half of the 17th century the negative assessment of oil based indigo paint had 
almostt ceased. By then many authors believed that indigo was a suitable pigment for oil technique. In 
thee early 18th century, Cröker stated in Der wohl anfuhrende Mahler. It is in oil paint a very useful pigment. 
Accordingg to these authors, painters need only assure that their indigo paint was not exposed to bright 
sunlight.15fii These texts suggest the increased acceptance of indigo was due to the ability of painters to 
obtainn more colourfast results with the pigment. Artists had, as will be described later, learned to adjust 

154.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 666: 'Om de ttrsttning der incligo die in de olij nrfytJfsgebruykt ward te hektten, bakt men de~ettt in een witte of tarwenbroots 
bolbol wat langerah ymdanig broot gemenelijk gesebiet, 't broot geejtmen dan aan de bonden en de indigo wrijftmen dan met lijnolijNa dat dit gedaan it, maakt men een 
bolusbolus o/brok af die men in een pot met water enige uren kookt. Ah $ dus wel gekookt en gebakken is, doetmeny in een ytijkerfles, stopt dit met een blaas en laatje 
~ot>~ot> eenjaar0}andcr/ialfstaan, oj wel langer, wijlde soo ouder soo beterwordtmaar men kanse ook wel terstond na de kukinggebruijken. Als men nu deceit* 
rerscbiMrenrerscbiMren mlmoctmen~e weder met noot olij wrijven, en met smalt t<ermengd,geeji een sclmn blau en mrsterft niet, gelyk de geen die dus niet berijd i(, en bel loodwit 
metmet qwarf vermengd, oj slegt grau geÜjk word' Smith (1692), p. 69: 'Indigo turns green in time, and should be cliiejly us'din dead-colouring, but ij' boyl'd, or kept 
buryedburyed some years it will >x,id better.' De La Fontaine (1679), p.10: 'Autre bleu Vous pouve-Jairt du bleu anc de f inde <&• du blanc. Mais Use change & dement 
noir;noir; Use glace aussi aivc de rémail' See for other examples of complaints of the fading o f indigo: Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 741: 'Indigo te 
hetvyden.hetvyden. Dewijl de indigo na dat %j ran de schilders gebntijkt wort, ...[?] onderworpen is bieekagtig te ivrstenen, ̂ 00 doet men en de^e raad mor. Volgens -eggen mn 
NicolaasNicolaas deWit men kookt de indigo, een weijniggekneusl pijnde, in oude pis. dan wrijft men die, ah $ droog is, met lijnolie, en daar na deied men-e in een schulp, 
binderbinder een geoltjd stukje 1 an een blaas orerlieen, en begraaft 3? eenige weken onder koetmst. Daar na neemt meny daar uijt, doed er de witagtige schimmel die er op 
gekamengekamen is aj en gebruykf~e,' and Cröker (1719); see SchieBl (1982), p. 111. 

155.. See note 138. 

156.. Felibien (1676; 1966), p. 299: 'L'on employe aussi de linde, soit ajuin des Cieh, soit ajaire des Draperies. Quandilest bien employéilse conserrv hng-
lempslemps beau. Il n'yjaut meftre trap d'buile, mais Ie coudterunpeu brunparce qu'ilse décharge. L'on s'e/i sert a ditrempe wee asse- de succe~, estant bon ajaire des 
verts.' verts.' 

157.. Hire (1709; 1730), p. 128: 'Cette couleur est excellente pour la peinture d détrempe,... Onpourmit se setvir de tinde a huik, & elk a beaucoup de corps atvc Ie 
blam:blam: mais elk se décharge en sedjant <ó-perd la plus grande partie de sa force; e'est pourqoui on n'en use pas a moms que ce nt soit pour faire quelques draperies qu 'on 
glacéglacé d'outremer par dessus..' 

158.. Cröker (1719); see SchieBl (1982), p. 112: 'Esisfin den Oel-Farben eine seljrnüfiucbe Farbe... indig 1st keine beslandige Farbe aufSacben, so in der 
sonnensonnen stelten sollen, denn ennrSeret seine Farbe.' See also Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 57: 'El anil se k crime el solfacilmente: pen con cuidada si 
ttenettene anil,proque si es mucho el sot se hi llevarf. Authors rating indigo among the standard pigments for oil painting include Hoogstraten (1678), p. 
221,, Tracluik (c. 1656); see Sanz (1978), pp. 252, 266; Smith (1692), p. 69; Beurs (1692), p. 16; Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 785; Collection for 
mLx/uersmLx/uers (c. 1603), ff.109 v, HOr, 11 lv; Ricette (17*  C), see Merafield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 652, mentions mixtures with indigo and lead-white, 
orr with red lake or verdigris that seem to relate to oil painting technique. 
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theirr painting process to extend the life of the blue colour. In addition, painters had discovered ways to 
improvee the stability of indigo with pre-treatment prior to grinding in oil. It was common knowledge 
thatt the light fastness of indigo oil paint was determined by the quality of the pigment. In the 
manuscriptt Modo da tener nel dipinger (2nd half 17th century), the Italian painter Volpato warned: The last 
testtest for the colours is to place the pictures in the sun; if they are not injured they are good, but if the colours fade they are 
bad.'bad.'159159 Consequendy, when pursuing a durable oil painting, painters only used indigo lumps of the 
purestt quality. In the course of the 17th century, more and more painters must have noticed that even 
thee best quality indigo available contained a too high amount of impurity. Contemporary texts 
recommendd painters purify or calcine the indigo lumps in their workshop in order to make it more 
permanentt when used with oil. These authors explicidy state that paint made with purified indigo was 
muchh more colourfast than paint made with un-treated pigment. For example Eikelenberg concluded 
that:: This indigo gives a beautiful blue that does not die while the one that is not prepared becomes similar to lead-white 
mixedmixed with black or grey.xm The earliest known instructions for the purification and improvement of 
lumpss of tropical indigo were written down by De Mayerne in 1642 but only in the course of the 
secondd half of the century is the procedure commonly described. This does not mean, however, that 
beforee that time the practice was unfamiliar to painters. Methods can have circulated in the painters' 
workshopss long before they were written down, or earlier instructions may simply not have come down 
too us. It is likely that in the early 17th century Frans Hals already used the purifying process when 
applyingg the pigment in top paint layers. In his indigo paints regularly a high amount of aluminiun 
compoundss was identified.161 This may well derive from alum, since this substance, as will discussed 
below,, was used to improve the permanence of indigo. 

Ann experiment by the late 17th century painter Simon Eikelenberg demonstrates the extent to 
whichh the colour-fastness of indigo was increased by pre-treatment.162 Eikelenberg was highly 
interestedd in science and had an enormous interest in testing and improving painting materials. He was 

159.. Volpato ( n ^ or 18*  C); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 745: 'E la prova ultima dx si da ai cobri i it'por £ quacbi al.sole, se nsistono sono 
buoni,buoni, ma comesvanisconosono caliti, massime... fendicu' 

160.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 666 (see note 154). See, for example, Smith (1692) p. 69; Dupuy du Grez (1699; 1972), p. 250: 'L'inde est une 
couleurcouleur commune auxpeintres (Ó* aux Teinturiers: Elk serf aux aels <Ó" aux draperies: Elk se conserve long-terns étant hie» empkUe, <&• negate pas ks autres 
couleurs,couleurs, si on a k soin de la caLiner, car autrement elk kur nuit: Au reste, ilia faut couclxr brune & avecpeu d'huilé 

161.. Remarkably high amount of aluminium compounds was identified in the indigo used by Hals for his 1727 St. George portrait and his 
16333 portrait of the St. Adrian civic guard. Possibly, De Mayerne, who was court physician of Charles I, had noted down his purification 
recipess from Flemish and Dutch artists working at the English court. 

162.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), pp. 786-87: 'Enarenis indigo. Den 9 januari 1704, wilknek beproeven oj'd'indigo die ik geijkpag 783 besdntien fxbbe bail 
bereyd;bereyd; tvrbetert, en door ikzclve benijding tegen de vtrsteninggewapent was, rwo ttrmengde ik die met botwit op de volgende twederkije wijden. Ik nam eerst, met Ixt 
mengmes,mengmes, wlgens 'tgczjgt, tot Ixl mengselljolf indigo, Ijalj hodwit, te veten botwit wel fijn met lijnofy gewreven, dat is even reel van elks, 't ̂ lie mengsel streek ik ter 
belmorkjkebelmorkjke dikte op een kardoes papier, dat te voorcn twee maal, en alzpo genoeg, geverft was om vooreen bereijdpenneel oj doek It vcrstrekkcnUog eens nam ik op 
gelijkegelijke wijs, een deel indigo 3 deekn botwit en strijkentk ook dit mengsel met een penseel op even 't ~elit papier, op een bijzondere plaats spijkerde, 't papier, daar bei/de 
de~ede~e mengsels op gestreken waren, tegen 't zuilwesten aan ons huijs, op een plaats, daar de zpn, wint, regen, of sneeuw ten allen tijde konde bijkomen. Ten zthtn tiff 
streekstreek ik ook tan de zelfde bovenste twederlij mensels, op ten ander stuk van 't ze fde geverft papier, en zettende hel in mijn sdniderkamer, verwagte wat mij den tijl 
ZpudeZpude kerikn. en den 30 april des zfhtftjaar.s, dat is omtrent 4 maanden daarna, de beijde papieren bekijkende, bevond dat geen van de twederley mengsels van zjfn 
luisterluister of verf had ttrbren: en dat alleen 't geen in de hgt gestaan Ixid een weinig doover van oppervlakte was geworden, zoo ik agte itoor dat de kgt de ulij daar weijnig 
hadhad uifgetrvkken.'Büsai on the above and other experiments, Eikelenberg concluded: pp. 784-85: 'uitditalks beskot ik, da! om de indigo voorallijt 
onbesterfjèlijkonbesterfjèlijk temaken, van nooden zpo zijn die te koken zoo lang tot dat aide vlugge deekn daar ui/l waren vertrokken en zjfiM" ™e^ meer en gaf (lat de versterfing 
derder ze/ir: misschien door 't vervliegen der vlugge cktkn, wannneerze door de lugt aangedaan werden, voortkwam. 3 dat mogelijk best zpu zjjn die met gedislekerden 
azijn,azijn, oj enig salpctcrig vogt Ie koken, om dat dezelfde misschien daar omtrent zouden uilregten t geen de lugt, die enige en met zpuien redeger.c.cn [?] door zjj» 
salpetersalpeter te werken, anders gewent is te doen. 4 dal men ik aj.sclxijding der sdjadeUjke deekn mogelijk gemakkelijker en volkomener zpu te weeg brengen, zyo men 
d'indigod'indigo z<>»(kr die met okj oj enig ander ding te wrijitn, skgs tot fijn poeder bragt en aklus in zoodanig een vogt kookte om dat dog de deekn der indigo dan 
onmiddelijkonmiddelijk aangedaan konikn worden door de zputcn der vogten. 5 in 't bezpnder merkte ik naglans aan dat als men die na mij straxgemcM voorbeeld kookte, de 
ujnoHjujnoHj in Ixiar ter/rek ook hgt mede skeple 't gene de irrstening veroorzaakt' 
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intriguedd by indigo purification processes and wrote down many procedures from books and 
individuals.. He also developed his own method and tested how this procedure improved and by this same 
preparationpreparation protected [indigo] against discoloration. In January 1704, he ground his purified indigo with 
linseedd oil and mixed it with two different amounts of lead-white paint (see Painters'methods Fig. 12). He 
appliedd each mixture to two prepared papers. One series he preserved in his workshop and the other he 
hungg on the Southeast side of his house: where sun, wind, rain and snow, could always get there... waiting what 
timetime would show. When he compared the two series after almost four months, he noticed that the indigo 
paintt that had been subjected to the elements had hardly faded but only become slightly more mat at its 
surface.surface. This is an important difference compared to earlier observations of total fading in a few days or 
hours!163 3 

RecipesRecipes for purification of tropical indigo 

Thee earliest recipes for improving the colour-fastness of tropical indigo derived from older methods for 
preparingg vat flower. In 1642, De Mayerne noted an instruction for mixing indigo and calcified rock 
alumm with nut oil to make paint.164 This practise that would make the colours more intense (orientales) so that 
theyy never die when exposed to sun, rain or wind is rather similar to those recipes recommending sprinkling 
alumm water on vat flower. Perhaps Hals employed this technique in his 1627 St. George portrait as in 
thee paint layer translucent aluminium-containing particles are present and indigo agglomerates contain a 
highh relative amount of aluminium (Fig. 15e, f). Another recipe in the De Mayerne manuscript for indigo 
thatthat will never die also corresponds to older procedures. An earthenware vessel filled with strong vinegar 
andd lumps of Guatemala indigo were place in the sun for two or three days. The vinegar that takes away 
allall the grease and dirt was poured off and the indigo was dried. According to this recipe urine could also 
bee used but then soaking would take twice as long165 Later instructions no longer recommend soaking 
indigoo but always advise boiling the lumps in urine or distilled vinegar.166 Boiling would certainly hasten 
thee removal of impurities. Alum water was also recommended to extract water-soluble impurities in the 
lumps.1677 Other recipes simply advised using fresh water. The following instruction was received from 
ann anonymous author in 1691 by the still-lif e painter Jacob Bogdani (c. 1660-1724). 

'He'He told me to make indigo bold. He says some boil indigo in piss or in vinegar. He boil it in fair 
waterwater on the fire till it extracts a red tincture so pours away the red water & boil it with fresh 
waterwater 'till there will come no more red tincture, for he says it is the red tincture that keeps it from 
drying.drying.''168 168 

163.. We have to take into account, thoough, that Eikelenberg's mixtures of indigo and lead -white - 1:1,1:3-must have been strongly 
coloured.. He might have had a different experience of the light fastness of his purified indigo if he had mixed this with more lead white. 

164.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 173; I.I.H (1772-84) p. 149 recommends boiling indigo in vinegar and adding alum afterwards. 

165.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 173. A recipe in the Rtcetfe (17th C); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 677, seems to be based 
onn recipes for preparation o f vat flower as well: 'Come s 'aavmodi /'indigo che in opra resti belh: Macinalo bene con acqua stmphce, pot mtttilo a seccare sopra 
cartacarta all'ombra, epoi tornalo a macinare am orina, e tornalo a steam, e quantk si wladoprare imifobtre miscbiato con la biaaa an manc'olk sipolra, e cosi restera 
bellubellu in opera maananthprima la btacca unfmcu ttnerapoi stemprerai /'indigo.' 

166.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 664: ' Van indigo mor 'f itrstcrvcn te bewaren. Kookt~e (It Ixek indigo in regenwater, daar na wrijft^e in regenwater, tn laatst 
inin een broot bakken dan wrijft ~t weer met brandwijn, en rolgens steektse in de brand, alte uit gebrand it, ym vrijft^e mei noot afy, en yj ~a/mtt rersterven' and pp. 
666,, 741 (see note 154), see also Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 67; I.I.H (1772-84) p. 148-149. The recipe on p. 148 recommends 
mixingg the indigo with lead-white before boiling. 

167.. For example by: Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), pp. 67-68. 

168.. Bogdani (1691); see Rajnai (1993), p. 92. 
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Reconstructionss confirmed that boiling indigo in water liberates a reddish tincture (Fig. 41; Appendix). 
Usingg HPLC, this liquid was found to contain a high percentage of an unknown orange component 
alsoo found in small amount within the indigo pigment.169 Possibly, this component dries more slowly 
thann indigotin, implying that Bogdani's method would make indigo oil paint dry quicker. 

Inn order to obtain a more effective purification, some painters experimented with grinding 
indigoo lumps before exposing them to a boiling liquid.170 However, finely dispersed indigo would take 
dayss to settie to the bottom of the cauldron, and only then could the liquid be poured off. Most 
painters,, therefore, would probably have stuck to boiling indigo in small lumps. The drawback of this 
wass that, as Eikelenberg explained in 1704, the liquid would not penetrate the centre of the lump. 
Eikelenbergg found it more efficient to grind a lump of indigo to the size of a small walnut with linseed 
oill  before boiling.171 Reconstructions indicate that the advantage of making the indigo into a paint before 
boilingg is that although the indigo dye is dispersed during boiling, on cooling, the dye coagulates and 
thee liquid can easily be poured off. Other painters used this process as well, since Beurs (1692), Sprong 
(1738)) and the Spanish painter Palomino (1715-24) describe this procedure.172 Palomino advised to 
changee the water three times, so that dirt was no longer extracted.173 

Comparativee analysis was carried out with oil paints made of 1. un-treated natural indigo, 2. 
pulverisedd natural indigo that has been boiled in distilled water and 3. oil paint made of natural indigo 
thatt had been boiled in distilled water (Appendix). When studied with the polarising microscope and 
SEM-EDX,, it was evident that boiling removed only very small quantities of inorganic material. 
Certainly,, the procedure was not developed for this purpose since, at the time, indigo lumps that 
containedd high amounts of inorganic impurities were not considered suitable in easel painting. HPLC 
comparisonss of the ratio between indigotin, indirubin, isatin and three other orange and yellow 
componentss in the above indigo types indicated that, except indirubin, the percentage of all minor 
componentss was considerably lower in the boiled indigo pigments than in the un-treated indigo (Fig. 
42).. Apparendy, these compounds had been removed to a great extent, by boiling the indigo in water. 
Thatt the percentage of indigo tin increases by boiling is also evident when paints of un-treated and 

169.. Analysis by Maarten van Bommel (ICN). HPLC also identified in the liquid a large amount of an unknown yellow component that had 
nott been detected in the indigo pigment. This is possibly a breakdown product of isatin, or one of the other orange-red or yellow components 
presentt in the pure pigment. HPLC analysis of an indigo pigment that had been boiled indicated that these minor components were present in 
muchh lower quantities than in the untreated pigment (Fig. 42). 

170.. When powdered indigo is boiled, recipes advise to reduce the liquid by evaporation, which results in a less pure product than when the 
liquidd is poured off. See, for example, Emery (1676; 1684), vol. 1, pp. 274-75; I.I.H. (1772-84), pp. 29,152. 

171.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), pp. 783-84: 'Ervarenis Indigo 1704 Den 5 december, aanmerkende de itrschcijdc bereijdingtn van d'indigo 666, en 74} 
bescljrevenbescljreven en gelooiznde dat Ixt iwgf, daar men die mede kookte, 't %j dun pis, a^tjn, of water in de koking, te welen als ^ij met alij gewrettn is, niet tot in 't binnenst 
fanfan de brok doordringt, benijde die op de wlgende wij^e. Eerst wreef ik die redelijk fijn met lijolij, doe kookte ik 't gewmvn brokje omtrent een kkijne okernoofgroot 
omtrentomtrent anderfjal)'uur in schoon regenwater, doe droogde ik 't op een schoon papiertje op een stoof, en daarna wreef ik 't weer met Hjnolij. Zuo dra 't kookte rook lx! 
kooktclbijnakooktclbijna ah de blaukuijp der linnenrwers dog allengs minder na dat het lang ge kookt had. en kwam er ulij op 't ivgt drij[vm] blijivnde nogtans 't water 
ongeierjf.ongeierjf. Na de koking beivndik d'indigo nog enigsins te ruek, ̂ oo na de ruek mn 't kookselah na d'ofy tegeivn: maar %j was meest droog, dog nog alk ^ijn oly 
nietniet kwijt, imt/egen ik in de twede wrijiing nauSjks /jalf^r/o tveloHj ah in de eeste behoefde.' 

172.. Beurs (1692), p.16; Sprong (1738), pp. 56-57; Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, pp. 67-68. The procedure is also described in later 18th 

centuryy texts such as Lak ivrf, rerniskons! (1767), p. 103. 

173.. My reconstructions indicated that when indigo oil paint is boiled in water, after secretion of the red tincture the water obtains a yellow 
andd at a later stage even a brown colour Just as Eikelenberg noticed (see note 171), a thin layer of oil floats on the water and the mixture 
smellss like the dyers indigo vat. 
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boiledd indigo are extended with the same quantity of lead-white paint. The paint mixtures with boiled 
indigoo give a much darker blue colour than the one with untreated indigo. The boiled indigo paint (no. 
3)3) also dries considerably faster than paint made of un-treated pigment.174 

Oncee the boiling liquor was poured off, the indigo was often further processed. Several recipes advised 
spreadingg the indigo-oil-water mixture on paper and drying the substance in the shade or over a fire or 
aa stove.175 Palomino recommended wrapping indigo paint, that had not been boiled first, in absorbent 
paperr and to leave it overnight in a pastry-baking oven so that the the oil will have hardened and been 
consumed}consumed}11*"*" Reconstructions show the paper absorbs so much grease and impurities that it, as the 
sourcess describe, turns a brown colour. Absorption of impurities must also have been the rationale 
behindd recipes noted down by Bogdani, Palomino and Eikelenberg. They all recommended baking 
(boiled)) indigo paint in bread pastry or baking the paint for some time in a cake wrapped in paper.177 

Accordingg to Eikelenberg and Palomino, one could also grind indigo with brandy and set this mixture 
onn fire.178 Alcohol soluble impurities will burn off with this procedure. Eikelenberg asserted that after 
alll  these treatments, the indigo could be used to complete satisfaction. However, he wrote the colour 
wouldd acquire even greater durability when the pigment was kept in a closed bottle for at least one and 
aa half-years. In fact, Marshall Smith claimed that indigo oil paint had to be buried for eight to ten 
years!1799 A recipe noted down by Eikelenberg may give a clue about the effect of this treatment. Indigo 
paintt was buried in a covered pot in cow's dung for some weeks. Subsequendy, the white mould 
formedd on the indigo was removed and the pigment could safely be used in oil painting.180 Apparendy, 
thee temperature of at least 50°C obtained in dung accelerated 'the process' that could take several years 
underr lower temperatures.181 

11 74. Eikelenberg (see note 171) pointed out that after boiling, the indigo, although apparently dry, still contained some linseed oil since he 
neededd for processing this indigo into paint not half as much oil as with untreated indigo. Reconstructions confirm this observation. 

175.. Emery (1676; 1684), p. 275; Eikelenberg (1679-1704), pp. 742, 664 ( see note 166); Sprong (1738), p. 51;Lak rvrf, irrniskonst (1767), p.103; 
I.I.H .. (1772-84), p.152; Rixi/e (17'h C); see note 165. 

176.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 67. 

177.. Bogdani (1691); see Rajnai (1993), p. 92; Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 67;Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 666 (see note 154). 
Eikelenbergg pointed out that after this procedure, the indigo, although apparently dry, still contained some linseed oil. Indeed, my experiments 
showw that processing this indigo into paint requires, as Eikelenberg described, not even half as much oil as with untreated indigo. 

178.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 664 (see note 166); Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, pp. 67-68. 

179.. Smith (1692), p. 69, 72. 

11 80. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 741 (see note 154). 

181.. Personal communication: Hans Laagland who made experiments making lead-white using different types of dung. 
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Fig.. 42 

HPL CC analysis of proportion s of indigotin and other  coloured components (calculated at 254 nm) in un-treated 
andd two types of purifie d natural indigo. 

Compoundss (retention time in min) 

Indigotinn (27.38) 

Indirubinn (28, 32 

Isaann (7.8) 

Unknownn orange compound (25.55) 

Unknownn yellow compound, probably a 
flavonoidd (21.7) 

Unknownn yellow compound, probably a 
flavonoidflavonoid (29.97) 

1.. Un-treated indigo 

100 0 

1.6 6 

28.8 8 

18.8 8 

13.4 4 

5.3 3 

2.. Indigo: boiled in water 

100 0 

6.2 2 

14.3 3 

7.7 7 

5.8 8 

0.8 8 

3.. Indigo oil paint: boiled in 
water r 
100 0 

3.8 8 

18.0 0 

7.0 0 

10.6 6 

2.5 5 

Purificationn of indigo was not always done in the painters' workshop. At least in the Northern 
Netherlands,, the time-consuming procedure was also carried out in retail trade. The inventory made up 
inn 1667 from the shop of Cornelis van Bolenbeek in Rotterdam, mentions in addition to flat and round 
indigoo 3 pound minus 2 loot heavy weight distilled indigo.™2 This specification suggests that this indigo was 
treatedd with distilled vinegar or strong alcoholic liquor. The extra process lead to a pigment that cost 
fivee guilders a pound, and was the most expensive indigo available in the shop. Around 1661, the 
painterr Jacob Bherens who worked in Breda, paid almost the same price. His handbook notes that fried 
indigoindigo cost 5 to 6 guilders a pound.183 

Thee diverse and numerous recipes for purifying indigo indicates how much experimentation was 
undertakenn in die 17th century. There was no best or universally accepted mediod. Presumably, the 
proceduree for purifying indigo only started to develop when tropical indigo became easily available. 
Onlyy then was it worth the trouble to make indigo more suitable for oil painting. Given the positive 
assessmentt of indigo reflected in late 17th century texts, the development of effective processing 
techniquess was successful. 

LightLight ageing tests with synthetic and natural types of indigo 

Inn order to investigate the light fastness of indigo pigments of varying purity in oil, paint 
reconstructionss were made with synthetic indigo and two types of natural indigo (Appendix). The 
indigoo oil paints were used as such and mixed with lead-white. All paints were subjected to artificial 
lightt ageing (Appendix). It became apparent that the light fastness of indigo oil paint is gready 
determinedd by the purity of the pigment used. Paints made widi synthetic indigo, which is almost pure 
indigotin,, when used as a pure pigment and when mixed with lead-white exhibit a very good light 
stabilityy (Plate 39a). In contrast, all paints made of natural indigo fade considerably, especially when 
lead-whitee is added (Plate 39b). Fading is strongest in indigo paint mat contains the highest amount of 
inorganicc impurities (Plate 39c). These differences in light fastness are pardy due to the relative 
concentrationn of indigo tin in die various indigo samples. When die colorant is present in a lower 

182.. See note 135. 

183.. Bherens (1661), p. 220: 'liuliga [sign of pound] 5 u 6 gl {;gcbrwkn:) met sptjkeral.' That Bherens was active in Breda is evident from an 
introductionn (in the beginning of the manuscript) to the persons mentioned in the manuscript. 
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concentrationn the colour saturation is less and discoloration is observed sooner. However, in the 
experimentt in which synthetic indigo is mixed with lead-white to lower the concentration of indigotin, 
thee indigo paint is remarkably stable. This suggests that impurities in the natural indigo are accelerating 
thee degradation of indigotin. Another explanation would be to assume that the physical form of the 
naturall  and synthetic indigo aggregates used as pigment in the paint differs. In that case the synthetic 
indigoo would be more finely divided in more compact aggregates which are less accessible for degrading 
agents.. The production method of indigo from plants could easily retain more inorganic counter ions 
whichh would affect the physical structure of the pigment particles. 

Thee degradation rate and the chemical nature of the degradation products of synthetic and 
naturall  indigo have been investigated recendy in light ageing experiments of indigo saturated 
dichloromethanee solutions (DCM).184 DCM provides a strongly oxidising environment in which the 
photochemicall  degradation of indigotin is accelerated. Various types of indigo pigments were 
'dissolved'' in this liquid until saturation, as determined with visible spectroscopy.185 During light ageing 
opticall  and chemical changes were monitored. It was found that similar degradation products of 
indigotinn were formed from synthetic and natural indigo during ageing in about the same relative 
percentages.1866 It was concluded that the chemical pathways of the degradation of indigo do not differ 
substantiallyy between the various types of indigo. However, the initial rate of degradation does differ. 
Thee degradation of natural indigo proceeds faster than synthetic indigo and there are also differences 
betweenn various indigo's derived from natural sources. An explanation for this is diat organic impurities 
inn the indigo pigments, which have dissolved in the DCM, may act as catalysts in the degradation of 
indigo.1877 However, in view of the particulate nature of indigo in solution, it seems more likely that the 
physicall  form of indigo can explain the differences in the initial rates of degradation. 

Thesee experiments demonstrate that the composition of the indigo pigment i.e. its chemical 
puntyy and its particulate state play a role in the rate of degradation of indigo. For the indigo oil paint in 
traditionall  paintings, this implies that the colour-fastness can differ considerably, due to differences in 
thee chemical and physical composition of the indigo pigment preparation. The enthusiastic evaluation 
off  purified indigo in documentary sources suggest that the old masters' purifying methods retarded the 
breakdownn of indigotin in a paint layer. The old prescriptions to purify indigo would have removed 
mostt of the undesirable organic impurities from the pigment preparation leading to a more 
concentratedd pigment compared to the unrefined preparation. Preparation methods which involve 
somee form of heating of the indigo pigment (such as boiling or baking) will also have an influence on 
thee physical state of the resulting indigo pigment. We can now deduce that recipes which prescribe this 
approachh resulted in an indigo that could withstand the conditions in oil paint more effectively. 

PurePure and impure indigo in easel paintings 

SEM-EDXX analysis of indigo agglomerates in old master paintings identified great differences in the 
compositionn of the indigo pigment used by the various painters.188 Sometimes, even in paintings 

184.. Novotna el at (in preparation); Brink el ai (1999). 

185.. Although the indigo appears to dissolve in the DCM solution, most of the indigo will still be present in the DCM as small aggregates. 

18G.. Novotna elat. (in preparation). 

187.. Brink */«/(1999). 

188.. SEM-EDX analysis of cross-sections of paint reconstructions made from various types of natural indigo pigments in oil (used as such 
andd mixed with lead-white) indicated thar the spectra obtained from the larger indigo agglomerates within the paint-layers matches closely 
rhosee spectra obtained from the pure pigments. The amount of silicon, aluminium, potassium, calcium and iron identified in indigo 
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concurrentlyy painted by one artist great differences were found. The indigo Frans Hals used in his 1627 
portraitt of the St. Adrian company, contains littl e inorganic material; chalk, aluminium, potassium, and 
siliconn are present as traces (Fig. 16g). In the St. George portrait, painted in the same year, these 
elementss are present in much higher percentages (Fig. 15f). Calcium, phosphorus and potassium 
compoundss are detected in especially high amounts. Perhaps the presence of the first two components 
indicatess that woad indigo was used.189 Indigo agglomerates also contain a high relative amount of 
aluminiumm and in the paint there are particles high in aluminium content. As described, dais may derive 
fromm mixing calcified rock alum into indigo paint. Today, Hals' two portraits show a striking difference 
inn colour preservation of the blue sashes and patterns. In the St. George portrait, the indigo paint has 
severelyy faded to a pale grey-blue (Plate 15a, b), while in the St. Adrian civic guard portrait, the colour 
off  the sashes still exhibits a vivid blue (Plate 16a, b). As will be described later, differences in painting 
techniquee as well as environmental conditions, may explain the difference in colour preservation in the 
twoo paintings. However, the discrepancy seems rather great to be due to this alone. Maybe, die more 
puree indigo paint used for the St. Adrian portrait contributed to the relative good preservation of its blue 
colour. . 

VII .. Opinion about indigo's light fastness and painting technique 

Traditional'Traditional' techniques: indigo restricted to shadow areas and under paint layers 

Fromm die 15th century onward, authors recommend indigo for strengthening shadows of passages 
paintedd with otiier blue pigments. For example, according to an instruction in die De Mayerne manuscript. 
TheThe blue work is made with smalt or a^uritefrom light to dark while adding a little bit of indigo or coal black to deepen 
itit when it is not dark enough.VX) With ultramarine, azurite, blue verditer and smalt it was difficult to achieve 
aa dark blue that covered in one single layer underlying preparatory layers. In order to obtain the tones 
thatt painters wanted in shadows, the addition of indigo could be useful. Likewise, traditional 
instructionss considered indigo useful as an addition to other relatively transparent pigments, such as red 
lake.. In 17th century paintings especially tfiere are numerous examples of this technique. Rubens' 
ElevationElevation of the cross (1610-11, Antwerp Cathedral), indigo was added to an ultramarine glaze that was 
superimposedd over an opaque layer of lead-white, ultramarine and indigo.191 

agglomeratess in old paint-layers may, therefore, be indicative of the purity of the indigo pigment preparation used. However, ascribing 
meaningg to the presence of inorganic components must be done carefully. Painters sometimes added glass or alum to their indigo paints; 
substancess that contain silicon, potassium or aluminium. Because the radiation penetrates the light material of the indigo particle, one must 
takee the composition of the particle's surrounding into account as well. In addition, a number of particles must be examined since the 
distributionn of inorganic material is anything but homogenous. 

189.. Although we may not exclude that Hals had added some bone white into his indigo paint; see note 62. 

190.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Berger (1901; 1973) p. 282: 'Le labeur d'asurseJaict de smalte ou de cendres d'asurtiu clairm brun en y al&ant ungpeu d'inde 
ouou de limrbon de sau\pour k rajondrir, s 'ii n 'est a\sc~ brun.' Other texts recommending the use of indigo in shadow areas of ultramarine, smalt or 
azuritee blue drapery include: Collection Jor mixtuers (c. 1603), ff. 11 Or, 111 v: 'Blew. A^urt and detpned with Indtbltw or lake <&• heightened with while' 
Bherenss (1661), p. 240: 'Blau. Eerst met smalt angekgt. Indigo en small gcscbatluwtt, smalt en witgehoogf etc. daerna aht wei droog is NB. Eerst met noatoli nut 
gemaekt,gemaekt, IjecIdroogjes, en dan met ultramarin, na adrtnant gciaxeen.' Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 68; Cröker (1719); see Schiefii (1982), pp. 
112,114.. Cröker pp. 108-09, also advises indigo paint to strenghten shadow areas of passages made with malachite or verdigris. 

191.. Goetghebeur et at. (1992), p. 133. A similar build-up was identified in Rubens' Descentjrom tlm crass (1612-14). In this painting indigo mixed 
withh several other pigments was used in the landscape; see Coremans Sc Thissen (1962). Anthony van Dyck painted the shadows of the 
ultramarinee blue cloth of C/jarity, National Gallery London, with indigo. In his The BaM children, in the same collecuon, Van Dyck achieved the 
refinedd effect of the background curtain by applying glazes of red lake, indigo mixed with red lake and pure indigo, over orange red 
undercolours;; see Roy (1999), pp. 63, 66. 
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Ass described in chapter II , technical treatises frequently advised restricting pigments that were 
lesss colourfast or had a less bright colour to the dead-colouring. Here, these pigments could be of great 
usee since they were inexpensive, had great tinting strength, hiding power or were easy to manipulate. 
Indigoo was a typically considered suitable for underpaindng. De Lairesse advised in his Groot schilderboek 
(1707)) to underpaint blue areas with indigo, since preparatory layers did not require a painter to use fine 
andand costly paints but common ones so long as they have body and cover well?n Until the end of the 17th century, 
manyy authors also explicidy advised limiting indigo's use to underpainting because of its fugitive 
character.. The treatise The art of painting in oyle by the life (1664) advised: for you must glaive over anything 
wherewhere in you use ... indico, or else they mil spoil all.' Wilhelm Beurs (1692) was convinced diat: if one wants to 
makemake indigo and its colour permanent, it is necessary togla^e or finish with ultramarine, as it appears lighter or darker in 
naturenature (Fig. 44).193 Painters' opinions will have been influenced by the fact that discoloration of indigo 
wil ll  not be particularly disturbing when this paint is covered by another layer. Moreover, the upper 
paintt layer functions as a filter and reduces the intensity of light to which the indigo is exposed to and 
thuss would slow its fading. Many 17th methods are based on the above principles. This technique is also 
usedd to achieve certain colours. In the treatise The Art of painting in oyle by the life recommended: 'ifyou 
makemake a garm[en]t & use indeco in it glaive it over w[i]th lake, andfatt oyle & it will be a purple garment.'™ There 
aree also various instructions for using indigo as the preparatory layer for ultramarine, azurite or smalt 
paint,, used pure or mixed with lead-white. 

Examinationn of paintings has indicated that the above formulas reflect a long tradition in both 
temperaa and oil technique. Many painters used indigo deadcolours for azurite, smalt and red lake 
layers.1'-'55 During the 17th century in particular, the combination of indigo under ultramarine seems to 
havee been widely used. In his Adoration of the magi, Bloemaert underpainted the blue cloth of Mary 
directlyy on the beige coloured ground with a thin (6-8 urn) layer of indigo and lead-white (Fig. 45). 
Paintt cross-sections indicate that modelling was rendered with strong tonal contrast, using almost pure 
lead-whitee for light areas and adding a red (lake?) pigment for the forms in shadow.196 In the 

192.. Lairesse (1707), vol. t, p. 331: 'Tot dc~c grtmtlcn ~al men geen jyne en kostefyke tvrwen gebruiken, maargemeene, als y slechts lying yn en wel (lekken. Tot 
betbet blaauw -almen neemen indigo en wit' OJ limning in oyle colours (c. 1650); see Hardie (1919), p. 94: 'To make a fake Blew, Blew of India is to make ajalse 
groundforgroundfor a Blew and must be ground with Oyle.' 

193.. Respectively: Art of painting (1664),p. 101; Beurs (1692), p. 39-40: "/ Blaauw satijn will in 't ytnnetigt met indigo en veel witgesdnhkrt wcegn, met 
watwat weyniger wit op ^ijn eigen dag, en try nog minder wit in de scbaaduw hebben: de weersttutinge wilt tus.uijtn beyden gehande It $n... Dit nogtans alt noodig, 
waarschouwendt,waarschouwendt, dat, indigo en men yjn koleur wil doen bestentlig q/n, Ixt noodwendig i< dat men bet ~etrv met ultramarijn moet overschilderen o/hxeeren naar dal 
hethet leven ~eh>e ligter o/eknkerder ben/nden word.' See also: Smith (1692), p. 69; Pemety (1756), p. xcxiv. 

194.. Art ojpainting (1664), p. 101. For glazing red lake over indigo: Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 155; Smith (1692), p. 84; Palomino 
(1715-24;; 1795-97), vol. 2. p. 69. Palomino warned that indigo could not be mixed with carmine lake pigment as this resulted in an ugly colour; 
seee chapter II , section III . For recipes for indigo used as underpaint for azurite: Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 157; Hidalgo (1693; 
1965),, p. 8. For recipes for indigo used as underpaint for smalt: Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p.157; Fontaine (1679), p. 10; Palomino 
(1715-24;; 1795-97), vol. 2. p. 67. 

195.. In late 14*-century oil paintings in Wakourt (Belgium) azurite and lead-white drapery is underpainted with indigo and lead-white; see 
Colmann (1960), p. 41. 15lh-century Italian, mostly Venetian, tempera paintings show a similar build-up. Indigo paint is also used under glazes 
off  pure ultramarine or semi-opaque layers of ultramarine and lead-white; personal communication Manka Spring, National Gallery, London; 
Dunkerton,, et at (1987), pp. 22-27; Smith el al (1981). In oil technique the combination of indigo under ultramarine was used, for example, by 
Paoloo Veronese for the drapery of Christ in his Qmst adilressing a kneeling woman in the National Gallery, London: Penny & Spring (1995), pp. 
7-8.. In Rubens*  Transfiguration an indigo underpaint was used under a copper carbonate blue that was used pure and mixed with lead-white: 
Riouxx & Dijoux (1990), p. 94. For the bluish green satin trouser and cloak in his portrait of the two princes, Van Dyck applied scumbles of 
azuritee and some indigo over indigo underlayers: Roy (1999), p. 81. Indigo was used in 1624 by Abraham Bloemaert (1566-1651) for smalt 
paintt used for the sky in his Adoration oj the magi in the Centraal Museum, Utrecht (Fig. 45). Smalt was mixed with littl e lead-white and a lot of 
bindingg medium, which today has darkened severely. 

196.. The painting was investigated in 1977 by Kann Groen (ICN) using light microscopy, chemical analysis and SEM-EDX. For the present 
studyy indigo samples were re-examined under the microscope and additional SEM-EDX analysis was carried out. 
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subsequentt ultramarine layer, Bloemaert rendered light and shade in greater detail. In the highlights 
lead-whitee was added to the ultramarine, middle tones were glazed thinly with ultramarine and chalk, 
whilee several glazes were applied to obtain the darkest blue shades. High quantities of silicates present 
inn the ultramarine suggest it was an inferior grade (Fig. 45c, d). The paint was applied with much 
bindingg medium and brushed out so thinly, that the indigo layer is visible through the brush marks; an 
effectt that has been exacerbated by abrasive cleaning procedures in the past (Fig. 45b). When compared 
too smoother surface of the rest of the drapery the obvious brush marks in the blue suggest that the 
ultramarinee was rather difficult to spread.197 

Pieterr de Ring (1615-60) painted the deep blue velvet-like tablecloth in his Still-life with golden goblet 
(Rijksmuseum,, Amsterdam) partially following another procedure (Fig. 27).198 As in Bloemaert's 
painting,, there is a rather thin layer of indigo undercolours with strong tonal contrast between light and 
shade.. However, De Ring's use of ultramarine differs gready from Bloemaert's. Light- and middle tones 
weree rendered with a rather thick layer (r.36um) of ultramarine and lead-white. For strong highlights 
characteristicc of velvet cloth, touches of pure lead-white were applied in the wet paint layer. For the 
shadoww tones De Ring used a layer of indigo, ultramarine and some lead-white. A glaze of apparendy 
goodd quality ultramarine (only small quantities of silicates are present) mixed with a litde lead-white was 
appliedd over the whole drapery. Finally, shadows were deepened with glazes of good quality 
ultramarine. . 

Examinationn of contemporary French paintings in the Louvre Museum, Paris, revealed a 
comparablee contrast rich underpainting but with yet another use of the ultramarine.1'-'9 For the blue 
robee of the Virgin in Laurent de la Hyre's (1606-56) Apparition de Jesus aux trois Main, ultramarine was 
mixedd with much lead-white and applied as a semi-opaque layer (Fig. 46) ~m As visible in a few passages 
wheree the paint was brushed out rather thinly, De La Hyre rendered in his indigo underpaint the folds 
off  the drapery with a wide range of nuances using strong light effects. His technique was described 
somee decades later by his son, the painter Philippe De La Hire (or De La Hyre). He stated in a lecture 
heldd in 1709 (published as Traite' de la pratique de lapeinture in 1730): one paints the underlayerparticularly light 
andand even pure white for the strongest highlights and one paints the shadows as usual.2m The layer of ultramarine 

197.. Jacob Bherens advised oiling out the paint surface with nut oil before glazing indigo dead-colours with ultramarine; see note 190. When 
thee paint surface is slightly moistened with oil, the subsequent glaze can be spread out more easily into an even layer without leaving 
brushmarks.. As described in chapter II , Painters sometimes allowed oiling out layers to dry before continuing their work. In this case, thin 
layerss of binding medium may be recognised in paint cross-sections by their strong fluorescence. In samples from Bloemaert's painting none 
off  such layers were visible. Possibly, Bloemaert worked in a wet binding medium layer although the distinct brush marks make it more 
conceivablee that he simply did not apply any. 

198.. See note 83. 

199.. Indigo was identified in the Laboratoire de Recherche des Musées de France; see notes 91, 92 and verbal communication: E. Martin 
(Laboratoiree de Recherche des Musées de France). For the present study, paintings were examined in the Louvree museum by the author and 
Ellaa Hendriks, Head of Conservation at the Van Gogh museum Amsterdam. I am grateful for her valuable comments. 

200.. De la Hyre used a stiff paint for his undercolours so that the relief of the brushstrokes contributed to a convincing modelling of the 
drapery.. Today the relief is flattened, presumably by the application of a wax-resin lining. The blue cloth was partially painted on top of a red 
drapery.. The red colour is visible through the brush marks. In these passages the paint film exhibits many drying cracks follow the direction of 
thee brush stroke. 

201.. Hire (1709; 1730), p. 683: 'on ptint k ckssousfori dair, <ó" Ton ta mêmejusqu'au blancpour ks plus granth rebcmts, & pour ks bruns on k paint a 
['ordinaire.'['ordinaire.' Similar instructions can be found in sources from other countries. For example, the Spanish painter Hidalgo (1693; 1965), p. 8, 
recommended:: 'basqutjtst <k anil,y bianco, lax daros bien daros, si k quiertn bermoso.' 
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subsequentlyy applied by Laurent de la Hyre was rather deep blue in the light passages while relatively 
palee in the shadow areas, so that the strong tonal contrast in the underpaint was moderated. Philippe de 
laa Champaigne (1602-74) in his La Vierge de douleur au pied de lacroix, softened the sharp under modelling 
off  the Virgin's mantle with a rather uniform tint of ultramarine and lead-white that was applied very 
thinlyy (Fig. 34). This technique resembles a method with an indigo underpaint that the English painter 
Daniell  King (d. 1664?) noted down from Cornells Johnson: 'All the folds and shadows to he neatly and 
perfectlyperfectly finished. And when dry gla^e it over with ultramarine and fair white:2»2 As the 'glatf of ultramarin e 
containedd fair' (good quality) lead-white, it must have been used as an opaque scumble. Nicolas 
Tournierr (1590-1639) used indigo underpaint with litde contrast between light and middle tones but 
withh sudden dark shadows for the blue robe of the Virgin in his Le Christ en croix, (Fig. 47). Above this 
layer,, paint of ultramarine and lead-white was scumbled to make the highlights; for the mid tones this 
samee blue was applied opaquely and in the shadows a pure ultramarine glaze was employed. Likewise in 
thee blue drapery of Bloemaerts painting, brush marks are clearly visible while this is not the case in 
otherr coloured drapery in the painting. 

17thh and 18th century sources always stress the durable property of using ultramarine over less 
permanentt blue pigments. The excellency of pen and pencill (1668) asserted 'glaze it [paint layer of indigo 
andd lead-white] with ultramarine, which will never fade.' U. Sprong stated in his Kabinet der verfstoffen 
(1738): : 

UltramarineUltramarine or overseas blue is, because of its high price not used as much by painters as the other 
paints.paints. The painters gla^e over underpaint, made with cheaper blue, very thinly with this very 
ultramarine:ultramarine: this looks beautiful and makes the painting durable, so much (as is said) that it will 
keepkeep his colour for almost two hundred years.™ 

Indeed,, De Ring's painting, after more than 350 years, preserves the beautiful blue colour. However, he 
didd not use a Very thinly' applied glaze of ultramarine, as mentioned by Sprang, but a series of opaque 
andd glaze layers with a combined thickness of c. 40-50um. When ultramarine was used according to 
Sprong'ss instructions, the technique was usually not so permanent. For example, in the thinly (5-20um) 
appliedd medium rich ultramarine layer in Bloemaert's painting (Fig. 45c, d) the oil has darkened 
considerablyy and, due to over cleaning, the blue has become rather worn so today the indigo layer is 
muchh more visible than originally. This has resulted in the robe having a greyish and spotty appearance. 
I nn all the French paintings examined, abrasion of the thinly applied ultramarine layer has disturbed the 
modellingg of the drapery. In almost all pale passages of Tournier's painting the indigo undercolour is 
exposedd (Fig. 47). The greyish colour of this layer makes the light areas optically recede in relation to 
thee middle tones where more thickly applied bright blue ultramarine has been better preserved. The 
almostt black shadows -possibly caused by darkening of the binding medium- contrast sharply.204 In De 
Laa Champaigne's painting the ultramarine layer is so worn that the harsh tonal contrast in the 

202.. King (c. 1653-57), 48v: 'Men- draperies jhwer etc. art to be made w[i] tb iruligogrvund in drying oyle and mixt w[i] tb smalt and white. AU the folds and 
sbailttwessbailttwes to be neatly anil perfectly finished And when drygla^ it oter with ultramarine and fair wlnte. Mr. Jonson.' 

203.. Respectively: Excellency (1668), p. 104; Sprong (1738), pp: 29-30: 'Den ultramaryn ojtter^ecsblauw, wordt om haar grote dierte op rer na, mn de 
schildersschilders ~oo i eet niet gebruikt, als welde andere itrwen, maar lakseren 't geënte alronns met onkosletykcr blauw gescfjiltlerl bebben, met de~el>r dunnetjes onr dat 
ZeerjraayZeerjraay staat, en een schiklery heel bestendig maakt, tot %>o ivrre (gelyk. enige zeggen) dat 't heyna tvte Ijondert jaren yn coieur ^pude hebouden.' 

204.. In some places Tournier has changed the drapery folds with his ultramarine layer. Due to its increased transparency, these repaints are 
cleariyy visible and the already disturbed modelling is even less legible. 
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undercolourss is no longer effectively softened. Severely darkened shadow areas increase the impression 
off  randomly applied blue paint (Fig. 34). 

'New''New' technique: indigo used in top paint layers. 

Inn 15th - and 16th-century oil paintings, indigo was rarely used as a top layer. The earliest example is 
supposedlyy an altarpiece by Bartlémy d'Eyck (documented at first in 1444 in Aix-en-Provence and 
activee until c. 1470) made in the 1440's for the Cathedral St. Sauveur in Aix en Provence (Fig. 48). In 
thee inner side panels, which depict Mary Magdalene (Boymans van Beuningen, Rotterdam) and Christ 
(Koninklijkee Musea voor Schone Kunsten, Brussel), a blue background was painted with indigo and 
lead-whitee on top of an almost black paint layer.205 Also during the first half of 17th century, indigo was 
mainlyy restricted to preparatory layers. Although Rubens and Van Dyck occasionally used the pigment 
inn the final paint layers, it was always as a small addition to colours made of other pigments. For their 
importantt painting commissions, these painters simply did not risk using the unreliable indigo in 
prominentt paint areas. Frans Hals may have been the first painter who, for a prestigious commission, 
utilisedd indigo abundantly in the top paint layers. When he used the pigment in 1627 for the blue sashes 
inn his portraits of the St. George and St. Adrian civic guards, most painters still believed indigo would 
discolourr in a few hours or days. One wonders what could have prompted Hals to experiment with the 
pigmentt in these important paintings that were commissioned to decorate the headquarters of the St. 
Georgee and St. Adrian companies. Hals' choice of indigo may have been influenced by the wish to 
achievee a most convincing illusion of the silk cloth.206 There was every good reason for Hals to depict 
thee costumes made of Haarlem textile as splendidly as possible. In the early 17th century, Haarlem had 
becomee a pre-eminent textile centre with a flourishing linen, silk-weaving and, to a lesser extent, wool 
industry.. Hals' attention to realistic detail is demonstrated in the damask tablecloth of the 1616 civic 
guardd portrait. Comparison of the motif depicted with actual 17th century samples of damask has even 
enabledd the maker of the tablecloth to be identified.207 Seen in this context, the choice of indigo to 
paintt the blue sashes would presumably have added an extra touch of realism, reflecting actual practice 
inn textile dyeing.2,m Even today, Hals' indigo colours are still fairly well preserved. The painter appears 
too have taken no chances with his choice of pigment and must have known that he would achieve a 
durablee colour with the material. 

Hals'' trust in indigo paid off. Six years later, in 1633, he chosed this pigment for the sashes in his 
St.. Adrian civic guard portrait and again in the 1639 in his St. George civic guard portrait (Fig. 17, 18). 
Otherr Haarlem painters now started to utilise indigo in final paint layers as well. Around 1630 a master 

205.. Bartlémy d'Eyck Omsl (reverse of the Jeremiah) panel 152 x 86 cm. Koninklijke Musea voor Schone Kunsten, Brussels, Inv. no. 950. 
Researchh on the Mary Magdakne was carried out in 1973 by Karin Groen (ICN) and in 1994 by J.RJ. van Asperen de Boer. For the present 
studyy samples were re-examined under the light microscope and additional SEM-EDX analysis was carried out. Binding medium analysis 
(usingg DTMS) was performed on an un-imbedded paint sample kept in the collection of Van Asperen de Boer. One new sample was taken 
fromm the blue background oj(Mary Magdalene. I am grateful to Jeroen Giltay, Curator Boymans van Beuningen for allowing sampling. Stephan 
Lochnerr (active in Cologne 1442-51) used indigo for rendering the shadow areas of a greyish blue drapery in an altarpiece. Top layers of indigo 
weree also found in the two 16*  -century copies after Hans Holbein the Younger; see note 71. 

206.. Contemporary descriptions of civic guard portraits show that the ability to correctly render costumes (i.e. the skilful depiction of different 
cloths)) was greatly valued. Van Mander (1604)2, f. 292v, praised this very aspect in Cornelis Cornelisz. van Haarlem's 1583 portrait in his 
biographyy of the Haarlem painter. 

207.. Burgers (1965), p. 155. 

208.. Hals' sophisticated painting technique seems inseparable from the message it portrayed: that economic prosperity and flourishing trade 
thrivee best under conditions of peace and order symbolized in the painting; Levy-van Halm (1988). 
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off  the Haarlem school used the pigment for blue sashes in another St. Adrian civic guard portrait (Fig. 
1).. During the 1630's and 40's, Jan Miense Molenaar (Fig. 23) Judith Leyster (Fig. 21, 22) and 
Verspronckk (Fig. 2, 20) used indigo paint to depict blue drapery. Indigo was most probably used during 
thee 1630's by two Amsterdam painters in their civic guard portraits based on Hals' work. Verspronck 
utilisedd indigo mixed with the yellow lake pigment weld (Fig. 2, 19) to render prominent green woollen 
tableclothss in two Haarlem Regentesses group portraits (dated 1641 and 1642).2(,y This combination 
mayy have also corresponded to that used for dyeing the cloth depicted.210 The widespread employment 
off  Hals' new and unorthodox technique in Haarlem indicates how much authority he must have had 
withh his colleagues. By the middle of the 17th century, painters working in other places started to 
employy indigo more frequendy. Jacob Jordaens, who previously had restricted indigo to the deadcolour, 
inn his Triumph of Frederik Hendrik (1652) now applied indigo in the upper layer, although still for a 
draperyy of littl e prominence at the bottom left of the painting (Fig. 49). More extensive use of the 
pigmentt is mainly found in works by the younger artists Johannes Vermeer, Peter Lely, Cornells 
Johnsonn and Godfried Schalken (Fig. 26, 29, 31, 32). In the second half of the 17th century, texts 
describee the use of indigo in top paint layers more often.211 The praise indigo received in these texts 
suggestss the paintings just described had not yet faded. 

VIII .. Painting techniques for  indigo in top paint layers 

Inn almost all old master paintings where indigo was used in the final paint layer, its colour has faded. It 
appearss that the painting technique, has gready affected the stability of the paint. In this section, I will 
presentt an overview of the painting techniques used for indigo in final paint layers. In the following 
section,, the influence of each technique on the paint's colour preservation is examined. 

MixturesMixtures with lead-white or chalk. 
Oldd texts generally recommend a procedure for modelling indigo blue by adding only various quantities 
off  white pigment, usually lead-white.212 Analysis of paintings has shown that the texts do reflect 
contemporaryy painting practice. SEM-EDX analysis of paint samples indicates that painters 
consistendyy mixed indigo with the purer form of lead-white, referred to as schulp- or schelpmt in 
Netherlandishh sources, rather than the cheaper form of lead-white that was extended with chalk, 
referredd to as lootmit?^ Usually,, the cheaper pigment was restricted to ground layers as was the case in 
Hals'' civic guards' portraits or Peter Lely's portrait o f Lady Dysart.2U Occasionally, painters deliberately 

209.. Hendriks (1997), p. 260. 

210.. In contemporary textile industry the combination of weld and indigo was most commonly used for dyeing green: Nie (1937), p. 226. 

211.. For example: Rialte (17*  C); see note 165; Croker (1719); see SchieBl (1982), pp. 111-12; Exat&tuy (1668), p. 102; Palomino (1715-14; 
1795-97),, vol. 2, pp. 67-68. 

212.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, p. 67 (see note 143). Another example is a remark by the painter Paulus van Somer that was noted 
downn by De Mayerne (see note 149) and a recipe in Riatle (17lh C.) (see note 165). 

213.. Goedings & Groen (1994)1. In some samples traces of calcium were identified. The amount was too littl e to be present as an extender for 
thee lead-white and the percentage of chalk appeared to be higher in the indigo lumps. Most likely the chalk is an impurity in the indigo. 

214.. 17»1" century painters also restricted the cheaper form of lead-white extended with chalk to their monochrome undercolours while using 
thee purer form of lead-white for their top paint-layers. An example of this technique is Rembrandt's 77*  night-watch Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam: 
Weteringg et al. (1976). 
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usedd a mixture of lead-white and chalk for their indigo colours. Chalk's low refractive index results in a 
translucentt layer of more saturated blue compared to a mixture of indigo and lead-white. In the Portrait 
ofof a gentleman^ Cornelis Johnson used indigo with a mixture of chalk and lead- for the background's 
lighterr blue tones while using indigo with pure chalk to achieve a dark blue (Fig. 29). 215 Indigo blue 
draperyy in Jan Steen's paintings contains littl e lead-white and a lot of chalk.216 The mix of white 
pigmentss is not specific for Steen's indigo colours. Samples taken from different colours and paintings 
fromm various periods in his career, almost always show both lead-white and chalk. 

Lead-whiteLead-white pigment particle si^e 
Forr the rendering of folds in drapery the two pigments were mixed in a range of values so that painters 
wil ll  probably have ground each pigment separately into paint.217 A Venetian manuscript named Ricette 
perper far ogni sorte di colon that was presumably written in the latter half of the 17th century, recommended, 
however,, another procedure: ftrstyou must grind the white [together with the oil] into a paste and then gradually 
addadd the indigo powder.™ Comparative measurements of pigment particle size distributions have indicated 
thatt the lead-white mixed with indigo shows a wide range of particle sizes. This is typical of lead-white 
att that time made with the so-called Dutch or stack method.219 The lead-white Hals mixed with his 
indigoo was of a particularly coarse grade. The white pigment contained fine material, with some larger 
particless measuring 8-22 um across and a few very coarse particles measuring 32-70 urn.—" Honthorst 
alsoo used rather coarse lead-white, with many particles measuring c. 50 urn. Usually, painters preferred a 
moree finely ground lead-white. The pigment used by Bloemaert, De Grebber, Jordaens, the Haarlem 
master,, Verspronck and Lely was rather fine material, with few particles in the middle size category (14-
244 um diameter) and no very coarse grains. An even finer grade was used by Johnson and Schalken 
(biggestt particles between 5 and 10 um diameter).221 

MixturesMixtures with smalt 
Treatisess regularly advise adding smalt to indigo to achieve a brighter blue colour. In a 17th century 
Englishh manuscript Peter Lely is quoted: 'When you paint a blew garment with indigo... put a little fine smalt to 

215.. North (1996). 

216.. Unpublished report ICN; Butler (1982-83). 

217.. This practice is evident from a paint sample (126/7) from Hals' 1633 St. Adrian civic guard portrait. In subsequent indigo paint-layers the 
indigoo particle size varies from very fine to relatively coarse while in all layers lead-white particles generally have the same size. 

218.. Riaf/e (17th C.) (see note 165). 

219.. For producing lead-white, strips of metallic lead were exposed to a weak solution of vinegar for three months in clay pots. The pots were 
stackedd in rows in a shed and covered with fermenting horse dung that produced heat and carbon dioxide. The combined action of acetic 
vapours,, carbonic acid and heat transformed the outside of the strips of lead into white basic lead carbonate. This product was scraped from 
thee surface and after washing, drying it could be used as a pigment: Gettens et aL (1993)1, p. 68. 

220.. The largest diameter i.e. the length of some oblong shaped particles was measured at lOOOx magnification under the light microscope 
usingg an eyepiece micrometer. 

221.. In the majority of paintings a coarser grade of lead-white was used in ground layer only. Lumps of up to 50 jim were found in Lely's 
paintingg and very coarse lumps of up to 1(X) um diameter were used by Verspronck. In paintings by Hals and Honthorst there was no obvious 
differencee in the grade of lead-white used in different paint-layers. Records show that Honthorst's painting was primed by Francois Oliviers, a 
specialistt in his task; see Buvelot (1995), p.135. 
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youryour indigo to heighten it (or inrich it) because indigo looks dirty if itself721 Hence, for the satin dress of Lady 
Dysart,, Peter Lely may have had in mind a greyish 'dirty' blue as here he used indigo without any smalt 
(Fig.. 31). In both his 1627 St. Adrian and St. George civic guard portraits, Frans Hals enriched the blue 
colourr of the indigo sashes with some smalt. Notably, he no longer considered this practise necessary 
whenn painting his 1633 and 1639 portraits. Godfried Schalken depicted the background in his Portrait of 
aa gentleman with an intense, rich blue colour (Fig. 32). His indigo paint contains much smalt and just a 
litdee red and yellow pigment. This blue passage has faded severely, into a pale grey hue. Where 
protectedd by the frame, the original colour has been preserved.223 

MixturesMixtures ivithyellow lakes 
Severall  17th century instructions describe mixing indigo with yellow lake pigments. In oil, this 
combinationn produced a green glaze which colour was characterised in a 17th century treatise as 'a sad 
green.'2244 Vermeer used this dark subdued green, made with indigo, a yellow colorant identified as weld 
andd a touch of lead-white and yellow and red ochre, in the background of his Girl with pearl earring (Fig. 
27b).2255 In order to make weld into a yellow lake pigment, recipes usually recommend adding alum and 
alkalii  to the dyestuff solution so that hydrated aluminia is formed as a substrate. Frequendy chalk was 
addedd to the solution. Then the resultant substrate would contain a precipitated calcium salt as well as 
ann aluminium salt.226 High quantities of calcium and aluminium compounds identified in Vermeer's 
greenn paint using SEM-EDX, suggest that this latter procedure could have been used. The yellow lake 
inn this painting is still well preserved, and in cross-sections the particles appear unaltered throughout 
thee whole paint layer. In his Sick lady, Jan Steen used virtually the same pigment mixture for the curtain 
off  the box bed (Fig. 30).~7 The paint contains high amounts of aluminium and calcium containing 
compounds,, but here die latter component may not be associated witi i the preparation of the yellow 
lake,, since, as indicated, chalk was consistendy found in Steen's paint. For die green tableclodis in his 
16411 and 1642 Regentesses group portraits, Verspronck used a comparable pigment mixture. He only 
addedd small amounts of an organic red pigment (Fig. 2, 19).228 SEM-EDX identified relatively high 
quantitiess of calcium and very litde aluminium containing compounds in these paints. Verspronck's 
yelloww dye must have been precipitated on chalk. Sometimes this substrate was used in order to make a 

222.. King (f. 1653-57), f. 48v. (sec note 202): also Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 666 (seenote 154); Collectionjormlxtucrs (f-.16C)3>, f.11 lv. 

223.. Massing & Groen (1988). 

224.. Exallency (1668), p.106: 'Fur a sad green, India and pink [= yellow lake pigment] Imghtntdwith mtutkotc' Sources commonly recommend a 
mixturee of indigo and orpiment to produce green colours. Cennim (*•. 1400); see Thompson (1932), p. 31, recommends the mixture for fresco 
andd secco painting as well as glue tempera. However, this mixture is not recommended for oil media. The 15th century Slrtuburg MS (15*1 C ) ; 
seee Borradaile (1967), p. 55, mentions, in addition to tropical indigo, 'endicbgrün' as a pigment for oü painting. This could be an indigo-yellow 
mixture. . 

225.. Indigo and weld were identified using wet-chemical analysis and (HPLQ: Groen el at. (1998), p. 173. 

226.. Hermens & Wallert (1998), p. 274; Saunders & Kirby (1994)1, pp. 83, 84. 

2277 The paint-layer contains indigo, weld, some lead-white, chalk and very little fine red pigment (ochre, umber?): Karin Groen, unpublished 
reportt (ICN). Weld was identified using HPLC at the ICN. 

228.. Hendriks (1998), pp. 255, 260-61. 
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moree opaque yellow pigment.229 In both portraits, the lake has faded almost completely. In cross-
sectionss not a single yellow particle can be seen under the microscope. That the dyestuff was 
precipitatedd on chalk may have contributed to the pigment' inferior stability.23*1 That the tablecloths still 
appearr green today is perhaps due to the yellowed oil medium. 
BindingBinding media and siccatives 

Ass described in chapter II , sources often advise applying ultramarine, azurite and smalt with 
poppyy or nut oils, media that yellowed less severely than linseed oil. Water-based media including gum-
waterr and glue tempera were recommended as well. Since, due to its high oil content, in time indigo 
paintt can also acquire a grey or green hue, various authors advised mixing indigo with nut oil.231 Other 
authorss though, believed that indigo should be mixed with linseed oil.232 This oil dries quicker than nut 
oill  and also produces a more tough paint layer. The choice of the binding medium for indigo seems 
thuss dictated sometimes, by a desire for maintaining the colours, and other times for the best drying 
andd working qualities. DTMS analysis of green paint from the curtain of Steen's Sick 'Lady, suggests the 
presencee of linseed oil, most likely witfi an addition of a nut oil.233 Steen may have used a mixture of 
thesee oils. If he used pure nut oil, the linseed oil may derive from the indigo purification process. 
DTMSS results on samples of Frans Hals and Honthorst indigo paint media stand midway between nut 
oill  and linseed oil. Pure linseed oil was identified in paint from the blue apron and the green tablecloth 
fromm Verspronck's 1642 Regentesses portrait and in paint from the background of Vermeer's Girl with 
PearlPearl Earring.234 

Painterss occasionally mixed indigo with a water-based medium. In the panel painting of Mary 
MagdaleneMagdalene by Bartlémy d'Eyck, which was painted for the most part with oil, DTMS analysis identified 
veryy low quantities of fatty acids and high amounts of proteins in the indigo paint. The medium was 
probablyy glue tempera. Gas chromatographic analysis indicated that Godfried Schalken used a mixture 
off  oil and egg for the blue background in his Self-portrait.2** Tempera might have been particularly useful 
forr this paint, which contains a lot of smalt.236 In the curtain of Steen's The sick lady, relatively high 

229.. The yellow pigment obtained with a chalk substrate also has a brighter colour. In an oil medium, however, this colour difference is hardly 
noticeable. . 

230.. The source of the yellow dyestuff, the manufacturing method and the type of substrate determine the exact colour, strength o f hue and 
permanencee of the pigment. Lakes with an alumina substrate are generally more light fast then those precipitated on chalk: Saunders & Kirby 
(1994)1. . 

231.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 666 (see note 154) and p. 742; Hidalgo (1693; 1965), p. 8; Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), pp. 67-68; Emery 
(1676;; 1684), p. 275. 

232.. For example: Smith (1692) p. 72; Volpato (17*  or 18*  C); see Merrifield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 738. 

233.. Unpublished MOLART results. Samples were analysed with DTMS since with this technique, in addition to the information on the 
presencee of indigo, much information can be obtained regarding the binding medium used, including information about the type of oil (nut 
oill  or linseed oil) and the presence of a heat processed oil (boiled oil) in a paint sample. In addition, traces of added wax, resins, gums and 
proteinss can be identified; Boon tl al. (1995). 

234.. For Verspronck: Ibid. The medium in Vermeer's portrait was determined with PY-TMAH-GCMS: Groen el al (1998), p. 173. 

235.. Massing & Groen (1988), p. 106. The addition of egg may perhaps explain why, when the cross-section is examined under UV light, the 
indigo/smaltt paint layer exhibits a strong fluorescence (Fig. 32d). 

236.. See chapter II , section I. 
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quantitiess of proteins were identified in addition to linseed oil.237 By contrast, samples from other areas 
off  the same painting contained only linseed oil. The proteins thus seem to derive from a glue or egg 
mediumm deliberately added by Steen to his indigo /weld oil paint. 

Eikelenbergg warned: Indigo... mix it with turpentine when mixing as otherwise it will become ugly when 
dry.dry.22™™ Paint reconstructions bear diis out. Due to indigo's high oil absorption, on drying, a surplus of oil 
cann migrate towards the paint surface and result in an ugly, spotty, 'greasy' appearance. This 
phenomenonn is especially true when indigo is applied over a ground with littl e absorptive capacity. 
Addingg oil of turpentine or other volatile oils, easily prevents the problem. The addition dilutes the 
bindingg medium so that less oil is necessary to obtain a flowing paint. In addition, as the paint is thinner 
moree medium can be absorbed by layers underneath. 

Oill  paint made of synthetic indigo, which consists of almost 100% indigo tin, dries very slowly.239 

Theree are regular complaints in the sources about the paint's slow drying rate.24" Slow drying indigo 
paintt causes litde problems when it is mixed into a lighter blue shade with the siccative lead-white. 
Whenn litde or no lead-white is added, as is common in drapery shadows, it can take several weeks 
beforee the paint is sufficiendy dry to be overpainted.241 Many authors thus advise processing indigo 
withh a drying oil, usually specified as a light coloured drying oil.242 Today, me term drying oil refers to an oil 
thatt polymerises into a solid non-tacky layer. In the examined period, however, drying oil has the 
additionall  meaning of an oil that had been processed in order to accelerate its drying. As described in 
thee previous chapters, the polymerisation process was induced by heating the oil or exposing it to 
sunlight,, often in combination with siccatives. The light coloured drying oil often referred to in the sources 
wass likely to have been processed using sunlight since this bleaches the oil. Drying oils with a thick 
consistencyy helped the brushstrokes flow so that the paint could be applied easily as a smooth layer, 
whichh maintained its shine on drying. The fluid consistency of the paint in the tablecloth in 
Verspronck'ss portraits of regentesses could indicate that the painter used a pre-processed oil i.e. a drying 
oiloil for these passages. By no means all painters thought a fluid oil suitable for indigo. Examination of 
thee paint surface of Lady Dysart's dress indicates that Peter Lely used a viscous paint that was rich in 
pigmentt (Fig. 31). Various greyish blue tones are loosely blended into each other imitating die typical 
broadd highlights and deep shadows of satin. The different flow of Verspronck's and Lely's paints 
suggestss that their oils were processed in a different manner. Currendy, oils that have been pre-
polymerisedd by heating can analytically be detected in an aged paint-layer. However, it is not yet known 
howw in an aged paint-layer an oil that is pre-polymerised without heat (for example the light coloured oil 

237.. With DTMS it was not possible to determine the origin of the protein component (egg or glue) in this sample. This information might be 
obtainedd with HPLC or GCMS analysis. 

238.. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 380 (see note 141). 

239.. As is evident from paint reconstructions, paint dries faster when inferior quality indigo is used. Naturally, the percentage of indigotin is 
lower.. In addition, inorganic impurities may have a siccative effect on the drying process. 

240.. For example Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 380 (see note 144); Delormois (1733; 1753), By/veg.tel. 'De small drmgt slap, de indigogantscb me/.' 

241.. In T/je .i-m/tund The AW; by Jan Miense Molenaar, the darkest shadows of the indigo robe of the woman exhibit small drying cracks. 
Possibly,, these were caused by the slow drying of paint that contains littl e lead-white. 

242.. Beurs (1692), p. 16: 'Indigo... Ah men^e daar na gebruikt, xvo moetmen-^t met een klaren droogenden ofy temperen' King {c. 1653-57), 48v. (see note 
204).. Other sources recommending the use of 'dryingoit for indigo include: Lairesse (1707), vol. \. p. 331; Cröker (1719); see SchieBl (1982) 
p.112;; LeBrun (1635); see Mernfield (1849; 1967), vol. 2, p. 813. 
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preparedd with sunlight) can be differentiated from an un-processed oil. It would be desirable to be able 
too indicate such differences. 

Thee painters' manuals often advise adding siccatives to indigo paint, especially when the author 
doess not recommend a drying oil. In general, sources recommend die use of finely ground lead glass or 
smalt.. Because of the lead, and in the case of smalt also the cobalt, content, these components would 
havee accelerated the paint's drying. Most painters thought that these colourless or light blue particles 
didd litde to influence the blue colour of indigo paint.243 Nevertheless, Palomino warned it [the finely 
groundd smalt] should be used with moderation... because if much used, it kills the colour. Instead, he preferred the 
copperr pigment verdigris becausefora quantity of indigo the si%e of a hazelnut, the amount of verdigris like the head 
ofof apin is enough.2** SEM-EDX analysis identified a trace of copper in the indigo paint taken from the 
greenn tablecloth in Verspronck's 1642 Regentesses portrait.245 The smalt Hals added to heighten the 
indigoo colour in both his 1627 portraits, may have functioned as a dryer as well. In the majority of 
sampless examined, neither glass nor smalt was identified.246 Dutch painters may have preferred a lead 
siccativee such as lead oxide in a drying oil for accelerating the drying of their indigo paints. Besides, as 
wil ll  be discussed in the following, most painters mixed their indigo with lead-white, even in the darkest 
shadows,, whereby the drying time of die blue paint was considerably reduced. 

ModellingModelling of indigo drapery 
Inn his Lettre a un de ses amis contenant quelques instructions touchant lapeinture (1669), die French painter and 
artt theoretician Antoine Le Blond de la Tour advised the following mixtures of indigo and lead-white 
forr modelling blue drapery: 

ForFor the first tint you must apply a lot of lead-white and very little indigo because this last pigment 
isis extremely strong and solid, in the second [tint] more white than indigo, in the third [tint] more 
indigoindigo than white and for the fourth [tint] indigo, completely unmixed.2*1 

Lee Blond de la Tour recommended rendering the darkest shades with unmixed indigo paint. Odier 
authors,, including Beurs, thought it useful to add some lead-white to these dark passages as well.248 

Mostt likely, the addition of lead-white was not just to obtain lighter shadows but also to speed up the 

243.. Hidalgo (1693; 1965), p. 8; Ricette (17*  C); see note 168; Eikelenberg (1679-1704), p. 666 (see note 157); Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), 
vol.. 2, p. 68. 

244.. Palomino (1715-24; 1795-97), vol. 2, pp. 56-57: 'Secante tie emalte rcmoÈda.. .ypuede senirpara elultramaroy el anil: pen tambien mn moderation, 
especialmenteespecialmente en el ultramaro, porque si es mucljo, le mata el tutor, 'p.68: 'Sccanfes para el anil... se le Ija de ec/jarpara que seque6 un pom de tsmalte remoUdo, ó 
itdrioitdrio moHdo, ó uxor delsecante que diximos, delaceyte de nueces, ó una pun/ha lie cardeniUo, to qual tengi por mejar, porque para tanto anilcomo una arvlhna, basta 
dede cardenilht tanto como la cabe^a de un alftler,y de la otrn es menesler mayor cantidad,y tn stench mucijoperjudica.'' Translation by Veliz (1986), p. 167. 

245.. This does not necessarily imply a consciously added copper-containing siccative such as verdigris or copper sulphate. It is conceivable as 
welll  that an oil was used which was simply preserved in a copper container Groen (1997), p. 219. 

246.. When examined in UV light, cross-sections of indigo paint from both Verspronck's Regentesses portraits exhibit small splintery 
transparentt particles (Fig. 19c, d, 2g, h). SEM-EDX analysis indicated that these contained an abundance of silicon and very littl e potassium. 
Noo cobalt, nickel and arsenic were identified so that the interpretation as discolored smalt can be rejected. The very small quantities of 
potassiumm in the particles make it unlikely that these are glass. The particles are likly merely ground sand, present as an impurity. 

247.. Blond de la Tour (1669), pp. 65-66: 'Iijaut mettrt beaucoup de blanc deplomb, <fr Ins-peu d'inde, dans la premiere teinte, pane que telle derniert couleur 
estest extnmement forte <& solide; dans la seconde, plus de blanc que d'inile; dans la troisiéme, plus d'inde que de blanc; pour la qualritme, de 1'inde tout pur.' 

248.. See note 195. 
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dryingg of the indigo paint. In fact, in most paintings examined in this study, even the darkest shadows 
off  indigo drapery contained some lead-white or chalk. For example, a cross-section from a dark shadow 
areaa of Michiel de Waal's sash in Frans Hals 1639 portrait shows that the artist mixed his indigo with a 
litdee lead-white and deepened the shade by adding some brownish black pigment (Fig. 18b, c). In A 
gamegame of tric-trac\ Judith Leyster obtained very dark shadows in the blue sleeve of the man by applying a 
translucentt paint made of indigo and lead-white on top of a dark brown layer (Fig. 21).24y 

Historicall  sources emphasise that in a painting, various types of cloth should be distinguished 
byy the way in which they form folds. Painters had, for example, to take into account the intensity of 
thee tonal contrast between illuminated forms and diose in shadow and whether there should be a 
graduall  or abrupt transition between these passages. The sequence used for the application of light and 
darkk paint, however, was more or less the same for most types of drapery.250 According to many 17th 

centuryy instructions, such as those in the De Mayerne manuscript, in the first coloured paint layer, light 
andd shade were rendered with relatively littl e tonal contrast. Some authors even advised applying diis 
layerr as a flat colour. Subsequently, light and shadow should be worked up in increasing detail.251 This 
impliess diat the middle tone of the drapery is the thinnest paint layer. My examinations have shown, 
indigoo drapery is often built-up according to these procedures, although within this practise there are 
considerablee differences. To paint Lady Dysart's dress, Peter Lely first applied a solid layer with litde 
tonall  contrast. Upon drying, light and shade were added with increasing detail. Cross-sections taken 
fromm both highlights and shadows exhibit two or three indigo layers which measure 50-75 um thick 
(Fig.. 31c). 

Cross-sectionss taken from the blue sashes of Hals' 1627 and 1633 portraits consistendy show a 
subduedd coloured, medium rich layer of indigo and lead-white, sometimes extended with some black 
andd ochre pigments laid over the light ochre ground. Cross-sections of other drapery colours show 
muted,, sometimes even greyish, underlayers as well. These undercolours probably formed part of the 
deadcolouredd sketch, which set down the composition and colour scheme on the primed canvas.252 

Overr the deadcolours, Hals painted die middle tone of the blue sashes so thinly that they usually reveal 
thee underpaint (Fig. 15b, 16b, 19b, c). In more elaborately worked light and dark parts, the undercolour 
iss more thoroughly covered. Here paint cross-sections typically show that 2-3 layers of indigo paint 
weree applied, although one sample contained as many as 6 diin layers. In six of the samples from the 
bluee sashes, the total thickness of the indigo layers falls within the approximate range of 40-84 um and 
iss usually more than 60 um. Hals sometimes applied paint layers wet-on-wet (Fig. 16c, 17e). Samples 
showw that varying quantities of lead-white are present in successive paint layers and they are applied in 
noo apparent order, i.e. without systematic modelling from dark to light blue, or vice-versa (Fig. 15c). 
Thiss multi-layer build-up is typical for Hals' modelling technique for drapery. Over the deadcolour 
variouss tints of paint were loosely swirled together. Subsequendy, light and dark un-blended paint 

249.. Hendriks & Groen (1993), p. 104. 

250.. Only the rendering of velvet was considered an exception to the general rule; see chapter I, Recipes for the indication of light and shack and the 
renderingrendering of objects. 

251.. For example the recipe for 'Trarailck rouge' in Lepettipeintre de Mr tie St. Jeltanr. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958) p.151. A recipe in the 
ExcellencyExcellency (1668), p. 104 recommends a comparable system, with thin middle tones, but advises applying the light areas first with pure lead-
whitee paint: For Blew Garments. Take indico and white, First lay the white in its due places, and then you mean colour, namely indico and 
whitee mixed in their due places, then deepen it with indico only,... But if you will have a blew garment without glazing, lay the ground as 
before,, with indico and white, heighten and deepen it with the same colours. See also a recipe in Collection for• mixtion (c. 1603), f.111 v: 'russet 
satsat tin, Indeblew ió" wfnle first tljen cleepned with Indeblew.' 

252.. Groen &. Hendriks (1989). 
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strokess were juxtaposed so that they overlap, providing the sharp tonal breaks of the fabric. Various 
sampless from Hals' blue sashes show layers of binding medium present between indigo paint layers, or 
betweenn layers of grey underpaint (Fig. 16c-e). As described in chapter II , this practice corresponds to 
writtenn instructions to wet out or oil out the paint surface between the painting sessions.253 The layers 
thatt Hals applied are intermittent and very thin (up to 4 urn, but usually less 1 um). As described in 
chapterr II , this follows historical instructions, to smear the medium out as thin as possible. Due to the 
thinnesss of the layers their composition could not be ascertained. One of the described functions of 
wettingg out was to provide a smooth surface on which the artist could easily and quickly spread his 
paint.. In this case, the medium layers possibly helped Hals to achieve the rapid juxtaposition of fluid 
brushh strokes so characteristic of his technique. 

Thee indigo blue flag in De Grebber's Triumphal procession with sacrificial bull (1651) shows yet 
anotherr paint structure (Fig. 24). On the light coloured ground, the composition was sketched in with 
liness and washes of umber coloured paint. Next, the flag was underpainted with littl e modelling using a 
lightt greyish blue paint (c. 15-30 (xm thickness) made of indigo, lead-white, black and brown pigments. 
Subsequendy,, De Grebber applied stiff, bright blue indigo paint, mixed with various amounts of lead-
whitee depending of the shade of blue required. This paint was also applied in the middle tones, 
sometimess as a covering layer and sometimes brushed out very thinly. Finally, highlights, the darkest 
shadowss and smaller folds were rendered with spontaneously applied overlapping brush strokes that 
reflectss the technique of De Grebber's older colleague Frans Hals. Examination of the paint surface 
andd cross-sections indicates that a rather impasted paint was used for the lighter tones while shadows 
weree applied with fluent, medium rich paint. 

17thh century authors emphasise that in order to obtain a convincing pictorial illusion a skilful 
depictionn of reflection was extremely important.254 These were areas in the half shadows, which were 
partiallyy illuminated by an adjacent li t area. In painting drapery, the artist had to consider the colour and 
lightt reflections from adjacent objects. If the fabric was pleated, the shaded parts also reflected the 
highlightss of the raised folds. In the dress in Verspronck's Portrait of a girl, we repeatedly see a light blue 
bandd of reflection along the contour of the fold's shaded side (Fig. 20a, b). The material from which a 
draperyy is made, shiny or matte, determines the nature of the reflection. In this dress, the reflections 
weree produced with a narrow band of a slighdy lighter tone than the shadows. This can be seen in a 
passagee of indigo paint, which was covered by the frame. To imitate the shining satin dress of Lady 
Dysart,, Peter Lely made use of the effect of broad, sudden reflections (Fig. 31, a, b). Verspronck and 
Lely'ss paintings conform to contemporary instructions which describe how to render reflections within 
drapery;; the value reflected stands midway between the middle and shadow tones.255 The reflection was 
renderedd with the same cool blue used for other passages of the drapery. By contrast, for reflections in 
thee flesh-tones, Lely and Verspronck used a slighdy warmer hue than the one used for the shadow and 
middlee tones. Frans Hals also consistendy made use of warm reflections in his indigo drapery. A 
notablee example can be seen in the half shadows of the sash of Captain Johan Schatter, who stands in 
thee middle foreground of the 1633 St. Adrian civic guard portrait (Fig. 17a-c). Surface examination 
suggestss diat in the half shadows, Hals brushed out the indigo thinly, on top of a local layer of pale 
ochreishh underpaint. This colour shines through and gives these areas a green tinge. Although certainly 

253.. See chapter II , section I.. 

254.. See descriptions by Mander (1604)1, ff. 33r-33v; Hoogstraten (1678), pp. 262-63; Lairesse (1707), vol. 1, pp. 216, 262-65. 

255.. See recipes by Beurs (1692), pp. 28-43, for depicting, light, middle tones, reflections (weersteutinge) and shadows for white, yellow, red 
andd blue flowers and draperies. 
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amplifiedd by ageing and abrasion from cleaning, the effect seems intended. It lent a warm sheen to the 
unsupported,, stiff and lustrous silk fabric. Comparison with the orange sashes in the same picture plane 
showss that Hals also painted the reflections in the half- shadows a noticeably warmer orange red hue 
(Fig.. 17a). 

Inn order to achieve a convincing suggestion of space on the painting's flat surface, 17th century 
painterss depicted objects in the background with more subdued colours, less tonal contrast and die 
modellingg was rendered with more gradual transitions.256 Consequendy, tonal contrast and colour 
intensityy of indigo drapery depends on whether die fabric is depicted in die forefront or background of 
thee picture. Thus, the rather flat modelling of the blue flag in the background of De Grebber's painting 
iss in harmony with other drapery and objects placed nearby (Fig. 24a). In Frans Hals' portraits the 
indigoo sashes are usually worn by figures placed close to another figure in the assembly. Only in his 
16399 St. George civic guard portrait are there clearly separable planes (Fig. 18a). The more distant 
sashess have softer shadows and highlights, and their colours are more subdued. Conspicuously, unlike 
Hals'' other militi a pieces, in the 1639 portrait there is no subdued blue deadcolour. Instead, Hals 
depictedd the sashes direcdy on the ground layer, which is in diis painting noticeably darker than in the 
earlierr portraits. In the 1639 painting, Hals achieved the desired warm undertone he used for rendering 
atmosphericc colour effects, with a subdued medium brown ground colour. To achieve a range of 
intensee and subdued blue colours, Hals deliberately varied the thickness of the paint layers so that the 
groundd layer was masked to a varied extent The colours of the sashes now range from greyish to pale, 
too bright blue. This range of blue colour, which described the transition from background to 
foregroundd figures, corresponds to a general increase in the thickness of paint application with the 
mostt fully saturated paint being the thickest. 

Whilee De Grebber, Lely and Hals used an elaborate paint structure, other 17th century painters 
appliedd their paint in a single thin layer, often measuring only 10 to 25 um in thickness. Some artists 
believedd that the commonly employed sequence of deadcolouring, working-up and retouching did not 
needd to be followed when using diis pigment since it was so easy to apply. The colour could simply be 
appliedd once and then various tones were swirled in wet-in-wet. Palomino announced with this indigo you 
cancan paint the blue colour de la primera, and this is the best.251 This practice is evident in Verspronck's 
Regentessess portraits. While other passages were consistendy prepared with deadcolours, the green 
tableclothss were painted direcdy on the light beige coloured ground, modelled in one thin layer (up to 
20um)) by varying the amount of white pigment and oil (Fig. 2).258 Likewise, Jan Steen painted the box 
bedd curtain, direcdy on the light ochre coloured ground, in one thin layer (Fig. 30). Cross-sections of 
otherr paint areas usually exhibit a more elaborate paint build-up, although Steen here seems to have 
usedd an alia prima application as well.259 For modelling the box bed, Steen used a wide range of 
techniques.. Naturally, he varied the amount of white pigment according to the value needed but he also 
differentiatedd the thickness of the layer (0-13 um), die amount of binding medium, and he accentuated 
formss of the bed by the direction of the brush strokes: in the bed's canopy there are horizontal strokes 
whereass its curtain is depicted with vertical strokes. In a shadow area inside the bed, dark blue paint is 

256.. These qualities are often described in contemporary art-theoretical texts. See for example Hoogstraten (1678), pp. 264-65. 

257.. See note 146. 

258.. Hendriks (1998). Due to fading, today the indigo paint has become almost transparent. From an area protected under the frame it is 
evident,, however, that Verspronck intended a more covering layer although the ground must have been visible to some extent from the start. 

259.. These observations are based on paint cross-sections published by Butler (1982-83). 
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appliedd as a semi-opaque layer, while lighter areas contain more binding medium and are more thinly 
paintedd so that the ground shimmers through. Certainly, by now, both fading and abrasion have gready 
accentuatedd the intended effect. In the Triumph of Frederick Hendrick, Jordaens depicted the blue drapery 
off  the boy, in one single layer over the boy's flesh paint and red and brown background colours (Fig. 
49b).. For the darkest shadows, indigo paint was extended with a litde lead-white and applied so thinly 
thatt the underlying warm colours shimmer through. In the lighter tones there are loose, overlapping 
strokess of impasted paint (20-55 [xm). The tones are so litde blended that underlying paint layers are 
visiblee between the blue strokes. 

Insteadd of using indigo direcdy on a light coloured ground or deadcolour, some painters first 
appliedd a dark coloured underlayer. In his altarpiece (r.1440), Bardémy d'Eyck consistendy applied a 
uniformm black layer (c 20um) on the white ground before painting with indigo (Fig. 48). We do not 
knoww whether the artist used flower or the pigment imported from outside Europe. In either case, 
however,, economical use of his pigment may have been his rationale, since at that time prices for both 
flowerflower and Indian indigo were considerable._On top of the black, the painter obtained a dark and 
saturatedd blue with a thin layer of indigo (20um). This would have been impossible direcdy on the 
whitee ground layer. Palomino advised, although he considered indigo well suited to an alia prima 
application,, if a large area was to be painted, a preliminary underpaint made of white and carbon or 
lampblackk should be applied.260 Painters may have exploited the blackish underpaint to enhance the 
bluenesss of indigo by means of the turbid medium effect, in which the preferential scattering of blue 
lightlight and the absorption of red and yellow light causes a light paint layer applied over a dark coloured 
layerr to look cooler. On a beige coloured ground, Cornelis Johnson applied a dark grey wash, at few 
micronss thick, before applying a thin (20 urn) layer of indigo mixed with chalk and sometimes lead-
whitee (Fig. 29d). Especially in diose areas where only chalk was added, the dark grey undercolour 
contributedd to the darkness and intensity of the blue. This can still be seen in the small dark blue strips 
wheree the background was covered by the frame. In his Girl with pearl earring, Vermeer applied his green 
glazess over a thin (r.12 urn) blackish layer. The layering of a translucent green over near-black produced 
ann optically mixed, saturated cool green colour (Fig. 26b). Today, the background paint looks matte and 
milkyy today although in places where the paint was covered by old retouchings, the colour is more 
saturated.261 1 

IX .. Different states of preservation of indigo paint areas 

Mostt of the paintings examined have areas of indigo paint which were covered by an old frame or 
retouchings.. Having been shielded from light and partially against degenerative atmospheric effects,262 

thesee passages provide a glimpse of the original value and intensity of colour as intended by the painter. 
Itt appears that each painting exhibits a widely divergent degree of fading. Fading has caused paint layers 

260.. See note 146. The Spanish painter Hidalgo {1693; 1965), p. 8, also recommended underpaint made of black and white for paint made of 
smaltt and indigo. 

261.. The fading of the indigo seems to have caused the discoloration, since in cross-sections seemingly unchanged bright yellow particles are 
visiblee Groen et al. (1998). 

262.. Schweppe (1997), p. 87, Gros jean et al. (1988), Whitemore & Cass (1988), Daniels (1989), have pointed out, that indigo is very susceptible 
too fading by chemical oxidants. Therefore, it is likely that, as noted by Saunders & Kirby (1994)2: 'TIK rebate of the frame might partial protect die 
edgeedge of tix painting from c/jemicalfy-intluced colour c/jange us it protects from colour change caused by tight.' An overview of the literature on indigo's fading by 
atmosphericc pollutants is presented by Phenix (1997), pp. 8-10. 
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too become more transparent as well. When indigo contains lead-white, loss of hiding power may also be 
duee to a chemical change on the surface of the lead-white particles in the oil.263 

Thee side-panel from the altarpiece by Barthlemy d'Eyck depicting the Mary Magdalene, has a 
depictionn of Isaiah with a still life with books above it on the outside. When the large altarpiece was 
dismembered,, presumably during the French Revolution, the still life was detached from the prophet to 
formm a separate picture.264 The indigo paint on the upper quarter side of the Mary Magdalene became the 
reversee side of the still life, and, most likely, has been kept in the dark ever since. The indigo paint on 
thee remaining Mary Magdalene panel was exposed to light. Despite the thick layer of dirt accumulated on 
thee reverse side, comparison to exposed paint shows that the latter is somewhat lighter, although the 
differencee is rather small. 

Evidencee for the extent of colour deterioration in Hals' militi a pieces is provided by a sash at the 
leftt edge of the 1633 group portrait. Where it has been shielded from light by the frame, the indigo 
retainss a more saturated blue (Fig. 17h). Nonetheless, the exposed indigo sashes have a bright blue 
colourr and their folds are convincingly modelled. Late 18th century watercolour copies of Hals' civic-
guardd series, executed by Wybrand Hendriks (1744-1831), depict the sashes in a relatively unfaded state 
(Fig.. 50). These copies may thus provide an idea of the original colour harmonies between the deep 
bluee and the orange and white sashes. This does not mean, however, that the blue in Hals' paintings 
lookedd exacdy as Hendriks portrayed it. As described in chapter II and III , in the 18th century, it was 
commonn practice to correct the effects of age when copying the old masters. That Hendriks was not 
reluctantt to do so, is demonstrated by the watercolour copy he made of a militi a piece (c 1642) by 
Pieterr Claesz Soutman (c. 1580-1657). Hendriks noted on the back of the sheet, that he had made the 
copyy - a light and bright coloured aquarelle- after an original that had become completely black and unclear.2^ 
Assumingg that Hals rendered the sashes in the four portraits with blues of similar colour value and 
intensity,, in the various paintings their state of preservation differs considerably (Fig. 15-18). In the 
16277 St. Adrian portrait the sashes have been preserved best, followed by the 1633 portrait of die same 
company.. The 1639 St. George portrait exhibits paler indigo colours, and die most severe fading is 
evidentt in the 1627 St. George portrait. Earlier in this chapter, the possible influence of quality 
differencess on indigo's colour preservation was considered. In the following, die influence of the light 
intensityy to which the works have been exposed, and the painting technique will be scrutinised. 

Att the far left of Jordaens' Triumph (Fig. 49), a strip of indigo paint was covered since c. 1167 by 
thee frame as well as by a severely darkened varnish layer.266 The colour of this strip is only slighdy more 
intensee than the exposed paint. The portrait of Lady Dysart by Peter Lely was only studied framed (Fig. 

263.. See chapter II , section IV , Causes for t/je increase in transpart'my o)(oilpaint-layers 

264.. Bartlémy d'Eyck Still life with books tn a niclx. Fir panel with canvas preparation 30 x 56 cm. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, Inv.no. SK-A-2399. 
Onn lean to the Museum Boymans van Beuningen, Rotterdam, since 1989. The genesis of the paintings is described by Chapuis (1995). 

265.. Wybrand Hendriks, Officers and servant oj tfie St. George dm guard aquarel on paper, 26.8 x 37.2 cm. Teylers Museum, Haarlem, Inv. no. W 
48.. Hendriks believed that Frans Hals had made the original portrait. Hendriks wrote at the bottom left of the reverse of the paper: 'W: 
HendriksHendriks na een sdnltkrij van F: Half dal geljeelswart tn onbestemd war geworden engeljangen Ixej't sedert itek]aaren op een gang in 't ProicniersJjuu te Haarlem 
titanstitans berustende optStadJjuuaklaar' I am grateful to Koos Levie-Van Halm for bringing Hendrik's copy and his note to my attention. 

266.. Around 1767, Jan Van Dijk restored Jordaens' painting: he removed the old varnish layer and applied a new one. During the subsequent 
restorationn of 1806, at the far left of the painting a strip of Van Dijk's varnish was not removed. This indicated that at that rime, this part of 
thee painting was covered by the frame. The painting was re-varnished in 1850. Since this varnish was also applied on top of Van Dijk's 
varnish,, the strip at the far left was no longer covered by the frame. Only during the most recent restoration (1998-2001) was Van Dijk's 
severelyy darkened varnish layer partially removed, exposing a slightly more saturated indigo blue than can be seen in the main body of the 
picture:: Personal communication: Lidwien Speleers, Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg. 
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31).. The indigo satin dress with its refined nuances and reflections is just as convincingly modelled as 
thee satin drapery of other colours painted by Lely. This suggests that the indigo colour is still well 
preserved.. The indigo flag, depicted in the centre of De Grebber's painting (Fig. 24), has a vivid blue 
colourr and its modelling is quite similar to the white flag next to it. An obvious disparity between 
exposedd indigo blue and blue which was covered by a frame is visible in Verspronk's portrait of a girl 
(Fig.. 20). The dress is still blue, however, and although fading has certainly lead to loss of the original 
modelling,, the way the dress forms folds is still convincing. The indigo pattern of the Persian tapestry 
onn Honthorst's portrait has faded noticeably but is still blue (Fig. 28). 

Severee loss of colour and with it, the suggestion of folds, has occurred in the woman's skirt 
shownn in panels of Jan Miense Molenaar's series The Jive senses. (Fig. 23). A comparable phenomenon is 
evidentt in the blue skirt in Verspronck's 1642 Regentesses portrait. In the Militi a piece by an unknown 
masterr of the Haarlem school, the blue coloured sashes and standards have almost completely faded. 
Thee paint has become translucent and exposes underlying paint layers (Fig. I).267 Again, a water-colour 
copyy of this painting by Hendriks may provide an insight into the picture's original colour scheme (Fig. 
51).. Other 17th century examples exhibit passages of even more seriously degraded indigo. In 
Verspronck'ss two Regentesses portraits, the original intense greenish-blue colour of the tablecloth 
visiblee at the selvedge of the 1641 painting, is almost completely lost due to the fading of both the 
indigoo and the yellow lake pigments (Fig. 2). Comparison of exposed and shielded passages of the 
indigoo background in the portraits by Johnson and Schalken, reveals vast differences in colour value 
andd intensity (Fig. 29, 32). Both paintings have had two frames, each with a different size rebate. One 
cann now see, along the edge of both paintings two bands of less faded blue. In each case the outer most 
bandd is the most intense. 

Inn order to examine the degree to which faded indigo is visible in cross-sections, samples from 
singlee brush strokes of Verspronck's Portrait of a girl, and Honthorst's Portrait ojAmalia and her daughters 
weree taken. The brushstrokes had been partially protected under the rebate of the frame, and two 
sampless were taken from each; one from the end faded by light, and the second, from the protected, 
unfaded,, end. The effect of fading is clearly visible in the cross-sections of these two once 
homogeneouss indigo paints. The upper part of the indigo layer is lighter and more translucent than the 
preservedd paint underneath. (Fig. 20c, d, 28d, e). In Verspronk's portrait, paint had faded to a depth of 
c.c. 8 to 10 urn and in Honthorst's painting up to c. 10 fjm. These measurement are approximate, as the 
depthh of fading in the samples is neither uniform, nor well defined. This is due to the light scattering 
causedd by the adjacent white pigments lead-white and chalk.268 The boundary between the faded and 
unfadedd part of a paint layer can sometimes be discerned by viewing the sample under UV illumination, 
sincee the faded part appears paler than the remaining paint layer. Notably, cross-sections taken from 
paintingss with severely discoloured indigo paint areas, sometimes also exhibit a deeper fading. In the 
paintingg by an unknown master of the Haarlem school (Fig. le), for example, paint has faded up to 16-
200 pm depth and in Johnson's painting up to 20um (Fig. 29e). 

267.. In this painting, however, white sashes also show their underlying colours and brushstrokes. Since the Haarlem master mixed his indigo 
withh a lot of (most likely the same type of) lead-white, the paint's translucency seems also be due to the saponification of the lead-white 
particless mixed in an oil medium. 

268.. Feller (1994). Sometimes the ill-defined boundary between faded and unfaded paint might raise doubt as to whether the lighter part at the 
topp of the sample was faded, or in fact a separate paint-layer, applied wet-on-wet so that it had blended into the underlayer. Further confusion 
iss caused by the fact that more lead-white seems mixed into the top part of the layer, suggesting a lighter paint mixture applied as a separate 
layer.. This phenomenon may be explained instead by the fact that the lead-white particles appear more distinct where fading has occurred, 
sincee they are no longer masked by a dark matrix of indigo. 
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EnvironmentalEnvironmental influence on indigo's colour preservation. 

Thee different states of preservation observed in the paintings is to a great extent due to the varying 
amountt of light diese works have been exposed to. Earlier studies have demonstrated diat air pollution 
alsoo has a significant detrimental influence on indigo's colour preservation.26y Furthermore, over time, 
paintingss may have been subjected to detrimental cleaning procedures. It is difficult to quantify the 
effectt these factors have had on the ageing of indigo. Only occasionally do we know precisely where a 
paintingg hung through all its centuries and even then, we can only estimate the amount of light and 
atmosphericc pollution to which the indigo paint was subjected. 27(' For example, De Grebber's painting 
andd Honthorst's portrait hung opposite windows on the rear wall of the Oranjezaal. Jordaens' large 
TriumphTriumph was positioned perpendicular to the wall of windows. The indigo blue drapery depicted at the 
farr left of the Jordaens' abutted, as it were, Honthorst's painting (Fig. 52). Al l three paintings are 
diffuselyy lit for the large part of the day and are directly lit for a short time in the middle of the day. It is 
nott known whether the window shutters were usually open or dosed.271 In Honthorst's portrait as well 
ass other paintings hung opposite the windows, light sensitive red lakes have faded noticeably. This 
suggestss that the paintings were subjected to a considerable amount of light. This is supported by cross-
sectionss from all three paintings, which show faded indigo up to c. 10 um beneath the paint surface. 
Honthorst'ss painting shows a stronger optical colour difference than works by De Grebber and 
Jordaens.. As will be described below, this may be explained by diese masters' different painting 
techniques. . 

Thee role environment plays in the preservation of indigo is sometimes most apparent when 
paintingss made by one artist at the same time are compared. Visual examination of the indigo colour 
fromm die Mary Magdalene in Rotterdam and the Jeremiah in Brussels shows that in the Mary Magdalene the 
colourr is slightly less saturated. Before the altarpiece was dismembered, both panels had been exposed 
too the same amount of light. The colour difference now visible presumably occurred after they were 
separate.. Hals' four militi a portraits were made within a time span of about 12 years. Since the early 18th 

centuryy all portraits hung in the hall of die St Adrian civic guard. In 1820, die paintings were transferred 
too the town hall and in 1913 to the Frans Halsmuseum where they still are. The indigo colours in die 
paintingss Hals made for the St. Adrian civic guard (1627 and 1639) are better preserved than those for 
thee St. George civic guard (1627 andl633). This differences may be related to where the paintings were 
hungg until the early 18th century: the head quarters of the St. Adrian and St. George companies. 
However,, although the paintings hung at similar locations for about three centuries, the environmental 
circumstancess for the individual paintings did differ. For example, in the hall of St. Adrain guard, where 
theree are windows on one side only, two of Hals' portraits hung on the wall opposite the windows and 
twoo on the wall perpendicular to the windows. Likely, die amount of light the paintings were exposed 
too differed considerably._From the beginning of the 18th century to 1820, also the painting by the 
Haarlemm master was kept in the hall of the St Adrian civic guard. This painting hung directly to the left 
off  the large windows.272 In this painting the deleterious effect of the light seems obvious by the fact 
thatt the right side of this painting that was nearest to the window is more severely faded than the left 

269.. See note 265. 

270.. We also have to bear in mind that it was likely to have been common practice to bring a (small) painting now and then outside in the sun 
inn order to bleach yellowed and darkened oil and varnish layers; see chapter II , section II. 

271.. For history of the use of the Oranjezaal from the 17*  century onwards: Loonstra (1985). 

272.. Levy-van Halm (1988), p. 121. 
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side.. Only at the far right, where the frame cast its shadow on the painting, is a small, though not rigidly 
defined,, strip of a better preserved blue. 

X.. Impact of painting technique on indigo's colour  preservation 

Oftenn within one painting, some indigo passages areas have faded severely whereas others are relatively 
welll  preserved. For instance, the tablecloths in Verspronck's Regentesses portraits, occasionally exhibit 
surprisinglyy vivid blue brush strokes (Fig. 2) and in Hals' portraits, light and dark passages in the sashes 
aree still blue while in mid-tones have a pale greenish appearance (Fig. 17a-c). In Johnson's portrait, die 
leftt side of the blue background has faded less severely in comparison to the pale greyish blue evident 
att the right side (Fig. 29). These examples suggest that the way the indigo paint was applied, i.e. the 
paintingg technique, plays an important part in its preservation. Time and again, historical texts 
emphasisee that a proper painting technique gready improves the colour-fastness of indigo oil paint. In 
1676,, Felibien warned: 'When it [indigo] is well used, it stays beautiful for a long time."273 The sources usually 
explicitlyy state what this proper technique entailed. The following section aims to determine the role 
paintingg technique played for indigo's colour preservation. 

InfluenceInfluence of binding medium 
Whenn indigo is used as a textile dye, its light fastness is strongly influenced by the nature of the 
substrate.. On proteinaceous fibres such as wool or silk, indigo blue is much more stable than on non-
proo teinaceous fibres such as cotton.274 Artificial light ageing of paint reconstructions indicated that 
whenn indigo is used as a pigment, the type of the binding medium also influences its colour stability. 
Forr the experiments natural indigo, both pure and in combination with lead-white, was mixed with 
purifiedd linseed oil, egg yolk, egg white or glue (Appendix).275 The samples exhibited vast differences in 
colourr stability (Fig. 40). Fading was most distincdy observed in oil closely followed by the egg yolk 
mixtures.. Significandy better light fastness was obtained when indigo was mixed widi egg white, gum 
arabicc or glue. These observations may be explained by the fact that during the oxidative drying of oil 
andd egg yolk reaction products are formed that are harmful to the indigo.276 These products are not 
formedd in a paint film made with egg white, animal glue or gum arabic so that in these media die indigo 

273.. See note 159. 

274.. Schweppe (1997), p. 87; Evans & Stapleton (1978). 

275.. For a more extensive description of the set up of these reconstructions; see Eikema Hommes & Hendriks (1998). 

276.. Aldehydes derived by oxidation of the poly-unsaturated fatty acid mobileties in the oil are likely candidates for reaction with indigo: For 
thee oxidative drying of oils: Chan (1987. Kuramoto & Kitao (1979), (1982) have pointed out that indigo is primarly vulnerable to the oxidative 
fading.. According to Griffiths (1980) and Matheson &. Lee (1979), who studied indigo as a textile dye, amino acids are capable of quenching 
singlett oxygen. Therefore, when indigo is used as a pigment, proteinaceous binding media may possibly also protect indigo against fading. 
AA preliminary series of paint reconstructions indicated that fading of oil paint can also be minimized by pre-treating indigo with glue, egg-
whitee or gum media. For these reconstructions, finely ground natural indigo was mixed with egg yolk, egg white or giue. The samples were 
driedd and subsequently mixed with linseed oil and lead-white paint in order to obtain blue colours with similar colour value. After the paints 
hadd dried, they were subjected to 72 hours of Xenon light ageing together with a sample of pure indigo lead-white oil paint as a control 
(Appendix).. The tests showed that the light fastness of the paints made by pre-treating indigo improves considerably. Littl e difference is 
observedd between the sample with pure oil paint and the sample of indigo ground first in egg yolk. In all other water-based media, especially 
glue,, the difference is considerable. It seems the pre-treatment with a water-based medium forms a coating around the indigo particles that 
protectss them from the attack of fatty acid degradation products in the oil medium. Preparation with aqueous media however has two 
importantt drawbacks. First, it results in a less fluent, sticky paint, which is difficult to process. Second, the indigo paint becomes almost grey in 
colour.. It seems unlikely therefore that painters would have used the pre-treated pigment. 
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iss better preserved. When the polymerisation process of the oil is initiated before being used in the 
paint,, the oil is far less reactive. In that case, far fewer of the reaction products harmful to indigo will be 
formedd while the paint is drying. Presumably, the indigo wil l then fade less rapidly. When, as suggested 
inn the sources, painters mixed their indigo with a pre-polymerised light coloured drying oil, this working 
methodd may have contributed to the preservation of their colours. 

Thee fact that Bartlémy d'Eyck mixed his indigo with a glue medium probably explains the 
excellentt colour preservation of a paint that is over 550 years old (Fig. 48). In the landscape in Dieric 
Bouts'' The entombment, which was painted with glue tempera on fine linen during the middle of the 15th 

century,, the green tints were mixed with indigo and lead-tin-yellow (Fig. 14).277 Over time the indigo 
hass faded so that the lead-tin-yellow component of the green has become more prominent. A bright 
turquoisee strip now visible at the protected edge of both sides of the painting reveals the extent of this 
change.. The colour change is still relatively small, though, when compared to the pronounced fading 
visiblee in so many oil paintings of a much more recent date. As indicated, in his portrait, Godfried 
Schalkenn had used a mixture of oil and egg as a medium for his indigo smalt paint. Notably, in cross-
sectionss from exposed paint areas, no fading of indigo was observed. Instead, the severe discoloration 
off  the paint surface appeared to be caused by degradation of the medium that has led to chalking.278 

Lightt scattering of the degraded paint surface of the indigo background appears as real fading; there is 
ann overall loss of saturation and lightening of the colour. Steen used a mixture of oil and egg or glue as 
hiss paint medium in the curtain of The sick lady. Compared to passages painted with pure oil, the 
curtain'ss green paint is very worn and degraded. Possibly, the emulsion medium has made the paint 
moree vulnerable to abrasion and solvents. Since the paint layer was so thin and degraded it was 
impossiblee to determine in paint-cross-sections whether the indigo had faded. 

InfluenceInfluence of mixtures with lead-white and chalk. 

Comparisonn of shielded and exposed indigo passages indicates that there usually is a more pronounced 
losss of colour in the lighter areas than in the dark tones. For example, the dark shadows of the skirt in 
TheThe smell by Jan Miense Molenaar exhibit only small differences in colour saturation, while these 
differencess are more distinct in the middle tones and especially the light areas (Fig. 23b, c). Artificial 
lightt ageing of indigo oil paint extended with various percentages of lead-white, demonstrates that 
fadingg proceeds faster when more lead-white is present. These observations correspond to earlier 
studiess of other organic pigments, which have shown that adding lead-white exacerbates fading, due to 
itss strong light scattering properties.279 In addition, lead-white is known to be a catalyst for oxidative 
processess in oil paint.2811 The detrimental influence of lead-white on indigo can be seen in paint cross-
sections.. In a sample from one of Frans Hals' civic guard group portraits, lOOOx magnification of the 
largestt agglomerates of lead-white clearly shows that the indigo matrix was more faded around them. 
Thiss was especially so along their upper sides where the most scattering of incident light had occurred 
(Fig.. 16d-f). The role lead-white takes in the fading process is also exemplified by the gradual transition 
fromm the faded top to the rest of the indigo paint layer. This was noted in all cross-sections of faded 

277.. Bomford et aL (1986), p. 50. 

278.. Massing & Groen (1988). 

279.. Thus it has been established expenmentally that a paint film containing red lake mixed with white is more vulnerable to internal reflection 
andd fades more quickly than a pure glaze: Johnston-Feller (1986); Saunders & Kirby (1994)1. 

280.. The catalytic activity of lead-white on the cross linking of drying oil is much more moderated in prepolymensed oils. 
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paintt examined. This transition becomes more gradual as the proportion of the scattering pigment 
(lead-white)) increases in relation to that of the absorbing pigment (indigo).281 

Thatt indigo fades more when mixed with higher proportions of lead-white implies that subtle 
materiall  effects in the rendering of drapery have often been lost. The middle and light tones of die 
youngg girl's dress painted by Verspronck, approach the same tonal value. The contrasts between diese 
passagess and the deep shadows are now stronger than originally intended. The reflections within the 
dresss also exhibit more marked tonal contrast within the shadows (Fig. 20a, b). The fall of the folds are 
thereforee less convincing. 

Thatt lead-white is harmful to indigo presents a dilemma; namely, the lead-white that is necessary 
too attain a satisfactory blue, at the same time, accelerates its colour deterioration. Historical sources 
reveall  that, at least by the end of the 17th century, painters were aware of this danger. As described in 
chapterr II , the Spanish painter Palomino warned that in a drapery painted with indigo and lead-white 
thethe lights should not be made too light, i.e. should not be mixed with too much lead-white, since the indigo 
colourcolour is easily washed out; therefore it must always be worked high in colour. Also other writers, including Dupuy 
duu Grez (1699) recommended applying the indigo dark.282 Apparently, painters tried to overcome 
indigo'ss tendency to fade by using litde lead-white, and therefore opting for a dark and intensely blue 
colour. . 

Areass of the indigo curtain, where lead-white has been completely substituted by chalk, in 
Corneliss Johnson's portrait, show particularly severe degradation (Fig. 29) .283 Areas of the background 
paintedd with indigo and lead-white showed discoloration due to fading. However, the blanched 
appearancee of areas that contained indigo mixed with chalk alone was due, not only to fading, but also 
too the erosion of the binding medium, which caused chalking.284 

InfluenceInfluence of thickness of indigo paint layers 

Ass described above, the depth of fading visible in paint films is finite, penetrating approximately 4-20 
\xrs\.\xrs\. Often the faded portion becomes so transparent and colourless tiSat it cannot be readily 
distinguishedd from overlying varnish layers. It seems clear, that the residual blue visible on a painting is 
reflectedd from underlying residual indigo, which has not faded. As one might expect, fading is more 
extremee in paintings where the indigo was applied as a thin layer. Verspronck's portrait of the 
Regentessess and the militi a portrait by the Haarlem master are two such examples. A cross-section of 
thee latter painting shows the paint has faded to a depth of 16-20 um, virtually through the whole layer 
off  c. 20^m! Only immediately on top of the ground is a litde bit of blue colour preserved (Fig. le). The 
welll  preserved blue in Lely's portrait may well relate to the painter's consistenüy thick paint application 

281.. Feller (1994). 

282.. For Palomino see note 146 and for Dupuy du Grez note 163. Eikelenberg (1679-1704), pp. 786-87 (see note 165), described that in 1704 
hee prepared panels in order to test the permanence of purified indigo. He applied indigo mixed with different amounts of lead-white to two 
testt panels. He probably expected the different quantities of lead-white to affect his results. 

283.. The apparent contribution of chalk to the degradation of indigo paint was investigated at the Courtauld Institute usbg SEM: North 
(1996). . 

284.. Why this phenomenon occurred in this specific paint area is unclear. Perhaps it was the absence of a lead's siccative action that led to 
problemss in the drying of the oil. Earlier experiments by Saunders & Kirby (1994)1, have shown that when calcium carbonate is present in 
excesss as a substrate for yellow lake pigments, so that it acts as an extender, it may improve the working properties of the pigment, but it will 
alsoo have a detrimental effect on its permanence. However, artificial light ageing experiments on oil paint reconstructions made of both indigo 
andd lead-white, and indigo and chalk do not give evidence that chalk has exacerbated the degradation of indigo blue as well. 
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(c.(c. 75 fun). In Hals' paintings, the multiple indigo layers also contributed to the general good 
preservationn of the indigo sashes.285 The same goes for the indigo colour in De Grebber's painting in 
thee Oranjezaal. In cross-sections the total thickness of the indigo layers varies between 60 and 40ujn. 
Thee paint has faded to 5-15 fim beneath the surface (Fig. 24c). In the blue pattern of the carpet on the 
portraitt by Honthorst that is also in the Oranjezaal, the same depth of fading {c. 10 urn) has led to a 
moree distinct colour change (Fig. 28). This is because the indigo paint was generally brushed out thinly 
onn the red carpet paint (the cross-sections give a distorted picture as they were taken in the thick areas 
off  the pattern). 

Sincee according to contemporary systems for modelling, middle tones were generally applied in 
onee layer, in 17th century paintings the most pronounced loss of indigo colour has usually taken place in 
thesee passages. The costume of the boy with the violin in The merry couple by Judith Leyster is an 
examplee of this phenomenon (Fig. 22b). In Hals' 1633 portrait, thinly applied middle tones and 
reflectionss to a greater extent reveal the ochre coloured underlayer, that had been used to lend the 
warmm sheen of silk, and now appear more greenish blue than was originally intended (Fig. 17b, c). 

Severall  17th and 18th century sources stress that, in order to provide a lasting effect, multiple 
paintt layers of more-or-less the same colour should be applied.286 These advices suggest that the 
underlayerss were added to counteract the anticipated effects of the paint's increasing transparency, 
whetherr caused by fading or not. To what extent the application of indigo in multiple paint layers was 
calculatedd by Hals, De Grebber and Lely to preserve the blue colour is debatable. Cross-sections from 
theirr other coloured drapery demonstrate that these have a similar thickness. Relating samples to the 
paintingss themselves shows that particularly in the case of Hals this multi-layer build-up partially results 
fromm his spontaneous juxtaposition of overlapping paint strokes. 

InfluenceInfluence of pigment volume concentration 
Authorss from different countries warn that to obtain a durable blue colour one should not mix indigo 
withh too much oil. The BJcette per far ogni sorte di colon asserted that indigo, to stay beautiful should be 
mixedd with as little oil as possible?*1 Felibien (1676) indicated why this very technique prevented fading: 
OneOne should not use too much oil, but apply it a bit dark because it discharges™ Apparendy, as in their advice for 
mixingg indigo with litde lead-white, painters tried to diminish the effect of fading by using a lot of 
indigoo pigment. Notably, historical texts do not mention this advice when describing the use of other 
lightt sensitive pigments such as red and yellow lakes. 

Variouss 17th century painters applied indigo paint according to the above procedure. The dress 
inn Lely's portrait is perhaps the most obvious example of the technique. For a loose juxtaposition of 
lightt and dark paint strokes, Hals, Jordaens and De Grebber regularly used impasted indigo paint. In 
somee paintings, indigo paint has faded so severely that underlying paint layers are no longer effectively 

285.. The depth of fading visible in paint cross-sections is 4-16 urn; that is approximately a quarter of the way through the top layer of indigo. 
Inn the case of the sample showing six thin layers of indigo, virtually the whole of the 14-um thick top layer has faded (Fig. 15c). 

286.. See chapter II , section II and IV . 

287.Palominoo (see note 146) considered the more important precaution for the preservation of indigo's colour tliat it not be used with a great deal oj oil, 
butbut rather well worked. Similarly Dupuy du Grez (see note 163) thought that indigo colour would preserve a long time provided that on applied it 
withh littl e oil. 

288.. See note 159. 
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covered.. In these cases a particularly medium-rich paint is suggested.289 Thus, in the woman skirt in 
Molenaar'ss The smelly it seems the indigo-lead-white paint was applied with a lot of oil, especially in the 
middlee tones. An adjacent area covered by the frame, however, shows a surprisingly impasted paint. 
Tracess of the brush's brisdes, which run under the frame in die lit area, indicate that there is no 
questionn of severe abrasion (Fig. 23). This indicates that the indigo paint was applied rather as an 
impasto.. Areas of the tablecloths in Verspronck's portraits mat have been well preserved by the frame, 
exhibitt a flowing glaze (Fig. 2c, d). The paint contains a lot of chalk, which absorbs a lot of oil. The 
particularr strong fluorescence of the oil medium in UV light, also suggests that the paint contains a high 
percentagee of medium. Visual examination of the 1641 Regentesses portrait demonstrates that the high 
amountt of oil has indeed exacerbated fading. Around the contours of the hand lying on the tablecloth 
off  one of the Regentesses, Verspronck filled in die green colour separately, with paint richer in pigment 
thatt was brushed out thinly (Fig. 2e). Originally, the colour of this paint may not have deviated strongly 
fromm the colour of the rest of the tablecloth. Today, since it has faded less severely than the rest of die 
cloth,, the impasted paint stands out as a dark halo around die hand. Consequendy, it may be expected 
thatt die relatively well preserved indigo colour evident in paintings by Hals, Hontiiorst, Jordaens, De 
Grebberr and Lely is related to these painters' generally pigment rich application of indigo paint. 

InfluenceInfluence of light or dark underpaint layer 

Johnston-Fellerr (1986) has investigated the role of the ground colour in the fading of red lake pigments, 
usedd both as a pure glaze and mixed with white pigment. She demonstrated diat as long as a paint 
mixturee provided complete spectrophotometric hiding, which might not be the same as visual hiding, 
thee rate of fading was the same for a black and a white ground. The same held true at all wavelengths 
whenn the paint layer provided incomplete hiding. However, as a faded paint mixture provided 
differentiall  hiding according to wavelengm, the colour of the ground came to influence fading. A 
correlationn between the darkness of the underpaint and the extent of fading of an overlying red lake 
glazee has been demonstrated in Gainsborough's portrait of Dr. Schomberg.29" The darker the brown 
underpaint,, the less the red glaze appeared to have faded. Theoretically, one might anticipate that semi-
transparentt indigo paint layers would be more subject to fading when applied on a pale ground than on 
aa dark one, since they would reflect more incident light back into the surface paint. In addition, when 
appliedd on dark undercolours a faded indigo layer with incomplete visual hiding appears better preserved 
thann when applied on a pale ground layer, since the turbid medium effect helps the paint appear more 
blue. . 

Examinationn of the paint surface tends to substantiate the above hypothesis. Obviously, by 
visuall  inspection alone, die role of the light absorbing capacity of die ground cannot be separated from 
thatt of the turbid medium effect. In the group portraits by Verspronck, the indigo tablecloths were 
paintedd direcdy on top of the light pink ground layers (Fig. 2, 19). Notably, die paint appears bluer in 
ann area where the indigo paint overlaps the dark brown deadcolour of the dress of one of the 
Regentesses.. Verspronck placed the figure more to die left at a later stage in the painting process (Fig. 
2f).. Likewise, blue costumes painted by Judith Leyster appear better preserved where they were painted 
onn brown underpaint radier than on a light ground (Fig. 21b; 17b). The excellent condition of the dark 
bluee background in the altarpiece by Bardémy d'Eyck also resulted from the black layer consistendy 
appliedd under the indigo paint. 

289.. Regularly the effect of binding medium rich paint is exaggerated by the increased transparency of lead-white containing paints due to a 
chemicall  change on the surface of the lead-white particles in the oil medium; see references in chapter II , section IV. 

290.. Bomford cl at. (198K)2. 
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InfluenceInfluence of overlying varnish 

Dee Mayerne recorded a remark on using indigo in top paint layers by the portrait painter Paulus Van 
Somerr (e-. 1576-1621) who was born in Antwerp and lived several years in Amsterdam before he went 
too London in 1606. Van Somer was still very uncertain about the colour-fastness of this paint since he 
warned:: One uses indigo in oil but it dies without the varnish... one must apply the varnish and it mil continue (Fig. 
53)) 29i y a n Somer was the only painter to explicidy link the varnishing of indigo with the preservation 
off  its colour. Yet, as described in chapter II , in die 17th century painters sometimes varnished certain 
paintt areas once they were dry, in order to prevent their discoloration.--'2 Presumably the varnish layer 
appliedd over the indigo served to inhibit to some extent the penetration of light, especially UV, or 
maybee even the penetration of oxygen and/or atmospheric pollution.293 The thin intermediary varnish 
orr medium layers between the indigo paint layers in Hals' portraits may thus have contributed to the 
preservationn of the blue colour. However, whilst his practice appears well suited to painting with 
indigo,, this probably was not intended by the artist. Intermediate layers of binding medium were found 
inn many places on the civic guard portraits, where they did not serve to protect fugitive colours. Hals 
probablyy used oiling out layers just to provide a smooth surface on which to easily spread his paint. 

InfluenceInfluence of particle si^e 

Forr white pigments there is an optimum pigment diameter in order to achieve the maximum scattering 
off  light. Parker Mitton (1973) used empirical methods to establish some average values for the 
optimumm diameter of a lead-white pigment; ranging from 0.26 urn diameter for blue light (450 nm) to 
0.400 um diameter for red light (590 nm).294 The historical paint systems considered here, include many 
lead-whitee particles that far exceed this dimension, and cause less than optimal scattering. One might 
expectt that the particularly coarse lead-white used by Hals and Lely, has helped preserve their indigo 
colours.. Microscopic examination of the paint surface of reconstructions that have been subjected to 
lightt ageing, indicates that larger indigo particles (larger than several um) exhibit better colour retention 
thann smaller particles ^ lum).2 95 This behaviour can be explained by the greater surface area of the 
smalll  particles in relation to their mass, and therefore to their greater surface exposure to detrimental 
environmentall  influences. In the paintings examined, however, indigo was always applied finely ground 
withh only very few larger particles. Indeed, the fact that the pigment could be particularly finely ground 
wass precisely why the artists chose to use it. 

XI .. The impact of fading of indigo on the colour  harmony and the effect of spatial illusion 

Thee original colour harmony and spatial illusion in a representation often have been seriously disturbed 
byy colour and tonal changes in indigo paint. For instance, in the group portrait by the Haarlem master 

291.. Mayerne (1620-46); see Graaf (1958), p. 148 (see note 152). 

292.. Chapter II , section II , Recipesfora durable application of tüscolouringpigments in the top print-layer. 

293.. By the end of the 19*  century, the English chemist Arthur Church carried out light ageing tests with indigo paint that had been used pure 
andd mixed with white pigment. His report in Tlx cltemistry of paints and painting (1890) p. 195; see Carlyle (2001)1, p. 476, confirms Van Somer's 
observation:: 'As an oil-colour, indigo losesfrom one-third to one-half of its intensity wlxn exposed to sunlight for fit* years, its hue being at tlx same time, either to a 
greyishgreyish or greenish blue... Locked up in copal or amber varnish it is mort slowly changed Tlx fading is due to oxidation.' 

294.. Mitton et al. (1973). 

295.. Observation by Katrien Keune, FOM instituut AMOLF. 
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(Fig.. 1) the intense blue, bright orange and white sashes must have originally stood out strongly against 
thee black costumes of the militiamen. The vividly coloured clothing with distinct tonal contrasts in the 
modellingg optically pushed the figures forward vis a vis the architecture painted in muted grey and earth 
tones.. Presently, the faded grey-blue and the shallow modelling of the indigo sashes agree more with 
thee colour in the background which, however, spoils the suggestion of three-dimensionality intended by 
thee painter. The originally dark coloured tablecloth in Verspronck's group portrait of 1641 unified the 
black-dressedd regentesses positioned around the table into a tightly knit group standing out clearly 
againstt the light beige and brown background (Fig. 2). The convincingly modelled table with its intense 
greenn colour contributed to the optical effect of the group being more in the foreground. Currendy, the 
womenn are situated around a light, flat streaked shape which counteracts the suggestion of depth'and 
thee unity of the group portrayed. In the portraits by Johnson and Schalken, the figures garbed in black 
weree originally set against a deep blue background (Fig. 29, 32). In that state, a subde transition was 
visiblee from very dark blue at the left to a lighter, more intense blue at the right. The skin colour of the 
faces,, which were illuminated from the left, must have showed up well against this. In both paintings, 
thee right side of the background is now a pale grey, while the left side is still dark, though with a greyish 
cast.. Consequendy, the right side of the background seems to be powerfully spotlighted, which 
contradictss the softer modelling of the faces that appear to be illuminated from the left. The 
backgroundd in Johnson's painting has become particularly blotchy. Instead of against a neutral deep 
blue,, the figure is now set before an agitated greyish green wall, which presses forward optically in an 
annoyingg manner. 

Noo matter how disturbing the above-mentioned effects may be for present-day viewers, most 
wil ll  not experience the loss of spatial illusion in the old works as insurmountable, accustomed as we are 
too looking at modern paintings in which the spatial proportions are usually anything but unambiguous. 
Thee old masters and their contemporary beholders would most likely have been far more disturbed by 
thesee changes. The paintings with a serious degradation of indigo paint were all made around the mid-
17thh century by Northern Netherlandish painters. As described in the previous chapter, in the Northern 
Netherlandss at the time there were distinct views about the pictorial function of colour in which the 
conceptt of houding was central. This concept had to do with the subde balance of strong and weak 
nuancess of colour as well as light and dark tones enabling the spatial relationships between objects in a 
paintingg to be clearly defined so that a logical suggestion of three-dimensionality could emerge without 
sharpp divisions or shifts. It follows that even minor colour changes must have already been considered 
ass highly disruptive. After all, even small deviations in colour hue, intensity and value can negate the 
suggestionn of space. 

Conclusionn and summary 

Thiss chapter has presented a broad overview of the use of indigo in Renaissance and Baroque oil 
paintingss and explored the factors which influence the colour's stability. To this end a range of 
contemporaryy texts on the preparation and application of indigo by painters has been reviewed. Oil 
paintingss deriving from various European countries have been visually and chemically examined and 
paintt reconstructions were made that were exposed to artificial light ageing. 

Untill  the second half of the 16th century in Europe a variety of indigo products were used to 
paintt with. Indigo was extracted from leaves of tropical Indigo/era species and the native woad plant. 
Painterss also used the froth skimmed off the dyer's woad or/and indigo vat and occasionally a product 
madee from fermented indigo dyed blue wool seems to have been used. Increasing quantities of tropical 
indigoo brought to Europe by the early 17th century resulted in the almost exclusive use of this product 
inn easel painting. It also resulted in the growing importance of indigo as an artist's pigment. Tropical 
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indigo,, which was sold in the form of lumps, contained widely different types and percentages of 
organicc and inorganic impurities. Paint reconstructions and experiments with indigo in DCM 
demonstratee that the composition of the indigo pigment i.e. its chemical purity and its particulate state 
playy a role in the rate of degradation of indigo. For the indigo oil paint in traditional paintings, this 
impliess that the colour-fastness can differ considerably, due to differences in the in chemical and 
physicall  composition of the indigo pigment preparation. In the course of the 17th century, painters 
becamee increasingly aware of that some indigo specimens faded faster than others. The prescriptions in 
thee sources indicate that painters developed sophisticated methods to 'purify', 'calcine' or 'prepare' the 
indigoo lumps. Reconstuctions demonstrate that these procedures removed most of the undesirable 
organicc impurities from the pigment leading to a more concentrated pigment. Preparation methods 
whichh involve some form of heating of the indigo pigment will also have an influence on the physical 
statee of the resulting indigo pigment. We can now deduce that recipes which prescribe this approach 
resultedd in an indigo that could withstand the conditions in oil paint more effectively. 

Untill  the middle of the 17th century, because of its fugitive character, many painters still 
consideredd indigo unsuitable for oil painting. By the second half of the century there was obviously a 
moree positive consideration of the material. This was not only because painters knew to all kinds of 
methodss to 'purify' their indigo, but also because they had learned beneficial painting techniques. Their 
persistencee must be associated with the advantageous working properties of indigo oil paint compared 
too the other blue pigments available. In addition, ultramarine and azurite were very expensive and smalt 
andd blue verditer could also rapidly discolour in an oil medium. It appears that changing opinions 
regardingg indigo's colour-fastness are reflected in the way the pigment was used in paintings. In the 
periodd that painters believed that indigo faded extremely quickly, we find the pigment primarily used 
eitherr for the application of shaded parts that were painted with other pigments or as underpainting. As 
trustt in indigo grew, we see its use correspondingly increased in pictorially prominent parts of the 
painting,, and in the uppermost paint layer where it was direcdy exposed to sunlight. Frans Hals is the 
earliestt known artist to use indigo this way in important commissions. 

Whenn indigo was used in the upper paint layer, the paint has usually faded considerably today. 
Examinationn of paintings and historical texts and paint reconstructions have indicated that the painting 
techniquee plays an important part in the colour preservation of indigo. In an oil or egg yolk medium, 
degradationn of indigo tin proceeds much faster than in gum, glue or egg white media. Other factors that 
acceleratee the discoloration of indigo paint include the presence of a high percentage of lead-white, low 
pigmentt to volume concentration, a thin indigo paint layer and a light paint layer underneath. Sources 
indicatee that 17th-century painters were usually aware of techniques suitable to indigo's colour 
preservation.. The aim of a durable colour, however, was not always a determinant in their choice of 
technique. . 

Fadingg of indigo has resulted in paintings with lighter and less intense blue colours. Often 
underlyingg paint layers are no longer effectively covered and a yellowed oil medium is disturbingly 
visible.. Painters used indigo almost exclusively for depicting folds in drapery, the tonal range of which 
requiredd them to vary the composition of the paint. Therefore, one indigo passage can exhibit widely 
differentt degrees and types of discoloration. Consequently the modelling as conceived by the artist may 
havee flattened or, on the contrary, may have become more pronounced resulting in the loss of specific 
materiall  effects. Regularly, changes have also negated the original spatial illusion. In this study the 
variouss optical changes caused by the degradation of indigo were investigated. It was demonstrated that 
thee knowledge thus garnered, offers the possibility to theoretically deduce the paintings' original 
appearancee and thus gain insight into the intentions of the painter. 
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Appendix Appendix 
Indig oo as a Pigment in Oil Painting and the Problem of its Fading 

Materialss and preparation of paint reconstructions 

Pigments Pigments 
-- Synthetic indigo (BASF Germany). 
-- Indigo powder echt indisch, 3600-A from India (Kremer Pigmente). 
-- Indigo powder from India (Verfmolen de Kat). 
-- Lead-white (Scheveningen in Driebergen), available in powder form and as ready-made paint (88% lead-white to 12% cold 
pressedd linseed oil (w/w). 

Media Media 
-- Cold pressed linseed oil (Wtnsor Newton), purified by washing in water over a period of weeks by Hayo de Boer (ICN). 
-- Egg yolk tempera made of 1 part chicken egg yolk and 1 part distilled water. 
-- Egg white tempera made of 1 part chicken egg white and 1 part distilled water. 
-- Glue tempera made of 7 grams hare glue (nr. 63020, Kremer pigmente) in 100 cl of distilled water. 
-- Gum arabic medium made of 1 part gum arabic (nr. 63300, Kremer pigmente) and 1 part of distilled water. 
-- Paraloid B67 dissolved in white spirit. We did no work with Paraloid B73, since this type of paraloid needs to be dissolved in 
thee poisonous xylene and for the reconstructions the extra of stability of Palaloid B73 was not necessary. 

PaintPaint application 
Thee paints were applied on test cards (BYK Gardner) made of cardboard with a coating of polypropylene thus providing an 
inertt ground for the indigo paints. Some of the water-based paints did not sufficiently bond at the polypropylene surface. 
Thesee paints were applied on an oak panel of c. 1cm thickness, with a chalk/glue ground, and an isolation layer of lead-white 
andd linseed oil. 
Sincee indigo provides a very dark, blackish blue colour it is not possible to measure the colour when the paint has been applied 
att complete hiding. Further, such paint-layers wil l discolour very slowly. In order to measure the discoloration, the indigo was 
appliedd in the following ways: 
1.. Indigo was mixed with lead-white in the proportion 1:16 (w:w) and applied as a c. 30 urn thick paint layer at complete hiding. 
2.. The pure indigo paint was very thinly applied. Since it was not possible to achieve an even paint layer with the brush alone, 
thee indigo was blotted afterwards. This provided a translucent paint layer. This means that the thickness of the paint layer and 
thee pigment volume concentration must be taken into account during colour measurements. 

Lightt ageing conditions 

Beforee artificial light ageing, the paint samples were allowed to dry for five months in the dark while air was still able to 
circulatee freely. Relative humidity and temperature were kept constant. 

Paintt samples were subjected to three types of artificial light ageing: 

I.. Artificial daylight at the Stichting Restauratie Restauratie Atelier Limburg (SRAL,) 
-- Daylight fluorescent tubes Philips TLD 96.5 (36 W, daylight 6500 °K). 
-- Average light level is 10,000 lux an hour. The light distribution on the sample surface cannot be homogeneous because on 
thee four sides of the light ageing unit the light levels decrease compared to the centre. To guarantee that all samples got 
equivalentt light, they were rotated at regular intervals. 
-- UV light was filtered by means of lexan filters (polycarbonate), which cut out UV under 370 nm completely. Radiation above 
400nmm was being transmitted. 
-- Surface temperature of the samples varied between 20 and 24°C 
-- Relative humidity in the light ageing unit varied between 40 and 44%. 
-- In total samples were exposed to 18,560,000 lux. This may be compared to c. 36 years (13,257,142 days) of lighting of 1400 
luxx a day (7 hours of 200 lux an hour is considered 'normal' museum lighting). 
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II .. Ultra violet tight at at the Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg (SRAL) 
-- Philips TLD 36W 8, UV-A black lights, 340-410 nm (365 nm peak). 
-- The light distribution on the sample surface cannot be homogeneous because on the four sides of the light ageing unit the 
lightt levels decrease compared to the centre. To guarantee that all samples got equivalent light, they were rotated at regular 
intervals. . 
-- Surface temperature of the samples varied between 20 and 24°C. 
-- Relative humidity in the light ageing unit varied between 40 and 44%. 
-- Light ageing over a period of 238 days. Blue wool standard fading till 8. 

III .. Atlas XenoHtest 150 at at the Netherlands Institute Institute for Cultural Heritage (1CN), Amsterdam.  Amsterdam. 
-- Xenon lamp, colour temperature between 5500 and 6500 K. 
-- UV light was filtered. The glass used for the filter has a transmission of at least 90% between 380 and 320 nm. 
-- Temperature c. 40°. 
-- Relative humidiyy 40-60%. 
-- Light ageing for 72 hours. 

Colourr measurements of samples subjected to light ageing no. I. 

Onn the samples subjected to light ageing no. I, colour measurements were performed with a spectrophotometer (Minolta CM 
508-d).. Since the samples had been preserved in the dark for two years, the oil medium had yellowed considerably. The yellow 
tingee of the oil disappeared after the first 48 hours of light exposure. This moment became the starring point for colour 
measurements.. During the first 14 days of light ageing samples were measured every 24 hours. Then measurement were 
carriedd out after intervals of 8 days, 8 days, 6 days, 16 days, 7 days and 16 days. A publication of the results obtained by colour 
measurementss is in preparation by René Hoppenbrouwers, SRAL. 

Experimentss for paragraph Light ageing tests with synthetic and natural types of indigo 

Paintt reconstructions with various indigo types. Samples were subjected to light ageing I and II . 

Thee following samples were subjected to light ageing I and II . 

Syntheticc indigo (BASF) 
Syntheticc indigo (BASF) 
Naturall  indigo (Kremer) 
Naturall  indigo (Kremer) 
Naturall  indigo (De Kat) 
Naturall  indigo (De Kat) 

linseedd oil (1 gr. 
linseedd oil (1 gr. 
linseedd oil (1 gr. 
linseedd oil (1 gr. 
linseedd oil (1 gr. 
linseedd oil (1 gr. 

15000 ul) 
15000 \A) mixed with lead-white 1:16 (w.w) 
400ul) ) 
400ui)) mixed with lead-white 1:16 (w:w) 
500ul) ) 
500ul)) mixed with lead-white 1:16 (w:w) 

Experimentss for paragraph Recipes for purification of tropical indigo 

BoilingBoiling indigo 
Naturall  indigo (Kremer) was boiled in two ways. 
-- 10 grams of indigo were boiled for one hour in two litters of distilled water. The water obtained a dark brown colour. The 
waterr with the finely dispersed indigo was filtered and the indigo residue was dried. 
-- 10 grams of indigo were mixed into a paint with 4ml of purified cold pressed linseed oil. The paint was boiled for one hour 
inn two litters of distilled water. During the first 10 minutes the indigo paint secreted a red tincture. Then the water obtained a 
yelloww and at a later stage a brown colour. A thin layer of oil floated on the water and the mixture smelled like a dyers indigo 
vat.. Then the water was poured off and the indigo was dried on absorbing paper in an oven on 50 degrees. 
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Experimentss for paragraph Influence o f binding medium 

PaintPaint reconstructions with natural indigo (Kremer) mixed with various media. Samples were subjected to light ageing I and II . 

linseedd oil (1 gr : 400uJ) 
linseedd oil (1 gr : 400ul) 
gluee water 
gluee water 
eggg yolk 
eggg yolk 
eggg white 
eggg white 
paraloidd B67 
paraloidd B67 

mixedd with lead-white 1:16 (w:w) 

mixedd with lead-white 1:16 (w:w) 

mixedd with lead-white 1:16 (w:w) 

mixedd with lead-white 1:16 (w:w) 

mixedd with lead-white 1:16 (w:w) 

PaintPaint reconstructions with natural indigo (Kremer) pre-treatedwith various media (note 276 ). Samples were subjected to light ageing III . 

un-treatedd indigo 
indigoo pre-treated with glue water 
indigoo pre-treated with egg yolk 
indigoo pre-treated with egg white 

mixedd with oil, and lead-white oil paint 
mixedd with oil, and lead-white oil paint 
mixedd with oil, and lead-white oil paint 
mixedd with oil, and lead-white oil paint 
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Listt  of Selected Documentary Sources 

AA selection of the documentary sources referred to in this dissertation is found in the table below. 
Thesee sources contain information either on the material-technical aspects of painting or on the 
disolorationn of paintings and are listed by country and thereupon in chronological order. 

NetherlandishNetherlandish sources 

Titl ee description 

lncipiuntlncipiunt quaedam dicta de divtrsis Coloribus 
PicturisPicturis et Tincturis, London, British 
Library,, MS Sloane 345. 

Anonymouss MS (c. 1496-98), Leiden, 
Universityy Library, MS Codex Vossius 
Chymicuss Octavo 6. 

Anonymouss MS (16fh C), Amsterdam, 
Economischh Historische Bibliotheek, 
M S P e h P l. . 

Generall  information 

Flanders,, presumably 2nd half 15fh C. 

Selectedd literature 

Transcriptt of the recipes on painting 
andd (Dutch) translation published by 
Danrzig(1936). . 

'Diverschee verven te maken,' in 
TraktaatTraktaat om kleuren te bereiden, 
Antwerpen,, Plantin-Moretus Museum, 
MSS 253. 

Baten,, C. van., Secreet boeck, waerin vele 
diverscbediverscbe secreten ende beerticke consten in 
veelderleyeveelderleye verscheydtn materien uut seker 
LatijnscheLatijnsche Fransoysche Hoochduytsche ende 
NederlantscheNederlantsche authoren te samen ende by een 
ghebrachtghebracht %ijn..., Dordrecht 1600. 

Mander,, K. Van, 'Den grondt der edel 
vryy schilder-const:waer in haer ghestalt, 
aerdtt ende wesen de leer-lustighe jeught 
inn verschyden deelen in rijm-dicht 
wordtt voorghedraghen,' in: Het schilder-
boeck,boeck, Haarlem 1604, ff. 1-55. 

Mander,, K. van., 'Het leven der 
doorluchtighee Nederlandtsche en 
Hooghduytschee schilders...' in: Het 
shilder-boeck,H^t\emshilder-boeck,H^t\em 1604, ff. 197-301. 

16thh C. The first part of the manuscript 
iss written in Latin. The Netherlandish 
sectionn named Diverscbe verwen te maken,  maken, 
ff.. 12-35, contains art-technological 
information. . 

Forr an introduction to the manuscript, 
aa transcription of its art-technological 
recipess and a list, and brief discussion 
off  books of 'secrets' printed in 
Antwerpp and in the United Provinces 
inn the 16th and early 17rh centuries: 
Vandammee (1974). 

Onn Carel Baten and a biliography of 
hiss Secreet Boeck: Velde (1933). 

AA commented, translated edition with 
aa photomechanical reprint of the 1st 

ed.. has been published by Miedema 
(1973). . 

AA commented, translated edition with 
aa photomechanical reprint of the 1sr 

ed.. has been published by Miedema 
(1994). . 
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Brugghen,, G. mx,Verlichtery kunst-boeck 
indeinde welke de rechte fondamenten en het 
volcomenvolcomen gebruyck der illuminatie met alle 
harehare eygenschappen klaerUjcken werden voor 
oogengestelt,oogengestelt, Amsterdam 1616. 

Lint,, P. van, Paris, Archive of the 
Institutt Néerlandais, MS 433. 

Biens,, C.P., De teecken-const: ofte een korte 
endeende klaere aen-ltydinghe tot die lofeËjcke 
constconst van teeckenen tot dienst ende behulp van 
dede eerstbeghinnende jeucht ende liefhebbers, in 
elfelf capittelen vervat, Amsterdam 1636. 

Angel,, Ph., Lofderschilderkonst, Leiden 
1642. . 

Fromm 1624 to 1631 Pieter van Lint's 
describedd his duties as an apprentice in 
thee workshop of the Antwerp painter 
Armss Wolffort, ff. 1,4-11. 

Thee contents of this treatise, of which 
noo original example has been found, 
aree known by means of a transcript by 
C.. Muller Hofstede. 

Onn Van Lint's notebook: Vlieghe 
(1979).. For a transcription of Van 
Lint'ss duties in the workshop of 
Wolfort:: Vlieghe (1977), p. 136. 

Thee treatise was reprinted by Klerk 
(1982),, pp. 48-56. For a discussion of 
Biens'' literary activities and the 
contentss of De teecken-const. pp. 16-48. 

Onn Angel's life and a discussion of the 
contentss of his Lof der schilderkonst: 
Miedemaa (1989). 

Behrens,, J., Hand-boeck van de Heer Heer Jacob 
Behrens,Behrens, Miniatuur Schilder en Mathematicus 
terter Gedagtenis te Bewaartn 1747.dHaagc, 
London,, British Library, MS Shelfmark 
7866 a 47. 

Thee information on oil painting is 
datedd 1661. 

Goeree,, W., Verbgterie-kvnde ofregt 
gebruikgebruik der water-verwen. In welk desselfs 
kennis,kennis, en gebruik tot de schilder-kunde, en de 
illuminatieilluminatie of verhgterie noodigh zynde, 
korttlijkkorttlijk geleerd word..., Amsterdam 1697 
(3ri ll ed., l sred. Middelburg 1668). 

Remarkss on oil painting referred to in 
thiss dissertation are not yet included in 
earlierr editions. 

AA bibliography on Goeree and a 
bibliographyy of the Verlichtery-konst 
wass published by Kwakkelstein (1998). 

Hoogstraten,, S. Van, Inleyding tot de hooge 
schooleschoole der schilderkonst, anders de qichtbaere 
werelt:werelt: verdeelt in negen leerwinkels, j/der 
bestiertbestiert door ene der zanggodinnen, 
Rotterdamm 1678. 

Witgeest,, S., Het nieuw toneel der 
konsten...konsten... uyt verscheyde autheuren by een 
vergadert,vergadert, Amsterdam 1679. 

Photomechanicall  reprint of the 1sr ed.: 
Leidenn (1967). See Landwehr (1967) 
forr an introduction to the treatise. 

Beurs,, W., Degroote watreld in 't kleen 
geschildertgeschildert of of schilderagtig tafereel van 's 
weertldsweertlds schilderyen, korttlijk vervat in sts 
boeken:boeken: verklarende de hooftverwen, haare 
verscheideverscheide mengelingen in obf, en der i*ebcr 
gebruik,gebruik, Amsterdam 1692. 

Forr an introduction to Beurs' treatise 
andd an overview of its content: 
Eikemaa Hommes et al. (1999)1, pp. 
32-36. . 

Pekstok,, P., Memoriael tot verfbereiding, 
Amsterdamm Municipal Archives, MS 
N09-23. . 

Thee manuscript contains dated extracts 
coveringg the periode 1674-89. 

Forr an introduction to the Pekstok 
paperss and a transcript and translation 
off  the manufacture of red and yellow 
lakee pigments: Hermenss & Wallert 
(1998).. A transcript and translation of 
thee manufacture of vermilion was 
publishedd by Schendel (1972). 
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Eikelenberg,, S., Aantekeningen over 
schilderkunstschilderkunst (1679-1704), Alkmaar, 
Regionaall  Archief, acquisitions 
collectionn nos. 390-94. 

Lairesse,, G. de, Het groot schilderboek, 
Amsterdamm 1707, 2 vols. 

Sylva,, J. de., Konst-boeck ofte schat der 
wetemchap...wetemchap...,, Kortryk 1735. 

Sprong,, U., Kabinet der verfstoffen: waarin 
korteJykkorteJyk de natuur en hoedanigheden, der 
voornaamstevoornaamste verfstoffen, in oly gebruikelyk, 
werdtwerdt aangeivesen: als ook de wyse, hoe^e 
gemaaktgemaakt worden..., Amsterdam 1738. 

Verly,, P.J., Verhandeling over de 
schilderkunstschilderkunst in miniatuur om gemakke/yk te 
ZeerenZeeren schilderen ponder meester..., Utrecht 
1744. . 

Delormois,, De volmaakte verwer, of nieuwe 
enen algemene onderwysing om de wol en wolUu-
manufacturen,manufacturen, ...uit 't Fransch in 't 
NederduitschNederduitsch vertaald Vermeerdert met een 
byvoegsel,byvoegsel, handelende wegens het bereiden en 
klaarklaar maken van aldtrhande oly-verwen..., 
Amsterdamm 1753 (1st Dutch ed. 1733). 

huik,huik, vernis en verf-konst, om alk sporten van 
lakken,lakken, vernisse en verven te bereyden door een 
liefhebberliefhebber beschreven, Amsterdam 1767. 

I.I.H.,, De alleruijtgesoghten kunstten en 
weetenschappen,weetenschappen, door een liefhebber van 
weetenschappenweetenschappen I.I.H... uijtgevonden en bey 
eeneen versaamelt, Library, 1772-84, 
Amsterdam,, University of Amsterdam, 
MSS II *  E 19. 

Forr an introduction to Eikelenberg's 
life,, and his artistic, scientific and 
literaryy activities, and a short 
discussionn of his manuscripts: 
Goedingss (1985-86). 

Seee Eikema Hommes et al. (1999)1, p. 
37,, for an introduction to Sprong's 
treatise. . 

Inn the lsf Dutch ed. the Byvoegsel on 
oill  painting is not yet included. 

EnglishEnglish sources 

TheThe art of limning, London, British 
Library,, MS Sloane 680. 

Thee main part of this book is 
concernedd with coat of arms and was 
writtenn during the early 17th century. 
Thee information on painting, ff. 131r-
134v,, probably dates from an earlier 
period. . 

AA short description of the manuscript 
iss given by Harley (1969). 
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AA booke of secrets, shewing divers waies to 
makemake and prepart all sorts ofinke, and 
colours:colours: as black, white, blew, green, red, 

yellowyellow and other colours..., London 1596. 

AA collection for mixtuers of coulters togeather 
byby mr. mr. rogers the graver, in: London, 
Britishh Library, MS Additional 6284. 

Peacham,, H., The art of drawing with the 
pen,pen, London 1606. 

AnAn exact and compendious discours concerning The manucript contains the most 

Thee manuscript was probably written 
aroundd 1603. The part on colours is ff. 
109r-113v. . 

thethe art ofminiatura or limning, the names, 
naturenature and proporties of of the coullours, the 
ordersorders to be observed in preparing and using 
themthem both f or picture by the life, landscape and 
historyes,historyes, London, British Library, MS 
Harleyy 6000. 

Mayerne,, T. de., Pictoria, sculptoria, 
tinctoriatinctoria et quae subalkternarum subalkternarum Artium 
spectantia...spectantia...,, British Library, MS Sloane 
2052. . 

Mayerne,, T. de., London, British 
Library,, MS Sloane 1990. 

Marshal],, T., 'Observat. D. Ant... 
Dykii, '' in Commonplace-book, Oxford, 
Bodleiann Library, MS Marshall 80, no 
8661,, ff. llr-12v. 

'Off  limning in oyle colours (c. 1650),' in 
MiniaturaMiniatura or the Art of Limning .. . 
Oxford,, Bodleian Library, MS Tann. 
326,, pp. 87-95. 

accuratee copy of the 1 * version of 
Norgate'ss Miniatura or the art of limning 
thatt appears to have been written 
betweenn c. 1621-26. 

Thee manuscript contains dated extracts 
coveringg the periode 1620-46. It 
containss information by many painters 
a.o.. Rubens, Anthony van Dyck, Paulus 
vann Somer. 

Thee first part of the manuscript (up to 
f.. 131) contains dated extracts covering 
thee periode 1623-44 and is largely 
writtenn in De Mayeme's own hand; 
withh interpolations in three different 
hands,, f. 131 to the end of the 
manuscriptt contains extracts as late as 
16744 and was probably written by John 
Colladon. . 

Thiss information was probably noted 
downn by Thomas Marshall during the 
1640's. . 

Thee main part of the manuscript is a 
copyy of the 2nd version of Edward 
Norgate'ss Miniatura or the art of 
limningg (1648-50). The recipes on oil-
paintingg are written by another hand 
thann that of the Miniatura copy. 

AA short description of the manuscript 
iss given by Harley (1969). 

AA photomechanical reprint of the 1st 

edn.. was published in Amsterdam & 
Neww York 1970. On Henry Peacham's 
treatise:: Harley (1970; 1982), pp. 6-8. 

Forr a discussion of the various 
manuscriptt copies of Norgate's 
treatise:: Muller & Murrell (1997); 
Hardiee (1919). See also Harley (1970; 
1982),, pp. 10-13. See Talley (1981), pp. 
156-70,, for a discussion of the recipes 
onn portrait painting. 

Forr a complete transcription of the 
manuscript:: Berger (1901; 1973). An 
annotatedd edition was published by 
Vann de Graaf (1958). See also Talley 
(1981),, pp. 72-149. For De Mayerne 
himself:: Trevor-Roper (1993). 

Forr an introduction to the manuscript 
andd a brief discussion of its content: 
Wernerr (1964). 

Thee notes on Van Dyck's painting 
techniquee were transcriped and 
translatedd into German by Vey (1960). 
Seee also the English translation in 
Talleyy (1981), pp. 150-55. 

Thee Tanner 326 manuscript and other 
manuscriptt copies of the Miniatura 
weree published by Muller & Murrell 
(1997);; Hardie (1919). See Hardie pp. 
91-1077 for recipes for oil colours. For 
ann introduction to the manuscript pp. 

Thee art of painting in oyle by the Life 
(1664),'' in Henry Gyles booke, London, 
Britishh Museum, MS Harley 6376, ff. 
86-109. . 

Thee manual The art of painting in oyle by 
thethe kfe, is dated '1664' on f. 109. MS 
Harleyy 6376 also contains a variant of 
thee Is' version of Norgate's treatise. 

Forr a description of the manuscript: 
Harleyy (1970; 1982), pp. 12-13; Kirby 
(1999),, p.. 42. 
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Symonds,, R., Secrete intorno Lapittura 
vedutevedute e sentite dallaprattica dei sig Gio: 
AngelaAngela Cantni in Koma A° 1650 1651. 
16521652 discepolo delfamoso Dominico Zampieri 
aUiévoaUiévo de' Carraccj non sen^a una intrinseca 
favortfavort ê*  amicitia cht esso sig GA. protava a 
RicardoRicardo Symonds, 1650-1652, London, 
Britishh Library, MS Egerton 1636. 

King,, D., Secrets in in the noble arts of 
miniaturaminiatura or limning, London, British 
Library,, MS Additional 12.461. 

Salmon,, W., Polygraphice or the arts of 
drawing,drawing, engraving, etching, hming, painting, 
washing,washing, London 1675. 

Smith, , 
1676. . 

.,, The art of painting, London 

Daniell  King compiled his Secrets 
betweenn c. 1653-57. The lsr part of the 
manuscriptt is copied form Norgate. ff. 
38r-54vv include information on oil 
techniquee that is said to have arrived 
fromm a.o. Van Dyck, Peter Lely and De 
Heem. . 

Seee Beal (1984) fora transcription of 
thee manuscript and a discussion of 
Richardd Symonds' life, his artistic 
activities,, his manuscript and 
commentss on its content. See also 
Talleyy (1981), pp. 191-206; Harley 
(1970;; 1982), pp. 14-15. 

Forr an introduction to the manuscript 
andd an overview of its contents: Talley 
(1982),, pp. 207-27; Harley (1969); 
Eikemaa Hommes et al. (1999)1, pp. 28-
30. . 

Forr an introduction to the treatise and 
ann overview of its content: Talley 
(1981),, pp. 262-29; Harley (1970), p. 
19. . 

TheThe excellency of the pen and pencil: 
exemplifyingexemplifying the uses of them in the most 
exquisiteexquisite and mysterious arts of drawing, 
etching,etching, limning, painting in oyl, washing of 
mapsmaps & pictures..., London 1668. 

Bogdani,, j . , (dated 1691), in Humphrey, 
O.,, Memorandum book ofO^ias Humphrey, 
London,, British Library MS Additional: 
22950,, ff. 41v-43v. 

Smith,, M., The art art of painting according to 
thethe theory and practise of the best Italian,  Italian, 
FrenchFrench and Germane masters..., London 
1692. . 

Thee manuscriptwas copied c. 1777-97 
fromm a 17rh century original. The 
earliestt entries date 1673 and the last 
datee is 1698. The manuscript contains 
informationn by Lely, Soest, Bombelli, 
Kneller,, Van Dyck, Jan Looten, Simon 
Vereist,, Daniel Seghers and Jacob 
Bogdani. . 

Forr an introduction to the treatise: 
Harleyy (1970), p. 18. 

Forr an introduction to the manuscript, 
ann overview of its contents and a 
transcriptionn of the remarks by 
Vereist,, Seghers and Bogdani: Rajnai 
(1993).. See also Eikema Hommes et al. 
(1999)1,, pp. 31-32. The information 
onn portrait painting is dealt with by 
Talleyy (1981), pp. 306-58. 

Forr an introduction to Smith's treatise 
andd a discussion of its content: Talley 
(1981),, pp. 375-96; Harley (1970), pp. 
19-20. . 

Bardwell,, T., The Practice of painting, 
Londonn 1756. 

Dossie,, R., The handmaid to the arts, 
Londonn 1758. 

Forr an introduction to Bardwell's 
treatisee and a comparison of the 
paintingg techniques described by 
Bardwelll  with those «identified in his 
paintings:: Talley & Groen (1975). 

Forr an introduction to this book: 
Harleyy (1970), pp. 22-23. 
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ItalianItalian sources 

ReceittsReceitts and directions in curing diseases, 
dyeing,dyeing, making glass, sope, &c, most pari in 
Italian;Italian; medicina' Roberti Theoronici, 
London,, Brtish Library, MS Sloane 
416. . 

Cennini,, C. d'A., lllibro deU'ark, 
Florence,, Bilbiotheca Mediceo-
Laurenziana,, MS 23. 

SegretiperSegretiper colon or Bolognese manuscript, 
Bologna,, Bibliotheca Universitaria, MS 
1536. . 

Leonardo,, Libro di Pittura di. M. 
Lionardo.Lionardo. Da Vinci. Pittore. et Scultore 
FioretitinoFioretitino (c. 1550), Vatican Library, MS 
Codexx Latinus 1270. 

Originall  compendium of recipes: 
Venice?? lsr half of the 14th century. The 
copyy in the British library was compiled 
byy an English traveller during the 16* 
century. . 

Thee original manuscript is not known to 
exist.. It was probably written after 1396 
andd cetainly finished before 1437, for a 
copyy of the text (now in the bibliotheca 
Mediceaa Laurenziana) was completed 
thatt year. 

Northern?? Italy, lsr quarter or middle of 
thee 15th century. 

Thee Codex Latinus 1270 was probably 
compiledd c. 1550 by Leonardo's pupil 
Francescoo Melzi. from texts taken from 
Leonardo'ss original manuscripts that 
Melzii  had inherited. 

Forr an introduction to the 
manuscript:: Eastlake (1847; 1960), 
vol.. l ,pp. 90-93. 

Sincee the early 19th century there have 
beenn several publications and 
translationss of the manuscript. The 
mostt recent transcript was published 
byy Thompson (1932). For an English 
translation:: Thompson (1933; 1960). 

Transcriptt of the manuscript and an 
Englishh translation published by 
Merrifieldd (1967), vol. 2, pp. 340-599. 
Forr an introduction to the 
manuscript:: pp. 325-39. 

AA photomechanical reprint of the 
Vaticann Library MS Codex Latinus 
1270,, with an English translation was 
publishedd by McMahon (1956). See 
Pedrettii  (1965) for Leonardo's 
originall  manuscipts used for the 
Libroo di Pittura. 

Leonardo,, Manuscript (1483-1518), 
Milan,, Ambrosian Gallery, MS C.A. 

Leonardo,, Manuscript (1492); Paris, 
Institutt de France, MS B.N. 2038 

Leonardo,, Manuscript (1504,1508, 
afterr 1516), London, British Library, 
MSS M. 

AA compilation of Leonardo's original 
manuscriptss with an English 
translationn was published by Richter 
(1883;; 1970). A commentary on 
Leonardo'ss literary works, as 
compiledd by Richter, was published 
byy Pedretti (1977). 

Leonardo,, Manuscript (1508-09), Paris, 
Institutt de France, MS F. 

Leonardo,, Manuscript (c. 1510-16), 
Paris,, Institut de France, MS G. 

SecretiSecreti diversi or Maricana manuscript, 
Venice,, Marciana Library MS I tal. IV 
48. . 

Alessio,, De secreti... nuovamentt raccotti, 
&& con diUgen^a sampaü.. sampaü...,., Milano 1558. 

Probablyy written between 1503-27. The 
artistss mentioned in the manuscript 
showw that the recipes were probably 
employedd by painters active in Rome or 
Florencee during the 1st quarter of the 
16rhh century. 

Extractss from the manuscript and 
Englishh translation were published by 
Merrifieldd (1849; 1967), vol. 2, pp. 
608-40.. For an introduction to the 
manuscriptt pp. 601-07. 
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Lomazzo,, G.P., Trattato dell'arte de la 
pittura,pittura, di Gio. Paolo Loma^o Milanese 
pittore.pittore. diviso in sette libri. Ne'quaa si 
contienecontiene tutta la theorica, & laprattica d'essa 
pittura,pittura, Milano 1584. 

Photomechanicall  reprint of the lsted.: 
Hildesheimm (1968). For a discussion 
off  the sections on light and colour in 
thee Trattato: Barash (1978). See Ckrdi 
(1973)) and Cassimatis (1985) for 
Lomazzo'ss life and his literary 
activities. . 

Lomazzo,, G. P., Idea deltempio della 
pitturapittura di Gio. Paolo Lama^pv pittore. Nella 
qualequale egli discom discom dell'origine, & fondamento 
delledelle cose contenute nel sua trattato dell'arte 
delladella pittura..., Milano 1590. 

Photomechanicall  reprint of the 1st ed.: 
Hildesheimm (1965). For a discussion 
off  the sections on light and colour in 
thee Idea. Barash (1978). See Ciardi 
(1973)) and Cassimatis (1985) for 
Lomazzo'ss life and his literaty 
activities. . 

Armenini,, G.B., De' periPrecetti della 
Pittura...,Pittura..., Ravenna 1587. 

Btrelli,, G., Opere, Florence 1601. 

Scanelli,, F., II Microcosmo della pittura, 
Cesenaa 1657. 

Photomechanicall  reprint of the Is'ed.: 
Hildesheimm & New York 1971. An 
Englishh annotated translation was 
publishedd by Olszewski (1977). For 
ann introduction to Armenini's life, his 
artisticc background and literaty 
activities:: pp. 1-63. 

Malvasia,, C.C., Felsinapittrice, vite de' 
pittoripittori Bolognesi..., Bologna 1677-78. 

Baldinucci,, F., Vocabolario Toscano dell' 
artearte del disegno, nel quale si si esplicano ipropri 
terminitermini e vod non sob della pittura, scultura, 
ee architettura; ma ancora di altre arü a quelle 
subordinate...,subordinate..., Firenze 1681. 

AA annotated and illustrated version 
withh a photomechanical reprint of the 
Bolognaa 1686 ed. was published by 
Emiliani(1969). . 

Onn Baldinucci's career and his 
treatises:: Goldberg (1988). 

RicetteperRicetteper far ogni sorte di colori or Padua 
manuscript,manuscript, Padua, Biblioteca 
dell'Universita,, MS 992. 

Venice,, middle or last half 17rh century. Transcriptt with an English translation 
wass published by Merrifield (1849; 
1967),, vol. 2, pp. 649-717. For an 
introductionn to the manuscript pp. 
643-46. . 

Volpato,, G. B., Modo da Tener nel  nel 
DipingerDipinger or Volpato manuscript, Public 
Library,, Bassano. 

Endd of the 17rh century or early 18rh 

century. . 
Transcriptt and an English translation 
wass published by Merrifield (1849; 
1968),, vol. 2, pp. 726-55. For an 
introductionn to the manuscript: pp. 
721-25. . 
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FrenchFrench sources 

Binet,, É. (or R. Francois), Essay des 
MerveillesMerveilles de Nature et des plus Nobles 
Artifices...,Artifices..., Rouen 1621, 

LeBrun,, P., Recueuil des essaises des 
merveillesmerveilles de lapeinture or Brussels 
manuscriptmanuscript (1635), Brussels, Biliothèque 
Royalee Albert I», MS . 15.552. 

Blondd de la Tour, A. Ie, Lettre du Sieur le 
BlondBlond de la Tour a uu de ses amis. Contenant 
quelquesquelques instructions touchant lapeinture..., 
Bordeauxx 1669. 

Felibien,, A-, Des principes de l'architecture, 
dede la sculpture, de lapeinture, et des autrts 
artsarts qui en dependent avec un dictionuaire des 
termesproprtstermesproprts a chacun de ces arts, Paris 
1676. . 

Fontaine,, de la, J-H., L academie de la 
peinture,peinture, nouvellement mis aujour pour 
instruireinstruire lajeunesse a bienpeindre en huile & 
enen mignature, Paris 1679, 2 vols. 

Piles,, R. de, Les premiers élêmens de la 
peinturepeinture pratique, Paris 1684 

Forr an introduction to the treatise: 
Massingg (1998), p. 337. 

AA transcription and an English 
translationn was published in 
Merrifieldd in (1849; 1967), vol. 2, pp. 
765-841.. For an introduction to 
Pierree LeBrun and an overview of the 
contentss of his treatise: pp. 795-64; 
Massingg (1998), p. 328. 

Forr an introduction to Blond de la 
Tour'ss lif e and treatise and a short 
overvieww of its content: Massing 
(1998),, p. 332. 

Photomechanicall  reprint of the 3th ed. 
Pariss 1699: Farnborough 1966. A 
shortt introduction to Felibien's life 
andd his treatise is given by Massing 
(1998),, pp. 329-30. For a discussion 
off  Felibien's writings: Pace (1981). 

Thee practical session on oil painting 
inn De la Fontaine's treatise was 
publishedd by Massing (1998), pp. 377-
90.. A description of De la Fontaine's 
lif ee and a summary of the theoretical 
informationn of his treatise is given on 
pp.. 319-27. 

Photomechanicall  reprint op the 1st 

ed.:: Geneve 1973. For an 
introductionn to De Piles' Les Premiers 
ElementsElements de la Peinture Pratique. Massing 
(1998),, p. 331. For the writings of De 
Piless and the art theory of the 
periode:: Puttfarken (1985). 

L'Emery,, A., Recueildes curiosite^ rares & 
nouvellesnouvelles des plus admirables effets de k 
naturenature e£" de I art..., Paris 1676. 

Pomet,, P., Histoiregenerale des drogues, 
trattanttrattant desplantes, des animaux and des 
mineraux...mineraux...,, Paris 1694. 

Dupuyy Du Grez, B., Traite sur la 
peinture,peinture, pour en apprendre la theorie et se 
perfecüonnerperfecüonner dans la pratique, Toulouse 
1699. . 

Photomechanicall  reprint of the lsred.: 
Genevee 1972. For an introduction to 
Dupuyy du Grez's treatise: Massing 
(1998),, pp. 332-33 
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Hire,, P. de la, Traite de la practique de 
lala peinture,' in Oeuvres diverse* de M. de la 
HireHire de 1'Academie Royale des Sciences, 
depuisdepuis 1666jusqu'd 1699, Paris 1730, pp. 
635-730. . 

Diderot,, D., Rond d'Alembert, J.le., 
Encyclopédie,Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisouné des 
sciences,sciences, des arts, et des metyiers, par une 
SociétiSociéti de Gens de Lettres, Paris 1751-80, 
355 vols. 

Dee La Hire's text was read as a lecture 
too a session of the Paris' Académie des 
Sciencess in 1709, but was probably 
writtenn at the end of the 17th century. 

Forr Philippe de la Hire's (or Hyre's) 
fatherr Laurent de la Hyre and the De 
lala Hyre family: Rosenberg & Thuillier 
(1988),, esp. p.11. For an introduction 
too De La Hire's life and a short 
overvieww of the content of his Traite 
dee la practique de la peinture: Massing 
(1998),, p. 333; Pinault (1988). See also 
Vinee eta/. (1993). 

Pernety,, A.]., Dictionnaire portatif de 
peinture,peinture, sculpture et gravure: avec uu uu traite 
pratiquepratique des differentes manieres depeiudre... 
Pariss 1756. 

Seee Massing (1998), p. 334, for a 
shortt introduction to the Dictionnaire. 

JJ ombert, C.A., Les premiers elemens de la 
peinture,peinture, par Roger De De Piles, nouvelle edition 
entieremententierement refondue et augmentie 
cottsidérablement,cottsidérablement, Amsterdam &. Leibzig 
1766. . 

Watin,, J.F., L'Art dupeintre, dortur, 
vernisseur.vernisseur. Ouvrage utile aux artistes & aux 
amateursamateurs qui veulent entreprendre depeiudre, 
dorerdorer & vernir toutes sortes de sufets, en 
bdtimens,bdtimens, meubles, bijoux, equipages, &c, 
Pariss 1772. 

Jombert'ss edition of Roger de Piles' 
treatisee is augmented with information 
obtainedd from other books on the art 
off  painting. Although published in 
1766,, the text includes most 17th- and 
earlyy 18th-century painters' techniques. 

Forr an introduction to Jombert's 
treatise:: Massing (1998), pp. 333-34 

AA photomechanical reprint of the 
Liégee 1778 ed. was published in Paris 
1976. . 

GermanGerman sources 

StrasburgStrasburg manuscript, London, National 
Galleryy Library, MS. A VI 19. 

Thee original manuscript that was 
writtenn in Germany during the 15th 

century,, has been lost by fire. There is a 
transcriptt made in the 19th century for 
thee translation by Charles Eastlake in 
1847. . 

AA transcription of the manuscipt and 
ann English translation was published 
byy Borradaille (1967). For an 
introductionn to the manuscript: pp. 8-
17. . 

NürnbergerNürnberger Kunstbucb, Nürnberg, 
Stadtbibhothek,, MS Gent VI 89. 

Boltzz von Ruffach, V., Illuminier Buch, 
wiewie man allerley Farben bereitte, mischen, 
schattieren,schattieren, unnd ufftragen soil.., Basel 
1549. . 

Presumablyy written during the 2nd half 
off  the 15th century. 

AA transcription was published by 
Plosss (1962; 1989), pp. 130-54. 
Forr an introduction to the manuscript 
pp.. 129-29. 

Thee text of the Basel 1549 ed. was 
publishedd by Benziger (1913; 1988). 
Forr an introduction to the treatise: pp. 
5-38. . 
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Pictorius,, ]. B., Die miet vielen raren unci 
curiösencuriösen Geheim/tussen augejullu 
ïlluminierkunstïlluminierkunst worinnen enthalten: Wit alle 
FarbenFarben künstUch %u btreiten und nüt^kch %y 
gebrauchen...,gebrauchen..., Nürnberg 1713. 

Cröker,, J.M., Der wohlanführendeMahler, 
welcherwelcher curiöse Liebbaber lehret me man sich 
i*urMahlereni*urMahleren ^ubereiten, mit Oel-Farbeii 
umgehen,umgehen, Griinde, Fiirnisse und und andere dar^u 
nötbigenötbige Sachen verferügen..., Frankfurt & 
Leipzigg 1719. 

Gütle,, J.C., Gründhcher Unterricht ^ur  ^ur 
VerfertigungguterVerfertigungguter Firnisse nebst der Kunst 
%u%u Lakiren und ^u Vergolden: Nachricbügen 
GrundsassenGrundsassen und eigener Erfahrungjur 
Künstler,Künstler, Fabrikanten und Handwerker, 
Nürnbergg 1793. 

WienerWiener Farbenkabintt: oder Volistandiges 
MusterbuchMusterbuch aller Natur- Grurtd- und 
Zusammenset^ungsfarben,Zusammenset^ungsfarben, me solche seit 
ErfmdungErfmdung der Malerei bis auf auf gegenwartige 
ZettenZetten gesehen worden.... Wien & Prag 
1794. . 

AA photomechanical reprint of the ed. 
JJ ena 1736, with an introduction and 
bibliographyy was published by Schiefil 
(1982). . 

SpanishSpanish sources 

Nunes,, F., Arte poëtica, e dapintura e 
symetriasymetria comprincipio da perspecüva, Lisboa 
1615. . 

Carducho,, V., Dialogos de lapintura, su 
defensa,defensa, origen, esencia, definition modosy 
diferencias...diferencias...,, Madrid 1633. 

Pacheco,, F., Arte de lapintura, su 
anüguedadyanüguedady grande^as, Sevüla 1649. 

Pacheco'ss Arte de la Pintura was 
completedd in 1638 but only published 
inn 1649. 

AA translation of almost the entire 
sectionn on painting has been 
publishedd by Veliz (1986), pp. 3-19. 
Forr a short introduction to the 
treatise:: p. 1. 

AA commented edition of Carducho's 
treatisee was published by Serraller 
(1979).. For an introduction to 
Carducho'ss live and his treatise: pp. 
xiii-cxxxiii ,, and Veliz (1998). An 
Englishh translation of the sections in 
thee treatise dealing with artist's 
materialss and their use was published 
byy Veliz (1986), pp. 25-29. 

Thee 3*  ed. of Pacheco's treatise was 
publishedd by Sanchez Canton (1956). 
Forr an introduction to Pacheco's life, 
artisticc and literary activity; see pp. vii-
xlvi .. See also Veliz (1998); Veliz 
(1986),, p. 31-33. 
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TractateTractate del arte tie lapintura (f.1656), in: 
Libroo autograft) dc Don Mariano 
Farinass del Corral..., Madrid, 
Bibliotecaa Nacinal, MS 5917. 

Hidalgo,, J.C., Principospara estudiarel 
HobliiisimoyHobliiisimoy real arte de bputtura, Madrid 
1693. . 

Palominoo Y Velasco, A., Elmttseo 
ptctoricóyptctoricóy la tscala optica, Madrid 1715-
24,, 2 vols. 

AA transcript of the manuscript was 
publishedd by Sanz (1978). An English 
translationn was published by Veliz 
(1986),, pp. 109-27. For an 
introductionn to the treatise: Sanz 
(1978);; Veliz (1986), p. 107. 

Photomechanicall  reprint of the lsred.: 
Madridd 1965. This edition includes an 
introductionn to Hidalgo's treatise and 
aa bibliography. See also Veliz (1986), 
pp.. 129-31. 

Forr an introduction to Palomino's 
treatise:: Veliz (1986), pp. 141-42 and 
referencess included in the text. 
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Figuree Captions 

AA Proposal for  the Classification of Painting Methods and Recipes 

Fig-- 1; 
Frontispiecee of Willem Beurs, De groote waereld in 't klten gescbildert, Amsterdam 1692. 

Fig.. 2. 
Karell  van Mander's instruction for depicting velvet drapery in the Grondt der edel vrij schilder-const, Haarlem 1604. f. 44r. 

Painters''  Methods to Prevent Colour  Changes Described in Sixteenth to Early 
Eighteenthh Century Sources on Oil Painting Techniques 

Fig.. 1 
Pauluss van Somer's remark on the discoloration caused by the oil medium. London, British Library, MS Sloane 2052, f. 94r. 

Fig.. 2 
Frontispiecee of volume II of Elmuseopictoricóy la escab optica, 2nd ed., Madrid 1795-97. 

Fig-- 3 
Cross-sectionn of paint reconstruction with coarse smalt particles in an oil medium. 

Figg 4 
4.a a 
Maartenn van Heemskerck Drapers'AJtar(\546). Panel 260 x 122 cm. Frans Halsmuseum, Haarlem. Inv. no. 474. 
Mary'ss clothes on the panel of the Annunciation are now a greyish beige colour. However, research that was carried out during 
thee restoration showed that her mantle was originally blue and was painted with smalt. This striking discoloration is due to 
bothh the fact that the oil medium has darkened dramatically and that the smalt has lost its colour. 
4.b b 
AA photo taken before restoration with raking light. The paint in the shadows has been applied with plenty of binding medium. 
Here,, the layer of paint has darkened dramatically; it has a brown, fatty and greasy appearance. 
4.c c 
Thiss detail taken before restoration, shows that Van Heemskerck had encountered the problem described by Palomino: the 
paintt has dripped from a thickly-applied area beneath the mantle. Photo b and c: Conservation studio, Frans Halsmuseum. 

F l 8 - 5 . . 
Drawingg of a pallet with pigments used for oil painting. Simon Eikelenberg Aantekeningen over schilderkunst (1679-1704). 
Alkmaar,, Regionaal archief, acquisitions collection nos. 390-94, p. 394. Photo: Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage, 
Amsterdam. . 

Figg 6 
6.a a 
]ann Davidsz de 
Amsterdam.. Inv 
6.b b 
Cross-sectionn (R 
6.. 45 urn 
5.. 6 (j.m 

4.. c.\ [i.m 

3.. 20 urn 
2.. 24 urn 
1.. 20 urn 
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Heem,, Festoon of Fruits and Flowers (signed: J.D. de Heem p.). Oil on canvas 64 x 60 cm. Rijksmuseum 
no.. SK-A-138. 

52/1)) of highlight in the orange, normal light 400x. 
Highlightt of orpiment, the degraded surface of this layer is well visible. 
Brownishh layer; yellow lake, chalk and a littl e lead-white and black pigments. 
Thinn strongly fluorescent medium layer. 
Orangee layer; vermilion and yellow lake. 
Secondd ground layer; coarse lead-white, bone black and red earth. 
Firstt ground layer; fine grained red earth, lead-white and some black pigment. 



6.c c 
Cross-sectionn (R 52/1) UV light 400x. 

Fig-7 7 
Karell  van Mander's instructions for the sinking in of smalt paint, Grondt der edel vry schilder-coust, Haarlem 1604, f. 50r. 

Fig.. 8 
Frontispiecee of ]oan Melchior Cröker Der Wohl anfuhrende Mahler, 2nd ed., Jena 1736. 

Fig-9 9 
Rogerr de Piles' remark about using different qualities of red lake, Les premiers elements de lapeinturepratique, Paris 1684, pp. 42-43. 

Fig.. 10 
Frontispiecee of José Hildago, Principospara estudiar el nobilisimoy real arte de lapintura, Madrid 1693. 

Fig.. 11 
Adriaenn Coorte, Still-life with asparagus (1697). Paper on panel, 25 x 20.5 cm. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Inv. no. A. 2099. 

Fig-12 2 
Simonn Eikelenberg's method for improving the colourfastness of indigo. Aantekeningen over schilderkunst (1679-1704). Alkmaar, 
Regionaall  archief, acquisitions collection nos. 390-94, p. 783. 

Discolorationn or chiaroscuro? An interpretation of the dark areas in Raphael's 
TransfigurationTransfiguration of Christ 

Raphaell  The transfiguration of Christ. Panel 405 x 278 cm. Pinacoteca Vaticana, Rome. Inv.no.333. Photo: after the restoration of 
1972-76. . 

Fig.. 2 
Stefanoo Pozzi, The transfiguration of Christ. Mosaic. St Peter's, Rome. 

Fig-3 3 
Raphael,, The transfiguration of Christ. Overexposed detail during restoration of the head of the seated aposde on the left. Photo: 
courtesyy of the archive of the Laboratório di Restauri Monumenti e Musei delle Gallerie Pontefici of the Vatican Museum. 

Fig-4 4 
Raphael,, The transfiguration of Christ. Detail during removal of the old varnish. Photo: courtesy of the archive of the Laboratório 
dii  Restauri Monumenti e Musei delle Gallerie Pontefici of the Vatican Museum. 

Fig.. 5 
Fraa Bartolomeo, The mystic marriage of St. Catherine (Pah Pitti). Panel 356 x 270 cm. Galleria Palatina di Palazzo Pitti, Florence. 
Inv.. no.1912, n.208 (Inv.no.1890 n.8397). 

Fig.. 6 
Leonardoo da Vinci, Adoration of the magi. Panel 243 x 246. Galleria degli Uffizi , Florence. Inv.no. 1594. 

Fig-- 7 
Fraa Bartolomeo Madonna and child with st Anne and the the patron saints of Florence (Pala della Signorid). Panel 465 x 308. Museo di San 
Marco,, Florence, Inv. no. 1890 (n.1574). 

F i 8 - 8 8 

Raphael,, Pope Leo Leo X with cardinals Giulio de'Medici andLuigi Rossi. Panel 154 x 119 cm. Galleria degli Uffizi , Florence. Inv.no.40p. 
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Fig.. 9 
Raphael,, Fire in the Borgo, Stanza dell'Incendio, Vatican Museum, detail. 

Fig.. 10 

Raphael,, The Liberation of St Peter, Stanza d'Eliodoro, Vatican Museum, detail. 

Fig.. 11 

Raphael,, The Holy Family with St Elizabeth, the Young S. John and Angels ( Holy Family of Francis I), transferred from wood to 
canvas,, 207 x 140 cm, Musée du Louvre, Paris, Inv. no. 1498. 

Fig-- 12 
Raphael,, Cartoon for two apostles and hands. Drawing black chalk and white heightening over pouncing 49.9 x 36.4 cm. Ashmolean 
Museum,, Oxford. Inv. no. P II 568. 

Fig.. 13 

Raphael,, Cartoon for the face of the sceptical apostle in the middle. Drawing black chalk over pouncing 26.5 x 19.8 cm. British Museum, 
London.. Inv. no. 1895-9-15-634. 

Fig.. 14 

Raphael,, Cartoon for the face of an apostle. Drawing black chalk over pouncing 37.5 x 27.8 cm. Chatsworth House, Chatsworth. 
Inv.no.. 67. 

Fig.. 15 
Raphael,, The transfiguration of Christ. Detail of the group of apostles in the middle. 

Fig.. 16 

Raphael,, Cartoon for the seated apostle at the left. Drawing black chalk and charcoal (?) over pouncing 39.9 x 35 cm. British 
Museum,, London. Inv. no. 1860-6-16-96. 

Fig.. 17 
Raphael,, The transfiguration of Christ. Detail of head of the seated aposde at the left. 

Fig.. 18 
Giovannii  Francesco Penni after Raphael, The Transfiguration of Christ. Panel 236 x 263 cm. Prado Museum Madrid Inv no 
2125. . 

Fig.. 19 
Giovannii  Francesco Penni after Raphael. The Transfiguration of Christ. Detail with Moses. 

Fig.. 20 
Raphael,, The transfiguration of Christ. Detail with Moses. 

Fig.. 21 
Giovannii  Francesco Penni after Raphael. The transfiguration of Christ. Detail of two apostles in blue at the left. 

Fig.. 22 
Raphael,, The transfiguration of Christ. Detail of two aposdes in blue at the left. 

Fig.. 23 
Giovannii  Francesco Penni after Raphael, The transfiguration of Christ. Detail of the group of four apostles in the middle. 

Fig.. 24 

Anonymous,, ink drawing of the lower half of the Transfiguration 38.4 x 47.9 cm. Musée du Louvre, Paris. Inv. no. 3955. 

Fig.. 25. 
Cornellss Cort after Raphael, The transfiguration of Christ. Engraving 54 x 37.7 cm. 
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Fig.. 26. 
Nicolass Dongny after Raphael, The transfiguration of Christ Engraving 78.6 x 51.1 cm. 

Fig.. 27. 
Raphael,, The transfiguration of Christ. Detail during restoration of the blue cloak of the woman kneeling. Photo: courtesy of the 
archivee of the Laboratório di Restauri Monumenti e Musei della Gallerie Pontefici of the Vatican Museum. 

Fig.. 28 
Jacobb Maris, The Nurse (1888-99). Oil on canvas 86 x 77.5 cm. Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam. Inv.no. 1487. 

Verdigri ss Glazes in Historical Oil Paintings: Recipes and Techniques 

Fig-l l 
Thee earliest description of the production process of verdigris in Montpellier is found in a relatively unknown manuscript by 
Dee Mayerne. London, British Library, MS Sloane 1990, f. 51 r. 

Fig.. 2 
Westphaliann school, Last judgement (f.1500). Panel 149 x 175 cm. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Inv.no. SK-A-2588. 

Fig.. 3 
3a a 
Giovannii  Antonio Pordenone, Judith holding the bead of Holofernes. Canvas 103.5 x 86.5 cm. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Inv.no. 
SK-A-3415. . 
3b b 
Deraill  of green curtain. 
3c c 
Crosss section (CR 10) from the green curtain, normal light 200x. 
4.. 25 fim Varnish layer, UV fluorescence. 
3.. Local green glassy layer. 
2.. 50 Jim Translucent green layer with copper green pigment (atacamite), lead-white and a few particles of lead-tin-

yellow,, no UV fluorescence. 
1.. 30 u.m Grey layer with white, black and red particles. 

Fig.. 4 
4a a 
Southh Netherlandish School, Triptych with scenes from the life of John the Baptist (dated 1557). Verso of the right wing, St. Barbara 
withwith the donor Berbei van de Noot. Oil on panel 194 x 87 cm. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Inv.no. SK-A-2578. 
4b b 
Crosss section (CR2) from highlight of green dress of St. Barbara, normal light 200x. 
6.. 30 u.m Three layers of varnish. 
5.. 25 um Translucent light green layer with green particles, with on top brown discoloration. 
4.. 50 [im Green layer; azurite with lead-tin-yellow and lead-white. 
3 . 155 [im Green layer; azurite and littl e lead-tin-yellow and/or yellow ochre. 
2 . 100 jim Imprimatura of lead-white and charcoal. 
1.. 75 jim Ground layer of chalk and glue. 
4c c 
EDXX spectrum of layer 5. Besides copper, both calcium and lead are present. 

Fig.. 5 
Distillationn of verdigris in the seventeenth century. The Pekstok Manuscript (1692-95). Amsterdam, Municipal Archives, MS. 
N-09-23,, f. 12v. Photo: Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage, Amsterdam. 

Fig.. 6 
Listt of prices of pigments in the manuscript Aantekeningen over schilderkunst (1679-1704) by Simon Eikelenberg. Alkmaar, 
Regionaall  archief, acquisitions collection nos. 390-394, p. 781. Photo: Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage, Amsterdam. 
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Fig.. 7 

Accordingg to Le Petit Peintre, the colour of paint made of [basic] verdigris changed already after one month after application. 
London,, British Library, MS Sloane 2052, f. 90v. 

Fig.. 8 
Fig.. a, b 
Jacobb Bherens' recipe for the preparation of verdigris glaze. Hand-boeck van de Heer Jacob Bherens, miniatuur schilder en mathematicus 
tergedagtenistergedagtenis te bewaaren 1747.d Haage, London, British Library, Shelfmark 786 a 47, pp. 239-40. 

Fig.. 9 
9.a a 
Marcoo Marziale, Christ and the Woman taken in Adultery Adultery (c. 1505). Oil on canvas 130 x 166 cm. Bonnefantenmuseum, Maastricht. 
Inv.. no. 3587. 
9.b b 
Detaill  of head-dress of the adulterous woman. 
9c c 
Imprintt of textile in green drapery. 
Photoo b and c: Lidwien Speleers, Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg, Maastricht. 

Fig.. 10 
110a a 
Southh German School, Saint Mauritius (Second quart 16th Century). Oil on panel, 68 x 70 cm. Bonnefanten Museum, 
Maastricht.. Inv. no. 3595. 
10b b 
Detaill  of thickly applied viscous copper-green glaze, before restoration. 
10c c 
Idem.. An 'island' of green glaze, before restoration. 
Photoo b and c: Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg, Maastricht. 

Fig.. 11 
11a a 
Geertgenn tot Sint Jans, The holy kinship. Oil on panel 137.5 x 105 cm. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Inv. no. SK-A-500. Detail of 
greenn drapery during restoration. Photo: Conservation studio, Rijksmuseum. 
l i b b 
Crosss section (CR4) of green stola of woman at the left side of the painting, normal light 200x. 
7.. 4 (im Transparent green layer, no UV fluorescence (overpaint?). 
6.. 2 [im Thin brown layer, UV fluorescence (varnish?). 
5.. 6 jim Transparent green layer, no particles. 
4.. 60 }i m Two green layers applied wet in wet, no green particles; lead-white, more lead-white in the upper layer, 

lowerr layer more yellowish, few black particles. 
3.. 8 p.m Pale green layer with transparent particles and lead-white. 
2.. 1 [im Thin brown layer, with brown particles (isolation layer or pencil drawing?). 
1.. 90 fim White chalk glue ground, 
l i e e 
EDXX spectrum of layer 5. Small amount of lead and calcium are present. 

Fig.. 12 
12.a a 
Corneliss de Heem, Still-life. Canvas 153 x 166.5 cm. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Inv. no. SK-A-564. 

12.b b 
Detail.. Cornelis de Heem restricted the use of verdigris glaze, which today has a much more subdued dark green colour, to the 
bagpipe. . 

Fig.. 13 
Recipee in the De Mayerne manuscript that recommends varnishing the verdigris glaze as soon as possible. London, British 
Library,, MS Sloane 2052, f. 6v. 
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Fig.. 14 
Recipee for glazing verdigris with aloe in the earliest copy (c. 1550) of Leonardo da Vinci's treatise on painting. Vatican Library, 
Codexx Urbinas Latinus 1270, f. 68r. 

Fig.. 15 
Lucass van Leyden, Triptych of the Last Judgement (1526/27). Oil on panel 269.5 x 84.8 cm. Stedelijk Museum de Lakenhal, 
Leiden.. Inv. no. 244. Detail of the green garment of the sixth aposde of the central panel. The modelling of the garment was 
madee with copper-green pigment and lead-white en lead-tin-yellow in various proportions. Photo: Netherlands Institute for 
Culturall  Heritage, Amsterdam. 

Fig.. 16 
16.a a 
Schooll  of Brescia (Moroni?), Portrait of a nobleman in armour (first half 16th Century). Oil on canvas 92.5 x 70 cm. Rijksmuseum 
Amsterdam.. Inv.no. SK-A-3035. 
16.b b 
Detail. . 
16.c c 
Cross-sectionn of highlight in green costume, normal light 200x. 
7.. Thick glaze of dissolved verdigris. 
6.. Highlight of pure lead-white. 
5.. Green paint; verdigris and lead-white. 
4-- Underpainting of costume. Darker greyish layer; lead-white, carbon black, some red pigment. 
3.. Underpainting of costume. Warm greyish layer; lead-white, carbon black, some red pigment. 
2.. Second ground layer; lead-white and earth pigments. 
1.. Ground layer; lead-white and earth pigments. 
16.d d 
Cross-sectionn UV light 200x. 

Fig.. 17 
17.a a 
Jann Baptist Weenix, A. dog and a a cat near a partially disembowelled deer (signed: Gio.Batti. Weenix). Oil on canvas, 180 x 162 cm. 
Rijksmuseumm Amsterdam. Inv.no. SK-A-591. 
17.b b 
Paintt cross-section (R 51/3) from the green curtain, normal light 200x. 
5.. 26 fim Glaze of dissolved verdigris with a more brownish colour at the upper side. 
4.. c.10 um Darker green of verdigris and lead-white blended with previous layer. 
3.. c.\0 um Light green; lead-white with verdigris. 
2.. 6 |im Second ground layer; carbon black, some iron oxide red, lead-white, chalk. 
1.. 10 urn Ground layer; lead-white, chalk, earth pigments, some carbon black. 

Fig.. 18 
18.a a 
Franss Hals, Banquet of the Officers of the St. George Cine Guard (1616). Oil on canvas, 175 x 234 cm. Frans Halsmuseum, Haarlem. 
Inv.. no. 1-109. 
18.b b 
Detaill  from the curtain. Where the paint was protected by the frame, the verdigris glaze has been preserved. Photo: 
Conservationn studio, Frans Halsmuseum. 

Fig.. 19 
19.a a 
Pieter.. Pietersz, Portrait of a woman (1597). Oil on panel c. 42 cm in diameter (round). MauritshuLs, The Hague. Inv.no. MH 
1109. . 
19.b b 
Detaill  of background with partial remains of original verdigris glaze (now brown). Underneath is the dark underpaint. Photo a 
andd b: Conservation studio, Mauritshuis. 
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19.c c 
Crosss section (1109/1) from the background, normal light 400x. 
4.. < 24 u.m Discoloured glaze of dissolved verdigris in an oil resin medium. 
3.. £ 10 u,m Dark grey underpaint. 
2.. < 6 u.m Isolation layer, lead-white. 
1.. < 48 pim Ground layer, chalk. 

Fig.. 20 

Salomonn van Ruysdael, Landscape with dunes and carriage (1631). Panel 56 x 86.4 cm. Scépmüvészeti Müzeum Budapest Inv no 
515. . 

Fig.. 21 

Abrahamm Mignon, Stilt-life with fruit and oysters. Oil on canvas 60.5 x 75 cm. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Inv. no. SK-C-187. 

Fig.. 22 
22.a a 
Jann van Huysum, Vase withfbwers (1722). Oil on panel, J. Paul Getty Museum. Inv.no. 82 PB.70 
22.b b 

Darkk green leaf on lower left side of vase painted with Prussian blue and Naples yellow. Photo: ]ons Dik, University of 
Amsterdam. . 

Indigoo as a Pigment in Oil Painting Technique and the Problem of its Fading 

Fig.. 1 
La a 
Masterr of the Haarlem school (formerly attributed to Hendrik Pot), Portrait of the St. Adrian Civic Guard. Oil on canvas 214 x 
2766 cm. Frans Halsmuseum, Haarlem. Inv.no. 239. 
l.b b 
Detaill  of faded sash.. 
l.c c 
A tt the top of the standard that was covered by the old frame, indigo paint has preserved its bright blue colour 
l.d d 
Detaill  of standard on the right. Where indigo paint was protected by the frame, the original blue has been preserved. Here the 
indigoo paint was applied over the black costume. Due to the turbid medium effect, the faded indigo in this area appears bluer 
thann the faded indigo paint that was applied over a light layer (lb). Photo b-d: Conservation studio, Frans Halsmuseum, 
Haarlem. . 
l.e e 
Cross-sectionn (Pot 2) of faded sash (Fig. l.b) normal light 500x. 
33 20u.m Lead-white and indigo. The layer has faded up to 16-20um beneath the paint surface. 
2.. 30u.m Brown layer (imprimatur»?); lead-white, chalk, earth pigments. 
1.. < 220u,m Ground layer; chalk, lead-white and a littl e brown earth pigment, 
l. f f 
Cross-sectionn (Pot 10) of unaltered indigo paint shielded from light by brown paint layer on top, normal light 500x. 
6.. 1 Ou.m Brown earth pigments and lead-white. 
5.. 12-18u.m Lead-white and indigo. 
4.. 1 Oum Pale beige layer; lead-white, chalk, earth pigments. 
3.. 1 2UJTI Darker beige layer; lead-white, chalk, earth pigments. 
2.. 12u.m Brown layer (imprimatura?); lead-white, chalk, earth pigments. 
1.. 160u.m Ground layer; chalk, lead-white, littl e brown earth pigment. 

Fig-2 2 
2.a a 
Johanness Verspronck, Regentesses of the St. Elisabeth's Hospital'(signed and dated 1641). Oil on canvas 156.9 x 214.7 cm. Trustees 
off  the St. Elisabeth's Hospital, on loan to the Frans Halsmuseum, Haarlem. Inv. No: of I - 622. 
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2.b b 
Detaill  of tablecloth before restoration. 
2.c c 
Rightt edge of the painting before restoration where indigo paint was covered by the frame. 
2.d d 
Detaill  before restoration of original unvarnished selvedge shielded by the frame that indicates intensity of original dark green 
colourr of the tablecloth. 
2.e e 
Detaill  of tablecloth before restoration. 
2.f f 
Detaill  of pentimenti during varnish removal. Photo 2b-f: Conservation studio, Frans Halsmuseum Haarlem. 
2-g g 
Cross-sectionn (622/1) of green tablecloth, from area shielded by the frame, normal light 200x. 
3.. Varnish layer. 
2.. to 20um Yellow lake (weld), chalk (calcium substrate for weld), indigo, lead-white and some 

splinteryy particles, 
l.too 60um Ground layer (applied in two layers, top layer slighdy more pinkish); 

lead-white,, chalk, littl e ochre, umber and manganese black. 
2.h h 
Cross-sectionn (622/1) UV light 200x. 

Fig.. 3 
Chronologicall  overview of pigments identified in paint samples by A. M. de Wild, Het natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek van 
schilderijen,schilderijen, Den Haag 1928. 

Fig.. 4 
Indigo/eraIndigo/era tinctoria, the main plant source for indigo. Fig. 54 of the first volume of: Henricum van Rheede van Draakenstein, 
rHortusrHortus indicus Malabaricus, conünens rtgni Malabarici apud Indos celeberrimi omnis gereis plantas rations per Henricum Van Rheede van 
Draakenstein,Draakenstein, 12 vols. Amsterdam (1678-1703). 

Fig.. 5 
Woadd plant (Isatis tinctoria) drawn by Simon Eikelenberg in his Aantekeningen over Schilderkunst (1679-1704), Almaar, Regionaal 
archief,, acquisitions collection nos. 390-94. 

Fig.. 6 
Indigoo plantation in the West Indies. 'Indigotene et manioc' in: D. Diderot, 'Agriculture et economie rustique' in: Encyclopedia, 
ouou dictiomiaire raisonné des sciences, des arts, et des meetiers, meetiers, par uut société degens de lettres, Paris 1751 -80 
A.. Tank for pure water. 
B.. Soaking tank. 
C.. Beating tank. 
D.. Settling tank where blue sediment precipitated in the bottom. 
E.. Taps through which liquid passed from one tank to the lower tank. 
G.. Cloth bags filled with indigo, hanging to drain. 
H.. Drying shed. 

Lumpss of tropical indigo. 

Fig.. 8 
DTMSS spectrum of/. Tinctoria L. from India (Kremer Pigmente). In the mass spectrum peaks 205,234, 262 are markers for 
indigotinn or indirubin. 

Fig.. 9 
HPLCC chromatogram of a solution of indigo pigment made from Indigofera tinctoria L. from India (Kremer Pigmente). 

Fig.. 10 
EDXX spectrum of J. tinctoria L. from India (Kremer Pigmente). 
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Fig.. 11 
a.. Natural indigo from I. tznctoria (De Kat), norma] light 200x. 
b.. Crossed polars 200x. Birefringent material indicates the presence of mineral matter. 

Fig.. 12 
Indigoo dye vat from Mexico with vat flower. Photo: Jésus Lopez. 

Fig.. 13 
EDXX spectrum of woad indigo. Sample provided by Malla-Stiina Tallgren, Helsinki. 

Fig.. 14. 
Diericc Bouts The Entombment. Glue on canvas 90.2 x 74.3 cm. National Gallery, London. Inv. no. 664. 

Fig.. 15 
15.a a 

Franss Hals, Officers and Sergeants ojthe St. George Civic Guard' {c. 1627). Oil on canvas 179 x 257.5 cm. Frans Halsmuseum, 
Haarlem.. Inv. no. 110 
15.b b 
Detaill  of faded indigo blue sash. 
15-c c 
Cross-sectionn (A 204/2) of blue sash from sitting man with yellowish coat middle foreground, normal light 200x. 
8.. 45um Varnish. 
7.. 14um Lead-white and indigo, degraded binding medium, the paint layer has faded. 
66 12um Indigo and lead-white. 
5.. 6um Lead-white and indigo. 
4.. 1Oum Indigo and very littl e lead-white. 
3.. 1 Ou.m Lead-white and very littl e indigo. 
2.. 4u.m Lead-white, yellow ochre and black pigment, binding medium rich layer. 
11 • Ground layer; lead-white and red earth pigment. 
15.d d 
Cross-sectionn (A 204/2) UV light 200x. 
15.e e 
Cross-sectionn (Ind.124) from blue square of standard just under rebate of the top frame, UV light 200x. 
3.10-40umm Indigo and little lead-white, some red particles. 
2.. 24UJTI Yellow ochre, black pigment and lead-white (possibly two layers applied wet in wet. Lower layer appears 

moree binding medium rich). 
1.. 120u.m Ground layer; lead-white and red earth pigment. 
15.f f 
SEMM EDX spectrum from indigo agglomerate in cross-section Ind.124 (15.e). 

Fig.. 16 
16.a a 
Franss Hals, Officers and Sergeants oj'the St. Adrian Civic Guard Guard (<r.l627). Oil on canvas 183 x 266.5 cm. Frans Halsmuseum, 
Haarlem.. Inv.no. 111. 
16.b b 
Detaill of relatively well preserved blue sash. 

16.C C 
Cross-sectionn (125/4) from blue sash, normal light 500x. 
7.. Varnish. 
6.. 20u.m Indigo and lead-white, fading is visible up to 6-16um beneath the paint surface. 
5.. 30u.m Lead-white and indigo, probably two layers applied wet in wet. 
4.. < 10u.m Irregular layer; lead-white, black pigment. More binding medium rich than layer 3. 
3.. 4-14u.mLead-white and black pigment. 
2.. 4u.m Brown binding medium, black pigment. 
1.. incomplete Whitish ground; lead-white and very little red pigment. 
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16.d d 
Cross-sectionn (A 202/1) from blue sash, normal light, oil immersion 400x. 
6.. 45 urn Varnish 
5.. 45 (Am Indigo and lead-white, beneath the paint surface the layer has faded and exhibits strong 

fluorescencee in UV light. 
4.. < 2um Thin fluorescent layer (only visible in UV light). 
3.. 40u.m Indigo and lead-white. 
2.. 16u.m Several light greyish brown layers; lead-white, black pigment and ochre. 
1.. incomplete Whitish ground; lead-white and very littl e red pigment. 
16e e 
Cross-sectionn (A 202/1) UV light 200x. 
16.f f 
Cross-sectionn (A 202/1) normal light, oil immersion lOOOx. Along the topside of the big lump of lead-white the indigo has 
fadedd more severely. 
16.g g 
SEMM EDX spectrum from indigo agglomerate in cross-section 125/4 (16.c). 

Fig.. 17 
17.a a 
Franss Hals, Officers mid Sergeants of the St. St. Adrian Civic Guard (c.1 633). Oil on canvas 207 x 337 cm Frans Halsmuseum, Haarlem. 
Inv.no.. 112. 
17.b b 
Detaill  indigo blue sash of Captain Johan Schatter. For rendering the effect of warm reflections, Hals used the brown colour of 
thee ground through thinly applied indigo layers. 
c. . 
Detaill  indigo blue sash of Captain johan Schatter. 
d. . 
Cross-sectionn (203/lb) from deep blue indigo paint at the left edge that was shielded from light by the frame and an layer of 
overpaint,, normal light 200x. 
7.. 1 Oum Overpaint; red ochre, coarse black pigment, Litde white pigment. 
6.. 16um Varnish. 
5.. 54um Lead-white and indigo. 
4.. 2uxn Thin binding medium rich layer. 
3.. 20um Lead-white and litde indigo. 
2.. 18um Lead-white and fine back pigment. 
11 - Light ochre coloured ground. 
17.e e 
Cross-sectionn (126/7) from an exposed area of the blue sash at the left, normal light lOOx. 
7.. 24um Varnish 
6.. 25um Indigo and lead-white. 
5.. 30um Lead-white and indigo, two layers applied wet in wet. 
4.. <12um Thin fluorescent layer of lead-white and littl e black pigment. 
3.. 24~64um Ground layer; lead-white, dark brown pigment (umber?) 
2.. 12-45u.m Ground layer; lead-white, dark brown pigment (umber?) 
11 • Glue and chalk? 

17.f f 
Cross-sectionn (126/7) normal light 500x. 

8 8 
Cross-sectionn (126/7) in UV light 500x. 
17.h h 
Indigoo paint at the far left side, which was partially shielded by light by the shadow of the frame, has a more intense blue 
colour. . 
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Fig.. 18 
18.a a 

Franss Hals, Officers and Sergeants of the St. George Civic Guard (1639). Oil on canvas 218 x 421 cm. Frans Halsmuseum, Haarlem. 
Inv.. no. 113. 
18.b b 
Cross-sectionn (A 201/1) normal light 200x. 
7.. 14um Varnish layer. 
6.. 7um Lumps of lead-white. 
5.. 8u.m Lead-white and indigo. 
4.. 8um Dark blue layer; indigo, lead-white (dark in UV). 
3-- 7u.m Dark blue layer; indigo, lead-white (strong fluorescence in UV). 
2-- 13um Dark blue layer; indigo, lead-white (dark in UV). 
11 Ground; lead-white, ochre, dark brown pigment. 
18.cc Cross-section (A 201/1) UV light, 200x. 

Fig.. 19 
19.a a 

Johanness Verspronck, Regentesses of the Hot]/ Ghost orphanage in Haarlem (signed and dated 1642). Oil on canvas c. 177 x 245 cm. 
Franss Halsmuseum, Haarlem. Inv. no. of 1-335. 
19.b b 
Cross-sectionn (355/1) of light blue skirt of woman at the right, normal light 500x. 
2-- 25u,m Lead-white, indigo and few glass like particles. The paint layer has faded at the paint surface. 
11 100 um Ground layer applied in three layers; lead-white, chalk and umber. 
19.c c 
Cross-sectionn (355/2) from thin shadow in green tablecloth, normal light 5O0x. 
2-- 25 um Green layer; indigo, weld, littl e ochre, red pigment, chalk, few lumps of lead-white. Fading is visible at the 

paintt surface. The faded part exhibits a stronger fluorescence in UV light. 
1.. Ground layer. 
19.d d 
Cross-sectionn (355/2) UV light 500x. 

Fig.. 20 
20.a a 
Johanness Verspronck, Portrait of of a girl dressed in blue (signed and dated 1641). Oil on canvas 82 x 66.5 cm. Rijksmuseum, 
Amsterdam.. Inv. no. A3064. 
20.b b 
Wheree the paint of the girls' dress has been shielded by the frame the blue colour has been preserved. 
20.c c 
Cross-sectionn (70/4) of unfaded blue, normal light 200x. 
3.. 24(j.m Lead-white, indigo. 
2.. 4-40^im Irregular beige ground layer; lead-white, black pigment, red and brown earth pigments. 
1.. incomplete Red ground layer; red earth. 
20.d d 
Cross-sectionn of faded blue (70/3) of the same brush-stroke, normal light 200x 
3.. 20um Lead-white and indigo, the layer has faded up to lOum beneath the paint surface. 
2.. 50um Beige ground layer; lead-white, black pigment, red and brown earth pigments. 
1.. incomplete Red ground layer; red earth. 

Fig.. 21 
211 .a 
Judithh Leyster,^!game oftric-trac. Panel 40.7 x 31 cm. Worchester Art Museum, Worchester Massachusetts. Inv. no. 1983.58. 

21.b b 
Judithh Leys ter, A game oftric-trac. Detail of thin medium rich indigo layer over dark brown undercolour. 

Fig.. 22 
22.a a 
Judithh Leyster, Merry couple. Canvas 74.4 x 62.9 cm. Private Collection, The Netherlands. 
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22.b b 
Judithh Leys ter, Merry Couple. Detail of faded indigo paint. 

Fig.. 23 
23.a a 
Jann Miense Molenaar The smell (signed: IMR, the painting belongs to a series of five panels with the five senses, Inv. no. 572 is 
signedd and dated: IMR1637). Oil on panel 19.5 x 24.3 cm. Royal Cabinet of Paintings Mauritshuis, The Hague. Inv.no. 575 
23.b b 
Detaill  of blue skirt. 
23.c c 
Detaill  with un-faded blue that was shielded by the frame. 

Fig.. 24.a 
Pieterr Fransz. de Grebber, Triumphal procession with sacrificial bull (signed and dated 1651). Oil on canvas c. 384 x 262 cm. 
Koninklij kk Paleis Huis ten Bosch, The Hague. Inv. no. 28. 
Fig.. 24.b 
Pieterr Fransz. de Grebber, Triumphal procession with sacrificial bull Detail of blue flag. 
Fig.. 24.c 
Cross-sectionn (HTBS. 28. 17) of blue flag, normal light 200x. 
3.. 10-60 (im Light blue layer; indigo and lead-white. The layer has faded up to 5-20um beneath the paint surface. 
3.. 15-30 urn Greyish blue layer; coarse white pigment, indigo, few brown and red particles. 
2.. 20-70 um Beige ground layer; white pigment, transparent lumps (sand?) coarse brown ochre pigments, black 

pigment. . 
1.. incomplete Transparent (glue?) layer, exposing strong fluorescence in UV light. 

Fig.. 25 
Franss Hals & Pieter Codde, The compatty of Captain Reynier RcaelandLieutenant CornellsMichiels^Blaeuw {The meagre company). Oil 
onn canvas 207.3 x 427.5 cm. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam. Inv. no. C374. Detail with indigo sashes. 

Fig.. 26 
26.a a 
Johanness Vermeer Girl with a pearl earring, (siged and dated) Oil on canvas 46.5 x 40 cm. Royal Cabinet of Paintings 
Mauritshuis,, The Hague. Inv. no. 670. 
26.b b 
Cross-sectionn (1687/21) background, normal light 200 x. 
44 Varnish. 
3.. 20um Translucent brownish green layer; indigo, yellow lake, chalk, lead-white, red and brown earth, litde black 

pigment,, weak fluorescence in UV, greyish yellow at the paint surface. 
2.. lOum Black layer with bone black, possibly also charcoal black. 
1.. 100-200um Ground; chalk, lead-white, littl e brown and red ochre, fine black pigment. 

Fig.. 27. 
27.a a 
Pieterr de Ring, Stilt-life with golden goblet. Oil on canvas 100 x 85 cm. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Inv. no. A.335. 
27.b b 
Cross-sectionn (55/3) from highlight of blue tablecloth, normal light 400 x. 
5.. Varnish.. 
4.. 16um Blue glaze of densely packed fine ultramarine, also silicates visible in UV light. 
3.. 36um Ultramarine, coarse lead-white (particles measuring up to 30um) and litde indigo, more lead-white on top 

off  the layer, pure lead-white paint of highlight applied wet in wet. 
2.. 10 urn Indigo, lead-white. 
1.80umm Ground layer; lead-white, red ochre, black pigment. 
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27-c c 
Cross-sectionn (55/6) from shadow areas of blue tablecloth, normal light 400x. 
6.. Varnish 
5.. < 10u.ni Dark blue ultramarine glaze 
4.. 20u.m Deep blue glaze of densely packed fine ultramarine, also silicates visible in UV light. 
3.. 1 Ou,m Ultramarine, indigo, lead-white. 
2.. 24u,m Indigo, lead-white. 
1.. incomplete Ground layer; lead-white, red ochre, black pigment. 
27.d d 
Cross-sectionn (55/6) UV light 400x. 

Fig.. 28.a 

Gerardd van Honthorst, Portrait of Amalia van Solms and her daughters. Oil on canvas 383 x 205 cm. Oranjezaal, Koninklijk paleis 
HULSS ten Bosch, The Hague. Inv. no. 31. 
Fig.. 28. b 

Gerardd van Honthorst, Portrait ojAmalia ojAmalia van Solms and her daughters. Detail of carpet with unfaded indigo paint that was shielded 
fromm light by the frame. 
28.c c 
Originall  selvedge at the left indicating original colour of indigo paint. 
28.d d 
Cross-sectionn (31.ind.2) from unfaded blue, normal light 500x. 
5.. Varnish layer. 
4.12-26u.mm Indigo and lead-white. 
3.10u.mm Red glaze; red lake, some vermilion, glasslike particles (silicium, smalt?). 
2.11 Ofim Vermilion. 
1.. 70u.m Ground layer with lead-white. 
28.e e 
Cross-sectionn (31.ind.4) from same brush stroke as (31.ind.2) faded blue, normal light 500x. 
5.. Varnish layer. 
4.. 24u.m Indigo, lead-white. The layer has faded up to 10-14um beneath the paint surface. 
3.. 16u,m Red glaze. 
2.. 20u.m Vermilion. 
1.. incomplete Ground layer. 

Fig.. 29 
29.a a 
Corneliss Johnson, Portrait of a Dutch gentleman. Oil on canvas 92.5 x 73 cm. Dulwich Picture Gallery, London. Inv.no 1336 
29.b b 
Detaill  of background. Where protected by the frame, the blue colour has been preserved. As the picture has had two frames 
eachh covering the indigo paint to varying extent, today two strips of blue are visible in different intensity. 
29.c c 
Cross-sectionn from unfaded blue background from right edge under rebate of the frame, normal light, 500x. 
4.. 20u.m Indigo, lead-white 
33 Thin black layer, black pigments and ochre 
22 Dark beige ground, lead-white, charcoal black, yellow ochre 
11 • Red ground, red and yellow earth pigments, lead-white, chalk. 
29.d d 
Cross-sectionn from faded area of blue background, normal light 500x. 
4.. 20u.m Indigo, lead-white, almost the whole layer of 20um has faded. 
33 Thin black layer, black pigments, ochre. 
22 Dark beige ground, lead-white, charcoal black, yellow ochre. 
11 • Red ground, red and yellow earth pigments, lead-white, chalk. 
Photoo c and d: Rachel North, Courtauld Institute, London. 

Fig.. 30. 
30.a a 
Jann Steen, The sick sick woman. Oil on canvas 76 x 63.5 cm. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam. Inv. no. 230. 
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30.b b 
Detaill  during restoration of curtain of the box-bed. 
30.c c 
Idem.. Photo b and c Conservation studio, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam. 
30.. d 
Cross-sectionn (1745/4) from green curtain, oil immersion 200x. 
2.. 13uxn Indigo, littl e lead-white, chalk, one red particle, litde charcoal black (of 

underdrawing?). . 
1.. incomplete Ground layer; chalk, umber, brown ochre. 

Fig.. 31 
311 .a 
Peterr Lely, Elizabeth Murray, Duchess ofLaunderdale (c. 1648), Canvas 122 x 102. Victoria and Albert Museum, Ham House, 
Richmond.. Detail of blue dress. 
311 .b 
Idem.. Photo 31a and b: Karin Groen, Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage, Amsterdam. 
31.c c 
Cross-sectionn (938/2) from highlight of indigo blue dress, normal light 200x. 
5.. lOum Varnish. 
4.. 20um Lead-white, indigo. 
3.. 55um Indigo, lead-white. 
2.. 30um Greyish brown ground; lead-white, charcoal black, yellow ochre. 
11 • Ground layer; chalk, yellow, brown ochre, black pigment. 

Fig.. 32. 
32.a. . 
Godfriedd Schalken, Self-Portrait. Oil on canvas 61.3 x 49.8 cm. Fitzwilliam museum, Cambridge, Inv.no. 368. 
32.b b 
Wheree the frame has protected the paint layer, the colour of the blue background is unchanged. As the picture has had two 
framess each covering the indigo paint to varying extent, today two strips of blue are visible in different intensity. 
32.. c 
Cross-sectionn (1216/3a) of faded paint area, normal light 200x. 
Thiss cross-section looks very similar to those taken from an unfaded paint area. Fading of indigo pigment may have taken 
placee at the paint surface but chalking of the paint layer must account for most of the change in colour. 
5.. 20uxn Smalt, indigo, lead-white. In UV light is visible that the top paint layer is slightly lighter and more 

transparent,, possibly due to fading of the indigo pigment. 
4.. c. 25um Smalt, indigo, lead-white. 
3.. 1 um Thin fluorescent layer of binding medium (only visible in UV). 
2.. 0-15um Smalt, indigo, lead-white. 
11 • Ground layer applied in various layer; lead-white, chalk, litde umber. 
32.d d 
Cross-sectionn (1216/3a) UV light 200x. 

Fig.. 33 
Charless Le Brun, he Christ mort sur Usgenoux de la la Vierge. Canvas 1.46 x 2.22 cm. Musée du Louvre, Paris. Inv. no. 2887. 

Fig.. 34 
Philipp de la Champaigne, La Vierge de douleuraupied de la crobc. Oil on canvas 178 x 125 cm. Musée du Louvre, Paris, Inv. 
no.. 1129. 

Fig.. 35 
Indigoo cultivated at the English and French plantations in the West Indies. Hans Sloane, Voyage to the islands Madera, Barbadoes, 
Nieves,Nieves, St. Christophers and and Jamaica... London (1707-25). The indigo plant at the left can be identified as the I. suffrudicosa Mill, 
andd the plant on the right as the J. Glabra h, 

Fig.. 36 
Instructionss for distinguishing indigo lumps of good quality and how to prepare them in order to make them permanent in oil 
inn Wilhelm Beurs, Degroote waertldin 't kleen Ggeschitdert..., Amsterdam 1692, p.16. 
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Fig.. 37 
Paintt reconstructions of indigo pigment from Indigofera tinctoria (Kremer) extended with various quantities of lead-white (1:2 
1:4,1:8,1:16,1:32,1:64,1:128). . 

Fig.. 38 
Instructionss for painting with indigo in Antonio Palomino y Velasco Elmustopictoricóy la escala optica Madrid 1795-97 vol 2 p 
67. . 

Fig.. 39 
Instructionss on painting with indigo. André Felibien Desprincipes de ['architecture, de la sculpture, de lapeinture, et des autres arts qui en 
dependent...dependent... Paris 1676, p. 299. 

Fig.. 40 
Paintt reconstructions of natural indigo (Kremer) extended with lead-white (1:16) mixed with a variety of binding media. After 
lightt ageing no. I (see appendix). 
40.. a Purified linseed oil 
40.. b Glue 
40.cc Egg yolk 

Fig-41 1 
Boilingg of indigo oil paint in water secretes a brownish tincture. 

Fig.. 42 
Ratioo of indigorin and five other components in untreated and two types of boiled indigo using HPLC (254 nm). 

Figg 43. 
Paintt reconstructions of indigo oil paint, used pure and extended with lead-white (1:16) after artificial light ageing (see 
appendix).. In the samples the darker strip of blue visible has been protected from light. Especially after UV ageing there is a 
markedd difference between synthetic indigo and natural indigo. 
43.. a Synthetic indigo, light ageing no. 1 
43.bb Natural indigo (Kremer). light ageing no. 1 
43.. c Synthetic indigo, light ageing no. 2 
43.dd Natural indigo (Kremer). light ageing no. 2 ( 
43.ee Synthetic indigo, light ageing no. 2 
43.ff  Natural indigo (Kremer). light ageing no. 2 

Fig.. 44 
Instructionss for depicting blue drapery and flowers with indigo in Wilhelm Beurs Degroote waereldin 't kleengescbildert. 
Amsterdamm 1692, p. 40. 

Fig.. 45 
45.a a 
Abrahamm Bloemaert, Adoration of The Magi, canvas 168.5 x 193.5 cm. Centraal Museum, Utrecht. Inv. no. 2575. 
45.b b 
Detaill  of Mary's blue mantle during restoration. Today the ultramarine glaze is very worn due to abrasive cleaning methods in 
thee past. Photo: Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage, Amsterdam. 
45-c c 
Cross-sectionn (988/4) of greyish blue area of Mary's blue mantle, normal light lOOOx. 
5.. Varnish. 
4.. 5-20um Ultramarine and chalk. 
3.. c. Sum Indigo and lead-white. 
2.. c. 50umGround layer; lead-white, littl e ochre and black pigment. 
1.. incomplete Ground layer; red earth. 
45.d d 
Cross-sectionn (988/4) UV light lOOOx. 
Especiallyy when examined in UV light it is evident that the ultramarine pigment contains high quantities of silicates. 
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Fig.. 46 
Laurentt de la Hyre, Apparition de Jésus aux trois Make. Oil on canvas 398 x 251 cm. Musée du Louvre. Inv.no. 5356. 

Fig.. 47 

Nicolass Tournier, Le Christen croix, la Viergt, la Madeleine, saint jean et saint Fratifois de Paule, Oil on canvas 422 x 292 cm. Musée 
duu Louvre. Inv. no. 20007. 

Fig.. 48. 
48.a a 
Bartlémyy d'Eyck (Master of the Annunciation of Aix) , Mary Magdalene, reverse of the Isaiah (left wing of the altarpiece of the 
Amiunctiation).Amiunctiation). Fir panel 101.5 x 67.5 cm. Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam. Inv. no. 2463. 
48.b b 
Cross-sectionn (1151) from red pattern painted on top of indigo blue background, normal light 200x. 
5.. Varnish. 
4.. 8um Vermilion of red pattern. 
3.15umm Indigo and lead-white. 
2.. 16u.m Bone black with littl e lead-white. 
11 - Ground layer; gypsum. 

Fig.. 49 
49.a a 
Jacobb Jordaens Triumph ofFrcderik Hendrik (signed and dated 1652). Oil on canvas 754 x 728 cm. Koninklijk Paleis Huis ten 
Bosch,, The Hague. Inv. no. 32. 
49.b b 
Detaill  of blue drapery. Photo: Lidwien Speleers. 

Fig.. 50 
Wybrandd Hendriks after Frans Hals, Officers and and Sergeant of the StGeroge Civic Guard. Aquarelle on paper 39.9 x 53.7 cm. Teylers 
Museum,, Haarlem. Inv. no. W41. Photo: Teylers Museum, Haarlem. 

Fig.. 51 
Wybrandd Hendriks after an anonynous master, Haarlem school, Officers and and sergeant of the StAdrian Civic Guard. Aquarel on 
paperr 29.2 x 40.2 cm. Teylers Museum, Haarlem. Inv. no. W 46. Photo: Teylers Museum, Haarlem. 

Fig.. 52 
Floorr plan of the Oranjezaal Huis ten Bosch. 
1.. Pieter de Grebber, Triumphal procession (Fig. 24). 
2.. Gerard van Honthorst, Portrait of Amalia and her daughters (Fig.28). 
3.. Jacob Jordaens, Triumph (Fig.49). 

Fig.. 53. 
Vann Somer's advice to varnish indigo oil paint. London, British Library, MS Sloane 2052, f. 94r. 
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Nederlandsee Samenvatting 

Olieverff  schilderij en uit de periode van de Renaissance en de Barok zien er tegenwoordig vrijwel altijd 
anderss uit dan toen ze het schildersatelier verlieten. Restauratieve ingrepen nadien - zoals het 
schoonmakenn van schilderijen met krachtige schuur- en oplosmiddelen - hebben bijgedragen aan 
optischee veranderingen. Deze veranderingen kunnen echter ook zijn veroorzaakt door veroudering van 
dee pigmenten en bindmiddelen die de schilder gebruikte. Afbraakprocessen in de verf hebben in oude 
schilderijenn geresulteerd in uiteenlopende kleur- en toonverschillen vergeleken met het oorspronkelijke 
werk.. Deze veranderingen hebben soms vergaande consequenties voor onze interpretatie van de 
picturale,, illusionistische en esthetische bedoelingen van de kunstenaar. Voor de restaurator is het 
daaromm van groot belang inzicht op dit gebied te hebben. Vanzelfsprekend is dat voor kunsthistorici 
diee zich bezighouden met coloristische aspecten in oude schilderijen net zo belangrijk. Onderzoek naar 
dee degradatie van historische olieverven is tot nu toe hoofdzakelijk voorgehouden aan de 
conserveringswetenschappen.. In de kunsthistorische literatuur is hierover nog weinig terug te vinden 
enn dat geldt zeker voor de impact die de verkleuring van verf heeft op de interpretatie van oude 
schilderijen. . 

Di tt proefschrift is de eerste uitgebreide kunsthistorische studie waarin het probleem van veroudering 
enn verkleuring van schilderijen centraal staat. Vij f zelfstandige studies presenteren onderzoek naar de 
oorspronkelijkee samenstelling en verschijning van de verf van olieverfschilderijen uit de periode van de 
Renaissancee en de Barok. Uitgangspunt voor dit onderzoek vormen contemporaine schildertechnische 
enn kunsttheoretische teksten. Een brede benadering en een veelzijdige analyse van deze bronnen 
demonstrerenn de mogelijkheden die dit materiaal biedt voor het kunsthistorisch onderzoek en bij het 
ontwikkelenn van de probleemstelling bij natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek en de interpretatie van de 
resultatenn daarvan. 

Dee oude schildertechnische teksten kennen een grote diversiteit. Ze kunnen geschreven zijn door 
professionelee of amateur-schilders, kunstliefhebbers of connaisseurs. Ze variëren van handschriften 
mett bondige praktische instructies tot reeds vroeg in druk verschenen geleerde traktaten die uitvoerig 
ingaann op de uiteenlopende aspecten van de schilderkunst De teksten geven bijvoorbeeld informatie 
overr de vervaardiging van oliebindmiddelen en de in de olieverftechniek toegepaste pigmenten. Ook 
zijnn er veel aanwijzingen over de eigenschappen en verwerkbaarheid van de verschillende 
verfsamenstellingen.. Andere instructies vertellen hoe voorwerpen op schilderijen een natuurgetrouwe 
weergavee kunnen krijgen. Tenslotte besteden tal van auteurs aandacht aan de ordening van kleur en het 
chiaroscuroo in het schilderij en het inzetten van deze picturale middelen om op het platte schilderijvlak 
succesvoll  diepte te suggereren. 

Dezee geschreven bronnen vormen bij het verouderingsonderzoek een belangrijk hulpmiddel. 
Eenn verouderd schilderij geeft, zeker als de geschiedenis ervan onbekend is, lang niet altijd voldoende 
informatiee prijs over de vele degradatieprocessen in de gebruikte olieverven. Kennis van historische 
verfreceptenn kan dan van grote waarde zijn. De schilderinstructies geven niet alleen inzicht in de 
historischee procédés als zodanig maar ook in de functie van deze werkwijzen. Deze gegevens zijn 
cruciaall  voor een correcte interpretatie van data verkregen uit natuurwetenschappelijke analyse van 
schilderijen.. Bij het maken van een 'mentale reconstructie' van de oorspronkelijke kleuren en tonen en 
vann het modelé van de door veroudering veranderde partijen verschaffen de oude teksten eveneens 
waardevollee inzichten. Ze informeren ons bijvoorbeeld over de gewenste sterkte van het tonale contrast 
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tussenn de belichte en beschaduwde partijen, de aard van de overgangen daartussen en de intensiteit van 
dee aldaar toegepaste kleuren. 

Hoewell  de oude technische teksten tegenwoordig voor onderzoekers over het algemeen goed 
beschikbaarr zijn, gebruikt men de informatie die ze bevatten nog weinig bij de bestudering van 
verouderingsverschijnselenn in schilderijen. Dit hangt samen met het uiterst fragmentarische karakter 
vann deze bronnen. De instructies bestaan uit losse opmerkingen waarin soms elke samenhang lijk t te 
ontbreken.. Een bijkomend interpretatieprobleem is dat de auteurs destijds niet altijd een neutrale 
weergavee gaven van technieken die zijzelf en hun collega's gebruikten. Deze moeilijkheden bij het 
toegankelijkk maken van het bronnenmateriaal hebben er toe geleid dat onderzoekers de oude 
verfreceptenn lang niet altijd serieus nemen en nog steeds uitgaan van de suprematie van het 
natuurwetenschappelijkk onderzoek. Dit betekent dat wanneer gegevens verkregen uit chemisch 
onderzoekk aan schilderijen botsen met de informatie uit de bronnen, de keuze voor de meest 
betrouwbaarr geachte informatie gewoonlijk in het nadeel van de oude teksten uitvalt Kunsthistorici 
nemenn vervolgens de in hun ogen 'harde' analyseresultaten over, 

Inn dit proefschrift worden gegevens uit historische teksten en de resultaten verkregen uit 
chemischee analyse van schilderijen als complementair aan elkaar beschouwd om zo, wanneer mogelijk, 
dee relevantie van beide soorten informatie te bepalen. Het gebruik van een significante kwantiteit aan 
gegevenss verkregen uit beide onderzoeksgebieden is hierbij een voorwaarde. Voor dit onderzoek werd 
eenn zeer ruime selectie gemaakt uit 15e tot en met 18e-eeuwse teksten over de olieverftechniek uit 
verschillendee Europese landen. Het is goed mogelijk om zowel geografisch als chronologisch 
uiteenlopendee teksten in samenhang te bestuderen aangezien in de onderzochte periode in Europa op 
hett gebied van schildertechniek, ondanks chronologische en locale verschillen, sprake was van een 
zekeree uniformiteit. In totaal resulteert dit in een analyse van recepten en andere gegevens uit ongeveer 
tweehonderdd teksten. Alleen een dergelijke brede vergelijking en onderlinge toetsing van de bronnen 
geeftt inzicht in het belang van een beschreven methode voor de contemporaine schildertechniek. Ook 
komenn op deze manier chronologische en regionale verschillen in werkwijze aan het licht. 

Dee vijf studies waaruit dit proefschrift bestaat, belichten de mogelijkheden van de historische teksten 
bijj  het onderzoek naar verkleuring van olieverfschilderijen steeds vanuit een andere invalshoek. 

Hoofdstukk I . Een voorstel om verfrecepten en instructies voor  schilders te classificeren 

Ditt hoofdstuk presenteert een methode om het fragmentarische schildertechnisch bronnenmateriaal te 
ordenen.. Tot nu toe is hiertoe nog geen poging ondernomen. Door bij het bestuderen van de recepten 
uitt te gaan van hun functie in het schilderproces wordt het mogelijk deze fragmentarische informatie te 
structurerenn en vervolgens te interpreteren. Wanneer men uit een groot aantal bronnen de recepturen 
verzameltt met een zelfde functie, kan men de brokjes aan informatie die deze instructies bevatten 
zodanigg met elkaar in verband brengen dat ze elkaar aanvullen en verklaren. Een overzicht van de 
belangrijkstee groepen functies waarin de recepten zijn onder te verdelen demonstreert deze aanpak. De 
informatiee in de meeste recepten houdt ermee verband dat schilders destijds slechts de beschikking 
haddenn over een beperkt aantal, vaak moeilijk te verwerken, pigmenten. Alleen door een rationele, 
systematischee werkwijze konden zij tot een goed resultaat komen. Er zijn recepten om 1. de 
kleurechtheidd van de verven te vergroten, 2. problemen te voorkomen die worden veroorzaakt wanneer 
menn bepaalde pigmenten met elkaar mengt, 3. de (beperkte) kleurkracht van de pigmenten zo goed 
mogelijkk te benutten en gebruik te maken van verschillen in dekkend vermogen van de pigmenten en 4. 
hett reguleren van de droogtijd van de verven. Er zijn verder aanwijzingen om 5. het schilderproces te 
vergemakkelijkenn of te bespoedigen of 6. spaarzaam met dure pigmenten om te gaan. Een grote groep 
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receptenn geeft aan 7. hoe men een levensechte weergave, de stofuitdrukking, bereikt van allerlei dieren 
enn voorwerpen maar in het bijzonder van incarnaten en draperieën. Weer andere instructies informeren 
onss over 8. de volgorde die de schilder tijdens het werken het beste kan aanhouden, of over 9. 
methodenn om de organisatie van de voorstelling op het schilderij te vergemakkelijken. Tenslotte zijn er 
instructiess 10. die ons informeren hoe bij het vervaardigen van schilderijen een werkverdeling binnen 
hett atelier tot stand kon komen. 

Hoofdstukk II . Manieren om kleurveranderingen tegen te gaan zoals die beschreven worden in 
16ee tot en met vroeg 18e-eeuwse teksten over  de olieverftechniek. 

Mett de in hoofdstuk één ontwikkelde methode, brengt dit hoofdstuk de aanwijzingen in de bronnen op 
hett gebied van verkleuring samen. Op deze manier ontstaat een coherent overzicht van de historische 
kenniss over de veroudering van olieverf en de houding van schilders ten opzichte van dit verschijnsel. 
Dee oude teksten laten zien dat schilders de verandering van hun kleuren vaak als een groot probleem 
beschouwden.. Ze waren op de hoogte van het vergelen en nadonkeren van het oliebindmiddel en dat 
bepaaldee pigmenten van kleur konden veranderen. Ook waren ze zich ervan bewust dat verven konden 
verkleurenn wanneer bepaalde pigmenten met elkaar werden gemengd en dat bepaalde olieverflagen na 
verloopp van tijd meer transparant werden. Recepturen laten zien hoe schilders op alle mogelijke 
manierenn probeerden de kleurechtheid van hun schilderijen te garanderen. Het streven naar 
duurzaamheidd was een belangrijke criterium bij hun keuze van pigmenten en bindmiddelen. 
Tegelijkertijdd zochten schilders naar schildertechnieken die de duurzaamheid van hun verven 
verbeterden.. Bij de productie van schilderijen spelen de factor tijd, en de prijs van de materialen een 
belangrijkee rol. Het maken van bestendige kleuren bracht in veel gevallen een tijdrovende techniek met 
zichh mee. Het gebruik van dure en kleurechte pigmenten kon de prijs van een schilderij boven het 
aanvaardbaree verhogen. Bij hun materiaalkeuze en de toe te passen techniek verschilden de prioriteiten 
perr schilder en soms zelfs per schilderij. De toenmalige keuzes blijken deels verantwoordelijk voor de 
goedee of slechte staat waarin oude schilderijen zich tegenwoordig bevinden. 

Hoofdstukk III . Verkleurin g of chiaroscuro? Een interpretati e van de donkere partije n in 
Rafaelss Transfiguratie van Christus. 

Dezee studie behandelt aan de hand van Rafaels laatste schilderij, de Transfiguratie van Christus (1517-20), 
dee interpretatieproblemen van toon en kleur bij schilderijen die verouderd zijn. In de benedenhelft van 
dee Transfiguratie hebben de figuren zeer diepe schaduwen die verzinken in een uiterst donkere 
achtergrond.. Ook kent het modelé in dit deel van het schilderij harde overgangen tussen licht en 
donker.. De moderne literatuur beschouwt deze lichtbehandeling, die sterk afwijkt van die in Rafaels 
overigee werk, als een essentieel kenmerk van het schilderij. Ook kent men aan dit harde chiaroscuro een 
expressievee lading toe. Haaks op deze moderne opvatting staat een observatie van Vasari. Deze 
bemerktee in de 2e editie van zijn Vite (1568) dat de schaduwen in het schilderij ernstig waren 
nagedonkerd.. De tegenstelling tussen de moderne interpretatie en die van Vasari vormt de aanleiding 
voorr een zoektocht naar de oorspronkelijke verschijning van de Transfiguratie en Rafaels bedoelingen op 
hett gebied van kleur en chiaroscuro. 

Dee complexe historiografie van dit invloedrijke schilderij demonstreert hoe de materiële 
veranderingenn de interpretatie van Rafaels kleurgebruik in dit werk door de eeuwen heen hebben 
beïnvloedd en hoe hierbij, tot in de moderne literatuur aan toe, anachronistische noties een verrassende 
roll  hebben gespeeld. Studie van contemporaine technische en theoretische teksten gecombineerd met 
dee kennis over de door Rafael gebruikte materialen en hoe deze verouderen, en de vergelijking van het 
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schilderijj  met oude kopieën en voorstudies verschaft inzicht in de oorspronkelijke verschijning van het 
werk.. Hierdoor wordt helderheid gebracht in een al eeuwen voortgaande discussie over Rafaels 
picturalee bedoelingen. De vergelijking van Rafaels schilderij met voorstudies en vroege geschilderde 
kopieënn toont aan dat de schaduwpartijen in het origineel sterk zijn nagedonkerd. Onderzoek van het 
schilderijj  oppervlak suggereert dat dit verdonkeren al moet zijn begonnen kort nadat het werk Rafaels 
atelierr verliet. Door de donkere schaduwen is het tonale contrast tussen de belichte en beschaduwde 
partijenn sterker en meer abrupt geworden. Dit heeft geleid tot de suggestie van een theatrale, 
dramatischee belichting; een effect dat niet door Rafael is bedoeld. 16e-eeuwse Italiaanse teksten laten 
zienn dat in de vroege 16e eeuw de belichting in een schilderij nog niet als expressiemiddel werd 
aangewend.. In De Transfiguratie diende de lichtbehandeling onder aan de berg uitsluitend om een 
krachtigg effect van rilievo, de overtuigende suggestie van driedimensionaliteit van de figuren op het 
plattee schilderijvlak, te bereiken met het doel een levensecht effect tot stand te brengen. 

Dee twee laatste studies behandelen elk een veel voorkomend type verkleuring van olieverfschilderijen 
uitt de onderzochte periode: de bruinverkleuring van kopergroene glacisverven bij 15e tot en met 17e-
eeuwsee schilderijen en de verbleking van verf van de blauwe kleurstof indigo bij vooral 17e-eeuwse 
Noord-Nederlandsee schilderijen. Bronnenstudies en studie van het schilderijoppervlak worden 
gecombineerdd met (chemisch-analytisch) verfonderzoek en de reconstructie van historische verven die 
vervolgenss kunstmatig zijn lichtverouderd Deze geïntegreerde aanpak laat zien dat de mate en de aard 
vann de verkleuring van kopergroene en indigoblauwe verven afhankelijk zijn van een groot aantal 
materielee en schildertechnische variabelen. 

Hoofdstukk IV . Glaceerverven van verdigri s in historische olieverfschilderijen: recepten en 
technieken. . 

Ditt hoofdstuk bespreekt de vervaardiging en toepassing van groene koperhoudende glaceerverf op 
oudee olieverfschilderijen. De wijd verbreidde veronderstelling dat deze verven bestaan uit kopemsinaat, 
datt schilders maakten door het groene koperpigment verdigris op te lossen in een warm vernis, blijkt op 
eenn misverstand te berusten. De verfrecepten tonen aan dat de glacis zijn gemaakt met fijngewreven 
verdigriss dat gemengd is met een koude olie of vernis. Tegenwoordig zijn vele van deze oorspronkelijk 
fell  groene en transparante verflagen veranderd in een donker ondoorzichtig bruin. In andere gevallen 
heeftt dit type glacis zijn kleur wél goed behouden. De bronnen maken duidelijk dat schilders geen 
homogenee groene verf gebruikten maar dat deze sterk in samenstelling kon verschillen. Deze 
verschillenn in samenstelling verschaffen inzicht in het uiteenlopende verouderingsgedrag van de verven. 

Dee historische term verdigris had betrekking op uiteenlopende groene en blauwgroene 
corrosieproductenn van koper die schilders vrijwel niet van elkaar konden onderscheiden. De recepten 
latenn zien op welke manier schilders hun olie of harshoudende bindmiddelen voor de glaceerverf 
bereidden.. Aan deze verf kon men verschillende pigmenten toevoegen en er bestond een grote variatie 
inn kleur en samenstelling van de bij het verkrijgen van de gewenste groene kleur gebruikte 
onderschildering.. Vanaf de vroege 16e eeuw klagen schilders over het verkleuren van verdigris. 
Anderzijdss wordt juist ook vaak de duurzaamheid van deze groene verf geprezen. Schilders hadden de 
ervaringg dat de zuiverheid van hun pigment de kleurechtheid van het glacis bepaalde. Daarnaast 
haddenn zij ondervonden dat zij om de kleur te behouden bij het glaceren met verdigris een groot aantal 
voorzorgsmaatregelenn in acht moesten nemen. Deze manier van werken resulteerde in schilderijen met 
afgebakende,, glanzende hardgroene partijen. In de 17e eeuw ging men dit kleureffect steeds minder 
appreciëren.. De verandering in voorkeur hing samen met wijzigende opvattingen over de picturale 
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functiee van kleur in schilderijen. Hierdoor pasten schilders in deze penode, in vergelijking met de 
eeuwenn daarvoor, verdigris minder toe ook al hadden zij geen alternatief voor dit fel groene pigment. 

Hoofdstukk V. Het gebruik van indigo in de olieverfschilderkunst en de daardoor  veroorzaakte 
verkleuring . . 

Di tt hoofdstuk geeft een overzicht van de toepassing van indigo als pigment in de olieverfschilderkunst 
enn de factoren die de kleurechtheid van deze verf hebben beïnvloed. Schilders werkten met 
verschillendee indigoproducten. Van buiten Europa importeerde men een pigment dat geëxtraheerd was 
uitt tropische Indigojera planten. Tot in de tweede helft van de 16c eeuw gebruikten schilders daarnaast 
eenn gedroogd vlies dat was geschept van de wede of indigo textielverfkuip. Ook werkten zij met een 
indigopigmentt dat geëxtraheerd was uit de inheemse wedeplant en met een pigment dat gemaakt was 
uitt gefermenteerde met indigo geverfde wol. Hoewel het kleurend bestanddeel in al deze pigmenten 
(indigotine)) gelijk is, wijst chemische analyse uit dat deze producten uiteenlopende onzuiverheden 
kunnenn bevatten. Een enkele keer blijken deze bestanddelen aanwijzingen te kunnen geven over het 
typee indigo pigment dat in schilderijen is gebruikt maar meestal is een onderscheid niet te maken. 

Vanaff  de late 16c eeuw werden in Europa steeds grotere hoeveelheden tropische indigo 
geïmporteerd.. De bronnen wijzen er op dat schilders vanaf die tijd vrijwel uitsluitend nog dit materiaal 
gebruikten.. De toegenomen import leidde er ook toe dat indigo steeds vaker in schilderijen werd 
toegepast.. Tot het midden van de 17e eeuw vonden veel schilders dat indigo in olieverf extreem snel 
verbleekte.. Om die reden gebruikten ze het pigment alleen als onderschildering of voegden ze een 
kleinee hoeveelheid toe aan verf die overwegend andere pigmenten bevatte om zo donkere schaduwen 
weerr te geven. Vanaf de tweede helft van de eeuw wordt de kleurechtheid van het pigment duidelijk 
meerr positief beoordeeld. Tegelijkertijd zien we dat schilders het pigment steeds vaker gaan toepassen 
inn de prominente partijen van een schilderij én in de bovenste verflaag waar het direct blootstond aan 
zonlicht.. De verandering in de beoordeling kwam doordat schilders inmiddels talloze manieren hadden 
ontwikkeldd om met indigo een meer kleurecht resultaat te bereiken. De hardnekkigheid waarmee zij op 
ditt gebied bleven experimenteren hield ermee verband dat indigo in olieverf, in tegenstelling tot de 
anderee destijds beschikbare blauw pigmenten, uitstekend te verwerken is. 

Hett tropische indigopigment, dat vroeger in de vorm van brokken werd aangeleverd, bevat 
verschillendee typen en hoeveelheden organische en anorganische onzuiverheden. Reconstructies in het 
kaderr van mijn onderzoek tonen aan dat de chemische en fysische samenstelling van het indigopigment 
vann invloed is op de kleurechtheid van de hiermee verkregen verf. In de loop van de 17e eeuw werden 
schilderss zich hier steeds meer van bewust. Om de kleurechtheid van het indigo pigment te verbeteren 
ontwikkeldenn zij allerlei, veelal geraffineerde, methoden om de brokken te 'zuiveren.' Reconstructies 
latenn zien dat door deze bewerkingsmethoden inderdaad ongewenste organische onzuiverheden 
verwijderdd werden. Bewerkingen waarbij het indigo pigment wordt verhit (zoals koken en bakken) 
beïnvloedenn ook de fysische vorm van het verkregen pigment Beide effecten lijken er toe bij te dragen 
datt het indigo minder gevoelig wordt voor de invloeden in een verf die het kunnen aantasten. 

Dee bronnen geven aan dat de oude meesters de ervaring hadden dat ook de gekozen 
schildertechniekk van invloed is op de kleurechtheid van een indigoverf. Reconstructies en 
schilderijenonderzoekk bevestigen deze oude observaties. Indigo blijkt in olie of eigeel veel sneller te 
verblekenn dan in bindmiddelen gemaakt van gom, lijm of eiwit. Een hoog aandeel loodwit in de verf, 
eenn lage pigment volume concentratie, een dunne indigo verflaag en een lichte onderschildering 
bespoedigenn eveneens de verbleking. 

Inn oude schilderijen is te zien dat wanneer schilders hun indigo met voldoende 
voorzorgmaatregelenn verwerkten, hun blauwe kleuren ook nu nog meestal goed zijn bewaard. Wanneer 
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zijj  hun indigo echter niet op een 'duurzame' manier verwerkten, is de verf vaak ernstig verbleekt. Op 
dee schilderijen heeft dit geleid tot zeer uiteenlopende optische veranderingen. Dit hoofdstuk relateert de 
huidigee verschijning van dergelijke sterk verouderde verven aan de gebruikte schildertechniek. De op 
dezee manier gekregen kennis maakt het mogelijk om een 'mentale reconstructie' te maken van de 
originelee verschijning van het schilderij en zo inzicht te krijgen in de intenties van de schilder. 
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